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Preface

Improving Spoken English is a pronunciation program written for English as a second language (ESL)
students and for their ESL teachers.

The Students

One of the primary concerns of Improving Spoken English is to involve students, consciously, in their
own learning process as they work to improve their spoken English. Each part of each lesson focuses
students' attention on what they are doing and why they are doing it. The intent is to help students to develop:
(l) an awareness of and an interest in language learning, (2) a sense of personal responsibility for their own
learning, and (3) a feeling of pride in their own accomplishments.

To meet the above goals, two kinds of material have been written-practice activities and explanations.
Practice activities in listening and in speaking are directed toward the gradual development of an auditory
base and a physical base for improving spoken English. The lessons present activities designed to guide
students toward making use of auditory distinctions and articulatory patterns which are important for English
pronunciation. Explanations are included to give students sufficient speech awareness to enable them to
monitor and to control their pronunciation for increased intelligibility both during the instructional period and
beyond.

Acoustic information, physiological information, and linguistic information have been expressed in
straight-forward lay terminology. Explanations throughout are simplified for the sake of clarity.

The Teachers

Another primary objective of Improving Spoken English is to aid teachers in their role as facilitator of
learning. To avoid a separate teachers' book, section notes and resource materials have been included in the
students' workbook. These are directed toward assisting teachers in presenting the lessons easily and
effectively.

To reach the above objective, two kinds of material have been written-methodological notes and
informational notes. Methodological notes are included so that teachers do not have to guess at the intended
use of lessons and parts of lessons. Informational notes provide a ready reference on points of English
phonology. Resource pages provide materials for supplementary work. Footnotes include both methodologi-
cal and informational material. Some of the information provided is rather detailed. The teacher can deter-
mine whether it is appropriate to discuss this material with students.

The explanatory material in Improving Spoken English, whether directed to students or to teachers, is
intended not as an instructional end in itself, but as an aid to learning. The annotating is thorough, in order to
provide ready access to additional material to aid in answering unexpected student questions or to give a
student further production cues, when necessary. This has been done in the belief that it can be a conveni-
ence both to experienced teachers and to novices.

The Program

Improving Spoken English is subtitled An Intensive Personalized Program in Perception, Pronuncia-
tion, Practice in Context. Each word in the subtitle has been chosen to reflect the content of the book. The
content of the book, in turn, reflects basic assumptions about: (a) language and language learning, and (D) the
cognitive and affective aspects of learner processes. Seven key concepts in the title are:

l. Improving. The lesson material is planned for adult and high school ESL students who
already speak some English; it is not a book for absolute beginners. Lesson flexibility, how-
ever, permits use by high-beginning, intermediate, and low-advanced classes.

2. Intensive. The lesson activities are carefullv focused and concentrated.
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Personalized. Presenting a positive attitude, the lessons encourage personal involvement by
providing students with ways and means (a) to take responsibility for their own work and (b) to
take a personal pride in their many small accomplishments along the way toward improved

spoken English; and with tools and techniques with which (a) to monitor others and them-

selves, (b) to modify their spoken English-in bits and pieces-toward an increasingly closer
match with the model, and (c) to continue to improve their spoken English when they leave the
formal classroom and language laboratory.
Program. The workbook presents carefully arranged sequences of basic material in two
units-(l) stress, rhythm, and intonation, and (2) vowels-and additional sequences of
supplementary lessons which provide a variety of options to meet individual student needs.

Perception. The program is designed to develop students' auditory sensitivity as a perceptual

base for improving spoken English.
Pronunciation. The program is designed to develop students' oral-tactile and oral-kinesthetic
sensitivity as a physical base for improving spoken English.
Practice in Context. Supplements A and B contain short exercises which provide interesting

and meaningful practice opportunities beyond those presented in the fundamental perception

and pronunciation work of Unit I and Unit 2.

The Purposes and the Presentation

Some ESL students do not seem to enjoy the pronunciation class. They look upon it as a pain not as a

pleasure. No other language area seems to generate more self-deprecation on the one hand, or more denial of
need for improvement on the other. Some students are shy and embarrassed and appear to be threatened by
attention to their spoken English. Others use the world's oldest self-protection device, professing not to care
(although sometimes admitting privately that they have a bad accent or terrible pronunciation). With these

concerns in mind, the goals of Improving Spoken English are to help students to acgomplish four things:

l. to increase their self-confidence in speaking English and in listening to English;
2. to increase their level of intelligibility in speaking English and their level of aural comprehen-

sion in listening to English;
3. to increase their fluency in speaking English;
4. to increase their accuracy in speaking English.

Improving Spoken English attempts to emphasize the positive in several ways. It looks upon improve-
ment as a gradual process, not as an overnight phenomenon. It is concerned with gradual modification of
pronunciation toward a closer match with the abstract notion of model pronunciation, rather than with good
or bad, correct or incorrect. It presents relatively easy selections on the self-evaluative tests, and it encour-
ages personal pride in small accomplishments.

Above all, Improving Spoken English promotes self-monitoring and self-comparison, not student-to-
student comparisons. This is an important point to emphasize, for there always will be those students for
whom pronunciation improvements come rapidly and easily and those for whom pronunciation improve-
ments come slowly and with great diffculty.

The pronunciation lessons and the recordings of Improving Spoken English are based on General
American English. A Pronouncing Dictionary of American English, by John S. Kenyon and Thomas A.
Knott (Springfield, Mass.: G. and C. Merriam Company, 1953), was used as a reference guide.

Some of the spelling information contained in Unit 2 was compiled using material presented in
"English Orthography: Its Graphical Structure and Its Relation to Sound," by Richard L. Venezky (in
Reading Research Quarterly 2, no.311976l); Annotated Spelling-to-Sound Correspondence Rules, by Bruce
Cronnell (Southwest Regional Laboratory Technical Report, 32ll97ll); and Phoneme-Grapheme Corres-
pondences as Cues to Spelling Improvement, by Paul R. Hanna, Jean S. Hanna, Richard E. Hodges, and

Edwin H. Rudorf, Jr. (Washington, D.C.: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Educa-
tion, 1966).

5.

4.

5.

6.

7.

vlll
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Medical anatomy references and direct observation were used to prepare the descriptions of articula-
tory positions and movements in Improving Spoken English. Facial diagrams in the text are based on
cinefluorographic frames of the author filmed by the University of Michigan Television Center in the X-ray
department of the University of Michigan Medical Center. Explanations and illustrations throughout are
simplified and stylized for the sake of clarity.

The phonetic notations in Improving Spoken English employ forms of the International Phonetic
Alphabet with the following adaptations.

l. The symbol /a/ is used, rather than /q/, for the first vowel soundinfather.
2. The symbol /y/ is used, rather than /j/, for the first sound in yes.
3. The following have a second component added to the symbol as an aid to the learner of English

as a second language.
/ivl is used for lil, as in see
/etl is used for lel, as in say
/u*/ is used for /u/. as in two
/ou/ is used for lol, as in no

4. The symbols lil and /u/, rather than ltl and lul, are used for the diphthongs in lail,laul,and
I til.

lx
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For Teachers

Improving Spoken English is in student workbook form. It includes six segments.

1. Unit 1: Stress, Rhythm, and Intonation
2. Unit 2: Vowels
3. Supplement A: Practice in Context for Unit I
4. Supplement B: Practice in Context for Unit 2

5. Supplement C: Vowel Contrasts for Unit 2

6. Answer Key/Teacher Script

Teachers may wish to use the lessons in consecutive order as they occur in the text. They may wish to
complete Unit I before going on to Unit 2, using materials from the supplements wherever appropriate.

However, in an alternative format of usage, Units I and 2 (and their supplementary materials) may be
used together. The text is planned so that the presentation of Unit 2 may be instituted as soon as the work in
Unit I has progressed through section C (lessons 6 and 7). At that point, work on Unit 2 may be used in either
an alternating or a simultaneous program of study. A simultaneous usage plan such as the following might be

appropriate for high-beginning or intermediate classes.

tlon
Section B
Section C

Section D
Section E
Section F
Section G

Section B
Section C
Section D
Section E
Section F

Section A
Section B
Section C
Section D
Section E

Section B
Section C
Section D

Contrasts
Contrasts
Contrasts
Contrasts

The entire series of 1mp roving Spoken English lessons is available on tape. The tapes for each basic unit
(Units I and 2) are intended for teacher-controlled use in a pronunciation laboratory class or in a regular
pronunciation class setting. They are nol intended for individual student self-help luse except as a follow-up
after teacher/class presentation. The tapes for the supplementary lessons in Supplements A, B, and C may be

used in a pronunciation laboratory class or as individual student self-help use, at the discretion of the teacher.

If the taped lessons are not available, the lessons may be presented live by the teacher, using the

appended Answer Key/Teacher Script (AK/TS).

Unit 1

The twenty lessons in Unit I have been designed to provide ESL students with a systematic and

sequential introduction to selected features of English stress, rhythm, and intonation, and to include first
steps toward improvement of these features in spoken English. Attention to prosodic elements is presented at
the beginning of Improving Spoken English for one primary purpose. It is judged to be of fundamental
importance to build a base of experience with some of the synthesizing aspects of the prosodic structure of
spoken English at the outset, before work with individual sound segments is taken up in order to:

l. orient students to the dynamic nature of "pronunciation"-speech as a moving process, not a
series of isolated postures; prepare them for immediate participation in contextual practice
(Supplement A presents samples) and communicative speech activities (which can be provided
only within the milieu of each unique classroom situation);

2. allow the individual sound segments (in Unit 2) to be presented and practiced within a natural
prosodic environment which already is familiar to students; permit study of the changes which
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take place within the rhythmic patterns of connected speech and the ways sounds influence the
sounds around them:

3. permit the twenty-four vowel lessons in Unit 2 to serve as additional practice opportunities for
reinforcement of the features of stress, rhythm, and intonation studied in Unit l.

It is important to note here, that students are not expected to master these features of stress, rhythm,
and intonation in a few short lessons. The lessons in Unit I are intended to begin a gradual process of
improvement with review and reinforcement throughout the remainder of the program.

The graphic notations used in the text of Unit I do not come from one source. They are symbols which
have been adapted from a number of sources and modified over an extended period of experimental use with
ESL students. They are a combination of concrete notational forms which has been found to be successful in
enhancing students' understanding of some of the most abstract phenomena of spoken English.

Unit I has seven sections. Each section begins with section notes.
Section A presents two introductory lessons to English stress, rhythm, and intonation, and introduces

chart l, Key Sentences for Stress, Rhythm, and Intonation.
Sections B, C, D, E, and F present fourteen intensive lessons including special test sentences for

self-monitoring and self-testing. (See page 8 of Unit I for notes on using the intensive lessons.)
Section G presents four rapid-review-and-testing lessons.

Unit 2

The twenty-four lessons in Unit 2 have been designed to provide ESL students with a systematic
introduction to the fifteen vowel sounds of General American English and to include first steps toward
improving these sounds in spoken English.

Unit 2 is constructed with a whole/parts orientation. The introductory lesson builds on knowledge
which most ESL students have already-knowledge of a five-sound vowel system of lil,lel,lal,lol,lul.
The additional ten vowels of English then are mapped onto the vowel chart relative to these five. Each vowel
is assigned a key word as a mnemonic aid to the study of the vowel systerd and as a device later for
self-monitoring. The fifteen key words combine into seven short phrases. Students are urged to practice these
key words concentrating on memorizing each one-the "sound" of it and the "feel" of it. This is described
fully on pages 123 and 125.

Working from the whole system, where each sound is an integral part of a total pattern, each vowel then
is singled out from the others for its own intensive perception, pronunciation, and sound/spelling study. The
fivevowels lil,lel,lal,lol,and/u/mayseemtooeasyforstudents,inasmuchasstudentsalready"have"
these vowels. In fact, what students "have" is a pronunciation of these sounds which is unique to their first
languages, and in many cases it is more difficult for students to modify these five "old" sounds to their
uniquely American English pronunciation, than it is to learn sounds which are "new" to them. Page I 18

summarizes some possible sources of ESL pronunciation interference/learning problems.
The intensive work with a particular vowel sound can be followed up whenever necessary by contras-

tive work with two vowels of the system. Supplement C presents pronunciation and perception work with
selected vowel contrasts.

As in Unit I, it is important to note here that students are not expected to master each and every vowel
in a few short lessons. The lessons in Unit 2 are intended to begin a gradual process of improvement with
review and reinforcement throughout the remainder of the program.

Unit 2 has six sections. Each section begins with section notes.
Section A presents two introductory lessons on the English vowel system and introduces the Vowel

Chart and the key words.
Sections B, C, D, and E present nineteen intensive lessons and tests. (See page 126 of Unit 2 for notes on

using the intensive lessons.)
Section F presents three rapid-review-and-testing lessons.

xvl



For Students

The Purpose of the Lessons

The only way ESL students can improve their pronunciation of spoken English is to spend many hours

listening to English and many hours speaking English. However, a directed program of speaking and listening

can shorten the time. The workbook lessons, the tapes, and the explanations in Improving Spoken English
provide the first part of such a program.

It is the purpose of this workbook to provide carefully planned speaking and listening lessons to help

students to accomplish fouf things:

l. to increase self-confidence in speaking English and in listening to English;
2. to increase intelligibility in speaking English and in listening to English;
3. to increase fluency in speaking English;
4. to increase accuracy in speaking English.

This series of lessons in speaking and listening is intended for use by adults and teenagers who are

studying English as a second language. It is not for beginners; it is for students who already speak at least a

little English but who now need to improve their spoken English. Lesson flexibility permits high-beginning,

intermediate, and low-advanced students to use this book to improve their spoken English.

Using the Lessons and Learning to Self-Monitor

The lessons in Improving Spoken English can be used in two ways.

l. They can be used in an ESL class and language laboratory with an ESL teacher.

2. Each lesson can be repeated and reviewed using the recorded tape for the lesson.

The real goal of this book is to help students to help themselves in improving their spoken English. The

lessons are designed to help ESL students:

1. to develop speech awareness;
2. to learn to self-monitor and to "correct" their own pronunciation;
3. to continue to improve their spoken English beyond the formal instruction of the classroom

and laboratory.

This takes time and practice. Each lesson is planned carefully to move toward these goals. However,

the directions given in the book and those given on the tape must be followed exactly. There is no way to
improve spoken English except to concentrate, to practice, and to monitor pronunciation. The most impor-
tant thing in this pronunciation work is for students to learn to monitor their own speech.
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Stress, Rhythm, and Intonation





Section A- | ntroduction

Secfion Notes

Section A has two lessons.

Lesson I is a sentence dictation exercise with fourteen sentences. Each of these sentences is a key sentence

which focuses on one feature of stress, rhythm, or intonation. The sentences to be dictated are on page 315

in the Answer Key/Teacher Script (AK/TS).

Lesson 2 presents chart l, Key Sentences for Stress, Rhythm, and Intonation. Students are asked to practice

these sentences carefully and to memorize them.

These two lessons provide an introduction and a framework within which the remaining lessons in Unit I will

be studied. Subsequent lessons will isolate each item and give it brief but intensive perceptual and productive

attention.

In particular, chart I is important as a graphic representation of some of the most vital features of English
pronunciation which are much more abstract and difficult to isolate than the vowel and consonant sounds.

The chart is a valuable classroom tool; it can serve as a reference source for teachers and students in fostering

monitoring of pronunciation during classroom speaking activities.



Lesson 1

Introduction to Stress, Rhythm, and Intonation

Directions: Read and discuss with your teacher. Write the sentences as they are dictated. (AK/TS p. 315)

Part 1-Accented and Unaccented Syllables

Three sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Practice the
sentences. Notice the accented svllables.

L

2.

3.

(4 words)

(3 words)

(5 words)

(Lab: Stop the tape. Write the sentences on the chalkboard. Practice.)

Part 2-Syllables and Sufflxes

Two sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Practice the sen-

tences. Notice the plural and past tense suffixes.

4.

(9 words)

5.

(8 words)

(Lab: Stop the tape. Write the sentences on the chalkboard. Practice.)

Part 3-Sentence Rhythm and Stress

Three sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Practice the

sentences. Notice the rhvthm and stress of each sentence.

6.

7.

(6 words)

(6 words)

(7 words)8.

(Lab: Stop the tape. Write the sentences on the chalkboard. Practice.)



Unit 1-Section A
Lesson 1

Part 4-Contractions and Sound Changes

Three sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Practice the

sentences. Notice the contractions.

(The second word is isn't, a contraction.)
(3 words)

(6 words)10.
(The third word is @, a spoken contraction of the word and.)

ll.
(ThefirstwordisI,m,acontraction.Thesecond*o,ai,ffi"f;[i?
form of goitng to.) \--l

(Lab: Stop the tape. Write the sentences on the chalkboard. Practice.)

Part 5-lntonation

Three sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Practice the

sentences. Notice the intonation.

t2 (2 words)

(3 words)

(The first word is I'm. a contraction.)

13.

t4.

(8 words)

(Lab: Stop the tape. Write the sentences on the chalkboard. Practice.)

Turn to lesson 2 for practice with these sentences.



Lesson 2

Key Sentences for Stress, Rhythm, and Intonation

Part 1-The Ghart of Key Sentences

In Lesson l, which you have just completed, you wrote fourteen dictated sentences. Look at chart l. These
are the same fourteen sentences. Each sentence is a key sentence for stress, rhythm, and intonation. Follow
the directions in part 2 and practice each sentence.

Part 2-Practicing the Key Sentences

Look at chart I on page 7. Listen, repeat, and practice. Memorize each key sentence.

L Two-Syllable Wordst I forg6t my p6ncil.
12 12

2. Three-Syllable Words Tom6rrow is S6turday.-

3. Reduced syllables ond srh.o" ' 
t 

aut, -"'r.rirrn, ar6und s6ven.

4. Past Tense I closed the door -O *ait"O fo. ,fr. Uur. 
x

5. Plural I bought four books for my two cl6sses.

6. Rhythm and Sentenc" Srr"rl", I ate a 
"ti"t 

in-r"t"d sandwich.

7. Rhythm and Reduced Words The students are going te Chicago.

8. Rhythm and Linking He_was-waiting at,the-bus : stop.

9. Two-Word Contractions He isn't coming.

10. One-Word Contractions and Ltnkings The boys-@girls were late.

ll. Contactions and Sound Changes t'm@6nii)study at the lab.3>-/
12. RisinglFalling Intonation (Final) ,I'm hunpry.

.23 
r---) t

13. Rising Intonation (Final) ,Amll6te?
t3 ,r3 T3---3--l

14. Nonfinal Intonationa ,I bought hotdofs, ,French fri6s, uaPfles, ,ang candV.
lpt

1. Primary stress, only, is marked in this text.
2. The r indicates that the syllable is ry,duc:d and the vowel neutralizes toward schwa.
3. In sentences l0 and ll. thee)and(gonna)are spoken contracted forms.
4. The dotted portion of the intonation line indicates an alternative tone pattern.



Unit 1-Section A
Lesson 2

Chart 1

KEY SENTENCES FOR STRESS. RHYTHM. AND INTONATION

Accented/ Unaccented Svllables

l. I forg6t my p6ncil.
12 t2

Two-Syllable Words

2. Tom6rrow is Sriturday.
1 2 3 '1 2 3

Three-Syllable Words

3. Call me tonight ar6und s6ven.
xxx

Reduced Syllables and Schwa

Syllables and Suffixes

4. I closed the door and wiiited for the bus.
'r'12

Past Tense

5. I bought four books for my two cl6sses.
112

Plural

Sentence Sense: Rhythm and Stress

6. I ate a chicken-salad sandwich. Rhvthm and Sentence Stresses

7. Th€ students are going to Chicago. Rhythm and Reduced Words

8. He_was,waiting_at-the-bus : stop. Rhythm and Linking

Elisions and Assimilations

9. He isn't coming. Two-Word Contractions

10. The Uoys@_girls were late. One-Word Contractions and Linking

tt. I'm6oin-)study at the lab. Contractions and Sound Changes

Intonation

?--l
12. ^I'm hunhrv..-r.

L---> 1

Rising I Falling Intonation (Final)

rt. ,t^ylJt Rising Intonation (Final)

2t .v3 7 3- - -3--l
14. ,I boueht hotdogs. ,French fries. ,9prfles. ,and carfV.

L>t
Nonfinal Intonation



Using the lntensive Lessons in Sections B, C, D, E, and F

Each of lessons 3 through 16 provides brief, but intensive, perception and pronunciation work with one

feature of stress, rhythm, or intonation. Lessons 3, 4, and 5 also contain dictionary homework. Activities in
each lesson are varied, involve active student participation, provide for feedback and self-evaluation, and

encourage speech awareness and self-monitoring.

Each part of each lesson has a specific function. [n general, the parts of each lesson are:

Information
c. presents brief explanatory notes and gives examples
b. although students may not understand the entire explanation at the outset, the subsequent

practice should clarify the nature of the specific feature
Pronunciation Practice

c. presents a few practice items for rapid vigorous oral practice; uses graphic notations to aid
the students in understanding the nature of the specific feature; suggests a second cycle of
practice with the items with attention to natural speed and rhythm

b. asks students to practice vigorously in order to develop an oral-tactile and oral-kinesthetic
"feel" for English stress, rhythm, and intonation; encourages students to monitor them-
selves

Listening Practice
a. presents items and asks for an active student response, usually in the form of marking items

in response to information received aurally; in lessons 14, 15, and 16, the active student
response takes the form of echoing

b. asks students to give the answers and to check their own work immediately; asks students to
practice the items

Listening and Writing Practice
a. presents items and asks for a written response to information received aurally
b. asks students to give the answers and to check their own work immediately; asks students to

practice the items orally
Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

a. presents four sentences for oral practice, recording, and self-analysis
b. encourages students to use these sentences to check on their pronunciation of a specific

feature of stress, rhythm, or intonation

Following each lesson is resource material to use as supplementary practice. Many lessons contain a few
short practice-in-context selections similar to those in Supplement A.



Section B-Accented/Unaccented Syllables

Section Nofes

Section B presents three lessons. Resource material for additional practice is included at the end of each
lesson.

Lesson 3 presents intensive listening/speaking practice with syllable accent in two-syllable words. With this
first substantive lesson, attention is directed to the importance of self-monitoring.

Lesson 4 presents similar practice with syllable accent in three-syllable words.

Lesson 5 focuses on reduced syllables and the neutral vowel sound schwa, /a/. This is a new concept for
many students. It is taken up here, early in the program, for two reasons. First, it can help students in making
an aural comprehension breakthrough as they encounter native speakers who are using the natural conversa-
tional fast speech of English, in which reduced syllables play a key role. Second, it can help reduce
pronunciations which come from sound/symbol interpretations from the students' first languages.

Work with a vowel box such as the following may help students in locating the neutral vowel. (See Unit 2,
page ll7.)

t see stwo

t say lel 1o no

\
t stgp

One caution is suggested. In presenting sentence practice, avoid overaccenting. Those syllable accents which
are not also sentence stresses are somewhat muted; that is, they are not pronounced with as much accent as
when they are pronounced as isolated words.

Teachers may wish to discuss chart 2 with students for an overview, or as a review, of this section.

Chart 2
ACCENTED/UNACCENTED SYLLABLES

I forg6t my p6ncil. Two-Syllable Words
'| 2 1 2 In two-syllable words, one syllable is accented; that is, it is pro-

nounced with more streneth than the other one.

TomSrrow is S6turday. Three-Syllable Words
1 2 3 1 2 3 In three-syllable words, one syllable is accented; that is, it is pro-

nounced with more strength than the other two.

Call me tonight ar5und s6ven. Reduced Syllables and Schwa
' Many unaccented syllables do not have a strong a, e, i, o, or u

vowel but are pronounced with the neutral vowel schwa, lal.



Lesson 3

Two-Svllable Words

I forg6t my p6ncil.
12 12

Part 1 -Accented Syllables

Words of one syllable have one spoken part. Repeat.

we come add want stop
11111

Words of two syllables have two spoken parts. In English one of the two parts is accented and one is
unaccent ed. Accented means:

l. the vowel in the syllable is I o n g e r;
2. the syllable is a little stronger;

3. the syllable often is u littlezhiSher\in tone.'

Repeat.

S econd Syllable Accents

,N N .Noellevej\ gcroSSA $ln*

Unaccented means:

l. the vowel in the syllable is strorter;

2. the syllable is a little weaker;

3. the syllable often is a little:lo*erzin tone.

This is different from many languages of the world in which syllable strength is equal (or nearly equal) for all
syllables (parts) of a word. Repeat the above words again. Notice this mark (') is written over thefrst vowel
letter in the accented svllable.

l. The words presented to illustrate syllable accent are spoken in isolation; they are shown with an intonation graphic
representing a higher tone on the accented syllable. In connected speech, however, accented syltables are not
necessarily higher in tone. See Unit l, lesson 16.

2. If the syf lable accent is on the next-to-the-last syllable or earlier, the falling pattern of the tone is shown as step-down
between the two syllables.

3. If the syflable accent is on the last syllable, the falling pattern of the tone is shown as glide-down on the vowel of the
last syllable.

First Syllable Accent2

s6ndl.wich En-tntirtt o?o..

-
1212 12

l0



Unit 1-Section B
Lesson 3

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen and repeat the words below. Give more strength to the accented syllables. Listen to yourself as you
practice. Pronunciation practice is the time for you to talk to yourself and to listen to yourself.

First Syllable Accent Second Syllable Accent

1. t6ble 3. 6fter 1. tonight 3. arrive
1 2 12 12 12

2. hippy 4. sister 2. retrirn 4. asl6ep
't 2 12 12 1 2

(Lab: Stop the tape. Allow a few minutes for individual practice.)

Listen and repeat the following words and sentences.a Give more strength to the accented syllables. This

mark (') shows an accented syllable. Talk to yourself and listen to yourself as you practice. Talking to
yourself and listening to yourself are ways to self-monitor.

l. p6ncil I need a p6ncil and some piper. 3. belfeve I believe the class begfns at ten.

p6per begins

2. n6tebook I gave my n6tebook to the t6acher. 4. todriy Tod6y is the fourth of Julf.

t6acher Julf

(Lab: Stop the tape. Allow afew minutesfor individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3 - Listenlng and Marking Accented Syllables (AlfiS)

Listen and repeat. Listen and put an accent mark over each accented syllable. The accent mark (') must be

written over theTtrst vowel letter in the accented syllable.

Examples: stridy arrive believe

t. because ' ;. -r:J 'r1 
u.t""o

2. today 5. never 8. kitchen

3. brother 6. arrive 9. sandwich

(Lab: Stop the tape and askstudents to give the answers. Start the tape andhave students checktheirwork
as the accents are given.)

Listen and repeat the following sentences. Listen and put an accent mark over the accented syllable in each

two-syllable word.

1. The teacher was late. 3. The baby was asleep.

2. He arrived at ten. 4. Perhaps I should do it myself.
12 1 2 12

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give the answers. Start the tape and have students check their work
as the accents are given.)

4. See the section notes for a caution in avoiding overaccenting during sentence practice.

ll



Unit 1-Section B
Lesson 3

Practice each sentence again using natural speed. Exaggerate the accented syllables slightly.s

(Lab: Stop the tape and allow a few minutes for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4-Wrlting Sentences from Dictatlon and Marklng Accents (AKITS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Mark the accented
syllables. Practice each sentence.

1.

2.

(3 words)

(5 words)

(4 words)

(5 words)4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their sentences and to give the accents. Start the tape and have
students check their work as the accents are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural speed.

Part 5-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Self-monitoring means talking to yourself and listening to yourself as you practice. Practice the following
sentences using natural speed. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. My br6ther is c6ming on Frfday.

2. I belfeve the class begins at ten.

3. I was asl6ep when they arrived.

4. Tod6y is the fourth ofJulf.

Part 6- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks.

l. correct

2. between

3. lazy

4. reason

5. Following these two self-test exercises for recognition of syllable accent, try the following rapid pronunciation work.
Write a list of two-syllable words on the chalkboard; mark the accented syllables. (Use the resource materials for this
lesson.) Point to words rapidly in random order; ask individuals, or the group, to pronounce the words.

t2



Resource Material

This list is provided as a resource for supplementary work for lesson 3.6 It can be used for listening practice

activities, such as those in part 3 of this lesson. It can be used for pronunciation practice, such as that
outlined in footnote 5 on page 12. Material for study by advanced classes is indicated in the notes.

Part 1-Second Syllable Accent

Fewer than 20 percent of high frequency two-syllable words are accented on the second syllable. Six of the
word groups in this category contain prefixed words.

Additional word groups in this category are: reflexive/intensive pronouns, teen numbers, compound verbs,

and a miscellaneous group made up primarily of borrowed words including some proper names.

Reflexive/Intensive
Pronouns

Numbers* Compound
Verbs

Miscellaneous

mys6lf yours6lf

hims6lf yours6lves

hers6lf ours6lves

its6f thems6lves

thirt6en sixt6en

fourt6en eight6en

fifteen ninet6en

outsm6rt

outlfve

outdS

car6er hot6l Julf

caf6 police Eugene

ball6on machine Eliine
garilge polite Suz6nne

guitiir matfre Jo6nne

tAlternative accenting will be studied later in the program.

6. Students find it useful to practice these words in sentences and/or conversational dialogues. Ask students to look for
these words in daily classwork activities, and encourage them to monitor themselves and others on syllable accents.

t3

Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs Prepositions Conjunctions

agree forg6t

arnve enJoy

begin invite

believe prep6re

compl6te sugg6st

decide

al6rm

degr6e

ev6nt

expense

succ6ss

esc6pe

afr6id alive

asl6ep al6ne

en6ugh entfre

aw6ke

agaln

ah6ad

ap6rt

aw6y

perh6ps

ab6ut bef6re

acr6ss behind

ag6inst below

al6ng besfde

am6ng

ar6und

alth6ugh

bec6use

unl6ss

untfl



Unit 1-Section B

Lesson 3- Resource Material

Parl2- First Syllable Accent

Over 80 percent of high frequency two-syllable words are accented on the first syllable. The following are

examples from four word groups: base words (i.e., nonprefixed nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.), compounds,
suffixed words, and proper names.

Base Words Compounds Suffixed Words Names

vfsit

h6bit

mfnute

ticket

p6cket

s6lad

tr6vel

p6ncil

lfttle

b6ttle

t6ble

woman

c6usin

l6sson

listen

kinguage

c6urage

c6llege

hiindsome

w6lcome

pr6blem

science

distance

6ffice

f6mous

6ver

6fter

br6ther

d5llar

str6nger

b6by

h,ippy

hringry

m6ney

j6urney

qfestion*

p6tient*

sp6cial*

social*

s6ldier*

pr6ciousx

m6tion*

vision*

million*

onion*

M6nday

Tfesday

Wednesday

Thfrsday

Friday

6irplane

b6droom

b6throom

b6okcase

br6akfast

h6tdog

midnight

n6tebook

p6ssport

p6pcorn

riiilroad

srinshine

m6ybe

th6refore

m6anwhile

s6mebody

s6mehow

s6meone

sSmewhere

f6rward

b6ckward

6lways

6lso

tw6nty

thfrty

f6rty

ftfty
s6fety

c6ming

going

16ading

sp6aking

writing

6rtist

ch6mist

s6ftly

qfickly

frfendly

l6vely

f seful

c6reful

driven

written

driver

l6ader

t6acher

6ctor

s6fer

sdfest

kindest

piiyment

kindness

J6hnson

Miller

D6vis

Wflson

T6ylor

Mrlrtin

Th6mpson

Mriry

J6net

B6tty

H6len

Richard

R6bert

Arthur

Th6mas

*Call students' attention to these words. The letter i is not pronounced as an extra syllable. The sound before the letter i
in each of these words is a palatal sound: /J/, lZl,lt!l,ld3l, or lyl.

Part 3- Listening/Speaking Practice with Two-Syllable Words

As a class activity, ask students to listen as each group of words is read. Ask students to put an accent mark
over the accented syllable in each word; ask them to draw a line under the one word in each group which has
an accent different from the other three. Then ask individuals to pronounce the words in one of the groups
and to monitor themselves on svllable accents.

Example: t6ble forg6t p6ncil m6ther

Group 1. afraid Monday myself decide

Group 2. dollar midnight guitar softly

Group 3. thirteen balloon science agree

Group 4. herself cousin maybe visit

Group 5. soldier artist money escape

Group 6. polite across popcorn expense

t4



Unit 1-Section B
Lesson 3- Resource Material

Part 4

As an individualized activity, ask students to fill in the blanks below with the correct words from the list at the
right of each sentence. Ask students to practice the sentences and to monitor themselves on syllable accents.

l. I to set my alirm forg6t

br6ther fdmous d6ctor2.Mv

3. I bought a and some

lsa

4. The

5. The

and

h5tdog p6pcorn

hfngry thirsty prippy

guit6r singerhad a new

l5



Lesson 4

Three-Syllable WordsT

Tom6rrow is Siturday.
12 3 12 3

Part 1 -Accented Syllables

Words of three syllables havethree spokenparts. InEnglishoneof thethreepartsis accented:

1. the vowel in the syllable is I o n g e r;
2. the syllable is a little stronger;

3. the syllable often is a little2higher*in tone.8

Repeat.

First Svllable Accent Second Syllable Accent Third Syllable Accent

rEitu." a$ia"q qs,E6Tgr .on[G!rq "'*Jshld=. urt"ftoog

Parl 2- Pronunciatlon Practlce

Listen and repeat the following words and sentences. Give more strength to the accented syllables. This

mark ( ') shows an accented syllable. Talk to yourself as you practice and listen to yourself as you practice.

l. aftern6on Good aftern6on. 4. pr6sident We have a new pr6sident.
12 3 lag

2. m6dical He's in m6dical school. 5. Sept6mber Today is Sept6mber tenth.

3. underst6nd I don't understiind. 6. rem6mber I can't rem6mber.
123 123

Practice the sentences again using natural speed.

(Lab: Stop the tape and allow a few minutes for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Llstenlng and Marking Accented Syllables (AK/TS)

Listen and repeat the following sentences. Listen and put an accent mark over the accented syllable in each

three-syllable word. The accent mark (') must be written over thefrst vowel letter in the accented syllable.

Examples: Nov6mber aftern6on y6sterday
12 3 12 3 12 3

7. If this lesson is not done on the same day as lesson 3, do a few minutes of review work using rapid pronunciation

work as outlined in footnote 5 on page 12'

8. For notes on tone and the intonation graphic, see footnotes 1,2, and 3 on page 10.

l6



Unit 1- Section B
Lesson 4

1. Somebody took my overcoat. 3. We bought some beautiful furniture.
't 2 3 1 2 3 1 23 1 23

2. She's a w;na;rft .T.;"1"". 4. We can buy the medicine at the hospital.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give the answers. Start the tape and Oor, ,ru)r'nlr, ,nrrt rnrr', *o)*
as the accents are given.)

Practice each sentence again using natural speed.

(Lab: Stop the tape and allow a few minutes for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4-Wrltlng Sentencee from Dlctatlon and Marking Accents (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Mark the accented
svllables. Practice the sentences.

t.

2

3

(5 words)

(5 words)

(5 words)

(5 words)4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their sentences and to give the accents. Start the tape and have
students check their work as the accents are given.)

hactice the sentences again using natural speed.

Part 5-Test Sentences for Self-Monltoring and Self-Testing

Self-monitoring means talking to yourself and listening to yourself as you practice. Practice the following
sentences using natural speed. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation. Notice these sentences
contain both two-syllable and three-syllable words.

l. The stridents are g6ing to Chic6go. 3. Tod6y is Julf seventEenth.

2. He wants a h6mburger and a cup of c6ffee. 4. The pr6sident was el6cted in Nov6mber.

Part 6- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks.

l. gentleman

2. successful

3. possibly

4. happiness

t7



Resource Material

This list is provided as a resource for supplementary work for lesson 4.e It can be used for listening practice

activities, such as those in part 3 of this lesson. It can be used for pronunciation practice activities, such as

that outlined in footnote 5 on page 12. Material for study by advanced classes is indicated in the notes.

Part 1- First Syllable Accent

{ccident citizen h6spital t6rrible f6vorite* C6nada

6nimal 6venue m6dicine p6ssible mfstery* M6xico

c6pital c6mpany* pr6sident p6pular r6allyx Fl6rida

f6milyx m6mory* n6tural* r6gular victory*

*In Kenyon and Knott alternative two-syllable pronunciations are given for these words. The middle syllables are

deleted. These are examples of syncope, which will be studied specifically later in the program.

Part 2- Second Syllable Accent

tom6to Chic6go id6a ap6rtment impSrtant

volc6no tom6rrow ar6na dep6rtment acc6untant

pot6to mosqfito ban6na arr6ngement ex6mple

Ohio Haw6ii Aliska adv6nture

Part 3-Third Syllable Accent

engin6er understind underp6id disapp6int

aftern6on overl6ok disapp6ar disagr6e

Part 4-First or Third Syllable Accent

Many dictionaries list these words as correctly accented on either the first or third syllable.

m6gazine g6soline cfgarette magazine gasolfne cigarette

9. Students find it useful to practice these words in sentences and/or conversational dialogues. Ask students to lookfor
these words in daily classwork activities, and encourage them to monitor themselves and others on syllable accents.

l8



Unit 1-Section B
Lesson 4- Resource Material

Part 5-Second Syllable Accent: Special Attention to the Letter i '0

The words in this word group each have the letter i in the last syllable. The i is not pronounced as an extra
syllable. The sound before the letter i in each of these words is a palatal sound: I I I , l3l , ltl I , ld3l , or /y/. The
accent is on the middle (next to the last) syllable.

offfcial

comm6rcial

fin6ncial

physician

sufficient

occaslon

division

suggestlon relfgion

religious

familiar
pecfliar

It6lian

oplnron

comp5nion

Part 6-First Syllable Accent: Special Attention to the letter i

The words in this word group each have the letter i in the last syllable. As an optional pronunciation, the
letter i does not have to be pronounced as an extra syllable. This reduces the word from three to two
syllables. If the word is pronounced as two syllables, the second syllable begins with the palatal sound, /y/.
Ask students to pronounce these words in both ways, with two syllables and with three syllables.

p6riod senous vanous gl6rious brilliant 6udience

Part 7 -Listening/Speaking Practice with Three-Syllable Words

As a class activity, ask students to listen as each group of words is read. Ask students to put an accent mark
over the accented syllable in each word; ask them to draw a line under the one word in each group which has

an accent different from the other three. Then ask individuals to pronounce the words in one of the groups
and to monitor themselves on syllable accents.

Example:

Group 1.

Group 2.

Group 3.

Group 4.

Group 5.

Group 6.

avenue

president

accident

engineer

tomato

animal

adventure

h6spital

reduction

hospital

afternoon

Canada

Florida

potato

tom6to

appearance

tomorrow

capital

Chicago

avenue

idea

citizen

important

enemy

overlook

Ohio

example

underpaid

10. Attention to the letter i and palatals

included in this lesson and in lesson
is given here and in part 6, early in the course, both for the specific

3, and to prepare students for more complex word stress study later.

t9
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Lesson 4- Resouree Material

Pad 8

As an individualized activity, ask students to fill in the blanks below with the correct words from the list at the
right of each sentence. Ask students to practice the sentences and to morritor themselves on syllable accents.

1. I that is very

2. The gave us the report.

exp6nsive
gasolfne
understdnd

acc6untant
finincial

Chicdgo
Fl6rida
M6xico

apdrtment
h6spital

c6pital
tomdrrow
Washington

3. I flew from and then to

citv,

is near the4. Mv

1nthey will visit the

20



Lesson 5

Reduced Syllables and Schwa

Call me tonight ar6und s6ven.
xxx

Part 1-Unaccented Syllables and the Use of Schwa

English has five vowel letters, with the names a, e, i, o, and u. A sixth vowel letter has the name schwa.T"he

letter for schwa is the phonetic symbol /e/.11 Schwa is pronounced like the first sound in up6n.

Many unaccented syllables do not have a strong vowel sound of a, e, i, o, or a. Instead they are pronounced

with schwa, /a/.r2 Schwa is called the neutral or reduced vowel because it is formed with the tongue in the

neutral or rest position. In the following words, the a in the unaccented syllable is pronounced /e/' Notice the

mark (") under the c. Repeat.

ar6und agr6e ag6 ab6ut
txxx

Many languages of the world do nothave vowel reduction in unaccented syllables. Sometimes ESL students

believe that vowel reduction is poor speech or careless speech. The opposite is true. In both British and

American dialects of English, reduced vowels are both natural and correct.

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen and repeat the following words and sentences. The mark G) has been placed under the vowel in the

unaccented syllable. The following words are pronounced according to A Pronouncing Dictionary of Ameri-

can English, by Kenyon and Knott.13 Repeat.

l. tonight I'll see you tonight.

(The vowel sound in the first syllable of the word tonight is reduced. Re-

peat.)

2. ar6und I walked ar6und the house.

(The vowel sound in the first syllable of the word ar6und is reduced. Re-

Peat.)

3. s6ven I'll call you at s6ven.

(The vowel sound in the second syllable of the word siven is reduced.

Repeat.)

ll. Phonetic symbols are enclosed in slash marks, / /.
12. This one symbol, / e/, is used here to cover a range of variants in the pronunciation of vowels in reduced syllables;

theseincludeashortisound(similartothe/r/soundinit),andashortrisound(similartothe/u/soundin books).

Teachers may wish to discuss these variations with advanced classes.

13. All example words in this lesson are listed in Kenyon and Knott with the neutral vowel, /a/. However, with /, m, and

,?, some speakers use an alternative pronunciation with the vowel deleted and the consonant, syllabic. In this program

syllabic consonants will not be studied until later; teachers with advanced classes may wish to discuss them at this

time.

2l
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4. t6lephone I heard the t6lephone.

(The vowel sound in the second syllable of the word tdlephone is reduced.
Repeat.)

5. supp6se I supp6se we should wait.

(The vowel sound in the first syllable of the word supp6se is reduced.
Repeat.)

6. f6mous I met a f6mous man.

(The vowel sound in the second syllable of the word fdmous is reduced.
Repeat.)

Practice the sentences again using natural speed.

(Lsb: Stop the tape and allow afew minutesfor individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Parl3-Llstenlng and Mafilng Reduced Syllables'4 (AKITS)

Listen and repeat the following words. One syllable in each word is reduced. Listen and place the mark (')
under the vowel in the reduced syllable. Listen and check. Notice that the accented syllable in each word has
been marked with an accent mark (') over the first vowel in the accented syllable.

l. tod6y 2. tonight 3. ag6in 4. tom6rrow 5. t6legram 6. disapp6ar

12 'l 2 12 1 2 3 12 3 12 3

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give the answers. Start the tape and have students check the reduced
syllables as they are given.)

hactice the words again using natural speed. Notice the reduced syllable is never the accented syllable.

(Lab: Stop the tape and allow time for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural speed. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. He sent a t6legram. 3. I came ar6und ten.

2. I'll see you tonfght. 4. I heard the t6lephone.

Part 5- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly.r5

1. afraid

2. along

3. disappear

4. tonight

5. accident

6. medicine

14. Followingthisself-testexerciseforrecognitionofreducedsyllables,doafewminutesofrapidpronunciationwork,as
outlined in footnote 5 on page 12.

15. Many dictionaries indicate the reduced vowel in a syllable by using the /a/ symbol. Encourage students to check for a
reduced vowel in the unaccented svllables of new vocabularv items.
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Resource Material

This list is provided as a resource for supplementary work for lesson 5. It can be used for listening practice
activities, such as those in part 3 of this lesson. It can be used for pronunciation practice activities, such as
that outlined in footnote 5 on page 12. Material for study by advanced classes is indicated in the notes.

Part 1-First Syllable Reduced/Second Syllable Accented

In the following words the accent is on the second syllable. T"he first syllable is reduced.

a- Io-
col-,

com-, con- po-
sub-, sus-,

suc-, sug-, sup-

ag16e

afrAid

arrive

asl6ep

ar6und

aw6y

tod6y

tonight

tom6rrow

tom6to

collect

compSre

compl6te

conn6ct

polite

polfce

pot6to

succ6ss

sugg6st

supp6se

supp6rt

subtr6ct

susp6ct (verb)

Part 2- Last Syllable Reduced/First Syllable Accented

In the following words the accent is on the"frsl syllable. The last syllable is reduced. A slash mark (/) through
a letter-indicates a silent letter.

*Sometimes, in fast speech, in words ending in-ven, -fen, -ben, or -pen, the alveolar n undergoes assimilation resulting
in a syllabic labial m and deletion of the /a/. Notice the absence here of alveolars before -en. When another alveolar
consonant (i.e., homorganic) precedes final -en, Kenyon and Knott often give the pronunciation of the last syllable as
svllabic n with deletion of the /e/.

-m, -em, -om, -ome -ment -ful -man -en*
-ace, -ose, -uce, -ous,
-as, -fast, -ence, -mas

rhlithm
sfstem
p16blem
cfstom
seldom
h6ndsome
w6lcome

96vernment
p6yment
m6vement
trdatment

h6lpful
c6reful
fseful

w6man
hriman
w6rkman
postman

seven
h€aven
l6ngthen
str6ngthen
h6ppen
oflen
driven
given

sfrface
prirpose
l6ttuce
f6mous
Texas
Chrfs/mas
b16akfast
s6ntence
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Unit 1-Section B
Lesson 5-Resource Material

Part 3- Middle Syllable Reduced/First or Third Syllable Accented

In the following words the accent is on the rtril or the third of the three syllables. The middle syllable is

reduced.

-l-

disappear
disapp6int
sfllable*

disagree
cSmpany
rlalize

6ccident
pr6sident
h6liday

m6dicinex
t6nible*
p6ssible*

Part 4-First and Last Syllables Reduced/Middle Syllable Accented

*[n Kenyon and Knott these words are given with a syllabic consonant in the last syllable.

appearance
arr6ngement

coll6ction
compl6tion

posftion
poss6ssion

polhition
sugg6stion

Part 5

As an individualized activity, ask students to fill in the blanks below with the correct words from the list. Ask
students to practice the sentences as a group or individually and to monitor their pronunciation of both
accented and unaccented svllables.

6ccident g5vernment p6yment s6lad
br6aKast h6liday p6werful s6ntence
coll6cts l6ttuce pr6sident s6ven

sfllable
t6legram
t6rrible

o'clock every morning.

T6xas
tom6to
tomorrow

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

I eat

The first word in the

I sent a

He ate a

is accented on the last

to the

and for lunch.

There are

The state

no classes because it's a

of is very

My landlord

There was a

the rent on the first of the month.

car
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Section C-Syllables and Suffixes

Secfion Nofes

Section C has two lessons. There is resource material for additional practice at the end of each lesson.

Lesson 6 presents intensive listening/writing/speaking practice with the regular past tense forms of English.
The three phonologically based rules for the pronunciation of regular past tense are presented in chart 4 on
page29. All voiceless and voiced consonants are presented, with examples.

Lesson 7 presents similar practice with the regular plural forms of English. The three phonologically based
rules for the pronunciation of regular plural are presented in chart 5 on page 35. All voiceless and voiced
consonants are presented, with examples.

These two lessons on the pronunciation/grammar rules for regular past tense and plural suffixing are pre-
sented at this point in the text for two reasons. First, they are predictable pronunciation problems for many
ESL students and need to be emphasized early and reinforced continuously. Second, the -ed pronunciation of
I adl or lfil and the -es pronunciation of lezl or lnl can be related meaningfully to the preceding lesson on
reduced syllables and schwa.

Teachers may wish to discuss chart 3 with students for an overview, or as a review, of this section.

Chart 3
SYLLABLES AND SUFFIXES

I closed the door and w6ited for the bus.
1 12

bought four books for my two cl6sses.
l12

Past Tense
The regular past tense is formed by adding -ed to the
verb. Ifthe verb ends int or d, it is pronounced as an
extra syllable, ledl or l:dl; if the verb ends in any
other sound, it is pronounced only as the added
sound of ltl or ldl.

Plural
The regular plural is formed by adding -s or -es to the
noun. If the noun ends in one of the six sibilant or
affricate consonants, s, z, sh, zh, ch, orj, it is pro-
nounced as an extra syllable, lazl or I zl .If it ends in
any other sound, it is pronounced only as the added
sound of lsl or lzl.
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Lesson 6

Past Tense

I closed the door and w6ited for the bus.r
lta

Part 1-Three Pronunciations of the Past Tense -ed

Past tense forms of regular verbs are pronounced in the following ways.2

l. If the verb ends in t or d the -ed suffix is pronounced as an extra syllable. Repeat.

wait wiiited need n6eded
'1 12 112

The vowel sound in the unaccented syllable, -ed, is a reduced vowel. It is pronounced either as
/ed/(withtheschwasound, lal,as inthefirstsyllable of up6n) oras/rd/(similartothe/r/
sound in il).

2. If the verb ends in any voiceless consonant, except /, the past tense is not pronounced as an
exlra syllable. It is pronounced only as the extra voiceless sound ltl . The e is silent (t). Repeat.

wash washcd (wash + /t/) laugh laughed (laugh + /t/)
11 11

3. If the verb ends in any vowel sound or any voiced consonant, except d, the past tense is not
pronounced as an extra syllable.It is pronounced only as the extra voiced sound /d/. The e is
silent (P). Repeat.

wave wavEd (wave + /d/) rain raintd (rain +/d/)
11 'l 1

Parl 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen and repeat the following words and sentences. Pronounce the past tense forms carefully.

Group l: The past tense is pronounced as an extra syllable in these words.

l. decfded I decided to eo.
123

2. wdited I waited for the bus.
12

3. n6eded I needed some monev.
12

l. This line (/) through a letter indicates that the letter is silent.
2. For a complete listing of the sounds in each of these three groups, see chart 4 on past tense pronunciation in the

resource material for this lesson. Teachers may wish to spend extra time working with the groups of voiceless and
voiced sounds helping students to understand this distinction.
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Unit 1- Section C
Lesson 6

Group 2: The past tense is nof pronounced as an extra syllable in these words. Pronounce it only

as the extra voiceless sound ltl.The e is silent.

l. watchEd I watchEd a movie. (watch + /t/)

2. :Fllked We talkpd about it. (talk + /t/)

3. washtd I washtd my sweater' (wash + /t/)

Group 3: The past tense is nol pronounced as an extra syllable in these words. Pronounce it only

as the extra voiced sound /d/. The e is silent.

l. clostd She clostd her book. (close + /d/)

2. 6penad I openEd a window. (open + /d/)
12

3. seemtd He seemEd unhappy. (seem + /d/)

Turn back to group 1. Practice the sentences in each group again using natural speed. Pronounce the past

tense forms carefully. Monitor your pronunciation of the past tense forms.

Part 3- Listenlng Practices (AK/TS)

Listen and repeat. Listen and draw a circle around the form you hear in the sentence. Listen and check.

Column I Column 2

L I (need needed) helP.

2. I (want wanted) to go.

3. I (attend attended) class.

4. I (talk talked) a lot.

5. I (like liked) him.

6. I (wash washed) the dishes.

7. | (play PlaYed) a song.

8. I (live lived) in Miami.

9. I (study studied) in the lab'

(Lab: Stop the tape. Ask students to give their answers. Start the tape. Have students check their work as the

answers are given.)

3. For more work of this kind, see the resource material for this lesson.
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Unit 1-Section C
Lesson 6

Part 4-Llstening and Wrltng4 (AKITS)

Listen and repeat as each word from column I is read. Listen and repeat as the past tense is pronounced.
Write the past tense of the word in the correct column: column 2, column 3, or column 4.

Column I Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Examples:

load

Itl tdt lfll or ledl

call
dance

l. add 6. play

2. work 7. need

3. wish 8. like

4. live 9. wait

5. want 10. close

(Lab: Stop the tape. Ask students to give their answers. Start the tape. Have students check their work as the
past tense forms are given.)

Part 5- Dlctation (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen, check, and underline each past
tense.

l.

2.

5.

(4 words)

(4)

(6)

(8)4.

(Lab: Stop the tape. Ask students to read the past tense forms. Start the tape. Have students check their
work as the past tense forms are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural speed. Pronounce the past tense forms carefully.

(Lab: Stop the tape for individual practice.)

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitorlng and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural speed. Pronounce the past tense forms carefully. Record.
Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. Iorderedasandwich.

2. Iopenedawindow.
3. I waved at the children.

4. I laughed at the clown.

4. For more work of this kind. see the resource material for this lesson.
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Resource Material

Part 1-Past Tense Pronunciation Chart

Asaclassactivity,askstudentstopracticetheformsincolumns l,2,and3.Asanindividualizedactivity,ask
one student to pronounce a word from the word list and its past tense form; ask another student to tell where

it should be written on the chart. The word list is on page 30'

Chart 4

PAST TENSE PRONUNCIATION

Column I Column 2 Column 3

Final Sound5 tdtItl lldl or ladl

Alveolar
plosive
consonants

waited

needed

All other
voiceless
consonant
sounds

stopped

kicked

laughed

S

.h /J/

"h 
lfl

kissed

wished

watched

All other
voiced
consonant
sounds

(Pronunciation
notei
Vowel
sounds
before
voiced
consonant
sounds are
lengthened.)

th l6l

n

-''ng /0/

I

z

j t$t
m

robbed

dragged

waved

breathed

used (s : lzl)
judged (ds : ldSD

slammed

burned

banged

called

roared

Vowels and
diphthongso
(all
voiced)

ay played

oy

le

enjoyed

died

showed

freed

aw sawed

5.

6.
No English words end in the consonant sound of /h/.
This list includes only a few vowels and diphthongs;

No verbs end in the voiceless th, l0l. Few verbs end in /5/'
it is not intended to be a complete listing.
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Lesson 6- Resource Material

Word List (AK/TS)

1. work 6. dance 11. like 16. wash

2. stay 7. open 12. want 17. talk

3. snow 8. decide 13. live 18. invite

4. rain 9. add 14. order 19. agree

5. call 10. close 15. load 20. test

Part 2

As a class activity, read one of the two sentences (a or b); ask the students to draw a circle around the form
they hear. As an individualized activity, ask a student to read one of the two sentences: ask the class to tell
which sentence the student has read (a or b).

l. a. We often work until after ten.

b. We often worked until after ten.

2. a. They live at the dorm.

b. They lived at the dorm.

3. a. The students need help.

b. The students needed help.

4. a. Most of the stores close at eight-thirty.
b. Most of the stores closed at eighrthirty.

5. a. They talk all the time.

b. They talked all the time.

6. a. I live in Miami.

b. I lived in Miami.

7. a. The students study every weekend.

b. The students studied every weekend.

8. a. They start the movie at two o'clock.
b. They started the movie at two o'clock.

9. a. They want to go to New York.

b. They wanted to go to New York.

10. a. We usually walk on the beach.

b. We usually walked on the beach.

ll. a. They attend class every day.

b. They attended class every day.

12. a. They serve lunch at twelve o'clock.
b. They served lunch at twelve o'clock.
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Lesson 7

Plural

I bought four books for my two chsses.
r12

Part 1-Three Pronunciations of the Plural Formz

Plural forms of regular nouns are pronounced in following ways:8

1. If the noun ends in one of the six sibilant or affricate consonants (s, z, sh, zh, ch, or"D, the

plural suffix is pronounced as an extra syllable. Repeat.

dish dishes judge jfdges
112 112

The vowel sound in the unaccented syllable, -es, is a reduced vowel. It is pronounced either as

lezl (with the schwa sound, lal, as in the first syllable of up6n) or as lzl(similar to the /t/
sound in ir).

2. Ifthenounendsinanyvoicelessconsonant(excepts,sft,orcftinnumberl),thepluralisnot
pronounced as an extra syllable.It is pronounced only as the extra voiceless sound I sl . The e is

silent. Repeat.

lake lakps (lake + /s/) lamp lamps (lamp + /s/)
11 11

3. If the noun ends in any vowel sound or any voiced consonant (except those in number l), the

plural is not pronounced as an extra syltable. [t is pronounced only as the extra voiced sound

lzl. T\e e is silent. Repeat.

name dog
11

namEs (name + lzl) dogs (dog + lzl)

7. Third person singular and possessives follow the same pronunciation pattern.

8. For a complete listing of the sounds in each of these three groups, see charl 5 on plural pronunciation in the resource

material for this lesson. Teachers may wish to spend extra time working with the groups of voiceless and voiced

sounds helping students to understand this distinction.
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Unit 1-Section C
Lesson 7

P arl 2 - Pronunclation Practice

Listen and repeat the following words and sentences. Pronounce the plural forms carefully.

Group l: The plural is pronounced as an extra syllable in these words.

l. dishes I broke some dishes.

2. b6xes The boxes were heavy.

3. cl6sses The classes begin on Monday.

Group 2: Thp plural is not pronounced as an extra syllable in these words. Pronounce it only as

the extra voiceless sound /s/. The e is silent.

l. books The books were heavy. (book + /s/)
2. lak4s Mountain lakEs are beautiful. (lake + /s/)
3. stfdents The students were early. (student + lsl)

Group 3: The plural is not pronounced as an extra syllable in these words. Pronounce it only as

the extra voiced sound lzl.The e is silent.

l. t6achers The teachers were early. (teacher + lzD
2. keys I lost my keys. (key + lzD
3. glovps I bought some glovgs. (glove + lz[)

Turn back to group l. Practice the sentences in each group again using natural speed. honounce the plural
forms carefully. Monitor your pronunciation of the plural forms.

Part 3-Listening Practlcee (AKITS)

Listen and repeat. Listen and draw a circle around the form you hear in the sentence.

Column I Column 2

l. I bought the

2. I packed my

3. We were waiting for the (bus buses).

4. I got the new

5. We met the

6. I wrote the

7. I saw the

8. I wrote the

9. He closed the

(rose roses) for a friend.

(suitcase suitcases).

(book books) yesterday.

(student students) at the lab.

(note notes) on the chalkboard.

(teacher teachers) in the hall.

(name names) in my notebook.

(window windows).

(Lab: Stop the tape. Ask students to give their answers. Start the tape. Have students check their work, as
the answers are given.)

9. For more work of this kind, see the resource material for this lesson,
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Unit 1-Section C
Lesson 7

Part 4-Listenlng and Writlngro (AK/TS)

Listen and repeat as each word from column I is read. Listen and repeat as the plural form is pronounced.
Write the plural of the word in the correct column: column 2, column 3, or column 4.

Column I Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Examples:

dish
door
lamp

lsl lzl lrzl or lazl

L cat 6. lake

2. class 7. box

3. chair 8. key

4. rose 9. rope

5. name 10. watch

(Lab: Stop the tape. Ask students to give their answers. Start the tape. Have students check their work as the
plural forms are given.)

Part 5- Dlctatlon (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen, check, and underline each plural

form.

t.

2.

(5 words)

(6)

(6)

(7)4.

(Lab: Stop the tape, Ask students to read the plural forms. Start the tape. Have students check their work as

the plural forms are given.)

hactice the sentences again using natural speed. Pronounce the plural forms carefully.

(Lab: Stop the tape for individual practice.)

10. For more work of this kind, see the resource material for this lesson.
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Lesson 7

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural speed. Pronounce the plural forms carefully. Record. Listen
and monitor your pronunciation.

l. The books cost five dollars and twenty cents.

2. The boys and girls ate sixteen sandwiches.

3. The test took two hours and ten minutes.

4. I bought four books for my two classes.
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Resource Material

Part 1-Plural Pronunciation Chart

As a class activity, ask students to practice the forms in columns | ,2, and 3. As an individualized activity, ask

one student to pronounce the singular and plural forms of a word from the word lis| ask another student to
tell where it should be written on the chart. The word list is on page 36.

Chart 5
PLURAL PRONUNCIATION

Column I Column 2 Column 3

Final Soundll lzllsl lnl or lezl

Sibilant
and
affricate
consonants

z

.h /J/

.h lSl

"h 
lty

'l dil

buses

roses (s : lzl)
wishes

garages

churches

judges

All other
voiceless
consonant
sounds

lamps

cats

socks

cuffs

th l0l fifths

All other
voiced
consonant
sounds
(Pronunciation
note"
Vowel
sounds
before
voiced
consonant
sounds are
lengthened.)

ng trJt

I

cabs

roads

dogs

waves

dimes

pens

rings

hills

Vowels and
diphthongsr2
(all
voiced)

laws

keys

days

toes

boys

No English words end in the consonant sound of /h/. No nouns end in the voiced th, l6l.Irregular plural forms

include words which end in voiceless ty'r in the singular but change to voiced pronunciation in the plural, (mouth-
mouths) and words which end in/in the singularbut change to v in the plural (knife-knives).
This list includes only a few vowels and diphthongs; it is not intended to be a complete listing.

ey

ay

pies

oe

te

oy

ll.

t2.
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Word List (AK/TS)

1. nurse 6. lake 11. window 16. corsage

2. book 7. student 12. watch 17. rope

3. table 8. teacher 13. dish 18. toy

4. buzz 9. glove 14. box 19. month

5. name 10. suitcase 15. class 20. language

Part 2

As a class activity read one of the two sentences (a or b); ask the students to draw a circle around the form
they hear. As an individualized activity ask a student to read one of the two sentences; ask the class to tell
which sentence the student has read (a or b).

1. a. The book cost five dollars.

b. The books cost five dollars.

2. a. The judge came into the courtroom.

b. The judges came into the courtroom.

3. a. The boy found twenty-five dollars.

b. The boys found twenty-five dollars.

4. a. We met our friend at the restaurant.

b. We met our friends at the restaurant.

5. a. I bought the chair on sale.

b. I bought the chairs on sale.

6. a. The fox ran into the woods.

b. The foxes ran into the woods.

7. a. We went to the movie on Saturday.

b. We went to the movies on Saturday.

8. a. She put the rug on the porch.

b. She put the rugs on the porch.

9. a. I didn't hear the bell ring.

b. I didn't hear the bells ring.

10. a. He gave her the ring for her birthday.

b. He gave her the rings for her birthday.

ll. a. I watched the taxi cab drive away.

b. I watched the taxi cabs drive awav.

12. a. The fire burned all night.

b. The fires burned all night.

As a homework or class project, ask students to make up a similar chart for third person singular forms and
possessive forms, which follow the same pronunciation rules as regular plurals.
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Section D-Sentence Sense: Rhythm and Stress

Section Notes

Section D has three lessons. There is resource material for additional practice at the end of each lesson.

Lesson 8 presents intensive listening/speaking practice with rhythm and sentence stresses. This lesson
begins with a review of the stronger parts of words (accented syllables) versus the weaker parts (unaccented
and sometimes reduced syllables). This, then, is compared to the stronger parts of sentences (sentences

stresses) versus the weaker parts (reduced words).

Lesson 9 presents intensive listening/speaking practice with rhythm and reduced words. As with reduced
syllables , this information and practice with reduced words is particularly important in order to help students
to make an aural comprehension breakthrough in understanding the natural conversational fast speech of
English.

Lesson l0 presents similar practice in rhythm and linking. The speaker links words together in groups as one
of the ways to help the listener get the sense (or meaning) of the sentence.

The material presented in these three lessons-sentence stresses, reduced words, and linking-is some of
the most important material in the whole area of stress, rhythm, and intonation. It is vital to the ESL student
for both aural comprehension and production of spoken English.

Teachers mav wish to discuss chart 6 with students for an overview. or as a review. of this section.

Chart 6
SENTENCE SENSE: RHYTHM AND STRESS

I ate a chicken-salad sandwich.

(la- la- la) (LA- la- la- la) (LA- la)

The students are going te Chicago.

He was-waiting at the bu+jtop.

Rhythm and Sentence Stresses
Every sentence has one or more sentence stresses,
or strong beats in the rhythm of the sentence.

Rhythm and Reduced Words
Sentence stresses are the strong parts in the sentence
rhythm of English. Reduced words are the weak
parts in the rhythm of the sentence.

Rhythm and Linking
In natural speech, words are linked together in
groups. The speaker links words together in groups
to help the listener get the sense, or meaning, of the
sentence.
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Lesson 8

Rhvthm and Sentence Stresses

I ate a chicken-salad sandwich.

Part 1 -Sentence Stresses

ln lessons 3, 4, and 5 we studied accented, unaccented, and reduced syllables. ln lessons 6 and 7 we worked
with past tense and plural suffixes. We noted that words have parts which are strong (accented syllables) and
parts which are weak (unaccented, and sometimes reduced, syllables).

In the same way sentences have parts which are strong (sentence stresses) and parts which are weak
(unstressed, and sometimes reduced, words). Sentence stresses are the strong parts in the rhythm of the
sentence. The speaker gives more strength to certain parts to help the listener get the sense (or the meaning)
of the sentence.

Part 2-Pronunciation Practice with Short Sentences

Look at the sentence in the box. Notice it has two strong sentence stresses.l The two stresses are:

l. on the Shrrk in chicken;
2. on the sand in sdndwich.

The last sentence stress, on the sand in sandwich, is a little stronger than the other one. Repeat several times.
Imitate the rhythm exactly. Notice the patterns of la-LA-la's which are used to show the stronger parts (the
LA's) and the weaker parts (the la's) of the sentence.

I ate a chicken-salad sandwich.
(la- la- la) (LA- la- la- la) (LA- la)

Repeat the following sentences. Listen to the rhythm. There is nearly equal time between the sentence
stresses. The words between the strong stresses are lengthened or shortened to fit the rhythm pattern of
spoken English. This means that some words (or parts of words) are longer and stronger while some words
(or parts of words) are shorter and weaker. Repeat each sentence and the la-LAJa pattern of the rhythm. Feel
the rhythm.2

l. The students are gqing to Chicago.
la- LA- la la- LA- la la- la- LA- la

2. The children danced and sang.
la- LA- la LA Ia- LA

3. The kitten was hungry and thirsty.
la- LA- la la- LA- la la- LA- la

4. The classes started on Monday.
la- LA- la LA- la la- LA- la

5. Todqy is the seventh of August.
la- LA la- la- LA- la la- LA- la

6. Get ready for the test.
la- LA- la la- la- LA

l. Sometimes one-syllable words carry a sentence stress; in a word of two or more syllables the stress is on the accented
syllable.
Encourage students to feel the rhythm by making a physical movement in time with the beat of the sentence. Some
teachers have students follow the rhythmic beat by tapping the book with their hand or their pencil; some have
students make a slight head movement in time with the rhythm. These motor responses seem to aid students both in
perceiving and producing the rhythm and stress of English. The patterns of la-La-la's are used as a visual aid to
perception and production of rhythm and stress patterns.

2.
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Repeat each sentence in part 2.Exaggerate the sentence stresses slightly. Feel the rhythm. Listen to yourself.
Self-monitor your stress and rhythm pattern. Self-monitoring means talking to yourself and listening to
yourself.

Part 3-Pronunciation Practice with Long Sentences

Longer sentences can be divided into parts with slight pauses between the groups of words. Repeat the
following sentence in three parts. Make the last stress in each part a little stronger. Repeat each part three
times. Feel the rhythm.

First I finished packing,

LA la-LA-la LA- la

thenlcalledataxi,

LA la- LA la-LA-la

and then I went outside.

la- LA la- la- la- LA

Repeat the entire sentence with slight pauses between the parts. This symbol ( | ) is used to show a slight
pause.

First I finished packing, I then I called a taxi, I and then I went outside.

Repeat each sentence in the following sequence. Reduce words and increase speed as the length of the
sentence increases. Feel the rhythm. Listen to yourself.

L I'd like a sandwich.

2. I'd like a chicken sandwich.

3. I'd like a chicken-salad sandwich.

4. I'd like a chicken-salad sandwich I and a cup of gqSee.

5. I'd like a chicken-salad sandwich, I a cup of coffee, I and some ice cream.

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm and stress.s

(Lab: Stop the tape for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4-Llstenlng and Marklng Sentence Stresses (AKITS)

Read the first sentence silently. Draw a line under the sentence stress. Listen and check. Listen and repeat.
Continue in this way.a

1. I'd like some popcorn. (Mark I sentence stress.)

2. I'd like some popcorn 1 and a Coke.5 (Mark 2 sentence stresses.)

It is important to do the follow-up part of the exercises in this section. Its purpose is to encourage students to use rapid
and natural rhythm and stress, This is essential in order to help students to develop a feel for the natural rhythm and
stress of English.
This is the first lesson in which the students are asked to use their intuition and to guess where sentence stresses will
fall. The tape gives them a few seconds to mark a sentence, then the sentence is pronounced so that they may check
their intuition. Next the tape gives the answer so that they get immediate feedback on their guess. Finally the tape
gives them an opportunity to repeat the sentence. The same procedure should be followed if this lesson is read live.

5. This mark ( | ) is used to indicate possible briefpause points in the sentence. It is used in this exercise to aid students
in marking the stresses.

4.
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3. I'd like some popcorn, I a Coke, I and a candy bar. (Mark 3 sentence stresses.)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm and speed.

(Lab: Stop the tape for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm and speed. Exaggerate the sentence stresses, slightly.
Shorten the unstressed words and increase your speed as the length of the sentence increases.

Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation, that is, talk to yourself and listen to yourself.

l. I'm gqing.

2. I'm gqing on Monday.

3. I'm gqing to New York on Monday.
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Resource Material

Part 1

As a class activity, ask students to practice the following sequences of sentences. Encourage students to
monitor their rhythm and sentence stresses. Each sentence stress has a line under it. This mark ( | ) indicates
a pause.

A. l. Take out a pencil.

2. Take out a pencil and some p4per.

3. Take out your dictionary, I a pencil, I and some pAper.

B. l. She's qolqlng on Thursday.

2. She's coming to visit on Thursday.

3. She's coming to visit the classes on Thursday.

C. l. I'll meet you on Friday.

2. I'll meet you in London on Friday.

3. I'll meet you at the 4!4rort in London on Friday.

D. 1. I'd like a q4[ad.

2. I'd like a bowl of soup I and a salad.

3. I'd like a bowl of soup, I some crackers, I and a q4!ad.

4. I'd like a bowl of Seup, I some crackers, I a salad, I and a Coke.

Part 2

Most ESL students have learned dialogues-short conversations-in their grammar classes. The two-line
dialogues in the following section are called rhymalogues. These rhymalogues have a special rhythm and
stress pattern. The last two words in each line rhyme and each receives a sentence stress. There is a pause

before the last word, which is the name of the person being addressed. The second word in each line also
receives stress.

Ask students to practice the rhymalogues imitating the rhythm and stress pattern exactly. Encourage stu-
dents to monitor their rhythm and sentence stresses.

l. Lee: I'll meet you at the bank, I Frank.

Frank: I'll be there at three, I Lee.

2. Lou: What time is the show, I Joe?

Joe: I think it starts at two, I Lou.

3. Ben: What time shall we eat. I Pete?

Pete: I'd like to eat at ten, I Ben.

4. Kay: I heard you lost your cat, I Matt.

Matti I think he ran awav, I Kay.

5. Gail: I like your new hat, I Pat.

Pati I gg! it on sale, I Gail.
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Lesson 9

Rhythm and Reduced Words

Ihe students .ere going-lo Chicago.

Part 1 - Review

Lessons I and 2 introduced this unit and the fourteen key sentences. In lessons 3 and 4 we worked with
two.syllable and three-syllable words and accented syllables. Notice that this mark (') has been written over
the first vowel letter in the accented syllable. Repeat.

Two-Syllable Words

ilbent
t?

Three-Syllable Words
N

plgtehd: gghi.r di?6tion
irF ggrib,-h'

123
Ffrable;H

In lesson 5 we practiced reduced syllables. In lessons 6and7 we studied reduced syllable pronunciation of
past tense and plural suffixes. Notice that this mark (^) has been placed under the vowel in the reduced
syllable. Repeat.

Reduced Syllables

tonfeht t6leohone 6ccidentx - x' x
12 12 3 1 2 3

Past Tense Forms Plural I Third Person Forms

w6tches r6ses ch6nees
x x -x

1 2 't2 1 2

n6eded w6ited
xx

12 12
decfded

123

In lesson 8 we studied sentence stresses and sentence rhythm. Sentence stresses are the parts of sentences
which are stronger. The speaker gives more strength to certain parts to help the listener get the sense (or
meaning) of the sentence. Notice that each sentence stress is underlined. Repeat.

Rhythm and Sentence Stresses

I'd like a chicken-salad sandwich.

Get ready for the test.
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Part 2-Reduced Words: Weak Forms of Words

In lesson 5 we studied reduced syllables in words; in this lesson we will study reduce d, words in sentences.
We will work with one-syllable words of the kind listed below and in the resource material on page 46.

These words have strongerG forms when they are pronounced by themselves, but they have weaker (or
reduced) forms used in the rhythm pattern of natural conversational English. Contrast the following strong
and weak forms.T

Strong Weak
and 'nd
to t'

some s'm'
are
an
a

re
'n
la/

hactice the following sentences using weak forms. Notice each weak form is marked by a line through it
(-). Repeat.

l. I like cream and sugar.

2. I went te class.

3. I need seme chalk.

4. The birds are singing.

5. She has a+ apple.

6. I bought abook.

landl,lndl,lnl
Itel,ltl
/sam/, /sm/

lrl
lanl,lnl
le/

Practice the sentences again. The weak forms may be reduced in two ways:

l. Theschwasoundo lal,may besubstituted,asfortheain and,for theoin to,fortheainan,
and the a in a;

2. the vowel sound may be omitted, as in some (which is pronounced /sm/), or as in are (which is
pronounced as syllabic /r/).8

Use natural rhythm and speed of spoken English.e

6. Strong forms are called, citation forms in some books.
7. The weakness of weak forms and the strength of strong forms varies from speaker to speaker and according to the

conditions in which the speaker is speaking. Each of these words also can be stressed for particular emphasis and
particular meaning. When stressed the strong form is used.

8. The symbol /3'l will be used for vocalic r in Unit 2.
9. See footnote 3 on page 39.
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Part 3-Pronunciation Practice wlth Weak Forms

A range of weaker forms and stronger forms will be heard in natural spoken English. As an ESL student, you

may prefer to use stronger forms in your own personal speech. However, train yourself. to hear and to

understand the weaker forms when they are used in the natural conversational "fast speech" of English'

Listen carefully. Practice the weaker forms below. hactice them in order to experience the "feeling" of
weaker forms, even though you may not wish to use them in your own spoken English. Weak forms (reduced

words) are marked by a line through them; sentence stresses are underlined.

l. Th€ boy ate the 4pple.ro

2. lwcomelater.
3. I ean come at three.

4. I een come frsm four ts five.

5. I need eight sr nine cups.

6. I'm es tall as John.

7. ea++eu come?

8. I like yeur hat.

Repeat the sentences again using natural rhythm and speed and reduced weak forms.

(Lab: Then stop the tape and allow time for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4-Llstenlng and Marking Reduced Words (AKITS)

Read the first sentence silently. Draw a line through each reduced word. Listen and check. Listen and repeat.

Continue in this way."

l. I was hungry and thirsty. @raw a line through 2 words which are reduced.)

2. The students are going to class. (3 words)

3. Bill and Sam are from Chicago. (3 words)

4. I must go to class at two. (3 words)

(Lab: Stop the tape. Ask students to give the answers. Start the tape. Have students check their work as the

reduced words are given.)

hactice the sentences again using natural rhythm, speed, and reduced weak forms.

10. The variations for the as /a/ before consonants and ltl or /i/ before vowels may be studied as the teacher chooses.

I l. Again in this lesson students are asked to use their intuition and to guess which words will be reduced. The tape gives

students afew seconds to mark the reduced words; then the'sentence is pronounced so that they may check their
intuition. Next the tape gives the answer so that they may get immediate feedback on their guess. Finally, the tape
gives them an opportunity to repeat the sentence. The same procedure should be followed if this lesson is read live.
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Part 5-Test Sentences lor Self'Monitorlng and Self-Testlng

practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reduced weak forms. Record. Listen and

monitor your pronunciation.

1, I must go to class at ten.

2. I need som€ money to pay for$e trip.

3. Get ready fer-the test.

4. The students are going te Chicago.

Part 6- Dlctlonary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Copy all variations in

pronunciation which are listed.

l. and

2. the

3. for

4. from

5. can
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Resource Material

Part 1-Word List for Lessons 9 and 12

The following is a list of sixty-five high-frequency words. These words make up nearly 60 percent of the

spoken English in daily use. Most of these words have stronger forms when they are pronounced in isolation
and weaker forms when they are used in phrases and sentences in the natural rhythm of conversational
speech. Many dictionaries give both the stronger and the weaker forms.

As an exercise to demonstrate the frequency of usage of these words, ask students to read this paragraph and
the paragraph above. Ask them to draw a circle around every occurrence ofevery word which appears on the

list below.

a an some the

did do does

am are be been is was were

had has have

and but or just

he him I it me my she

them they us we you

as at by for from in of

on to than with

can could may might must shall

should will would

her his its our their your mine

if not

this that there

Part 2

Part 2 includes afew ofthe many phrases heard frequently in conversational speech. Each reduced word has

a line through it. As a class activity, ask students to practice the following phrases. Encourage students to
monitor their rhythm, stresses, and reductions. As a class activity, make up sentences with some of the
phrases.

sooner sr later older then John cream and sugar

te class a box sf candy once in s while

back and forth put it here auhe store

f+em time ts time som€ more coffee as far as I know

at home all but one what did-he want

like ts see it now and then taller than Bill

one efuhe best to work a glass ef milk
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Part 3

Part 3 contains three short rhymes. In rhymes I andZ, the words at the ends of the second line and the fourth
line rhyme. In rhyme 3, lines one and two rhyme and lines three and four rhyme. Ask students to practice
these with attention to reduced words, rhythm, and stresses. Each reduced word has a line through it; each
stress has a line under it. Discuss the meanings of the rhymes.

l. Roses are red;

Violets are blue.

Sugar is sweet,

And so ere you.

(Either strong or weak forms of is in line three and and and are inline four mav be used.)

2. Early ts bed,

Early te rise,

Makes a man healthy,

Wealthy, and wise.

3. Rainbow at night,

Is-the sailors' delight.

Rainbow at morning,

Sailors take warning!

(Either the strong or weak form of is in line two may be used.)
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He_was _waiting_at,the,bu+ : $top.

Lesson 10

Rhythm and Linking

Part 1-Llnklng Words

As you read this page of printed English notice the space between the words. It is easy to see where one word
ends and the next word begins.

In spoken English, however, there is little or no space (or pause) between the words in phrases or short

sentences. Words seem to run together. ESL students are not sure where one word ends and the next word

begins as they listen to spoken English. The speaker links words together in groups to help the listener get the

sense (or meaning) of the sentence. In short sentences, all words are linked together, with no pauses. In this

lesson we will practice linking words.

Linking
In linking, the end of one word blends into the beginning of the next word with little or no pause. This mark
( - ) is used to show linking. Repeat the following sentences. Link the words.rz

1. Who are_you? 2. I'm readv for class. 3. My,office is-empty.

Part 2- Lengthenlng Sounds / Holdlng Sounds

Lengthening Continuant S ounds
In places where the same sound is at the end of one word and the beginning of the next word, the sound is not
pronounced twice. It is pronounced only once but it is lengthened a little. This mark ( j ) is used to show
lengthening.

Repeat the following sentences. Lengthen the marked sound very slightly.rs

l. I found soFe : !+oney

2. We stayed ope : +ight.

3. I wi+b : gbe could come.

4. Meet me at the bugton.

Holding for Plosive Sounds
If thesoundsareplosivesounds, lpl,lbl,ltl,ldl,lkl,orlgl,thesoundisnotpronouncedtwice,butitis
formed and held for a brief time before it is released.la

12. Encourage students to link the words at each juncture point (i.e., the place where one word ends and the next word
begins). The purpose here is to help students blend words together smoothly within short sentences and within
phrases in longer sentences. Attention to linking will aid students who have a staccato-like syllable-by-syllable
delivery (sometimes marked by glottal stops between syllables).

13. Contrast this portion of the lesson, which illustrates the manner in which doubled continuant sounds may be

lengthened, with the following portion of the lesson in which doubled plosive sounds are preceded by a tiny pause

before their release.
14. Contrast this portion of the lesson, which illustrates the manner in which doubled plosive sounds are preceded by a

tiny pause before their release, with the preceding portion of the lesson in which doubled continuant sounds may Lre

lengthened. The resource materials for this lesson give additional practice material for these two kinds of consonant
sounds.
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Repeat the following sentences.

l. He's a ba{1fog. 3. I liFe : gandy.

2. Whal: gime is it? 4. We can help : 4aul.

Rcpeat the sentences in part 2. use natural speed and rhythm of spoken English.

Part 3-Pronunciation Practlce with Linktng and Lengthenlng / Holding

Listen and repeat these sentences. Follow the marks which show linking ( , ) and lengthening / holding( : ).'T-__iil

l. I_won_so+qe : !+oney_and_a,car. 3. I_should call : tou.

2. He's-my_favorile :leacher. 4. My,brother : Ian away.

Repeat the sentences again. Use natural speed and rhythm of spoken English.r5

(Lab: Stop the tape for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4-Dlctatlon (AKITS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat; listen and write; listen and check.

l.
2.

3.

4.

(5 words)

(4)

(5)

(5)

Now look at the sentences you have written. Draw lengthening/holding marks.ro

(Lab: Then stop the tape and have students give their answers.)

Practice the sentences again using natural speed and rhythm.

(Lab: Then stop the tapefor afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

15. See footnote 3 on page 39.

16. Lab: The tape repeats the sentences again allowing a few seconds for students to draw lengthening marks.
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Part 5-Test Sentences for Self-Monltorlng and Self-Testlngr?

Practice the following sentences using natural speed and rhythm. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunci-
ation.

L l;wi+b : $e_would hurry. 3. I_must_hela.laul.

2. The,student$ : $ang_a-sad-song. 4. I'll meet yo\at-the bu+j_$top.

17. I-ater in the program attention will be given to juncture and redistribution of syllabic boundaries across word
boundaries in relation to stress, rhythm, and intonation and in relation to distribution of plosive sounds which force a
closure in the vocal tract. Examples:

Pick it uP.-- Pi cki tup.
I bought a candied apple. ---+ I bough ta can die da pple.

Teachers of advanced classes mav want to discuss it at this time.
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Resource Material

Part 1-Linking Words and Lengthening Continuant Sounds

As a class activity, ask students to practice the following sentences, giving special attention to linking words
and lengthening the continuant sounds slightly, as marked.

l. They gaye : Yictor the money. 4. I wi+b : qbe would hurry.

2. Mop :;ain is expected on Monday. 5. They stayed only o+e : +ight.

3. The teachef: Iead us a story.

Ask students to make up sentences/dialogues using the following phrases.

1. 

- 

us : gome 3. 

- 

beep : +o

2. 

- 

we'll Jet 4. 

- 

wiqb:4ree

Part2- Linking Words and Holding Plosive Sounds

As a class activity, ask students to practice the following, giving special attention to linking words and
holding the plosive sounds briefly, as marked. Notice that the two plosive sounds may be the same or
different but the same brief pause is made before the second sound is pronounced. The first of the two sounds
is formed but is not exploded.

1. We tooF : 4aV to the game. 4. I must helS$ob with his homework.

2. I nee9 : +ime to finish my homework. 5. We didn't : $ake the bus.

3. Don't : tell the teacher I was late.

Ask students to make up sentences/dialogues using the following phrases.

l. 

- 

nexl: Tuesday _. 3. _ next :Jime

2. 

- 

back : tire 

-. 

4. _ look : tiredT____r T____r

Part 3-Practice with Limericks

Part 3 contains two limericks. Limericks are a special kind of rhyme. They have five lines and a special
rhythm and rhyme system. Lines one, two, and five have three sentence stresses and the last words in these
lines rhyme. Lines three and four have two sentence stresses and the last words in these lines rhyme. Ask
students to practice these limericks with attention to monitoring rhythm, stresses, and reductions.

l Th€re once wes-+ woman named Bunnv. 2. Th€re once wes-€ fellow from Maine

Whose smile was so bgppy and sunny.

People's names she forgot,

But that wqried her not.

Who couldn't go out in the rain,

For he loaned his umbrella,

To Aunt Isabella,

She qi4qply called all of-them, "Honey!" '!V'ho lost it while travelling in Spain.
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Section E- Elisions and Assimilations

Section Notes

Section E has three lessons on elision-the omission or dropping out of a sound or sounds resulting in a
shortened speech form-and assimilation-the process by which sounds change phonetically to become

more like neighboring sounds. There is resource material for additional practice at the end of each lesson.

Lesson ll presents listening/speaking work with the standard contractions of English which ESL students

study as they study English grammar.

Lesson 12 presents intensive listening/speaking practice with special one-word contractions and linkings
characteristic of the natural conversational fast speech of informal English.

Lesson 13 goes one step beyond the contractions presented in lessons l1 and 12. [t presents intensive
listening/speaking practice with predictable sound changes (assimilations) which occur wheq5ounds "touch"
each other across word boundaries. It includes such items as going * lo which be"o eSifuand meet *
yor which becomes@ Although ESL students may not wish to use these special prbi-urrciations, they
must train themselves to hear and to understand them in the natural conversational fast speech of informal
English.

Teachers may wish to discuss chart 7 with students for an overview, or as a review of this section.

Chart 7
ELISIONS AND ASSIMILATIONS

He isn't coming. Two-Word Contractions
In two-word contractions, two words are combined
into one word and one or two sounds are omitted.

One-Word Contractions and Linking
These contractions are like reductions of words but
they also can have omissions of vowels or conso-
nants or both; in addition, the remaining sounds rnzsl
be linked to the words on one or both sides.

Contractions and Sound Changes
At the place where one word ends and another word
begins, two sounds touch. Sometimes one of these
two sounds forces the other sound to change.

The boys@girls were late.

rm@Dstudy at the lab.
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Lesson I I

Two-Word Contractions

He isn't coming

Part 1 -Two-word Gontractlons

ESL snrdents study contractions as they study English grammar. The key sentence above has the contraction
isn't.In this contraction the two words is and not are combined into one word, isn't. The letter o is omitted.
This mark ('), the apostrophe, shows where the letter o has been omitted.

Practice the pronunciation of the following contractions. Give special attention to linking the sounds within a
contraction wherever sounds have been omitted. Repeat, first the full form, then the contraction.l

Full Form Contraction

1. I am happy. I'm happy.

2. They have gone. They've gone.

3. He would like to go. He'd like to go.

4. I should have called him. I should've called him.

Sometimes ESL students believe contractions are poor speech or sloppy speech. The opposite is true. The
contractions in this lesson are both natural and correct in spoken English. They also may be used in informal
written English.

Part 2-Pronunclatlon Practice wlth Forms of Be, Haye, and Modals.

The following are twGword contractions with forms of Be, Have, and modals linked to pronouns and nouns.
The resource materials for this lesson present additional contractions. Practice. Link the sounds within a
contraction wherever sounds have been omitted. Repeat.

Be Have * Past Participle

l. I'm 5. he's
Ilm waiting for the bus. He's worked for an hour.

2. she's 6. Bill's
Shels very pretty. Bilb studied all day.

3. Mary's 7. we've
Mary]s coming later. Welve finished our work.

4. we're 8. he'd
We]re late to class. She told me he]d gone to Chicago.

l. The meaning contrast between full forms and contractions must be studied later.
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Modals Modals -t Have * Past Participle

9. we'll 13. might've
We'll see you tomorrow. He might've called me.

10. John'll 14. should've
John'll go with us. I shouldlve asked him.

ll. I'd 15. must've
Ild like to go. I mustlve seen him.

12. boys'd 16. could've
The boys]d like to go. I couldlve gone with them.

(Lab: Stop the tape and have students give the fiillforms for each contraction.)

Part 3-Pronunclatlon Practice wlth Informatlon Questlons and Be, Haye, and Do

The following are two'word contractions with forms of Be, Have, and Do linked to information questions,
questions which begin with the Wh words (who, when, where, which, why) and how. Linkthe sounds within a

contraction wherever sounds have been omitted. Repeat.

Be Have * Past Participle Do

l. what's 5. how've 9. what'd
What! your name? Howlve you been? What]d he do?

2. why're 6. why's 10. why'd
Whylre you crying? Why:s he waited so long? Why:d she wait so long?

3. when're 7. where've ll. when'd
When]re you going? Where've you been? When]d he call?

4. how's 8. who'd 12. how'd
Howls your mother? Whold stolen your books? Howld she know?

(Lab: Stop the tape and have students give the fullforms for each contraction.)
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Part 4-Pronunclatlon Practice wlth lVot and 8e, Have, Do, and Modals

The following are two-word contractions with forms of Be, Have, Do, and modals linked to not. Link the
sounds within a contraction where sounds have been omitted. Repeat.

Be Do

l. isn't 7. don't
He isn]t coming to class. I donlt know his name.

2. weren't 8. doesn't
They weren't at the restaurant. He doesn]t work here.

3. wasn't 9. didn't
She wasn't invited. We didn't find it.

Have * Past Participle Modals

4. haven't 10. shouldn't
I haven]t seen him. I shouldnlt leave until five.

5. hasn't ll. wouldn't
He hasnlt called me. He wouldn't tell me his name.

6. hadn't2 12. won't
They hadnlt finished their dinner. She won't be back until five.

(Lab: Stop the tape and have students give thefullformsfor each contraction.)

Part 5- Pronunciatlon Practlce wlth Negatlve Yes/No Questlond

The following are two-word contractions with forms of nor linked to Be, Have, Do, and modals. Link the
sounds-within a contraction wherever sounds have been omitted. Repeat.a

Be Do

l. isn't 7. don't
Isn]t he there? Donlt you want to come?

2. wasn't 8, doesn't
Wasn]t he ready? Doesn]t he like it?

3. aren't 9. didn't
Aren't you coming? Ddn]t he call you?

Have * Past Participle Modals

4. hasn't 10. can't
Hasn'_t he called? Can]t you come?

5. hadn't ll. won't
Hadnlt he told you? Wonlt you ask him?

6. haven't 12. shouldn't
Havenlt they come? Shouldnlt we wait for him?

2. Give special help with pronunciation of the contracton hadn't. Alert students to the fact that the d is formed but
exploded nasally, not orally, with the n which is pronounced as a syllabic n. This pronunciation pattern is the same for
any word which ends in d contracted with zol, asin didn't, couldn't, wouldn't, shouldn't.

3. Thefullformsofthesecontractions(i.e.,thenegativequestionformsofnorlinkedtoBe,Have,Do,andmodals)are
never used except to signal very special meanings.

4. Notice the rising intonation which signals a request for aYeslNo answer. See lesson 15 in this unit.
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Unit 1-Section E
Lesson 11

Part 6-Wrltlng Sentences from Dlctatlon (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Write the

contracted forms. (Contractions are counted as one word.)

l.

2.

a
J.

4.

(4 words)

(4)

(3)

(4)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their sentences and to give the contractions. Start the tape and
have students check their work. Then stop the tape for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

hactice the sentences again using natural rhythm, speed, and contractions.s

Part 7-Test Sentences for Self-Monatorlng and Self-Testlng

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, reductions, and contractions. Record. Listen
and monitor your pronunciation.

l. Can't you come or don't you want to?

2. His friends weren't at the restaurant.

3. They aren't here yet.

4. What's his name or didn't he tell vou?

5. It is important to do the follow-up part of the exercises in this section. Its purpose is to encourage students to use

natural rhythm in sentences with contractions. This is essential in order to help students to develop a feel for natural
rhythm in the use of contractions in spoken English.
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Resource Material

Part 1

The practice material for lesson ll used only a few of the hundreds of contractions of spoken English. The
contractions charts (charts 8 and 9) are a summary presentation of a few additional combinations. The listings
are not intended to be complete. They present only a few of the more useful combinations.

When a line (across) and a column (down) meet, a dot indicates that the two items can be combined to form a
contraction. As an individualized activity, ask one student to read a sentence from the list beside the chart;
ask another student to locate the contraction on the chart by giving the numbers of the line (across) and the
column (down).

Inpracticingcontractions,alertstudentstothefinalsoundssuchas lmlinl'm,lvlinI've,lllinwe'll,ldlin
he'd, lzl in she's, lrl in they're, and lntl in can't. These sounds must not be omitted. They must be
pronounced and linked to the following word.

Discussion for Chart 8
Notice that the contractions for 1 + had and I + would are both spelled and pronounced I'd. Notice that the
contractions for he * is and he 't has are both spelled and pronounced he's. The words which follow the
contractions indicate which contraction is intended. Discuss the grammar and the meaning of the following
sentences.

l. I'd waited an hour. (I had waited an hour.)

2. I'd like to go. (I would like to go.)

3. He's late. (He is late.)

4. He's waited an hour. (He has waited for an hour.)

Sentences for Chart 8 (AKITS)

L I'm hungry.

2. He's waiting for his friends.

3. We're late.

4. I've been waiting for an hour.

5. We'll meet you at six.

6. They'd forgotten to call.

7. They said they'd like to go.

8. Bob's never late.

9. Jean'll be back in an hour.

10. We'd like to watch TV.

ll. The program's at seven.

12. It'll be over about eight.

13. I wish you'd waited for me.

14. I wish you'd wait for me.

15. The teacher's never late.

Chart 8
CONTRACTIONS

Be Have
Will and

Would

123 456 8

am are ts has have had will would

la. I
2a. we

3a. they

4a. you

5a. he

6a. she

7a. it
8a. Jean

9a. Bob

o

a

a

a

O

o

a

a

o

oa
aa
aa
oa

oa
aa
aa
OO

ao

ao
ao
aa
oo
oo
oo
ao
aa
oa
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Unit 1-Section E

Lesson 11- Resource Material

Discussion for Chart 9

The contractions formed by words marked by asterisks ( * ) have unusual spelling and/or pronunciation
patterns.

do + not becomes don't ld,ont/

will + not becomes won't lwontl

shall I not becomes shan't lfnntl

An ( x ) indicates contractions which are possible, but not in frequent use, particularly in writing.

Sentences for Chart 9 (AKITS)

l. They must've forgotten.

2. T\ey didn't remember.

3. The classes don't begin until ten.

4. We won't have time to go to the lab.

5. He wasn't hungry.

6. They weren't at the restaurant.

7. They shouldn't have waited.

8. Bob might've called after I left.

9. My watch doesn't work.

10. It isn't time for class.

ll. I haven't done my homework.

12. I can't go until Sunday.

13. He should've waited for us.

14. I would've called you but I forgot your

number.

15. It hasn't rained for a week.

Chart 9
CONTRACTIONS

I 2

not have

la
2a

3a

is

was

were

a

o

o

4a. do*

5a. does

6a. did

o

o

a

7a. have

8a. has

9a. had

a

a

a

l0a. can

I I a. will*

l2a. must

l3a. could

14a. would

l5a. should

l6a. might

l7a. shall*

18a. may

a

o

o

a

a

a

X

X

X

X

a

a

o

o

o

a

X

X
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Unit 1-Section E

Lesson'l 1 - Resource Material

Part2

As a class activity, ask students to pronounce these sets of rhyming words. Add to the lists.

I'm dime time

she's knees skis

Mary's carries berries

we're near dear

Bill's hills fills

we've leave Steve

he'd need read

we'll he'll feel

I'd tried cried

what's cuts shuts

why're tire choir

how's cows

why's ties buys

don't won't

who'd food

when'd send mend

how'd loud crowd
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Lesson 12

One-Word Contractions and Linking

The boys@girls were late.

Part 1-Contractions in Slngle Words

In lesson I I we practiced contractions in which two words were shortened and combined into one word. The
contractions discussed in lesson I I may be used in informal written English and are the contractions ESL
students study as they study English grammar.

In this lesson we will look at a second group of contractions. In contrast to two-word contractions, the
following contractions will not be found in grammar books, because they are spoken but never written.G

One-word contractions are like the reductions of lesson 9, but in addition to reduction of a vowel to schwa.
lal, they can have omissions of consonants or vowels or both. The remaining sounds must be linked to the
words on one or both sides.

Look at the following sentences. Apostrophes show where sounds have been omitted. These written forms
would be incorrect in any other context. They are used here for the teaching purpose of helping ESL students
study special one-word contractions and linking used in the natural conversational fast speech of English.
Repeat, first the full form, then the contracted form.

Full Form

1. I like her very much.

2. I like him very much.

3. I like them very much.

4. I like them very much.

5. Was he happy?

Contracted Form
(likeler) I like jer very much.

(likelim) I like jim very much.
(likelem) I like-'em very much.
(like th]m) I like th'm very much.
(wasle) Was -e happy?

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice with Contracfions

Both full forms and a range of contracted forms will be heard in natural spoken English.? As an ESL student,
you may prefer to use less contracted forms in your personal speech. However, train yourself to hear and to
understand these special contractions when they are used in the natural conversational fast speech of
English. Listen carefully and practice the contracted forms listed below. Practice them in order to experience
the feeling of this special kind of one-word contraction and linking. Repeat, first the contraction, ihen the
sentence with the contraction.s

6. Written forms of these contractions will be found only in certain kinds of fiction writing, in comic strips, and in
cartoons.

7' The spoken use of these contractions varies from speaker to speaker and according to the conditions in which the
speaker is speaking.

8. Notice that the full form is printed to the right of the contracted forms and the sentences with contracted forms.
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Lesson 12

l. (Isle)

2. (I'_she)

3. (sawjer)

4. (took'im)

5. (cream-'n' sugar)

6. ('s,it)

7. (D'you) (like-'im)

8. (does,'e) (know,'er)

9. (was je)

10. (ask jer)

I l. (whenld je)

12. (whereld je)

13. (whatld je)

14. (howld je)

15. (whyld le)

We took-'im home at noon. (We took him home at noon')

I'd like cream jn'-sugar. (I'd like cream and sugar.)

Isle coming?

I'_she coming?

I saw_'er yesterdaY.

's_it a local call?

Dlyou like_'im?

Does je know-'er?

Was je waiting?

You can ask jer later.

Whenld je come?

Whereldje go?

Whatld je want?

Howld je do it?

Whyld je go?

(Is he coming?)

(Is she coming?)

(I saw her yesterday.)

(Is it a local call?)

(Do you like him?)

(Does he know her?)

(Was he waiting?)

(You can ask her later.)

(When did he come?)

(Where did he go?)

(What did he want?)

(How did he do it?)

(Why did he go?)

(Lab: Stop the tape for afew minutes of practice and self-monitoring')

Part 3-Hearing Gontractions / Writing Full Forms (AKITS)

Listen and repeat. Rewrite each sentence. Write the full form of each word. Check.

l. What's v'r name?

2. Where're y'from?

4. 's 'e fr'm France 'r fr'm Spain?

5. D' v' want tea 'r coffee?

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their answers. Sfarl the tape and have students check their

work.)

Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and contractions.s

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring')

9. It is important to do this follow-up part of the exercises in this section in order to help students develop a better

awareness of the use of these contractions in the informal speech of many speakers of English.
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Unit 1-Section E

Lesson 12

Part 4-Writing Sentences from Dictation:
Hearing Contractions / Writing Full Forms (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Write entire words
even though you hear contractions.

(6 words)

(5)

(e)

(7)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their answers. Start the tape and have students check their
work.)

hactice the sentences using natural rhythm and contractions.

(Lab: Stop the tape for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5-Test Sentences for Self-Monltoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and contractions. Record. Listen and monitor
your pronunciation.

L Does 'e want a cup o' coffee?

2. Is 'e fr'm Mexico 'r Canada?

3. I want s'm' cake 'n' s'm' ice cream.

4. 't 's time f 'r lunch.

l.

2.

3.

4.
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Resource Material

Part 1

The following sentences use words from the word list on page 46 (lesson 9) and contractions from lessons I I

and 12. As a class activity, ask students to rewrite each sentence using the full forms for each contraction. As

an individualized activity, ask one student to read the sentence using full forms; ask another student to read

the sentence with contracted forms. Remind students that these forms are used in speaking but not in writing.

This mark ( | ) indicates a short pause'

1. I-want,s]m' cake I'n'-s'm'-ice,cream.

2. Does je-want-'n-apple | 'r-'nprange?

3.

5. I'_she-drinking_a cup-o' tea | 'r,a-cup,o'-coffee?

Part 2

As an individualized activity, ask students to fill in the blanks below with the correct words from the list at the

right of each sentence. Practice the sentences.

2.

l. I waited hour.
an
for
have

does
he
the

he
the

a
a

did

ftrr
his
was

almost

want red car?

wants blue one.

order 

- 

hamburger

3. No,

he
or

4.

5. He

hotdog?

waiting
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Lesson 12- Resource Material

Part 3

As a class activity, ask students to pronounce these pairs of rhyming words.

Is,'e dizzy D'_ you few

I'-she fishy Does_'e fuzzy
's_it bit Was je fuzzy

Part 4

Ask students to practice the following limericks, with special attention to contractions and reductions,
rhythm and stress. Discuss the hidden meaning and humor of each limerick.

l. There once wes-s fellow named Brian,

Who smiled asle rode on a lion
They returned f+em-the ride,

With Brian inside,

And+he smile on the face sf+helion!

2. Therc once w€!s-€ man frsm-the city,
Who met what he thought was-e kitty.

He gave iS+ pat,

And said, "Nice little cat."

They buried his clothes, out of ptity!

(The "kitty" referred to is a skunk, which is called a "black and white striped kitty.")
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Lesson 13

Contractions and Sound Changes

r'-6il)rtudy at the lab.

Part 1- Review

In section D we studie d the rhythm of English sentences including sentence stresses, reduced words, and

linking. Repeat.

I ate a chicken-salad sandwich.

The students are going te Chicago.

He-was,waiting-at,thelu+ : gtoP.

(sentence stresses)

(reduced words)

(linking words and lengthening sounds)

In lessons ll and 12 we practiced two kinds of contractions. In contractions, sounds are omitted' Repeat.

He isn't coming.

The boys@girls were late.

(two-word contractions)
(one-word contractions and linking)

Part 2-Contractions and Sound Changes

In this lesson we will work with contractions and sound changes. At the juncture point, where one word ends

and the next word begins, two sounds touch. Sometimes one of the two sounds forces the other sound to

change. Forexample,meet +yoabecomesmeet + chou;thenouisreduced tolel,andwehavemeetcha,a
contraction with sound changes.

As with one-word contractions, these forms are natural in informal conversational English. However, they

are spoken forms which are never written. The spellings used here would be incorrect in any other context.l0

Notice that the c is pronounced as schwa, lal,at the ends of these words' Repeat.

t0. Written forms of these words with sound changes will be found in certain kinds of fiction writing, in comic strips, and

in cartoons.
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Lesson 13

l.t+t:tch 2.d+y:dj
can't you did vou

"""'KJ .'X/
3.nt*t:nn 4.ngIt:nn

want to eoins tovt -vt
wanna gonna

5. v + t :ft
have to

VI
haftd

Part 3- Pronunciation Practice

Both full forms and a range of contracted forms with sound changes will be heard in natural spoken English.rr
As an ESL student, it probably is best for you to use full forms. However, train yourself to hear and to
understand these contracted forms when they are heard in the natural conversational fast speech of English.
Listen carefully and practice the following sentences in order to experience the feeling of this special t<i-na of
contraction. Repeat, first the full form, then the contracted form with sound changes.

Full Form

l. I have to work on Saturday.

2. I will meet you after class.

3. We are going to study at the lab.

4. He has to finish his homework.

Contracted Form
with Sound Changes

I hafta work on Saturday.

I'll meetcha after class.

We're gonna study at the lab.12

He hasta finish his homework.

Repeat the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and contracted forms with sound changes.

(Lab: Stop the tape for individual practice and self-monitoring.)

The spoken use of these forms varies from speaker to speaker and according to the conditions in which the speaker is
speaking.
The form gonna is used only before a verb. Examples:

going to work = gonna work
going to study = gonna study

This verb form is sometimes called the going tofutul'e form. The form gonna is neyer used in a adverb of place phrase
such as going to Chicago or going to class.

I l.

t2.
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Unit 1-Section E

Lesson 13

Part 4- Matching Self'Test (AK/TS)

Test yourself. Match the phrases in column 2 to the contracted forms with sound changes in column l ' The

words in column I will beiead. Repeat. Find the matching phrase in column 2 and write the letter on the line.

Column I

Group I
l. gonna

2. don'no

3. wanna

Group 2

1. hafta

2. gimme

3. hasta

Group 3

l. can'tcha

2. don'tcha

3. won'tcha

Column 2

a. want to

b. going to

c. don't know

a. glve me

b. has to

c. have to

a.

b.

won't you

can't you

what (are) you

what (do) you

don't you4. whatcha d.

Group 4

l. didja

2. hadja

3. couldja

4. wouldja

5. shouldja

Group 5

l. whydja

2. wheredja

3. whendja

4. whodja

5. howdja

a. should you

b. would you

c. had you

d. did you

e. could you

a. where did you

b. who did you

c. why did you

d. how did you

e. when did you

(Lab: Stop the tape and have students give their answers. Start the tape. Have students check their work as

the answers are given.)
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Lesson 13

Part 5-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Tesfing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, contractions, and sound changes. Record.
Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

L When didja see him?

2. I hafta study tonight.

3. Where wouldja like to go?

4. Can'tcha come. or don'tcha wanna?
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Resource Material

Part 1

The items below in group I contain examples of "fast speech" forms with sound changes. They are all real

examples from real conversations. ESL students should be alerted to listen for these forms, even though they

probably should not be encouraged to use them in their own spoken English.

As a group activity, match the contracted forms in group I to the full forms in group 2; ask students to write

the matching numbers on the lines in group 1; practice both groups. As an individualized activity, ask one

student to read a line from group 2, and ask another student to reply with the matching line from group l.

Group t GrouP 2

- 

l. Let sko eat. 1. It is cool today. (It's cool today')

- 

2. 'djeat lunch yet? 2. Let us go eat. (Let's go eat.)

_ 3. Clelp you? 3. Did you ever visit London?

- 

4. 'djave time t',wait? 4. Can I help you? (Situation: heard in an air-

- 

5. 's-cool today. port; spoken by a Skycap [porter]. Mean-

- 

6. Jever visit London? ing: "l[day I help you by carrying your

- 

7.'t-s time for class' suitcases for you?" A fee is charged for

- 

8. 's-it to go? each suitcase.)

5. Do you have time to wait?

6. Did you eat lunch Yet?

7. Is it to go? (situation: heard in a fast food

restaurant. Meaning: "Are you going to eat

it in the restaurant or take it out with

you? "
8. It is time for class. (It's time for class.)

Part 2

Most ESL students have learned dialogues-short conversations-in their grammar classes. These two-line

dialogues are rhymalogues. The last two words in each line rhyme. Rhymalogues have a special rhythm and

stress pattern.

Ask students to practice the rhymalogues, imitating the rhythm and stress pattern exactly' Encourage

students to monitor their contractions and sound changes, rhythm, and stress.

l. Jane: Didja come on the bus, I Gus?

Gus: No, I came on the train, I Jane.

(Didja is a contracted form of did * you.)

2. Kate: Whendja get back, I Jack?

Jack: I got back about eight, I Kate

(Whendia is a contracted form of when + did + you.)
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3. Ted: Howdja break you+ !pg, I Gree?

Greg: I fell out ef bed, I Ted.

(Howdja is a contracted form of how + did + you.)

4. Joe: Howdja like the play, I Kay?

Kay: I didn't get to p, I Joe.

(Howdja is a contracted form of how + did + you.)

5. Dirk: Whydja euit yo,ur job, I Bob?
Bob: I didn't like the work, I Dirk.

(Whydja is a contracted form of why + did + you.)
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Section F- Intonation

Secfion Nofes

Section F has three lessons. There is resource material for additional practice at the end of each lesson.

Intonation is the most complex of all the aspects of English stress, rhythm, and intonation patterns. It is

difficult to analyze; it is difficult to interpret to students; it is difficult to provide meaningful and useful
practice.

Three patterns are presented in section F. Lesson 14 presents intensive listening/speaking practice with
rising/falling intonation (final). Lesson l5 presents similar material for rising intonation (final). Lesson 16

presents work with one use of nonfinal intonation.

The major goals of these lessons are: (l) to make students aware of the importance of intonation in listening
to and in speaking English and (2) to build a sensitivity to English intonation patterns. A special adaptation of
echo practice is used to help students build sensitivity.

These lessons study the ways the speaker uses intonation patterns to help the listener understand the
meanings of sentences. Rhythm, stress, reductions, linking, contractions, and assimilations all work together
within the intonation patterns of the rising and falling tones of the voice.

Some of the meaning of spoken English is transmitted through the intonation patterns. Intonation adds
meaning in two ways: (l) it shows the relationship of words within and between sentences, (2) it tells
something about the feelings of the speaker. In listening to the meaning of intonation, we listen to how
speakers talk, as well as what they say. The how and the what together give us the meaning of spoken
English.

Teachers may wish to discuss chart l0 with students for an overview, or as a review, of this section.

Chart 10
INTONATION

"I'm hunErv.r'+t
Rising I Falling Intonation ( Final)
Intonation is the voice pattern of rising and fall-
ing tones. [f the tone rises from tone 2 to tone 3 ,

then falls to tone 1. the listener knows the
speaker has completed a statement (or short
answer), a request, or aWh question.

Rising Intonation (Final)
If the tone rises from tone 2 to tone 3 and ends
there, the listener knows that the speaker has

completed a question which asks for an answer
of yes or no.

Nonfinal Intonation
If the tone rises from tone 2 to tone 3 and
then returns to tone 2, the listener knows that
the speaker has not finished, that more is to
follow. There are many variations of nonfinal
intonation. One use is when the speaker is tell-
ing several things in a series.

,,.ntt,/elt

zI bought hotddrfr"n"t i.i4l

,u&,-ruit4*,
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Lesson 14

Rising/Falling Intonation (Final)

,t--o&;

Part 1 - lntonation

In lessons 8, 9, and 10, we worked with rhythm and the way the speaker uses stress and linking to help the
listener get the sense (or meaning) of the sentence. In lessons 14, 15, and 16, we will study intonation and the
use the speaker makes of it. A<>\ lll
Intonation is the voice pattern of rising El and falling <* voice tones. The speaker uses voice tones
to help the listener understand the meaning of the sentence.

If the speaker raises the tone of voice from tone 2 to tone 3, then ends with a final fall to tone l, the listener
knows that the speaker has completed a statement (or short answer), a request, or aWh question. Look at the
box.r

Notice that the intonation rises from tone 2 to tone 3. then falls to tone l. Look at the next box. Lines have
been drawn to show the two parts of the tone group. Notice the change point in the tone group, that is, the
place where the second part of the tone group begins.2

The first syllable in the second part of the tone group is the change syllable. It receives the tone accent.
Repeat. Imitate the rising/falling tones.

,lq huB;

3-

,What timelis it?
L-+r

3\

"Where are vou frbm?\,

,I'm from Canhda.
I+t

3-tmedium 2

lower

(See footnotes 2 and 3 on page l0 for notes on step-down and glide-down.)

The three tones used here are: a relative medium tone (2), a higher tone (3), and a lower tone (l). They are not intended
to represent any particular linguistic intonational reference.
The graphic notations used here do not include indications of down-stepping or up-stepping, only the broad lines of the
pattern in a "neutral reading" of the line. Pattern variations will be taken up later in the program. Teachers should
model the sentences within their own personal intonation pattern. At any point where your pattern differs from the
markings, you are urged to make whatever changes necessary in the text and to point them out to your students.

l.

2.
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Part 2-Pronunciation Practice: Rising/Falling Intonation

As you work with these conversations notice that some of the meaning is carried by the intonation which is
added to each group of words. Intonation adds meaning in two ways:

l. it shows the relationship of words within and between sentences;

2. it tells something about the feelings of the speaker.

In listening to the meaning of intonation, we listen to ftow speakers talk as well as what they say. The how and

the what together give us the meaning of spoken English'

Look at the conversations which follow. The left-hand column has information-asking questions which begin

with Wh words, (who, what, when, where, why), and how. The righfhand column has statements and short

answers. The rising/falling intonation is used for both of these. Whether the questions or answers are long or
short, they must be fitted into the two parts of the tone group. Use natural speed; notice now that rhythm,
stress, linking, contractions, and reductions all work together within the tone pattern of spoken English.

Listen and repeat. Use your pencil to punctuate the tone group change points.

I nfor mat i on- As kin g Qu e s tio ns Statements and Short Answers
3

la. ,What would vou li\? lb.

I-\
2a. ^What'll vou h'ave? 2b.

z4 
\,

s1
3a. .Where're yqu gojng?- L-t

3 --.1
4a. ^What timelis it?

'- l....-t

- where's uour'lJlbook?L_-.

where do vou tnint vou lJlit?
b,

4b.

5a.

6a.

5.

^I'd like a chicken-salad san

,I'll have a hotdog and alCoke.

^It's a quarter pastlfour.
I

su. ^l rostlit.z- l+t

3-l
6b. ^I don't remember.

L+,

Part 3- Pronunciation Practice: Echoing

Listen and repeat the following conversations by echoing.s To echo means to trace the words of the speaker-
with your voice-with a delay of one part of the tone group, as marked. You must begin speakingthe first
part ofthe tone group as soon as the speaker begins speaking the second part and continue to echo the words

in this way to the end of the sentence.a

Echoing is an adaptation of tracking, a technique developed by Kenneth Pike, Department of Linguistics at the

University of Michigan. For detailed information on the ESL use of tracking, see William Crawford, "Tracking: An

Alternate Approach to the Teaching of Intonation" (Paper delivered at TESOL' 1975).

Practice with echoing is excellent for building student awareness of English intonation. It is useful in helping students

to hear and to imitate English tone, rhythm, and stress. If teachers prefer to use this portion of the lesson for regular

choral practice, however, the same purpose of student awareness will be served.
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Lesson 14

Listen to the following examples of echoing. Repeat.

Examples:
,--l

First Voice: ,SltLetq's your lablbook?
L______-,

Second Voice:

First Voice: rLlostlit.

,:t

Second Voice: rLlostlit.

(Lab: Give students a signal1lrm tlrry should begin speaking in chorus with the second speaker. You may
want to rewind this section of the tape and to replay it to help students master the skill of echoing. If teachers
prefer, they may use the echoing portion of the intonation lessons for additional choral practice instead of
echoing.)

Practice the following questions and answers using echoing. Follow the signal given by the teacher when you
are to begin. As the second speaker, you should begin speaking the first part ofthe tone group when the first
speaker begins speaking the second part.5

(Lab: Have students practice echoing by taking the part of the second speaker and speaking in chorus with
the voice. Give students a signal when they are to begin speaking.)

la. What would you like? lb. I'd like a chicken-salad sandwich.

^ Where's vour lablbook?

What would you like?

2a. What'll you have?

What'll you have?

3a. Where're you going?

Where're you going?

4a. What time is it?

I'd like a chicken-salad sandwich.

2b. I'll have a hotdog and a Coke.

I'll have a hotdog and a Coke.

3b. To the lab.

To the lab.

4b. It's a quarter past four.

What time is it? It's a quarter past four.

5. You may want to bring in another teacher to serve as the model (i.e., first speaker) so that you can echo along with the
students. As a follow-up practice, make up sentences for students to echo, so that they may experience spontaneous
echoing (i.e., without knowing what the sentence is going to be). This is an excellent technique for helping students
develop a sensitivity to English intonation contours.
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Where do you think you left it? I don't remember.

(Lab: Rewind the tape. Have students close their books as they listen to the tape a second time. Give

students a signal when they are to begin speaking.)

Part 4-Drawlng Intonation Llnes (AKITS)

Listen carefully. Draw the intonation lines. Then listen and check. Listen and repeat.

(Lab: Stop the tape and allow students time to draw the intonation lines for each item after they hear it.)

3-
Example:,L!S huTS;

5a. Where's your lab book?

Where's vour lab book?

6a. Where do you think you left it?

la. What would you like?

2a. Where are you living?

3a. Where are you from?

4a. How long have you been here?

5a. What are you studying?

5b. I lost it.

I lost it.

6b. I don't remember.

lb. I'd like a sandwich and a glass of milk.

2b. I have an apartment.

3b. I'm from Canada.

4b. I've been here a month.

5b. I'm in law school.

Check the answers with your teacher. Practice the conversations again using natural rhythm, stress, and

intonation.

(Lab: Then stop the tapefor afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring')

Part 5-Test Conversations for Self'Monitorlng and Self-Testing

Practice the following conversations. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

lb. ,I'm from'ril,.o.
!-\

la. -Where're vou frbm?\,

za. ^Wrrat timJis itr
L-_> ,

2b. ,It's a quarter pastlnine.
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Lesson 14

3.

3a. ,W!e!lou!d vou likq? 3b. ,I'd like a n",1$;

33---l
4a. ,Wtr94's the [s.t? 4b. ,It's on nriday.\r L--tt
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Resource Material

This resource material contains a few of the many questions which are a part of everyday conversation. The
questions listed here are information-asking questions often used when two people are introduced and begin
to get acquainted with each other. In particular, they are some of the questions ESL learners may be asked
when they meet English-speaking persons, either in an English-speaking country or a non-English speaking
country.

Part 1

These three dialogues are variations of the exchange used following introduction. You may want to add
variations in levels of formality to fit your particular situation. Notice that the second speaker, B, canrepeat a
question which the first speaker, A, has asked, and change the meaning simply by shifting the change point
for the tone group to the word yoz.

Practice the dialogues. Follow the intonation lines as marked.

\
I'm pleased to meet yE

2. A: ,How do you do?

3a 

t 

'-.8.' ,How do you dq? "l'm pleased ,o rn.lllrou.{,'- ll,
J.

A: Thanklyou. ,l'm pleased to meet y\og-

-\
3. A: ,How do you doa?

\
B; ,How do you don?

3.
A.' ,I'm happy to ,*",lvou.

l+t

B:

B:
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Part 2

As a class activity, ask students to practice the intonation patterns in the questions below. As an indi-
vidualized activity, ask students to write their own answers to the questions. Then ask one student to read a
question; ask another student to reply with a personalized answer. Encourage students to monitor their
intonation.

3\
l. ,Where're you frbE? (Where do you come from?)

2. ,How tong have you'Llnlh.."?
l.....t,

3.
, -.1

"WbBfe'fg_you 
living? (Where are you staying?)t-+t

4. What're vou studvins?2'..._- '--,L:;

5.
3-l

,How long will you belhere? (How long are you staying?)
L-+t

6.
3 -----.1

^How do vou likelit here?
l>,

3 --l
7. ,How's it going? (How're you doing?)

l+r

(If a stranger asks one of the questions in number 7, it may be answered with a general
statement: "Very well, thank you." "Pretty well, thank you." "Just fine, thank you." If a
friend asks these questions, a more specific answer may be given.)

As a homework assignment, ask students to bring in additional questions which they have encountered in
dailv conversations.
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Lesson 15

Rising Intonation (Final)

"o^ludi

Part 1 - Rising Intonation

In lesson 14 we studied the final rising/falling intonation pattern. The rising/falling intonation pattern is used
in English for statements (and short answers), requests, and Wh and how questions.

,What .It's a quarter nastlten.l.*,

A second final intonation pattern is rising intonation. If the speaker raises the tone of voice from tone 2 to
tone 3 and ends there, the listener knows that the speaker has completed a special kind of English question
which asks for an immediate answer of yes or no. ESL students study this intonation pattern when they study
Yes lNo questions in their grammar class.6 Look at the box.

_/'

Notice that the intonation rises from tone 2 to tone 3 and does not fall.7 Look at the sentences. Repeat.
Imitate the rising tone of the voice.

-y'o
^Are vou comineJat-er?Z-

a

,Does he want an answer ndi

-?:
, Has he called-you yet?

--?'3
, Shall I wait ff you?

6. Refer students to their grammar books for information on forms of Be, Do, Have, and the modals which begin this kind
of question. You may want to point out the manner in which a statement can be shifted to a Yes lNo question solely by
a change to this rising intonation pattern.
As in lesson 14, the graphic notations used here indicate only the broad outline of the pattern.a

is it?
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Part 2-Pronunciation Practice: Rising Intonation

Lookat the conversations. Notice the left-hand column has YeslNo questions. The right-hand columnhas
answers. The rising intonation is used for the questions. The rising/falling intonation is used for the answers.
Notice that some of the answers contain direct Yes lNo answers, while others imply yes or no in the statement

or short answer which follows.E

YeslNo Questions
(Rising Intonation)

la. ^Are vou co-ineJat#

-2t32a. ,May Ihelp-you?

--r 3

3a. ,lqjgcotOdtsiOet

4a.rShallIwaftfu.i#

Answers
(Rising/Falling Intonation)

\
lb. ^If I cbn.\,

2b. ,Yes, I'll have a'"t i"t*-*tuO *n?,*i"t .| .).

5a. ,Did he bring his m 6;

zt
6u. ,Would you like uny deseft? 6b.

Part 3- Pronunciation Practice: Echoing

Listen and repeat the following conversations by echoing. To echo means to trace the words of the
speaker-with your voice-with a delay of one part of the tone group as marked. You must begin speaking
thefirst part ofthe tone group as soon as the speaker begins speaking the second part and continue to echo
the words in this way to the end of the sentence.

Listen to the following examples of echoing. Repeat.

Examples:

First Voice: rDoes he want an answer n#

Second Voice:

First Voice: rshall I wai tf6;

Second Voice: ,Shall I wai tf6;

,Do", h" .u"nt 
"n "nr*"a 

ndi

8. At any point where your pattern differs from the markings, you are urged to make whatever changes necessary in the
text and to point them out to your students. The yes or no which is followed by a statement is subject to considerable
variation for nuances of meaning. Here, these sentences are marked with tone 2 (medium) for the YeslNo without a
pause before the remainder of the sentence. An alternative falling pattern from tone 3 to tone 2 on the yes or n o is often
used.

Yes

3b. ^It's vervlcold.z- -[.-'t

4b. zNq'

5b. ^No. rr" ro.lJit.
b'

3-.1
I'll have some icelcream.l>.
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Lesson 15

Practice the following questions and answers using echoing. Follow the signal given by the teacher when you
are to begin. As the second speaker, you should begin speaking the first part ofthe tone group when the first
speaker begins speaking the second part.

(Lab: Have students practice echoing by taking the part ofthe second speaker and speaking in chorus with
the voice. Give students a signal when they are to begin speaking.)

la. Are you coming later? lb. If I can.

Are you coming later? [f I can.

2a. May I help you? 2b. Yes. I'll have a chicken-salad sandwich.

May I help you?

3a. Is it cold outside?

Is it cold outside?

4a. Shall I wait for you?

Shall I wait for you?

5a. Dd he bring his money?

Yes, I'll have a chicken-salad
sandwich.

3b. It's very cold.

It's very cold.

4b. No, you go ahead.

No, you go ahead.

5b. No, he forgot it.

Did he bring his money? No, he forgot it.

6a. Would you like any dessert? 6b. Yes, I'll have some ice cream.

Would you like any dessert? Yes, I'll have some ice cream.
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Lesson 15

Part 4-Drawlng Intonatlon Llnes (AKITS)

Listen carefully. Draw the intonation lines. Then listen and check. Listen and repeat.

(Lab: Stop the tape and allow students tirne to draw the intonation lines for each item after they hear it.)

.rt
Example: z@lat-el

la. Are you going to the picnic?

2a. Have all the students gone?

3a. Isn't John going?

4a. Can they catch a bus later?

lb. I can't. I have an appointment.

2b. All but John.

3b. He's waiting for a friend.

4b. Sure, they run every half hour.

Check the answers with your teacher. Practice the conversations again using natural rhythm, stress, intona-
tion, and reductions.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5-Test Conversatlons for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testlng

Practice the following conversations. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

-23
la. ,Can you come to the pafiy?

a
-/7-

2a. ,Did she losfit?

.23
3a. ,Have you been waiting lofg?

-a3
4a. rAre you hunfry?

3\
lb. ,Yes, I c'an.\,

2b. zNo. she iust forllib,

\
3b. ^About an hour.\,

\
4b. "No, I ate on the plalre.
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Resource Material

Part 1

The following are questions which ESL students may expect to hear frequently in English-speaking coun-
tries. They request either a direct or indirect answer of yes or no.

Practice the examples. Both questions and answers are given in the examples. Follow the intonation lines as
marked.

Examples:

A.' "May l-hrlpfcr;

3-.1
ou. I'm iust lookins.

+t

A; rMavIh"lpd"l
J-.1

B: Yes,lthank you. rI'm looking for a notqbook.
-€t

These two examples are variations of one of the conversational exchanges used in shopping. You may want
to add variations which fit your particular situation. You may wish to vary the levels of formality.

As a class activity ask students to practice the intonation patterns in the questions below. As a group activity
write several possible direct or indirect answers to the questions. Then ask one student to read a question and
ask another student to give an answer. Encourage self-monitoring.

-ztl. ,Are vou readv to order? (Situation: in a restaurant)

2. ,Do vou take c rd; (Situation: in a restaurant or in a private home or at a formal
tea table)

3. ,Shall we gd? (Situation: any situation where people are getting ready to
leave)

Aa.
a3

,Are you ready to g'o? (Situation: any situation where people are getting ready to
leave)
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,.23
5. . Are you being hetfeOf (Situation: in a store or at a reception desk or counter)

--->36. .Is someeng y/aiting--you? (Situation: in a store or at a reception desk or counter)
z

7. ,Did you lose soffii (situation:asked when it appears that a person is looking for
something)

8. ,Is this yo# (Situation: asked when a person nearby finds something)

'l39. ,Are you feeling alllight? (Situation: asked when it appears that a person is tired or ill)

.z
10. , Are you all right? (Situation: asked when it appears that a person is unhappy or

upset or recovering from a mishap)
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Part 2

Ask students to practice the following rhymalogues. Encourage self-monitoring. Encourage students to work
for control of rhythm, stress, and intonation. This mark ( | ) indicates a pause.

+3 
->3 

-€3 ->3l. Gus: ,Did you come on the train, I Jane? 3. Ann: ,Are vou going to the show, I Joe?

+3 +3
,Icne.' ,No, I came on the bus, I Gus. Joe: ,I don't think I can, I Ann'

->! 
--rl

-'::3 

-->3€3
2. Dan: ,Can vou loan me a penny, I Jenny? 4. Ray: ,Dd your team win, I Lynn?

-r 

; 

-]Jenny:,I!c4!!nly can, I Dan. Lynn: ,They didn't playltoday, I Ray.
-+. t+.+'

Review the rhymalogues in the resource material of lessons 8, 13, and 15 (this lesson). As a homework
assignment, ask each student to make up one or two rhymalogues. Check the rhymalogues in class; make any

necessary corrections; ask a student to lead the class in practicing a rhymalogue.
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Lesson 16

Nonfinal Intonation

, I bought hotdfri, r".n"t t"4, 
"nfd,',*;Jr.

Part 1 - Nonflnal Intonatlone

In lesson 14 we studied the final rising/falling intonation pattern. With this intonation pattern the speaker tells
the listener that a statement (or short answer), a request, or a Wh or how question has been completed.
Repeat.

3-.1
^['m hurlerv..-l'- +,

In lesson 15 we studied the final rising intonation pattern. With this intonation pattern the speaker tells the
listener that a YeslNo question has been completed.

,t^tn€l

In this last lesson we will work with nonfinal intonation. If a speaker uses a rising tone, from tone 2 to tone 3,

then returns to tone 2, it tells the listener that more is to follow, that the speaker is not finished. This is
nonfinal intonation or "to-be-continued" intonation. There are manv variations of nonfinal intonation and
many uses.

One use of this pattern is when a speaker is telling several things, either several connected short statements

or a list of items in a series. Look at the box.

Look at the sentences. Notice that each item in the series begins with tone 2 followed by a rise to tone 3, until
the end of the list. Then the speaker signals that the series is finished by using the rising/falling pattern from
tone 3 to tone I on the last item. Repeat. Imitate the rising and falling tones.

9. As in lessons 14 and 15, at any point where your pattern differs from the markings, you are urged to make whatever
changes necessary in the text and to point them out to your students.
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Part 2- Pronunclatlon Practlce

Look at the conversations below. Notice the left-hand column has Wh questions. The right-hand column has

answers. Each answer has a series of things listed. The rising/falling intonation is used for each question. The
answers use nonfinal intonation until the end of the series where the final rising/falling intonation pattern is

used.

Listen and repeat the following. Follow the intonation lines.

Questions Answers

2b. - l boueh t a masazi(el ^rot. "i*urr,r4l

- v3------ 
j\

-a candv-bar.^and some girm.
z_.__-\.

,lhe's worked in go/lrt! lgJ.dlrin N"* voi?l
------31
^and in Miami.'- L-t

, He likes baseb 4i,, t-g, {,,b",k"!F"d 
-, 

*C'G*"r.I ,,

,I need some sodlrsome toottrp.d:r; t";-"'ilf:,

\
la. ,Whqq_dld_lqu eb?{t

,\
2a. ,What did you buy?

{t

3b., n& ca4€q 4t uI,' rgr-lytuii l, g-!ru,f,i-, -0"'U!.

4b. ,our students are in l&t, ryn"aidrt,

^.r,.ri#ul^*'Jf,r,"..2------ +t

5b. ,I had to do the distdlrwater the d^4:,z-

i__----_-:-
^feed the.c'at, ^and pack my suitlcase.

6b. , She doesn't Iike her ioI] rsf," Aoern't tit 
" 

t e, Udr',

3\
3a. -How shall we sb?

I

4a.,@studfing?
L-+ t

5a. rWhat

,she doesn't like her apart"d:rt4tbu'oo"*t titJ"l,o*n'

long?

6a. "WhytsLhq lear,ling?
L+,
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Part 3- Pronunclation Practlce: Echolng

Listen and repeat the following conversations by echoing. To echo means to trace the words of the

speaker-with your voice-with a delay of one part of the tone group, as marked. You must begin speaking

thefirst part ofthe tone group as soon as the speaker begins speaking the second part and continue to echo
the words in this way to the end of the sentence.

Listen to the following examples of echoing. Repeat.

Examples:

First Voice: rWhat sportsldo

Second Voice: ^What soortsldo vou

F i r s t v o i c e :, I li ke baseb {li, rto *,a {t], 0".*"gu"?l;*OiE* t

Second Voice:
f 73 z3---3-

^ I like basebdll. ^football. ^basketball. ^and hockey.

Practice the following questions and answers using echoing. Follow the signal given by the teacher when you
are to begin. As the second speaker, you should begin speaking therr.rt part of the tone group when the first
speaker begins speaking the second parl.

(Lab: Have students practice echoing by taking the part of the second speaker and speaking in chorus with
the voice. Give students a signal when they are to begin speaking.)

la. What did you buy?

What did you buy?

lb. I bought a magazine, some cigarettes, a candy bar, and some gum.

I bought a magazine, some cigarettes, a candy bar, and some gum.

2a. How shall we go?

How shall we go?

2b. We can go by air, or by train, or by bus, or by car.

We can go by air, or by train, or by bus, or by car.
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3a. What are your students studying?

What are your students studying?

3b. Our students are in law, medicine, chemistry, and physics.

Our students are in law, medicine, chemistry, and physics.

4a. What took you so long?

What took you so long?

4b. I had to do the dishes, water the plants, feed the cat, and pack my suitcase.

I had to do the dishes, water the plants, feed the cat, and pack my

suitcase.

Part 4-Drawing Intonation Lines (AK/TS)

Listen carefully. Draw the intonation lines. Then listen and check. Listen and repeat.

(Lab: Stop the tape and allow students time to draw the intonation lines for each item after they hear it.)

la. What sports do you like? lb. I like baseball, football, basketball, and hockey.

2a. Have all the students gone? 2b. No, I saw John, and Bill, and Jack, and Mary.

3a. What did you have? 3b. I had some soup and crackers, a salad, a hotdog, and a Coke.

4a. Where have you lived? 4b. I've lived in Boston, in Detroit, in New York, and in Miami.

Check the answers with your teacher.

Practice the conversations again using natural rhythm, stress, intonation, and reductions.

(Lab: Then stop the tapefor afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)
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Lesson 16

Part 5-Test Conversations for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

3 -----1
la.r@birthldav?

L---+l

..r3 )3 z3--- -3--l
lb., I got a billfold, ,g_carfiera, ra radio,rand a chesslset.

3r
2a. ,What cities did you visit?

l--------------- t

2b. ,!& vldlgC tortu'n', ,vu{"t,ry.odt,rA,td.: ,an4e.
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Resource Material

Part 1

As a class activity have students practice the following sequences of sentences. In each set the list of items is
increased gradually. Encourage students to monitor their intonation, rhythm, stress, and reductions.

Group I

l.rwe have classes on M offit,ry*r€rt,Jour6l,ru^tfu,

2.rwe have classes on M ""6i-r""6',Sn"onffilrtn".g6]ruoE nry,

3 ., we h ave clas se s o n M offi', ;;u""fii y 
"ordff,i,snuriifr', ry nod.d'ilg3;

Group 2
)3 vn--t----\

I ., Thev visited New Ydrk,, Mlariri,r4nd Deriver.

-t vs -r1-r---2. . Thev visited New Ydrk., Miariri 
=perf-ver.rand 

Bo{ton.

)s v' )s u'::'--
3. rThey visited New York,r\drgrhi,aperiver,r.Boston,r4nd Dallas.

€t

Group 3
y'3 --t3 -)3 y'3---

l.rManv of our students are in lfw,rmedi6ine,rgherfi-stry,rbusiness administrati6n,rand

3---l
phypics.

-t
2.rMany of our students are in t&l,rn"aid"',rsh"rnfilrbusiness administrati{rl,

-23-----s-
" 

phv-sics.^ and educrition.L-,

3.rManv of our students are in l&ir-^"aidJ,r-.h"rrfi#yt,rbusiness administrari{:,

-?3 )3- --3---1
" 
phv-sics.-education.^and scibnce.
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Part 2

This dialogue has been scripted from a real telephone conversation. Ask students to practice the conversa-
tion, and to monitor intonation, rhythm, stress, and reductions.

A; Grevhound.
t_> t

3-l 
-"4t

B.' ,Is thisjthe Greyhound bus te-rm-inal?

A;^Yes. Ma'dm.
\,

r,, 14f rit J.orn" i nro,htlqa,.o,r#l **!. tneluuJ."n"aut" to cnilLr

A;rNext one'll be leaving here at eleven-thi6: ,then one+di ,n*r"6irttrree+wentv-fidl

,trrree-fiffi1 ,five-fiftedl ,si*-t*"ntv-n4l ,egb!lu,"af,'ru"a',"r,-r* .lrrn,.
Hr

_--___+g 3_
B; What about-uhTearlier in the mo*ring?

s.

)3 z3- --3---1
A;,Six-thiity,reieht-fifte'en,rand ten!,fi ve,

3--.-
8; Thanklyou.

+,
a3

A: rM-h(n.

As a homework assignment, give each student the telephone number of a local business and a list of two or
three items of information desired. Ask students to write out the questions and to practice them. Then ask
students to make the telephone calls and report the information.
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Section G-Rapid Review and Testing

Secfion Notes

Section G has four lessons. Lessons 17, 18, and 19 are a series of rapid review lessons which highlight
significant features of English stress, rhythm, and intonation. Lesson 20 is a self-evaluative test lesson.

Lesson 17 presents fourteen selected features of English stress, rhythm, and intonation in chart form.
Students are asked to practice each key sentence on the chart and to discuss it briefly with the teacher in
preparation for the next two review lessons and the final test.l

Lessons 18 and 19 present a rapid review of each of the fourteen features selected for study. The review
lessons present two or three explanatory sentences for each feature, followed by a brief section of practice
items.

Lesson 20 is a ten-part self-evaluation test.

Intermediate and advanced students, even those who have not used the instructive material in this unit, have

found these four lessons to provide helpful review and self-evaluation before beginning advanced work in
English stress, rhythm, and intonation.

l. Teachers have found it helpful to ask students to summarize the importance of each feature of stress, rhythm, and

intonation as studied in this unit.
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Lesson 17

Rapid Review of the Key Sentences

Directions: Look at chart I I below. Each sentence is a key sentence for an important feature of English
stress, rhythm, and intonation. Read and discuss with your teacher. practice.

Chart 11
KEY SENTENCES FOR STRESS, RHYTHM, AND INTONATION

Accented/Unaccented Svllables

l. I forg6t my p6ncil.
\2 12

Two-Syllable Words

2. Tom6rrow is S6turday.
'l 2 3 12 3

Three-Syllable Words

3. Call me tonight ar6und s6ven.
xxx Reduced Syllables and Schwa

Syllables and Suffixes

4. I closed the door and wiiited for the bus.
lt2

Past Tense

5. I bought four books for my two cl6sses.
'l 12

Plural

Sentence Sense: Rhythm and Stress

6. I ate a chicken-salad saqdwich. Rhythm and Sentence Stresses

7. The students are going to Chicago. Rhythm and Reduced Words

8. He-was_waiting_at the bu+ : $top. Rhythm and Linking

Elisions and Assimilations

9. He isn't coming. Two-Word Contractions

10. The boys@-girls were late. One-Word Contractions and Linkins

t t. t'm@study at the lab.
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Unit 1-Section G
Lesson 17

Intonation

12. -I'm hunsrv.z-|-.
l---)l

Rising I Falling Intonation ( Final)

'v-13., Am I laie? Ri si n g I nt onati on ( Fina I )

14., I boueht hotdffi pr.n.t n{r'. ,9ppl{rlr."q'."lgt
L-> t

Nonfinal Intonation
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Lesson 18

Rapid Review of Words and Syllables and Sentence Sense

Words and Syllables

Part 1-Accented Syllables, Unaccented Syllables, and Reduced Syllables

Many English words have only one syllable. Repeat.

me yes book tree class
11111

In words with two or more syllables, one of the syllables is accented. Repeat the following. Give more
strength to the accented syllables.

t6ble English forgSt vac6tion Chic6go 6dvertise
1 2 1 2 I 2 123 12 3 1 2 3

Listen to the following sentences. The accented syllables have been marked. Repeat.

I believe the class begins at ten. She's a w6nderful musician.

In the natural rhythm of spoken English, many unaccented syllables are reduced. Schwa, the sound lel,is
pronounced instead of a strong vowel. It replaces the a, e, i, o, or a. Repeat the following. Reduce the
syllable with this mark (") under the vowel.

tonight todriy ar6und t6lephone
xxxl

Look at the following sentences. The reduced syllables have been marked. Repeat.

I'll see you tonight. My t6lephone was ringing.
Xx

Part 2-Past Tense

The regular past tense in English is formed by adding -ed to the verb. If the verb ends in t or d it must be
pronounced as an extra syllable. Repeat the following pairs of words.

wait wriited need n6eded start stdrted decide decided
1 12 | 1 2 1 1 2 12 123
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ff the verb ends in any other sound, it is not pronounced as an extra syllable. It is pronounced only as the

added sound of ltl or /d/. The e in-ed is a silent letter. Repeat the following pairs of words. (The E means a

silent e.)

wish
t

raln
I

rainFd
I

closE
I

closEd
1

wishtd
I

arrtve, anivod
12 12

Look at the following sentences. Repeat.

He seemed unhappy.
I

I w6ited for the bus.
12

Part 3-Plurals

The regular plural in English is formed by adding -r or -e.r to the noun. If the noun ends in a sibilant or
affricatesoundspelledx,s(orseorce), z(orze),ge(ordge),ch,orsft,thepluralmustbepronouncedasan
extra syllable. Repeat the following pairs of words.

box
t

b6xes
'1 2

church
1

class
1

cl6sseschrirches
12

promlsp promrses
12 123

If the noun ends in any other sound, it is not pronounced as an extra syllable. It is pronounced only as the

added sound of /s/ or lzl. The e in -es is a silent letter. Repeat the following pairs of words. (The I means a

silent e.)

book
1

books
1

ropFS
1

wavF
I

wavps
1

rope
1

mist6kt mist6kEs
12 12

Look at the following sentences. Repeat.

The boys ate sixteen sSndwiches.
1123

The books cost five d6llars.
112

Sentence Sense: Rhythm and Stress

Part 1- Rhythm and Sentence Stresses

Every English sentence has one or more sentence stresses. Sentence stresses may be thought ofas the strong

beats in the rhythm of a sentence similar to the strong beats in the rhythm of music. The speaker gives more

strength to the especially important words to help the listener get the sense (or meaning) of the sentence.

Look at the following sentences. Each sentence stress has a line under it. Repeat. Give more strength to the

sentence stresses.

n
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The kitten was hungry and thirsty.

The classes started on Monday.

The qlqdents are going to Chicago.

Pafi2-Rhythm and Reduced Words

Sentence stresses are the strong rhythmic beats of English sentences, as seen above. Reduced words iire the
opposite-the weak beats of English sentences. The speaker gives less strength to reductions. Reductions
are the shortened pronunciations of words as they are pronounced in natural speech. Look at the following
sentences. Notice each reduced word has a line through it. Repeat. Weaken each reduced word.

The children danced and sang.

Get ready fer the test.

They ean catch the bus at ten.

Part 3-Rhythm and Linking

In natural speech, words are linked together in groups. The speaker links words together in groups to help the
listener get the sense (or meaning) of the sentence. In short sentences, all words are linked together with no
pauses. The end of one word blends into the beginning of the next word. Repeat the following sentences.

I'm_waiting-forJhe_bus. I'll_le-late_for_class.

In places where the same sound is at the end of one word and at the beginning of the next word, the sound is
pronounced only once. If it is a continuant sound, it is lengthened slightly. Repeat.

I wi+b : 4e would come. Meet me at the bu+ : gtop.

If it is a plosive sound, it is held briefly before it is released.

Wha! : Jime is it? He's a ba$ : 4og.
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Lesson 19

Rapid Review of Elisions and Assimilations and Intonation

Elisions and Assimilations

Part 1 - Two-Word Contractions

Most ESL students study contractions as they study English grammar. In two-word contractions, two words
are combined into one word and one or two sounds are omitted. Repeat the following. An apostrophe shows
where one or more sounds have been omitted in the formation of the contraction.

I'm late. I can't come. How've you been?

He's early. I didn't go. I should've waited.

Part 2-One-Word Contractions and Linking

In contrast to two-word contractions, you will not find the following contractions in grammar books because
they are spoken but never written. One-word contractions are like the reductions of lesson 9, but in addition
to reduction of a vowel to schwa, le I , they can be marked by omissions of consonants or vowels or both, and
the remaining sounds must be linked to the words on one or both sides. Look at the following sentences.
Apostrophes show where sounds have been omitted. These written forms would be incorrect in any other
context. Repeat.

When'sjer birthday. 't's-time f 'r_lunch.

Is_'e coming? I saw,'er yesterday.

I like_'im very much. Was 'e late?

Part 3-Sound Changes and Contractions

In fast speech, when words are spoken rapidly, in addition to contractions, changes in sounds take place.
These special contractions are heard most often in informal speech. Repeat the sentence in column l. Then
repeat the sentence in column 2. Underline the words with sound changes.

Column I Column 2

1 I don't want to study. I don't wanna study.

2. l'm going to play tennis. I'm gonna play tennis.

3. I have to work. I hafta work.

4. I'll meet you after class. I'll meetcha after class.
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Intonation

Part 1-Rising/Falling Intonation (Final) ,\& Or\"
Intonation is the voice pattern of risingflO\and falling\,/voice tones. The speaker uses voice tones to help the
listener get the sense (or meaning) of thE3entence. If the speaker raises the tone of voice from tone 2 to tone
3, then ends with a final fall to tone 1, the listener knows that the speaker has completed a sentence (or short
answer), a request, or aWh question. Look at the box. Notice that the intonation pattern rises from tone 2 to
tone 3, then falls to tone l.

medium
hieher

-_l--,o*..
3

'l_l-=- Lr

Repeat the following. Imitate the rising/falling intonation pattern.

3----l
^ I'm hunsrv.f-t

3 ------1

^What timelis it?lr,

3.

^Where are vou flom?\
3----]

^I'm from Canhda.
L*t

Part 2-Rising Intonatlon (Final)

If the speaker raises the tone of voice from tone 2 to tone 3 and ends there, the listener knows it is a special
English question form which asks for an immediate answer of yes or no. Look at the box.

Notice that this intonation pattern rises from tone 2 to tone 3 and does not fall. Repeat the following. Imitate
the rising intonation pattern.

,..mtu&i

,e." uou nuffii

efull-Lwai"r6G;

higher 3

/

100
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Part 3- Nonfinal lntonatlon

If the speaker uses a rising tone, from tone2 to tone 3, then returns to tone 2, it has a special meaning in
English. The meaning is this: the speaker tells the listener that more is to follow, that the speaker is not
finished. This is a nonfinal or "to-be-continued" intonation pattern. One use of this nonfinal intonation
pattern is when a speaker is telling several things, or giving a list in a series. Look at the box.

Notice that each item in the list has the same pattern-tone 2 followed by a rise to tone 3-until the end of the
list. Then the last item on the list falls to tone l. Repeat the following sentences. Imitate the intonation-sev-
eral nonfinal patterns, followed by a final drop to tone I on the last item in the list.

nienerf nieherf t'ieh"'/1

mediurm 2/ medium 2 medium 2 
t _,

,He likes base t{1t,,1rxl!,i,,u"rt "tu"{l,-O'4.,

,we went to I on/f't,rrud,"A,hdr:rud 
4,

,I bousht a masazirdlr ro-" 
"inu.. 

fi{st, ra candv t61,;*dl**b\,

r0l



Lesson 20

Test of Stress. Rhvthm. and Intonation

Lesson 20 is a review test. Listen carefully as the words or sentences are given. Follow the directions,
exactly.

When you have finished the written part of the test, record the words and sentences. Listen and monitor your
pronunciation as you have learned to do in this unit.

(Lab: Listen carefully as the voice on the tape gives the words or sentences.)

Part 1 -Accented Syllables

Directions: Listen for the accented syllable as each word is given. Put an accent mark (') over the vowel of
the accented syllable. Listen again and check your answer.

Examples: n6tebook
12

l. understand
123

2. teacher
12

3. president
12 3

4. telephone
12 3

5. musician
123

6. perhaps
12

7. myself
12

8. discover
123

9. afternoon
123

10. September
123

I l. tomorrow
tzJ

12. yesterday
123

worked

7. missed

8. lived

9. landed

10. laughed

11. sounded

12. gloves

contlnue
1 23

Part 2-Syllables and Sufilxes

Directions: Listen as each word is given. Listen to the suffix. Decide how many syllables are pronounced in
the word. Write the number in the blank. Listen again and check your answer.

Examples:
aroses z- waves

12 1

waited I4L

1. churches

2. dimes

3. kisses

4. judges

5. hills

6. wanted
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Part 3-Sentence Stresses

Directions: Listen as each sentence is given. Decide which words or parts of words received a strong
sentence stress. Draw a line under each one. Listen again and check your answers. The number of stresses is

given following each sentence.

Example: I ate a chicken-salad sandwich. (2 sentence stresses)

l. I'd like a sandwich. (l sentence stress)

2. I'd like a sandwich and a cup of coffee. (2)

3. I'd like a sandwich, a cup of coffee, and some ice cream. (3)

4. The children danced and sang. (3)

5. Get ready for the test. (2)

6. I'm going to Chicago on Monday. (3)

Part 4-Reduced Words

Directions: Listen as each sentence is given. In each blank write the word which was pronounced in reduced
form. Listen again and check your answers.

Example: I Clt tA) 
"o-" 

4.f, four.

class.l. I

2.

3.

He ten.

students going Chicago.

4. Get readv test.

5. I hungry thirsty.

6. They

Part 5- Lengthening/Holding Sounds

Drections: Listen as each sentence is given. Draw lengthening/holding marks. Listen again and check your
answer.

Examples: l I wish : gbe would come. 2. I li$e : gandy.

l. I won some money. 4. Meet me at the bus stop.

2. I bought a silver ring. 5. We can help Paul.

3. He's my favorite teacher. 6. He's a bad dog.

four five.
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Part 6-Contractions

Drections: Listen as each sentence is given. In each blank write the contraction you hear. Listen again and
check your answer.

Example: H+<'t''rq you been?

work here. 4. your mother?

he crying? 5. We leave until ten.

3. She invited. 6. he coming?

Part 7-Contractions and Sound Changes

Directions: Listen as each sentence is given. In the blanks write the words for the full form. Listen again and
check your answer.

l.

2.

Example: fu7 o
fiutz- 

sot

l.

2.

3.

4.

I

He

study.

rll after class.

We're study.

doing?

5. I don't

6. Please

go.

a cup of coffee.

Part 8- Rising/Falling lntonation (Final)

Directions: Listen as each sentence is given. Draw the intonation lines. Listen again and check your answer.
3-

Example:,l1q hilF.v.
l+l

l. What would you like?

2. I'd like a sandwich and a elass of milk.

3. Where are you from?

4. I'm from Canada.
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5. What are you studying?

6. I'm in law school.

Part 9-Rising Intonation (Final)

Directions: Listen as each sentence is given. Draw the intonation lines. Listen again and check your answer.

,"
Example:, Am I late?

1. Have all the students gone?

2. Isn't John going?

3. Are you coming later?

Part 10- Nonfinal Intonation

Directions: Listen as each sentence is given. Draw the intonation lines. Listen again and check your answer.

Examples:r I bought ap O€rt, .r"dr:, *'ilg

l. I bought some soap, some toothpaste, and some Kleenex.

2. I've lived in Boston, in Detroit, in New York, and in Miami.

3. I had some soup and crackers, a salad, a hotdog, and a Coke.
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nasal passage

soft roof of mouth
(soft palate) ,ai::::,:

,:i:ii
i:iii
::iii
::irii:

hard roof of mouth
(hard palate)

lower teeth
to trachea

to esophagus
lower jaw

The side-view facial diagrams are based on this drawing. Teachers may wish to discuss the parts of the
drawing with students as they study vowel articulation.

Lti
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Section A- | ntroduction

Section Nofes

Section A presents two lessons. Lesson I includes the following divisions.

Vowel Letters / Vowel Sounds

a. draws student attention to the basic conceptual separation of letters and sounds in English
b. notes the important role of spelling-of relating written letters to spoken sounds
c. notes the additional goal of vocabulary expansion

Vowel Articulation

c. presents a brief introduction to the flexible and self-controllable articulatory movements of the
lips, the lower jaw, and the tongue

b. draws student attention to the importance of self-monitoring and self-correction-the real
goals of improving spoken English

Vowel Systems

a. reviews the five basic vowel sounds shared by most languages of the world and relates them to
their English pronunciations

&. relates these five vowels, which are familiar to most ESL students, to the expanded English
vowel system

c. presents the Vowel Chart and provides brief practice with each key word

Resource material presents some generalized information on possible sources of problems. This material may
or may not be interpreted for students, depending upon their level of language proficiency.

Lesson Two has two divisions.

Pronunciation Areas of the Vowel Chart

c. presents diagrams of the front-to-back and the high-to-low pronunciation areas of the Vowel
Chart

Practice with the Vowel Chart

c. provides brief but intensive introductory practice with each of the fifteen vowel sounds of
General American English

b. encourages memorization of the key words
c. discusses phonetic symbols briefly
d. again emphasizes the importance of self-monitoring

Each section of these lessons should be studied briefly but carefully as the directions to the student and the
notes to the teacher indicate.

The introductory overview of the vowel system found in lessons I and 2 is designed to emphasize systematic-
ity and to focus attention upon the importance of each individuql sound as an integral part of a total pattern.
Subsequent lessons will isolate each vowel sound from the system and give it brief but intensive perceptual,
productive, and sound/spelling attention.

The Vowel Chart is presented as a graphic representation of the system and is a valuable classroom tool. It
serves as a reference source for teachers, and a student aid for self and peer monitoring during classroom
communicative activities
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Lesson 1

Introduction to the English Vowel Systemr

Vowel Letters / Vowel Sounds

Directions: Read and discuss with your teacher. Practice.

Part 1-Letters: The Alphabet of Writing

ESL students learn that English has a written alphabet of 26 letters. These 26 letters are used in writing
English. Five of these letters are the vowel letters.

aeiou

Sometimes the letters w and y also work as vowels. All other letters are consonanl letters.

Every English word has at least one vowel sound.2 Repeat.

I it my strength

As studied in Unit l, in words of two or more syllables one of the syllables is accented. That is, one of the
syllables is pronounced with more strength. Repeat the following. Notice the accent mark is over the first
vowel letter in the accented svllable.

ripple p6per forg6t voc6bulary
1 2 1 2 | 2 1 2 34 5

Part 2-Sounds: The'Alphabet" of Speaking

In contrast to the 26 letters of writing, English has a spoken "alphabet" of 39 sounds. These 39 sounds are
used in speaking English. Fifteen of these 39 sounds are vowel sounds.

With five written vowel letters (a, e, i, o, u), but fifteen spoken vowel sounds in English, each written vowel
letter must.be pronounced in several different ways. For example, the letter c can be pronounced in at least
four different ways. Thus, the letter a really has four sounds.

Sometimes the letter c is pronounced as the sound in say. Repeat.

4ble mqde lake cake Vowel 3

l. ThevowelsystempresentedinthistextisthatofGeneralAmericanEnglish.Seetheheface,pageviii,forcomments.
2. This is oversimplification; syllabic consonants will be studied later in the program.
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Sometimes the letter a is pronounced as the sound in cat. Repeat.

6fter back sat fat Vowel 5

Sometimes the letter a is pronounced as the sound infather. Repeat.

watch f6ther pqrt Art Vowel 7

Sometimes the letter a is pronounced as the sound in law. Repeat.

s4w t4lk call f4ll Vowel 1l

To help ESL students to learn the fifteen vowel sounds of English, we will use a vowel chart (page l2l). We

will study a key word for each vowel sound. Practice these words with your teacher concentrating on the

exact pronunciation of each of these key words.

Part 3-Spelling

As we study each of the fifteen vowel sounds, we will study spelling patterns for each sound. We will relate

witten letters to spoken sounds.

Part 4-Vocabulary

The lesson for each vowel will include a vocabulary list of thirty to forty words. These words were chosen

from vocabulary lists of words which occur with relatively high frequency in spoken English.

Vowel Articulation

Drections: Read and discuss with your teacher. Practice.

(Lab: Students should have their own pronunciation mirrors')

Part 1 -Pronunciation Movements: Lips

Most languages of the world have three basic vowel sounds. They are not exactly the same in all languages
but they are similar. The three sounds are the sounds in the words:

see father two

The symbols lil,lal, and /u/ from the International Phonetic Alphabet are used, as well as the English
spelling letters, to represent these three vowel sounds. Phonetic symbols will be enclosed in the following
marks" / /.3

3. No attempt is made to introduce students to phonemic/phonetic concepts. The slash marks, / /, represent sounds of
pronunciation as distinct from letters of spelling.
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Look at diagram l. The teeth
almost touch and the lips are thin
and straight for /i/, see.

Look at diagram 3. The lips are
tightly rounded for /u/, two.

Look at diagram 2. The teeth are
apart and the lips are rounded a
little for lal, f4,ther.

t-t-rJ

Drasram 1 lil Diasram g ll I

Repeat these three sounds slowly. Lengthen the sounds. Watch the teacher. Listen to the sounds.

I

€_}t'.w, /
tt-/

Diagram , lal

\-rzJ
t\

U..-rJ
llG;

\-/
^-=A/^---..-1Ei

/""'\^^ ,r"""""/ r/t''\"** /"""""/
Practice again. Feel the movements.

/""'\**" J"""""/ / ""'\ * /"""""/

Part 2-Pronunciation Movements: Lower Jaw

Look at diagram 4. The lower Look at diagram 5. The lower
jaw is raised for /i/, see. jaw is lowered for lal, f4ther.

^,r/'-i;\N4
I

Diagram 5

Look at diagram 6. The lower
jaw is raised for /u/, two.

Diagram 4 Dlagram 6
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Repeat. Listen; watch and feel the jaw movement.

/""' " ^*/""""/ /""'\",*",/""""/

Part 3- Pronunciation Movements: Tongue

Look at diagram 7.

The tongue is high and back
for /u/, twg.

The tongue is high and
forward for /i/, see.

The tongue is low for lal,
father.

Repeat the sounds. Watch; feet the tongue move to pronounce each sound. Use a pronunciation mirror.

/""'\ *,r""""/ / ""'\*,r""""/
Part 4- Self-Monitoring

As discussed in Unit l, pronunciation practice is the time for you to talk to yourself and to listen to yourself.

Talking to yourself and listening to yourself are ways to self-monitor.

The three most important things in the self-monitoring of vowel pronunciations are:

l. watching the movements of the lips, the lowerjaw, and the tongue;

2. feeting the movements of the lips, the lower jaw, and the tongue;

3. listening ro the differences in vowel sounds which you can make simply by changing the

position and the movements of the lips, the lower jaw, and the tongue.

Dlagram 7
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Vowel Systems

Directions: Read and discuss with vour teacher.

Part 1-Five Baslc Vowels: /l/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/

As we have just studied in the vowel articulation division of this lesson, most languages of the world have
three basic vowel sounds. They are not exactly the same in all languages, but they are similar. In many
languages these three sounds are pronounced as sing)e pure sounds. Look at diagram 8.

The three basic sounds are:

lal

Dlagram 8

In English, however, /i/ and lul are not pronounced as single pure sounds; they are lengthened and slightly
diphthongized. That is, in addition to the pure sound, they also have a second shorter sound: liv/,lu*l.a

Listen to the English pronunciation of the following words.

lal lu* I

Most languages of the world also have two additional basic vowel sounds. They are not exactly the same in
all languages, but they are similar. In many languages these two sounds are pronounced as single pure
sounds. Look at diagram 9.

The two basic sounds are:

Dlagram 9

4. Length and diphthongization vary according to the phonetic environment and the patterns of stress, rhythm, and
intonation. There is also variation from speaker to speaker.

lultit

two

fqgd

truth

ma

father

stqp

liv I

see

need

beat

lollel

tit tut,)
.L t lal

ll4
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In English, however, these sounds are not pronounced as single pure sounds; they are lengthened and slightly
diphthongized. That is, in addition to the pure sound, they also have a second shorter sound: letl, lo"l.

Listen to the English pronunciation of the following words.

lei I

s4y

made

lo" I

take hqpe

no

rode

11"1,)
Look at diagram 10. Repeat: li"l, lal , /u*/. Notice
that these three vowels are connected and form a
triangle on the Vowel Chart (Vowels 1, 7, and 8).

Look at diagram I 1. Repeat: I iv l, I ei l, I al, I o" l, I t* l.
Notice that these five vowels are circled on the
Vowel Chart. They are connected by a dotted line
(Vowels 1,3,7, 10, and 8).

Diagram 10

THE THREE VOWELS

Diagram 11

THE FIVE VOWELS
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Part 2-Key Words for the Fifteen Vowel Sounds

Directions: Read and discuss with vour teacher. hactice.

Look at the Vowel Chart. Look at the front vowels. Notice there are two high front vowels: Vowels I and 2,
liv I as in see, /I/ as in it. Repeat: see it see it.

Notice there are two mid front vowels: Vowels 3 and 4, leilas in say, /e/ as in yes. Repeat: say yes

say yes.

Notice there is one low front vowel: Vowel 5, lelas in fat. Repeat: fat fat. Repeat the front vowels:
liv I ltl leil lt.l lal see it say yes fat.

Look at the central vowels. Notice there is one high central vowel: Vowel 12, l*l as in bird. Repeat:
bird bird.

Notice there is one mid central vowel: Vowel 6, ltl as in bus. Repeat: bus bus.

Notice there is one low central vowel: Vowel 7,lal as in stop. Repeat: stop stop. Repeat the central
vowels: /g./ lr.l lal bird bus stop.

Look at the back vowels. Notice there are two high back vowels: Vowels 8 and 9, /u*/ as in two, /u/ as in
books. Repeat: two books two books.

Notice there is one mid back vowel: Vowel 10, lo"las in no. Repeat: no no.

Notice there is one low back vowel: Vowel ll,lclas in law. Repeat: law law. Repeat the back vowels:
lu* I lul lo"l lcl two books no law.

Look at the diphthongs. Notice there are three diphthongs. Vowel 13 is /ail as in my. Vowel 14 is /au/ as in
cow. Vowel 15 is /cil as in boy. Repeat: my cowboy my cowboy. Repeat the diphthongs: lail laul
lcil my cowboy.

Repeat the key word phrases on the vowel chart.

see it say yes a fat bird a bus stop two books no law my cowboy

ll6
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Resource Material

(This information may or may not be interpreted for students depending upon their level of language pro-
ficiency and their interests.)

Part 1-Vowels 1 to 11

In learning English as a second language some students with a system of five vowels in their first language
appear to perceive and to produce these five with the following distribution pattern in relation to Vowels I
to ll.

;zYowel I /iJ/ see ,Yowel 8 /u*/ two
Pure /i/ for( Pure /u/ for{\Vowel 2ltl it \Vowel 9 i u/ books

,rVowel 3 /eil s4y .Yowel l0 /ou/ no
Pure /e/ for ( Pure /o/ for (

\Vowel 4lel yes \Vowel ll lcllaw

;lYowel5 lnl fqt
Pure lalfor QVowel 6 /n/ bqs\Vowel 7 lal stolt

The learning task, therefore, is to examine each member of this vowel system, to practice each in appropriate
vocabulary items in context, and, if necessary, to contrast it with other English vowel sounds if sufficient
perceptual and production difficulties appear to be present. (See Supplement C.)

In addition, sound/spelling correspondences compound the problem. Many students have learned to read on
the basis of the following sound/letter correspondences.

Letter

i

e

a

o

u

Sound

/it
lel
lal
lol
lul

(as in sge)

(as in s4y)

(as in f4ther)

(as in nq)

(as in twq)

Here are examples of possible resulting pronunciations of English words.

sit

yes

fat

bus

stop

law

/srt/ / sit/
lyesl ----> lyesl

lfatl 

-+ 

lfatl
/brrs/ 

--+ 

/bus/

lstap/---+ /stop/

lt8

llol



Unit 2-Section A
Lesson 1 - Resource Material

Part 2-Vowel-r (Vowel 12)

ESL students whose languages have a conEonant-r but no vowel-r may use a trilled or tapped consonant-r
for vowel-r or may omit the vowel-r.

Part 3- Diphthongs (Vowels 13, 14, and 15)

ESL students whose languages do not have diphthongs (i.e., complex vocalic nuclei) may fail to diphthongize
in pronouncing lul, laul, and /ci/ using the first half of the diphthong in place of the two parts of the
diphthong.
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Lesson 2

The Vowel Chart and the Key Words

The Pronunciation Areas of the Vowel Chart

Drections: Study these diagrams and discuss them with your teacher.

Diagram 12

This diagram shows the pronun-
ciation areas-front, central,
back.

Dlagram 13

This diagram shows the pronun-
ciation areas-high, mid, low.

FRONT CENTRAL

t see
\-\ zit
\-

'2 biJd
t twg
e books

D

3 sav

\.;
6 bus to ne

\ sfat

\-
7 step ttlry
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Unit 2-Section A
Lesson 2

Vowel Chart

;i:

HtgH

me read seem

win dld him

dry mAy rAln

rqd head tqn

edd bad man

BACK

easy see

river it

{ble sqy

r6ady yqs

Snswer fat

M

Lsst

Practice with the Vowel Chart

Part 1-The Front Vowels

Look at the front vowels on the Vowel Chart. Practice the following words for each sound. Concentrate on
listening carefully, watching the teacher, andfeeling the movements for each sound. Some of the pronuncia-
tion movements may seem strange to you because some of the English sounds are different from those in
your own language. Exaggerate the sounds slightly.s

Vowel l:
Vowel 2:

Vowel 3:

Vowel4:

Vowel 5:

li" I see

ltl lt
levl sey

lel yqs

lel fqt

Pronounce each front vowel by itself. Use a mirror. Watch the way the teeth almost touch for livlbutare
apart for lel. Feel the lower jaw drop from the high sound to the low sound.

liv-->1+el--+ e->el /iv->I- el--+ e+e,l

5. In Vowel 2 and Vowel 5 words the letters i and a are not pronounced as they are in many languages of the world.

p
i9

two

bqgks

(1 I seetvt\-
\ zi 'it
lr\

12 bird

I /-'(\ (3)
D\-

\4
,u\'il.\ 6 buS

a

i

[1O no i
-l

I
I

ff \r fat 6{,no 11 l4y

,/ :l ,l le { 
,_-_T-:_*

l2l



Unit 2-Section A
Lesson 2

Part 2-The Central Vowels

Look at the three central vowels on the Vowel Chart. Practice the following words for each sound. Concen-
trate on listening, watching, and feeling the movements for each sound.

Vowel 12:6 her word turn s6rvice bird lgl bird

(This is the vowel-r sound of English. The vowel before the r is not pronounced; it is silent.)

Pronounce each central vowel by itself. Use a mirror. Feel the lowerjaw drop from the high sound to the low
sound.

I g---, tt--- al lgt---> tt--->al

Part 3-The Back Vowels

Look at the four back vowels on the Vowel Chart. hactice the following words for each sound. Concentrate
on listening, watching, and feeling the movements for each sound.

Vowel 6:7

Vowel 7:8

Vowel 8:

Vowel 9:

Vowel l0:

Vowel l1:

Vowel 13:e

Vowel 14:10

Vowel l5:rr

fun rqn sun stfdy bus I tl bus

jqb Mqm Jqhn c6llege stqp lal stqp

too room Jqne rqler two lu* I two

good wqod stood cdokie books lvl bqSks

go show drove qpen no lo"l no

saw sqng dqg Arigust law lcl law

tie wide ni_ne decide my lail my

now how down ar6und cqvi laul cow

tqy noise join enjqy bgy ltil bga

Pronounce each back vowel by itself. Use a mirror. Feel the lower jaw drop from the high sound to the low
sound.

/U* -+ U --+ Ou --+ J/ /U" --+ U ---1 Ou --+ J/

Part 4-Diphthongs

Look at the three diphthongs on the Vowel Chart. These sounds are called diphthongs because they are made
up of two parts. There is a distinct change in sound quality between the two parts of each diphthong. hactice
the following words for each sound. Concentrate on listening, watching, and feeling the movements for each
sound.

6. Notice that the numbering of Vowel 12 is not in sequence. The I I standard vowels have been numbered I through I I
with vowel-r numbered as 12 and the three diphthongs as 13, 14, and 15. Vowel-r has a corresponding consonant-r
sound.

7. In these words the letter n is not pronounced as it is in many languages.
8. In these words the letter o is not pronounced as it is in many languages.
9. If this diphthong ends a word, the second part sounds more like Vowel l. If it comes in the middle of a word, it sounds

more like Vowel 2.

10. If thisdiphthongendsaword,thesecondpartsoundsmorelikeVowel 8. lf itcomesinthemiddleof aword,itsounds
more like Vowel 9.

11. Ifthisdiphthongendsaword,thesecondpartsoundsmorelikeVowell.Ifitcomesinthemiddleofaword,itsounds
more like Vowel 2.
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Unit 2-Section A
Lesson 2

Pronounce each diphthong by itself. Use a mirror. Watch the lower jaw movement for each.

lai+at +cil lai+au +cil

Part S-Memorlzlng the Flfteen Key Words

Practice the key words in the vowel box. Do strong, rapid, group practice, first with individual words.

Concentrate on the way each word sounds and the way itfeels. Repeat each word two times'

I see
\\ 2it
\-

t2bird
ttwg

/ebooks I
I

, ssav

\ .,u,
I bus lo no

\ sfat

\
t stgp rrlaw

tt.y 
I'ocry l"bqy_

Practice each word once silently. Watch the teacher; feel the movements.

Now repeat the phrase groups. Do not pause between words in the phrase groups. Run the words together in
each phrase.

\;2
bird7-

twOr
.-
!bsks

\ff1 "o2

\ afat /
\

(,no (,*

my+cry f bsy_

As you work with the lessons in this unit, concentrate on the pronunciation of each of these key words.

Practice them again and again. These key words will provide you with a key tool which will help you in
improving your spoken English.
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Unit 2-Section A
Lesson 2

Part 6-Vowel Sounds and Phonetic Symbols

English spelling is confusing to ESL students. For example, the letter a can be pronounced in at least four
different ways so that the letter a really has four sounds.

l4ke

cet

fqther

call

(Vowel 3 .ay)

(Vowel t fOQ

(Vowel T stql)
(Vowel ll lay)

Phonetic symbols will be used to help with this spelling/pronunciation problem. A special phonetic symbol
for each of the fifteen sounds is listed below. Phonetic symbols are useful because there is a one-to-one
relationship between the symbol and the corresponding sound when spoken by a native speaker.12

Do not try to memorize the phonetic symbols now.r3 You will learn them as you study the vowel lessons in
this unit.

Vowel

Vowel I
Vowel 2

Vowel 3

Vowel4

Vowel 5

Vowel 6

Vowel 7

Vowel 8

Vowel 9

Vowel l0
Vowel ll
Vowel 12

Vowel 13

Vowel 14

Vowel 15

Sound

liv I
lr/
let I

lel
lel

/al
lu* I

lvl
lo" I

lcl
tsl
lail

laul

I til

Key word

see

rJ

s4y

yqs

fat

bus

stqp

two

books

no

law

bird

my

cow

bqv

t2. There is a danger in the idea of international phonetic alphabet. T\e symbols are international, but their spoken
interpretation can be only for a particular language as spoken by a native speaker. For example, the symbot /i/ has
one quality of sound in General American English speech, but the symbol /i/, when pronounced as a part of the
Spanish or French vowel system, has a somewhat diferent sound quality. See the heface, page ix, for comments on
phonetic symbols.
No attempt is made to introduce students to phonemic/phonetic concepts.13.
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Unit 2-Section A
Lesson 2

part 7-You, as Your Own Pronunclation Teacher: Self-Monitoring/Self Correction

(Some teachers may wish to delay use of this section until later in the course.)

As you use the vowel lessons in this unit, you will increase in your ability to "match" the vowel sounds in

new words to those in the key words by the sound and by the feel of the movements. It will become easier for
you to pronounce the appropriate vowels in new words the first time by yourself. Eventually you will not

need to have the teacher pronounce them for you. The teacher will help you by telling you which key word a
new word matches and by guiding you to change sounds which are not quite correct. Bit by bit it will become

easier for you to monitor yourself and to control your own pronunciation for more intelligible spoken English'

Examples:

Student: What vowels are pronounced in these words?

pronounce prqnqnclation lealn

Teacher: (writing the vowel numbers and referring to the key words on the Vowel Chart)

These vowels.

pronounce
/tyt

Vowels ---------+ l0 14

I
\y

(or schwa)

Teacher:

Vowels

pronqnci6tion leilrJtl{

J J ,/[ \ J
l0 6 1-3 schwa 12

J
(or schwa)

This i,s my sistpJ

JJ J 't J

----->22 
13212

You used sounds more like Vowel I in place of Vowel 2 in this sentenfe. Practice

again and try for Vowel 2.

14. A slash mark through a letter (E) indicates a silent letter.
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Using the lntensive Vowel Lessons

in Sections B, C, D, and E

Each vowel lesson includes brief, but intensive, perception, pronunciation, and sound/spelling work.
Activities in each lesson are varied, involve active student participation, provide for feedback and
self-evaluation, and encourage speech awareness and self-monitoring.

Each part of each lesson has a specific function. The parts of each lesson are:

Articulation
a. presents two or three explanatory sentences which highlight significant articulatory fea-

tures of the sound and its placement within the Vowel Chart.
b. encourages students to observe articulatory movements, to listen to sounds, andtofeel

articulatory movements
Pronunciation Practice

a. presents four or five sentences for rapid, vigorous oral practice; uses the graphic nota-
tions for linking and reductions studied in Unit I

b. asks students to do a second cycle of self-monitored oral practice; vigorous practice is
suggested in order to help students to develop a tactile and kinesthetic "feel" for English
vowels

Reading/ Listening Practice
d. presents four sentences for silent reading and underlining of words whose spelling indi-

cates probable pronunciation with the given sound (i.e., spelling/sound correspon-
dences)

b. gives students a brief time to complete the underlining; asks students to give answers and
to check their own work immediately

c. asks students to do a cycle of self-monitored oral practice exaggerating the vowel sounds
slightly, but using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions

Dictation
d. presents four dictated sentences; asks students to listen and repeat, listen and write,

listen and check; suggests that teachers write a sentence on the chalkboard as the
students finish writing it in their books

b. asks students to underline all words with the sound; asks students to give answers and to
check their own work immediately

c. asks students to do a cycle of self-monitored oral practice exaggerating the vowel sounds
slightly, but using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions

Spelling
a. presents short sets of dictated words which represent selected spelling patterns; calls

attention to spelling book designations and dictionary symbols
b. suggests that teachers write the words on the chalkboard as students write them in their

books, followed by discussion of the spelling pattern for each set of words
Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

a. presents four sentences for practice, self-monitored recording, and self-analysis
b. encourages students to record themselves and to monitor their pronunciation

Dictionary Homework
c. presents selected words and asks students to consult their dictionaries for pronunciations
D. encourages students to use their dictionaries for pronunciation guidance as well as for

word meanings
Summary of Pronunciation

a. provides a short reference summary of articulatory information; includes one or two
self-monitoring cues for students; these focus on articulatory differences between sounds
and often suggest working from known to unknown sounds and movements

Following each lesson is resource material for each vowel; it provides an additional short resource of
spelling, vocabulary, and pronunciation information.
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Section B- Front Vowels

Section Nofes

Section B has six lessons. Lessons 3 and 4 present intensive listening/speaking practice with the two tense

front vowels: li'l and /eil. Lessons 5, 6, and 7 present similar practice with the three lax front vowels: /I/,
lel, and /ael. Lesson 8 presents a four-part self-evaluative test of front vowels.

The tense/lax distinction has been selected for front vowel presentation as an aid in building student aware-

ness of spelling, acoustic, and physiological similarities and dissimilarities. It also provides a useful

framework for later work with spelling and word stress. Notes on the tense vowels (page 128) and the lax

vowels (page 140) are provided for more advanced classes. Teachers may wish only to paraphrase these notes

briefly for some classes.

Teachers may wish to use the following diagrams, vowel boxes, and notes with students for a front vowel

overview.

Many languages have only two front vowels ,lil and /e/. As just reviewed in lesson I of this unit, the lil and

lel are two of the five basic vowels found in most languages of the world: lil,lel,lal,lol, and /u/. English

has/ivl andleil(tensevowels)andthreeadditionalfrontvowels, ltl,lel,andla,l(alllaxvowels),foratotal
of five front vowels.

Vowel I is a very high front vowel (tense).

/ i '/- see

Vowel 2 is a lower high front vowel (lax).

ltl-i1
Vowel 3 is a mid front vowel (tense).

le'l-s4y
Vowel 4 is a lower mid front vowel (lax).

/e /-yes
Vowel 5 is a low front vowel (lax).

le l-fq,t
Diagram 1

'sgg
'it

Look at diagram 2.

The large symbols represent the two basic front
vowels: lil and lel.

The small symbols represent the five English front
vowels: lit l, ltl, I eil, I el, and I nl.

t say-
t yes

sfat

Diagram 2

When students have completed the lessons in section B, practice material from Supplement B (Practice in

Context for Unit 2) and/or Supplement C (Vowel Contrasts for Unit 2) may be used to provide continued

attention to the front vowels. Students should be encouraged to monitor their front vowel pronunciation

during classroom speaking activities.

liv I

ltl i
le'l 

e
IEI

t&/

r2'l



Notes on the

(Some teachers may wish only to paraphrase
course for detailed discussion.)

Two Tense Front

these notes briefly at this

Vowels

time and return to them later in the

Two of the English front vowels are tense.l

tsE

I
t sey-

\ l

/ivl-see is the high tense vowel

leil-sry is the mid tense vowel

In English these sounds are not pronounced as single pure sounds but are lengthened and slightly diphthong-
ized. That is, in addition to the pure sound, they also have a second shorter sound. The length and the quality
of this second shorter sound vary considerably according to the phonetic environment and the rhythm and
stress pattern of the sentence. It is most noticeable in strlessed ,yilubl"r. Diagrams 3 and 4 show the tongue
movements necessary to form the two parts of liv I and I ei I .

Some ESL students have difficulty with the lengthening and diphthongizi ng of li" I and lei l. Special attention
should be given to this so that students learn to modify the pure lil and /e/ in order to achieve the special
English pronunciation of livl and.leil.

/ iv / 
-see

The movement is a small one
for livl. The tongue is pulled
up a little closer to the roof of
the mouth from /i/ to liv/.

letl

The movement is a larger one
for lei I . In fact, the lower jaw
is raised from half-openfor lel
to nearly closed for I ei l.

Dlagram 4

Tense vowels /i "/ and I ei I are open vowels. That is, they are found not only in an initial or medial position in
a word, but also can come at the end of a word and leave the word open or without afinal closing consonant.2

l. Tense vowels can be distinguished from lax vowels in the following ways:
a. the tongue moves farther from the rest position in their pronunciation
b. there is more muscle tension
c. they are slightly longer in duration
d. they occur in both open and closed stressed syllables
e. they are easier to distinguish auditorily
This is in contrast to lax front Vowels 2 (as in r'l), 4 (as in yes), and 5 (as in/ar), which are closed vowels and must have
a final or closing consonant following the vowel sound.

2.

/eil-sgy
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Unit 2-Section B
Notes on the Two Tense Front Vowels

Examples: s4y

w4y

aw4y

st4y

plev

(Notice the letter y is pronounced as part of the vowel, not as a consonant.)

see

me

she

tea

sea
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Lesson 3

Intensive Practice with Vowel

Part 1-Artlculatlons

Vowel I is the highest front vowel. It is not apure lil
as in some languages.a It has an /i/ followed by a ly I
glide.s Practice these words: see me rgqd.

Part 2- Pronunciatlon Practiceo

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (
was. ssme.)

l-see /i "/

, ); shorten the unstressed weak words such as the,

l. these

6asy

2.hz
l6aving

3. she

slggping

He's_leaving_et noon.

Was,she_sleeping?

These-books_are easy! 4. t6acher

needs

The-teacheLneeds-seme-chalk.

Please_see_me after_class.5. please

see

me

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions.T Exaggerate the /i"/ sounds

sliehtly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

3. Encourage students to use pronunciation minors. Encourage them to listen to the sound and to feel the movements of
the lips, the lower jaw, and the tongue as they practice.

4. Contrast the sounds in Spanish si and French oui with the sounds in English see and we.

5. When /ivl is in the middle of a word followed by a voiceless consonant, the glide (or diphthongization) is shorter and

harder to hear. In unstressed syllables it may disappear altogether.

6. I-ab: As the students practice, move about the room and monitor their pronunciation. Give additional suggestions

wherever students are having difficulty.
7. This brief segment of practice which encourages natural rhythm, stress, and reductions is impoftant. Lab: Have

students remove headphones for individual and choral practice.

/ir /-see

Dlagram 5
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Unit 2-Section B
Lesson 3

Part 3- Reading/Listening Practice (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel l. Draw a
line under these words.

l. We must leave at three. (Find 3 words with /i"/.)
2. These books seem easy ts read. (4)

3. Does he need these keys? (4)

4. Please meet me at-the beach. (4)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /i"/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4- Dictation8 (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each

occurence of Vowel 1. Check your spelling.

l.

2.

3.

(6 words)

(6)

(5)

(5)4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their li"lwords. Then start the tape and have students check

their work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions.e Exaggerate the /i"/ sounds

slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5- Spellingro (AK/TS)

The liv lis the high tense front vowel. As a tense vowel it can come at the end of a word and leave the word
open-without a closing consonant. In spelling books /ivl sometimes is called the "long e" sound. Many
dictionaries use this symbol (e) as the pronunciation guide for this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the words
to yourself as you write. (A capital letter C stands for any consonan! a slash mark [g] through a letter
indicates a silent letter; a capital letter V stands for any vowel or vocalic y.)

Write each sentence on the chalkboard as the students write it in their books. Ask students to identify the words with
/i"/; underline each word and write 1 under it.
This brief segment of practice which encourages natural rhythm, stress, and reductions is important; students should
note that some of the liv I sounds are longer and some are shorter depending upon the stress and rhythm of the

sentence.
Write the words in each group on the chalkboard as the students write them in their books. Stop after each group and

discuss briefly. Several ofthe high frequency spelling patterns for livl are given here and in the resource material.
(Consult the Hanna et al. reference given on page viii for detailed frequency information.) The notational detail on

environments has been kept to a bare minimum with examples given to illustrate the patterns. Expanded information
will be studied later in the program. (Consult the R. L. Venezky and Cronnell references for detailed spelling rule

8.

9.

10.

information.)
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Unit 2-Section B

Lesson 3

Group I
be

Group 2

see

Group 3

tea

Group 4

field

e (including eCE)

ee (including eeCE)

ea (including eaCE)

ieC(C) (including ieCF)

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /ivl sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

1. We need these keys.

2. Meet me at three.

3. We'll meet you at the beach.

4. These books are easy.

Part 7 - Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent

marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l.

2.

people

police

3. relief

4. magazine

5. neither

6. completion

Summary- Pronunciation of /iYl

The liv I sound is pronounced with the tongue high, front, and tense. In fact, the tongue is arched upward and
forward in the highest front articulatory position for English vowels. It is not a pure /i/ as in some languages.
It has an /i/ followed by a ly I glide: /i"/ liv L

For more detailed articulatory information see the contrasts in Supplement C.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /i'l is fifth in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are major spelling patterns for liv l, with percentages for frequency of occurrence.rr

e as in we 72Vo (including eCt,,2Vo)

ee as in see lVo (including eeCE)

ea as in tea ll% (including eaCE)

ieC(C) as infield 2% (including ieCtr)

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: a shorter pure sound lil may be used for li"l
b. Spelling: in some languages the letter ais pronounced with the sound lel (as in s4y); this may

lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

Part 2- Major Spelling Patterns

Ask students to study and practice the following words, which represent major spelling patterns for li"l.t2
Add to the lists.13

Group 1 e, eCV

be me 6ven

he we 6qual

she P6ter

Group 2 eCe

these Pete

scene complete

Group 3 eern

see need betw6en feel

free week sleep heel

seem ind6ed green

Group 4 eeCF

breeze freeze

sneeze cheese

ll. A (C) means an additional consonant is optional.
12. Students find it useful to extend practice with these words into sentences and/or conversational dialogues.

13. For carryover, alert students to look for these words in daily classwork and encourage students to monitor them-
selves and others as these words occur in classroom conversations.

14. The/iv/beforefinal /l/mayhaveaschwa, lal,glide followingthevowel, asinfeelandheel. Thisvariesinlength
according to the sentence rhythm and stress pattern. There also is considerable variation from speaker to speaker.
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Lesson 3- Resource Material

Group 5 ea

eat tea beach

each sea rep6at

east mean speak

Group 6 eaCF

please leave

peace

Group 7 ieC(C), ieCF

field belief niece

thief believe piece

Part 3-Other Spelling Patterns

Group I iCF

police machine

Group 2 ey

key

Group -? eiC, eiCE

rec6ive 6ither n6ither

Group 4 oe

p6ople

Part 4- Practice with /ivl before Voiced / Voiceless Consonants

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to lengthening the vowel before the voiced
consonant-the first word in each pair. The lengthening mark (:) has been added to emphasize the lengthen-
ing before the voiced consonant. Add to the list. See page 29 for voiced /voiceless sound charts.

l. nee:d neat

2. pea:s (s : lzl) piece (c : lsl)
3. knee:s (s : lzl) niece (c : /s/)
4. lea:ve leaf

5. see:d seat
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Lesson 4

Intensive Practice with Vowel 3-sav te'l
lei /-svyPart 1-Articulation

Vowel 3 is the mid front vowel. It is not a pure /e/ as

in some languages.15 It has an /e/ followed by a glide
to lil.t6 The tongue is mid front, then moves up
toward high front lil for /eil. Practice these words:
w4y d4y came.

Part 2- Pronunclatlon PracticerT

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines ( - ); shorten the unstressed weak words such as the,
we+, sgme.)

l. trdin The_train was late.

late

2. piper Put your_paperspn_the_table.

t4ble
3. todey Today is,the_eighth-ef May.

elshth

M4v

4. p4inting He's_paintine,mv_place_at'the_lake.

place

l4ke

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions.rs Exaggerate the /eil sounds
slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

15. Contrast the sounds in Spanish de and French /es with the sounds in English day and lay.
16. When /e'l is in the middle of a word followed by a voiceless consonant, the glide (or diphthongization) is shorter and

harder to hear. In unstressed syllables it may disappear altogether.
17. Lab: As the students practice, move about the room and monitor their pronunciation. Give additional s rggestions

wherever students are having difficulty.
lE. This brief segment of practice which encourages natural rhythm, stress, and reductions is important. Lab: Have

students remove headphones for individual and choral practice.

Dlagram 6
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Part 3-Readlng / Llstenlng PracUce (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 3. Draw a
line under these words.

l. We were waiting for$e train in the rain. (Find 3 words with /eil.)

2. He ate eighty-eight cakes! (4)

3. Jane Taylor is efamous lady. (4)

4. The rain in Spain is mainly on the plain. (4)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /et/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4- Dlctationle (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each

occurrence of Vowel 3. Check your spelling.

l.

2.

1.

(6 words)

(6)

0)

(5)4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their letl words. Then start the tape and have students check
their work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions.2o Exaggerate the /etl sounds
slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoing.)

Pail 5- Spelllng2r (AK/TS)

The /ei/ is the mid tense front vowel. As a tense vowel, like /iv/, it can come at the end of a word and leave
the word open-without a closing consonant. In spelling books /eil sometimes is called the "long a" sound.
Many dictionaries use this symbol (a) as the pronunciation guide for this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the
words to yourself as you write.

GroupI a(includingaCF)

fSmous late

19. Write each sentence on the chalkboard as the students write it in their books. Ask students to identify the words with
/ei/; underline each word and write -? under it. Ask them to identify any examples of Vowel l, /i"/, studied in lesson 3.

20. This brief segment of practice which encourages natural rhythm, stress, and reductions is important; students should
note that some of the letl sounds are longer and some are shorter depending upon the stress and rhythm of the

sentence.
2l . Write the words in each group on the chalkboard as the students write them in their books. Stop after each group and

discuss briefly.
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Group 2 aiC (including aiCe)

train

Group 3 ay

day

Group 4 eigh

weight

Group J eaC
(not a usual spelling for leil; memorize these words)

great

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /eil sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. The train was late!

2. Jane was waiting by the gate.

3. He ate eighty-eight cakes!

4. They came on the eighth of May.

Part 7- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

praise

l. vacation

2. neighbor

3. explain

4. radio

5. mistake

6. April

Summary- Pronunciation of /ei/

The /ei/ sound is pronounced with the tongue mid, front, and tense. It is not a pure /e/ as in some languages.
It has an /e/ followed by a glide to /i/. The lower jaw is raised from half-op enfor lelto nearly closed for lei l:
lei I let 1.22

t say

\ I

For more detailed articulatory information see the contrasts in Supplement C.

22. See footnote 16 on page 135.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /eil is eighth in general usage among the fifteen vower sounds.

The following are major spelling patterns for leilwith percentages for frequency of occurrence:

a as in famous
aiC as in rain

ay as in say

eigh as in eight

\Vo (including aCg, 35Va)

lVTo (including aiCE)

6%

lVo

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: a shorter pure sound lel may be used for leil
b' Spelling: in some languages the lettera is pronounced with the sound /al,(asinflither);this

may lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

Part 2- Major Spelling Patterns

Ask students to study and practice the following words, which represent major spelling patterns for leil.2s
Add to the lists.2a

Group I
l6dy

April

b6by

Group 2

came

place

sale

Group 3

rain

train

mail

Group 4

say

may

aCV, aCrV

l6bel

p6per

acfr, aclgz'

esc6pe

6ducate

operate

aiC, aiCE,

r6isin

rem6.in

straight

ay

deLiy

tod6y

n6tion

vac6tion

st6tion

ate

make

t6ble

Friday

stay

praise

raise

23. See footnote 12 on page 133.

24. See footnote 13 on page 133.

25. The/eilbefore frnallll mayhaveaschwa, lal,glide followingthevowel,asinsa/eingroup 2andmail ingroup3.
This varies in length according to the sentence rhythm and stress pattern. There also is considerable variation from
speaker to speaker.
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Group 5 eigh

weight €ighty n6ighbor

eight eight6en

Part 3-Other Spelling Patterns

Group I eaC

break great steak

Group 2 ey

they

Part 4-Practice with leil belore Voiced / Voiceless Consonants

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to lengthening the vowel before the voiced
consonant-the first word in each pair. The lengthening mark (:) has been added to emphasize the lengthen-
ing before the voiced consonant. Add to the list.

l. ma:de mate

2. stay:ed state

3. rai:se 1s : lzl) race (c : lsl)
4. play:s (s : lzl) place (c : /s/)
5. sa:ve safe
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Nofes on the

(Some teachers may wish only to paraphrase
course for detailed discussion.)

Three of the English front vowels are lax.26

ltl-it is the high lax vowel

lel-y9s is the mid lax vowel

lr,l-f4t is the low lax vowel

Dlagram 7

ESL students may experience
difficulty in distinguishing /r/
from /ivl.

Three Lax Front

these notes brieflv at this

Vowels

time and return to them later in the

As the phonetic symbols above show, each of these sounds has only one part. However, each of these
sounds, when pronounced by itself, may have a small glide2? toward the center position so we hear / f l, le'l,
and ln" l. Awareness of this centering glide tendency may be helpful for some students in distinguishing the
following sounds.

Dlagram 9

ESL students may experience
difficulty in distinguishing le,l
from lel and from /a/. Vowel
7.

These three sounds are closed vowels. That is, they cannot come at the end of a word (when stressed) and
leave the word open. They must be followed by one or more consonants which close the word.28

I

Examples: !t
drd

kiss

thing

wlth

Dlagram 8

ESL students may experience
difficulty in distinguishing /e/
from /etl.

fat

c4n

glad

PASS

l4st

then

men

hqlp

tqll

tqst

26. I.ax vowels can be distinguished from tense vowels in the following ways:
a. the tongue does not move as far from the rest position in their pronunciation
b. the muscles of articulation are more relaxed: vou can feel the difference in muscle tension between tense /ivl and

lax /r/ and tense /e'l and lax /e/
c. they are slightly shorter in duration
d. they occur only in closed syllables, when stressed; the unstressed y in words like happy is somewhat between /t/

and lil for many speakers
e. they are a little harder to distinguish auditorily

27. This tendency varies according to phonetic environment and the patterns of stress, rhythm, and intonation. There
also is considerable variation from speaker to speaker.

28. This is in contrast to tense front Vowels I and 3 which can come at the end of a word without a closine consonant.
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Lesson 5

Intensive Practice with Vowel z-it lrl

Part 1-Artlculation

Vowel 2 is not as high as Vowel I and it does not
have a ly/ glide.2s The jaw and tongue are lowered
slightly from /ivl to /r/. Do not confuse Vowel I with
Vowel 2. Listen to the difference: livl ltl see it.
Practice these words: this did bit.

L six He-caught_six_big fish!

bis

tsh
2. this This is my_little_sister.

i,s

little
sister

I t l-it

3. sitting I,wassittinglV_the-river.
river

4. l(sten Listen! The-children_are_singing.

children

sing

Diagram 10

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines ( - ); shorten the unstressed weak words such as the,
was. sgme.)

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /r/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Readlng / Listenlng Practce (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 2' Draw a

line under these words.so

1. Let's have dinner at six. (Find 2 words with /I/.)

2. I put four big fish in the dish. (4)

3. Snow is the kiss ef winter; rain is the kiss ef spring! (6)

4. Which picture is in the window? (5)

See page 140 for a comment on a small glide toward the central position.

The words rs and in are often pronounced with a short reduced form of Vowel 2. This weak form of Vowel 2 has the

phonetic symbol of /r/ with a line through it, /+/.

29.
30.
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(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /I/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring')

Parl 4 - Dictatlon (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each

occurrence of Vowel 2. Check your spelling.

l

2.

(5 words)

(7)

(7)

(e)4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their ltl words. Then start the tape and have students check

their work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /I/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5-Spelling (AKITS)

The /r/ sound is the high lax front vowel. As a lax vowel it cannot come at the end of a word, when stressed,
and leave the word open; it mustbe followed by one or more consonants which c/ose the word. In spelling
books /r/ sometimes is called the "short i " sound. Many dictionaries use this symbol ( i ) as the pronuncia-

tion guide for this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the words to yourself as you write.

Group 1 iC(C)

big

Group 2 iCC
(Notice the letter i is the lax sound /I/ before the doubled consonant.)

giggle

Group 3 yC(C)

bicycle

Group 4 uC, uiC
(not a usual spelling for lrl; memorize these words)

business build

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /I/ sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.
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l. Let's have dinner at six.

2. Jim caught a big fish.

3. I was sitting by the river.

4. This is a picture of my sister.

Part 7- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. guitar

2. nickel

3. symbol

4. deliver

5. syllable

6. sixteen

Summary- Pronunciation of /I/

The ltlsound is pronounced with the tongue quite high but lax. It does not have the lylglide of /i"/. Feel the

difference: li"l --+ ltl /i'l "-> ltl see it.

\ lit

\

For more detailed articulatory information see the contrasts in Supplement C.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /r/ is first in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are major spelling patterns for ltlwith percentages for frequency of occurence:

iC(C) as in ir, middle 68%
yC(C) as in rhlthm )

y as in bdby I 24%

ey as in m6ney )

(This24voincludestheunstressedyattheendsofwordssuchas bdby,lddy,and,city,andtheunstressedeyat
the end of words such as m6ney andvrilley. Some dictionaries give a short unaccented /i/ instead of ltl.)
ESL interference/learning problems may include the following:

c. Sound: a pure tense vowel lil may be used for the lax ttt
b' Spelling: in many languages the letter i is pronounced with the sound /i/ (as in see);this may

lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

Part 2- Major Spelling patterns

Ask students to study and practice the following words, which represent major spelling patterns for /r/. Addto the lists.

Group 13r iC(C)

this bring listen

with sfster whisper
bie dfdn't window
little written fill

Group 2 yC(C)

rhfthm sfllable sfmpathy
sfmbol sfmptom

Group 3 y (final) and ey (final), unstressed

(Many speakers use a short unaccented /i/ in these words instead of ltl.)
b6by

l6dy

city

frinny m6nkey

friendly m6ney
v6lley h6ney

3l' The /r/ before final lll may have a schwa, lal, glide following the vowel, as infl/. This varies in length according tothe sentence rhythm and stress pattern. There also is considerable variation from speaker to speaker.
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Lesson 5- Resource Material

Part 3- Other Spelling Patterns

Group I
gve

Group 2

hisy
quit

build

Group 3

p16tty

ivV, ixV
live

uC and uiC

brisihess

quick

briilding

Exceptions

been

guit6r

built

w6men

mlxer

rfver

Part 4-Practice with /r/ before Voiced/Voiceless Consonants

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to lengthening the vowel before the voiced

consonant-the first word in each pair. The lengthening mark (:) has been added to emphasize the lengthen-

ing before the voiced consonant. Add to the list.

l. pi:g

2. ri:b

3. ki:d

4. bi:d

5. ri:dge

6. hi:d

7. wi:g

pick

rip

kit

bit
rich

hit

wick
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Lesson 6

Intensive Practice with Vowel

Part 1-Artlculatlon

Vowel 4 is not as high as Vowel 3 and it does not
have an lil ghde. The jaw and tongue are lowered
slightly from /etl to lel. Do not confuse Vowel 3 with
Vowel4. Listen to the difference: /erl lel s4y
yes. Practice these words: less get men.

Part 2- Pronunclatlon Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (-);
was, sgme.)

4-ygs I e I

shorten the unstressed weak words such as the,

l. best He's my-best-friend.

fqgnd

2. when When's-the next_test?

nqxt

tgst

3. r94dy I'll-beready-et-ten-twenty.

tn
twenty

4. rqd I found_ared_Pen.

pen

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /e/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Readlng / Llstenlng Practlce (AKITS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel4. Draw a
line under these words.

l. It's twenty past ten. (Find 2 words with /e/.)
2. I met my best friend atlhe restaurant. (4)

3. Every lesson will end with etest. (4)

4. I left my pencil on the desk. (3)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Start the tape and have students check their work
as the words for each line are given.)

hactice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggeratethe lelsounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tapefor afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

lel-ygs
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Part 4- Dictation (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each
occurrence of Vowel 4. Check your spelling.

l. (8 words)

2.

3.

4.

(5)

(5)

(5)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /e/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5-Spelling (AK/TS)

The lelsound is the mid lax front vowel. As a lax vowel, llke ltl, it cannot come at the end of a word, when
stressed, and leave the word open; it must be followed by one or more consonants which c/ose the word. In
spelling books /e/ sometimes is called the "short e" sound. Many dictionaries use this symbol (E) as the
pronunciation guide for this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the words to yourself as you write.

Group 1 eC(C)

red

Group 2 eCC
(Notice the letter e is the lax sound /e/ before the doubled consonant.)

better

Group -l eaC
(not a usual spelling for lel; memorize these words)

ready

Group 4 ieC
(not a usual spelling for lel; memorize these words)

friend

Group 5 ueC
(not a usual spelling for lel; memorize these words)

guest

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /e/ sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

1. He's my best friend.

2. She bought ten red pens.

3. Spring weather is pleasant.

4. The next test is on Wednesdav.
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Lesson 6

Part 7- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. Wednesday

2. already

3. February

4. bread

5. rescue

6. expense

Summary- Pronunciation of /e/

T\e lel sound is pronounced with the tongue in a mid, lax, front position. The jaw is lowered from /erl to
lel.Itdoesnothavethe lil glideof lell. Feelthedifference: letl ---> lel letl + lel sey --+yes.

\

\ oves\ --

\
For more detailed articulatory information see the contrasts in Supplement C.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /e/ is sixth in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following is the major spelling pattern for lel:

eC(C) as in yes 9lVo

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: a pure tense vowel lel may be used for the lax lel
&. Spelling: in many languages the letter e is pronounced with the sound /e/ (as in say); this may

lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

Part 2- Major Spelling Pattern eC(C)

Ask students to study and practice the following words. Add to the lists.32

red 6dge mys6lf fell
get b6tter hers6lf well

next p6ncil hims6lf tell

32. T\e /e/ before final /l/ may have a schwa, la/, ghde following the vowel, as infell, well, tell. This varies in length
according to the sentence rhythm and stress pattern. There also is considerable variation from speaker to speaker.
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Part 3-Other Spelling Patterns

Group I
s6ven

n6ver

Group 2

head

meant

pl6asant

Group 3

said

Group 4

6ny

m6ny

evV, exV

6xit

T6xas

eaC

w6ather

b16aKast

r6ady

aiC

agiiin

aC, ieC, ueC

friend

friendly

ag6inst

guess

guest

qu6stion

let

debt

bet

set

etch

Vowel 4

pleasant

felt

slept

reception

Part 4- Practice with /e/ before Voiced/Voiceless Consonants

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to lengthening the vowel before the voiced
consonant-the first word in each pair. The lengthening mark (:) has been added to emphasize the lengthen-
ing before the voiced consonant. Add to the list.

Part S-Practice with liv I - lel Pairs of Words

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to the alternation of Vowel l, li'l, and Vowel 4,
/e/. Add to the list. The principles of vowel alternation will be studied later in the program.

1. le:d

2. dea:d

3. be:d

4. sai:d

5. e:dge

Vowel I
1. please

2. feel

3. sleep

4. receive
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Lesson 7

4. 4nswer Please answer the last question.

last

5. back I'mgoing-back to_the_lab.

leb

stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /a/ sounds

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Llstenlng Practice (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 5. Draw a
line under these words.

l. Please pass the apples. (Find 2 words with /e/.)
2. he fat cat sat on the hat. (4)

3. Sam took the last sandwich. (3)

4. The classes will travel by taxi. (3)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

Intensive Practice with Vowel S-fat lnl

Part 1-Articulation

Vowel 5 is the lowest front vowel. The jaw and the
tongue are lowered slightly from /e/ to lnl. As the
diagram shows, the tongue is rounded and arched
forward a little. Do not let the tongue pull down and
back for Vowel 7 , lal . Listen, watch, and compare:
lel lel lal. Practice these words: add bad
fat.

Parl 2- Pronunciatlon Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (-); shorten the unstressed weak words such as the,
was, seme.)

L h6ndsome He's e handsome man.

man

2. d4nced The children danced and sang.

sang

3. alter Meet me after class.

- class

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm,
slightly.

lel-fal
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Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggeratethe lel sounds slightly.

(Labi Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4- Dictation (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each

occurrence of Vowel 5. Check your spelling.

l.

2.

3.

(7 words)

(4)

(6)

(5)4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their lel words. Then start the tape and have students check
their work as the words for each line are given.)

hactice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /e / sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5-Spelllng (AK/TS)

The lel sound is the low lax front vowel. As a lax vowel, like /r/ and lel, /e / is a closed vowel. It cannot
come at the end of a word, when stressed, and leave the word open; it must be followed by one or more
consonants which close the word. In spelling books /e/ sometimes is called the "short a" sound: Many
dictionaries use this symbol (6) as the pronunciation guide for this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the words

to yourself as you write.

Group / aC(C)

bad

Group 2 aCC
(Notice the letter a is the lax sound /a/ before any doubled consonant except /.)33

class

Group 3 aC
(Notice these are strong forms of these words. See Unit l, lesson 9, for discussion

of weak/strong forms.)

Group 4 aC
(Write the following words and mark the accented syllable.)

5.fter

Group 5 auC

laugh

33. With the exception of the word shall, which is pronounced with Vowel 5, lel.
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Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /a/ sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. He's a handsome man.

2. Please pass the apples.

3. The fat cat sat on the hat.

4. Let's go back to the lab.

Part 7- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. adverb

2. hamburger

3. antonym

4. accent

5. relax

6. contrast

Summary-Pronunciation of /e /

The I n I sound is pronounced with the jaw lowered. The tongue is in the lowest front articulatory position for
English vowels. The tongue and the jaw are lower for lnl thanfor lel, Vowel 4; the tongue is rounded and
arched forward more for lnl thanfor lal, Vowel 7. Use a mirror. Watch the movements for these three
sounds: /e/ lal lal.

I

\ 5fat

\-

For more detailed articulatory information see the contrasts in Supplement C.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /e / is fourth in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following is the major spelling pattern for lel:

aC(C) as in fat 97%

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: a low central vowel lal, as in father, may be used for the low front vowel /e /; this
may be a particular problem for students whose languages have the /a/ sound as the
only low vowel sound

b. Spelling: in many languages the letter a is pronounced with the sound lal , as infather; this may
lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

Parl2- Major Spelling Pattern aC(C)

add 5.fter pr6ctice ex6mple

class 6nswer l6nguage perh6ps

pass bisket h6ndsome underst6nd

Part 3-Other Spelling Patterns

Group 1 avV, axV
tr6vel taxi

Group 2 auCsa
laugh liiughter aunt

Part 4-Practice with /e/ before Voiced / Voiceless Consonants

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to lengthening the vowel before the voiced
consonant-the first word in each pair. The lengthening mark (:) has been added to emphasize the lengthen-
ing before the voiced consonant. Add to the list.

l. c:ab

2. la:b

3. a:dd

4. ba:d

5. sa:d

6. ba:g
'l . ra:g

8. ha:ve

cap

lap

at

bat

sat

back

rack

half

34. Many speakers of English use a sound between lel and lal for these words.
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Part 5- Practice with letl-lel Pairs of Words

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to the alternation of Vowel 3, let l, and Vowel 5,
lnl. Add to the list.

Vowel3

l. nation

2. nature

3. Spain

4. explain

Vowel5

national

natural

Spanish

explanatory
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Lesson 8

Front Vowel Tests

Part I - Discrlminatlonss (AK/TS)

Directions: Listen to the following sentences. Draw a circle around the word (and vowel number) you think
you hear.

/^.
Examples: Who bought the( paperlpepper )? Answer: paper

\L/;- !
Who bought the ( paper{peppe)t Answer: pepper

3\_/.

These sentences will be given once, only.

l. I bought another ( sheep-ship ). 6. He ( tasted-tested ) it.
123a

2. Do you have a ( pain-pen )? 7. I can smell the ( leather-lather ).
3aac

3. Who borrowed my ( pan-pen )? 8. The waiter gave me the ( bill-bell ).
6a2a

4. She has a new ( pen-pin ). 9. Do you have a ( pin-pain-pen-pan )?

5. She's ( sleeping-luoo,"i r. 10. Spell the word ( s?t-s:'r-r",1-r*'r.

Part 2- Spelllng.36 (AK/TS)

Directions: Put the following words in the correct column according to the vowel in their pronunciation. The
teacher will not read the words.

(Lab: Stop the tape and complete part 2; allow 5 to I0 minutes.)

cat easy black last fish

these rain red get letter
little test may gate sang

table big green she six

Vowel I Vowel2 Vowel 3 Vowel4 Vowel 5

see s4y yes

35. Lab: At the end of part I stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard. Ask
students to check their work. Replay this segment of the test for review.

36. I-ab: At the end of part 2 stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard. Ask
students to check their work. Pronounce them and discuss the spelling patterns.

fat
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Part 3-Test Sentences for Wrltlng Vowel NumberssT (AKITS)

Drections: Listen as the following words are pronounced. Write the number of the vowel below the line.

Vowel I liYl as in see

Vowel 2 lt / as in tt
Vowel 3 let I as in s4y

Vowel 4 lel as in yes

Vowel 5 /e/ as in fat

Repeat and write the vowel numbers.

l. Hgls sitttng in my seat!

2. fue lady set the pgpper on the paper.

3. Which letter did Ted leave on the desk?

4. Betty would rather have a leather hat.

5. He put his tqn sheep on the red sh!p.

6. Jim went to get six sandwiches and ten qpples.

Part 4-Test Sentences for Self-Monitorlng and Self-Testing

Directions: Practice the sentences in part 3 using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the
sounds slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

37 . lnb: At the end of part 3 stop the tape and ask students to give the vowel numbers they have written. Replay this
segment of the test and have students check their work.
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Section C- Back Vowels

Secfion Nofes

Section C has five lessons. Lessons 9, 10, and l1 present intensive listening/speaking practice with the three
tense back vowels: lu- l, /o"1, and lcl. Lesson 12 presents similar practice with the one lax back vowel: /u/.
Lesson 13 presents a four-part self-evaluative test of back vowels. With this section the number of tense
vowels is extended to five and the number of lax vowels is extended to four.

TENSE

I see t t*g

t say
to nq

\
rrlaw 

I

l

LAX

\ 'rt ebooks 
I
I

\ nves\ '- l

\ 5fat

\-

As in section B, the tense/lax distinction has been selected for back vowel presentation. It is used as an aid in
building student awareness of spelling, acoustic, and physiological similarities and dissimilarities. It also
provides a useful framework for later work with spelling and word stress. Notes on the tense vowels (page
128) and the lax back vowel (page 140) are provided for more advanced classes. Teachers may wish only to
paraphrase these notes briefly for some classes.

Teachers may wish to use the following diagrams and notes with students for a back vowel overview.

Many languages have only two back vowels, /u/ and /o/. English has /u*/ and /ou/ (tense vowels) and two
additional back vowels, /c/ (tense) and lu I (lax) for a total of four back vowels.

Vowel 8 is a very high back vowel (tense).

/u*/-two
Vowel 9 is a lower high back vowel (lax).

/u/-books
Vowel l0 is a mid back vowel (tense).

/ou/-no
Vowel I I is a low back vowel (tense).

lcl-law

lcl lo"l lul ,..-,/--+r------l | /U"/

Diagram 1
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Look at diagram 2. 
,rwq

The large symbols represent the two basic back ebooks

vowels: lul and lol.

The small symbols represent the four English back tonQ

vowels: llu* I " 
I o" l, lu /, and I tl.

lrlaw

Unit 2-Section C
Section Notes

Il* | utul

lo"l O

lcl

Diagram 2

When students have completed the lessons in section C, practice material from Supplements B and C may be

used to provide continued attention to the back vowels. Students should be encouraged to monitor their back

vowel pronunciation during classroom speaking activities.
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Nofes on the Three lense Back Vowels

(Some teachers may wish only to paraphrase these notes
course for detailed discussion.)

Three of the English back vowels are tense.l

/u*/-two is the high tense vowel

/o'/-no is the mid tense vowel

lcl-law is the low tense vowel

/u*/-two

briefly at this time and return to them later in the

\

8 two

\
to ng

\
rrlaw

ltl-|raw

This extends the number of tense vowels to five: livl,leil, lu*l,lo"l, and lcl.

In English the tense back vowels /u*/ and I o" I are not pronounced as single pure sounds, but are lengthened
and slightly diphthongized. That is, in addition to the pure sound, they also have a second shorter sound. The
length and the quality of this second shorter sound vary considerably according to the phonetic environment
and the rhythm and stress pattern of the sentence. It is most noticeable in stressed syllables. In addition, /c/,
when pronounced by itself, may have a small glide toward the center position so we hear lc'l. Awareness of
this centering glide tendency for lcl may be helpful for some students who have dfficulty in producing this
sound. Diagrams 3, 4, and 5 show the tongue movements necessary to form the /u*/, lo" I , and I tl .

Some ESL students have difficulty with the lengthening and diphthongizing of /u*/ and /ou/. Special attention
should be given to this so that students learn to modify the pure /u/ and /o/ in order to achieve the special
English pronunciation of /u*/ and /ou/.

Diagram 3

The movement is a small one
for /u*/. The tongue is pulled
up a little closer to the roof of
the mouth for /u-/.

l. See footnote I on page 128 in section
2. This is in contrast to lax back Vowel

consonant following the vowel sound.

Dlagram 4

The movement is a larger one
for /ou/. In fact, the lower jaw
is raised from half-openfor lol
to nearly closed for lul.

The tongue moves very
slightly toward a centering po-
sition and the lips unround a
little for /c/.

These three sounds are open vowels. That is, they are found not only in an initial or medial position in
word, but also can come at the end of a word and leave the word open or without a final closing consonant.2

B for notes on tense vowels.
9 (as in books) which is a closed vowel and must have a final or closing
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Unit 2-Section C
Notes on the Three Tense Back Vowels

Examples: two no saw

due go r4w

blue slow law

new grow

(Notice the letter w is pronounced as part of the vowel, not as a consonant.)
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Lesson 9

Intensive Practice with Vowel

Part 1-Articulatlon

Vowel 8 is the highest back vowel. It is not a pure /u/
as in some languages. It has an /u/ followed by a lw I
glide: /u*/.3 hactice these words: do noon two.

8-two lu* I

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (-); shorten the unstressed weak words such as the,
was, ssme.)

L pool The_water in-the_pool_is-too cool! 3. two There_are two new students.

too new

cool stfdents
2. school He'll be home frsm school at noon. 4. June Please come_in June_er July.

noon July

hactice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /u*/ sounds
slightly.

(Lab: Then stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Listening Practice (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 8. Draw a
line under these words.

l. I need e new blue suit. (Find 3 words with /u*/.)
2. Lou likes his new room. (3)

3. We met agroup of students at the zoo. (3)

4. Sue wants s€se soup and ssme fruit. (3)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

3. When/u*/isinthemiddleofawordfollowedbyavoicelessconsonant,theglide(ordiphthongization)isshorterand
harder to hear. In unstressed syllables it may disappear altogether.

/u*/-twg
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Unit 2-Section C

Lesson 9

practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /u*/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4- Dictation4 (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each

occurrence of Vowel 8. Check your spelling.

l.

2.

(8 words)

(e)

(7)

(6)

J.

4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their lu* I words. Then start the tape snd have students check

their work as the words for each line are given.)

practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /u*/ sounds

slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring')

Part 5-Spellings (AK/TS)

The /u*/ sound is the high tense back vowel. As a tense vowel, like front tense vowels /i "/ and I ei I , the lt* I
can come at the end of a word and leave the word open-without a closing consonant. In spelling books /u*/
sometimes is called the "long a" sound. Many dictionaries use this symbol ([) as the pronunciation guide for

this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the words to yourself as you write.

Group / oo
(Inthesewords, theoospellingisword-final,orbeforenasals mandn,otbeforel,t,
th,f, or se.)G

zoo

Group 2

niler
Group 3

to

4. Write each sentence on the chalkboard as the students write it in their books. Ask students to identify the words with

/u*/; underline each word and write 8 under it. Ask them to identify, by number, any other vowels studied in lessons

3 through 8.

5. Write the words in each group on the chalkboard as the students write them in their books. Stop after each group and

discuss briefly.
6. Notice, however, that the words wool,foot, and soot are pronounced with Vowel 9, /u/. Some speakers pronounce

the words roof and root with Vowel 9, /u/.

u (including uCF)
(Write the following words and mark the accented syllable.)

June
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Group 4

you

Group 5

threw

Group 6

6venue

Parl 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /u*/ sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. We met a group of students at the zoo.

2. Sue wants some soup and some fruit.
3. I need a new blue suit.

4. I'll be home from school at noon.

Part 7- Dictlonary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l.

2.

argument

February

3. refuse

4. approve

5. flu

6. influenza

Summary- Pronunciation of /u*/

The /u*/ sound is pronounced with the tongue high, back, and tense. The tongue is pulled upward and
backward toward the back part of the roof of the mouth. The lips are rounded. It is not a pure /u/ as in some
languages. It has an /u/ followed by a lw lglide: /u*/ /u*/. Compare lu* lwith the highest front vowel /ivl
whichismadewiththelipsspread: livl -+ lu*l livl + lt*1.

'twg

\

For more detailed articulatory information see the contrasts in Supplement C.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /u*/ is tenth in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are major spelling patterns for /u*/ with percentages for frequency of occurrence:

oo as in too 38%

u as in riller 28'5Vo (including uCF,1.5Vo)

o as in do 8Vo

ou asinyou 6%

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: a shorter pure sound lul may be used for /u*/

Part 2- Major Spelling Patterns

Group 1 ooz

room too Pool

noon zoo fool

spoon food smooth

roof root tooth

Group 2 uCV

truth stridents

jrinior Julf
niler

Group 3 UCP

June rule tune

Group 4 o

do to two

who whom

Group 5 ou

you through group

Part 3-Other Spelling Patterns

Group 1 ew

new flew threw

knew

7. Some speakers use Vowel 9, lul, for roof and root.
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Group 2 ue

blue true 6venue

Group 3 oCe

move prove whose

approve lose

Group 4 ooCF

loose groove

Group 5 uiC, uiCg

suit juice

Group 6 oe

shoe

Part 4- Palatalization

In the following words the palatal sound /y/ precedes the /u*/ sound for the combined pronunciation of
lyu* 1.8 Add to the list.

Word Initial

Syllable Initial
after Alveolar

Consonants l, n, t, and d
After Velars c lkl and g
and Labio-dentals / and v

After /r and
Labials m, p, and b

use

fsual

f sually

f niverse

university

v6lue 6ctual

m6nual gr6dual

J6nuary

cure fiiture

cute refiise

argue vlew

r6gular revfe

huge pure

hfmor reput5tion

mrisic b6auty

amfse vocSbulary

Part 5- Practice with /u"'/ before Voiced / Voiceless Consonants

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to lengthening the vowel before the voiced
consonant-the first word in each pair. The lengthening mark (:) has been added to emphasize the lengthen-
ing before the voiced consonant. Add to the list.

l. pro:ve proof

2. ru:de route

3. u:se (verb) use (noun)

4. lo:se (verb; s : lzl) loose (adjective; s : lsD

8. Some speakers also palatalize the n following the alveolar consonants in word initial positioni t, d, n, l, s, and z.
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Lesson 10

lntensive Practice with Vowel l0-no /ou/

Part 1-Articulation

Vowel l0 is the mid back vowel. It is not a pure /o/ as

in some languages. It has an /o/ followed by a lul
glide: /ou/.e Practice these words: no own nqte.

Diagram 7

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (-); shorten the unstressed weak words such as tle,
was, sgme.)

l. wrqte llwrote him-e note.

nqte

2. won't I won't-go!

go

3. close Please close the window.

window

4.

5.

slow

bqat

old

y6llow

cqat

This_is-a slow-boat.

I found an old vellow coat.

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /ou/ sound slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Listening Practice (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 10. Draw a
line under these words.

l. Let's go te the show. (Find 2 words with /o'/.)
2. Who owns that old yellow boat? (4)

3. I know those fellows stole the gold! (5)

4. Don't go swimming alone. (3)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

9. When /o"/ is in the middle of a word followed by a voiceless consonant, the glide (or diphthongization) is shorter and
harder to hear. In unstressed syllables it may disappear altogether.

/ou/-no
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Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /ou/ sound slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoing.)

Part 4- Dictatlon (AKITS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each
occurrence of Vowel 10. Check your spelling.

l. (7 words)

(5)2.

3. (s)

(6)4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their loul words. Then start the tape and have the students
check their work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /ou/ sounds
slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5- Spelllng (AK/TS)

The /o'/ sound is the mid tense back vowel. As a tense vowel. like front tense vowels /i"/ and /etl and back
tense vowel /u*/, the /o'/ can come at the end of a word and leave the word open-without a closing
consonant. In spelling books /ou/ sometimes is called the "long o" sound. Many dictionaries use this symbol
(o) as the pronunciation guide for this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the words to yourself as you write.

Group 1 o

SO

Group 2 oCF

wrote

Group J ow
(Write the following words and mark the accented syllable.)

slow

Group 4 oaC

road
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Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /ou/ sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. Joe broke his toe!

2. Please close the window.

3. Nobody answered the phone.

4. He sold the old boat.

Part 7- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. hotel

2. November

3. shoulder

4. radio

5. although

6. don't

Summary- Pronunciation of /o"/

The /ou/ sound is pronounced with the tongue mid, back, and tense. It is not a pure /o/ as in some languages.
lt has an / o/ followed by a glide to I ul . The lower jaw is raised from half-open for / o/ to nearly closed for
lo"l : lo"l /ou/. Compare lo"lwith the mid front vowel leil : leil ---> lo"l letl ---> lo"l.

lo no

\
For more detailed articulatory information see the contrasts in Supplement C.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /o'/ is ninth in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are major spelling patterns for /ou/ with percentages for frequency of occurrence:

o as in no 87% (including oCg, I4Vo)

oaC as in road 5%

ow as in show 5%

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: a shorter pure sound lol may be used for /ou/

Part 2- Major Spelling Patterns

Group I o, oCV, oCC (-old, -oth, -ost, -on't)

no 6pen won't
go most don't
gold sold hold

6cean both

Group 2 oCg

whole al6ne close

broke home supp6se

Group -? ow

row f6llow show

window slow bel6w

Group 4 oaC

road load coat

boat soap coal

Part 3-Other Spelling Patterns

Group 1 oul, ough

sh6ulder alth6ugh soul

though

Group 2 oe

toe Joe
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Part 4- Practice with /ou/ before Voiced/Voiceless Consonants

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to lengthening the vowel before the voiced
consonant-the first word in each pair. The lengthening mark (:) has been added to emphasize the lengthen-
ing before the voiced consonant. Add to the list.

l. ro:de wrote

2. co:de coat

3. clo:se (verb; s : lzl) close (adverb; s : /s/)
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Lesson 11

Intensive Practice with Vowel ll-law ltl 10

Part 1-Articulation

Vowel I I is the lowest back vowel. The jaw is low-
ered more than for Vowel 10. Do not confuse Vowel
l0 with Vowel ll.rt Listen to the difference:
lo"l ---> lcl low -- law. Practice these words:
law saw c4qCht.

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (-);
was. ses€.)

ltl-|nw

Dlagram 8

shorten the unstressed weak words such as the,

We-had_e_long,talk.

I,lost_my_ball.

I saw him fall.

He taught_us_ejsong. 5.

He lives_across_the_hall.

lqng

telk

lqst

ball

4.l. saw

f4ll

2. taught

sqng

3. acrqss

hall

hactice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggeratethe lclsounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Listening Practice (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel I l. Draw a
line under these words.

1. They went fer along walk. (Find 2 words with /r/.)
2. Th€ teacher taught us the wrong song. (3)

Some speakers use Vowel 7 instead of Vowel I I for many of the words in this lesson. If any of the pronunciations
listed are diferent from those which you use, you are urged to make whatever changes necessary in the text and to
discuss these differences with your students.
The tongue is pulled down and back for /c/ followed by a slight centering glide toward /a/. This distinction of a slight
centering glide following /c/, contrasted with an upward glide for /ou/, may be a useful self-monitoring cue for some
ESL students.

10.

ll.
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3. His daughter's office is across the hall. (4)

4. Be careful! Don't fall offthe wall. (3)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /c/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4- Dictation (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check.
occurrence of Vowel ll. Check your spelling.

Underline each

(5 words)

(4)

l.

2.

3.

4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their lcl words. Then start the tape and have students check
their work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /c/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5- Spelling (AK/TS)

T\e ltl sound is the low tense back vowel. As a tense vowel. like front tense vowels /ivl and /etl and back
tense vowels /u*/ and lo" I , the lc I can come at the end of a word and leave the word open-without a closing
consonant. Many dictionaries use (o) or (d) as the pronunciation guide for this sound. Listen and write.
Repeat the words to yourself as you write.

(Notice the o spellingfor lclcomes before the single voiced consonant g, before ng and nk, and
before doubled ss and;f.)

Group 1 oC(C)

Group 2 alc (including the prefix c/ before a consonant)
(Notice the a is pronounced /c/ before doubled ll, lk, lt, or ld.)12

call

Group -? auC

caught

12. Notice, however, that the c before // in the word shall is pronounced with Vowel 5, lrl.

(7)

(4)

dog
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Group 4 aw

saw

Group 5 ought
(not a usual spelling for lcl; memorize these words)

ought

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /c/ sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. The teacher taught us the wrong song.

2. They were talking in the hall.

3. I lost my dog.

4. We went for a lone walk.

Part 7- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. fought

2. almost

3. August

4. often

5. off

6. also

Summary- Pronunciation of /c/

The lclsound is pronounced with lowered jaw and tongue. The tongue is down and back in the lowest back
articulatory positionfor English vowels. Compare low back lcl with low central lal: ltl -+lal lcl +
lal. Compare low back /c/ with mid back /ou/ which has an upward /u/ glide: lcl + lo"l lcl + lo"l.

l

I

\
trlaw 

I

l

For more detailed articulatory information see the contrasts in Supplement C.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /c/ is twelfth in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds. Many speakers of General
American English, however, use this sound in very few words. The sound lal,YowelT , as infather, may be
used for the words listed in this reference sheet. For comments on the pronunciation of lcl or lol before lsl,
see page 194 in lesson 14. The following are the mqior spelling patterns for lclwith percentages for frequency
of occurrence:

oC(C) as in dog 497o

atc as in call, also 24Vo

auC as in caught l9%o (including auCp and augh)

aw as in law 8%

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: many languages do not have a low back vowel similar to the /c/ sound; the mid back
vowel lol,asinno,may beusedforthislowbacksound,orthelowcentral vowellal
may be used

D. Spelling: in many languages the letter o is pronounced with the sound I o I , as in no; this may
lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

c. Spelling: in many languages the letter a is pronounced with the sound lal , as infather; this may
lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

Parl2- Major Spelling Patterns

Group 1 oC(C)

off soft dog song

cross lost fog wrong

loss 5f/en log honk

(The spelling or has not been included here. See page 193 in lesson 14.)

Group 2 alc
all talu 6lways

call wElk d'lso

fall bald alr6adv

Group 3 auC, auCp, aught

Arigust aritograph cause taught

automStic 6utomobile bec6use caught

d6ughter

Group 4 aw

law saw l6wyer

draw dawn
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Unit 2-Section C

Lesson 11- Resource Material

Part 3-Other SPelling Patterns

Group 1 ought

ought thought fought

bought brought sought

Group 2 oaC

broad

Group 3 oCE
gone

(The spellings or( and orCl have not been included. See page 193 in lesson 14.)

Part 4- Practice with /c/ before Voiced/Voiceless Consonants

l. saw:ed sought

2. broa:d brought

3. thaw:ed thought

4. law:s (s : lzl) loss (ss : /s/)

5. caw:ed caught
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Nofes on the Lax Back Vowel

(Some teachers may wish only to paraphrase these notes briefly at this time and return to them later in the
course for detailed discussion.)

\
ebooks I

I

\ I

\

As the phonetic symbol above shows, this sound has only one part. However, when pronounced by itself, it
may have a small glide toward the center position so we hear: lunl. Awareness of this centering glide
tendency may be helpful for some students in distinguishing between /u*/ and lul.ra

One of the English back vowels is lax.13 The /u/, as

in books, is a high lax back vowel. This extends the
number of lax vowels to four: I t l, I e l, I r l, and I u l.

T\e lul is a closed vowel.
open. It must be followed

Examples: pull

pqsh

That is, it cannot come at the end of a word (when stressed) and leave the word
by one or more consonants which close the word.rs

bqqk cqqld

fqqt would

13. See footnote 26 on page 140 in section B for notes on lax vowels.
14. This tendency varies according to phonetic environment and the patterns of stress, rhythm, and intonation. There

also is considerable variation from speaker to speaker.
15. This is in contrast to tense back Vowels 8 (as in two), l0 (as in zo), and I I (as in law) which can come at the end of a

word without a closins consonant.
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Lesson 12

Intensive Practice with Vowel

Part 1-Artlculation

Vowel 9 is not as high as Vowel 8 and does not have a
/w/ glide. The jaw and tongue are lowered sliehtly
from /u*i to lv I . Do not confuse Vowel 8 with Vowel
9. Listen to the difference: /u*/ -> lul two books.
hactice these words: book stqsd pqt.

9-books lu I

lines (-); shorten the unstressed words such as the,

Part 2- Pronunclation Practlce

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking
wes, seme.)

l. gqod My Mom's,a,good cook.

cook

2. took Who_took_my,book?

book

We_should buy_s€m€ sugar.

\A4auH-yeu-like-*_cookie ?

3. should

sfgar

4. would

c6okie

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /u/ sound slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Listening Practice (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 9. Draw a

line under these words.

L He shouldn't put his foot on the table. (Find 3 words with /u/.)
2. Where should I put the wood? (3)

3. Th€ boy stood on one foot. (2)

4. Put the books on the table. (2)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /u/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

/u/-books
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Unit 2-Section C
Lesson 12

Part 4- Dictation (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each
occurrence of Vowel 9. Check your spelling.

l. (8 words)

(6)

(e)

(6)

2.

4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their lul words. Then start the tape and have students check
their work as the words for each line are given.)

hactice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /u/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5- Spelling (AK/TS)

The lu I sound is the only lax back vowel. As a lax vowel, like front lax vowels ltl, lel, and lel, the lu I
cannot come at the end of a word, when stressed, and leave the word open; it must be followed by one or
more consonants which close the word. Many dictionaries use this symbol (u) as the pronunciation guide for
this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the words to yourself as you write.

Group 1 uC(C)
(Notice the a spelling is pronounced /u/ before doubled ll inpull andfull and before
sft in these words.)r6

put

Group 2 ooC
(Notice the oo spellidg is before plosive consonants d and k in these words.)l?

good

Group 3 ould
(Notice these are the strong forms of these words. See Unit l, lesson 9, for discus-
sion of strong/weak forms.)

should

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /u/ sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. Who took my book?

2. Put the sugar on the table.

16. Notice, however, that the a before // in the words dull, cull, null, and mull is pronounced with Vowel 6, /l/.
17. Notice, however, that the word,sfood and brood are pronounced with Vowel 8, /u*/, and the words blood andfiood

are pronounced with Vowel 6, /a/.
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Unit 2-Section C
Lesson 12

3. Where should I put the wood?

4. I couldn't find the cookies.

Part 7- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. woman

2. shouldn't

3. sugar

4. undertook

5. cushion

6. bushel

Summary- Pronunciation of /u/

The lv I sound is pronounced with the back of the tongue quite high but lax and the lips rounded only a little.
It does not have the lwlelide of /u*/. Feel the difference: lu*l ---> lul lu*l + lul.

\
ebooks 

I
I

\

For more detailed articulatory information see the contrasts in Supplement C.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /u/ is thirteenth in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are major spelling patterns for lu/ with percentages for frequency of occurrence:

uC(C) as in pzslr 54%

ooC as in book 3lVo

ould as in could 7Vo

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: a pure tense vowel llul may be used for the lax lul
b. Spelling: in many languages the letter a is pronounced with the sound /u/, as in two; this may

lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

c. Spelling: the double oo spelling pattern of English leads to spelling/pronunciation confusion
although some general rules may be studied (see the spelling sections of lessons 9 and
r2)

Part2- Major Spelling Patterns

Group 1 uC(C)

push pull crishion

bush full
put srigar

Group 2 ooC

took cook good

look shook wood

book wool stood

c6okie foot

Group 3 ould

should could would

sh6uldn't c6uldn't w5uldn't

Part 3- Exception

w6man
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Lesson 13

Back Vowel Tests

Part 1 - Discriminationrs (AK/TS)
Directions: Listen to the following sentences. Draw a circle around the word (and vowel number) you think
you hear.

Examples: I was@iO-'acalled).
\-/-!--___

I was (cold{called}.
ro \{t--l

These sentences will be given once, only.

L It was a golden (hawk-hook)!
ll 9

2. He's in the (low-law) school.
10 rt

3. It was a long (pull-pool).
t!

Who paid for the (wool-wall)?
e11

Mr. White is very (bold-bald)!
lo 11

4.

5.

Answer: cold
.t0

Answer: called
tl

push

pole

rule

rose

6. The (suit-soot) was black.
t0

7. It isn't (Fall-full) yet!
.tl o

8. Whose (bowl-ball) is this?
tofl

9. It looks (fullish-foolish)!
OI

10. Spell the word (pool-pull-pole-Paul).
l9totl

ll. Spell the word (cooed-could-code-cawed).
!9101r

12. Spell the word (bull-bowl-ball).

Part 2-Spelling.ts (AKITS)

Directions: Put the following words in the correct column according to the vowel in their pronunciation. The
teacher will not read the words.

(Lab: Stop the tape and complete part 2; allow 5 to I0 minutes.)

school

ball

bull

caught

could

boot

cold code

Vowel S Vowel9

two books

Vowel l0
no

pull

bold

taught

would

Vowel II
law

talk

you

long

do

18.

t9.

Lab: At the end of part I stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have
students check their work. Replay this segment of the test for review,
Lab: At the end of part 2 stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have
students check their work. Pronounce them and discuss the spelling patterns.
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Part 3-Test Sentences for Writing Vowel Numbers2o (A|(TS)

Drections: Listen as the following words are pronounced. Write the number of the vowel below the line.

Vowel 8 /u*/ as in two

Vowel 9 lul as in books

Vowel l0 lo" I as in no

Vowel ll lcl as in law

Repeat and write the vowel numbers.

1 Who took my good new cookbook?

2. T& lawyer's daughter is agood cook!

3. We took along w4lk in the woods.

4. I thought Paul was gqing hqme.

5. Wqqdy pushed Louie inte the pqgl!

6. Dqn't gq Jil the lawyer calls!

Part 4-Test Sentences for Self-Monltorlng and Self-Testlng

Directions: Practice the sentences in part 3 using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the
sounds slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

20. Lab: At the end of part 3 stop the tape and ask students to give the vowel numbers they have written. Replay this
segment of the test and have students check their work.
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Section D- Central Vowels

Secfion Nofes

Section D has four lessons. Lesson 14, 15, and 16 present intensive listening/speaking practice with the
central vowels: vowel-r l*l,lax /rtl, and tense /a/. Lesson 17 presents a four-part self-evaluative test of
central vowels.

The lax/tense distinction is used in the presentation of /,r/ and lal; the vowel-r /spl is not designated as either
tense or lax. With this section the number of tense vowels is extended to six and the number of lax vowels is
extended to five.

TENSE

I see ttwg

t ruy- to ng

\
t stgp ttlry

The small symbols represent the three English
central vowels: lsl, I t'l, and lal .

When students have completed the lessons in sec-
tion D, practice material from Supplements B and
C may be used to provide continued attention to
the central vowels. Students should be encour-
aged to monitor their central vowel pronunciation
during classroom speaking activities.

LAX

\ ,it
\-

ebooks

\ nu"t
6 bus

\ sfat

\- l

t'brrd

ubus

7 stgp
father

Notes on each of the three central vowels are provided for more advanced classes, on page 185, 194, and 200.

Teachers may wish only to paraphrase these notes briefly for some classes. Teachers may wish to use the
following diagrams and notes with students for a central vowel overview.

Many languages have only one central vowel, lal . General American English has /a/ (tense) and two
additional central vowels, lt'./ (lax) and vowel-r, for a total of three central vowels.

Vowel 12 is a high central vowel.

/srl-bi1d
Vowel 6 is a mid central vowel (lax).

/,r/-bus
Vowel 7 is a low central vowel (tense).

/a/-stqr

Look at diagram 2.

The large symbol represents the one basic central
vowel: /a/.

l*l

tat A

lsll^
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Notes on the High Central Vowel-r

(Some teachers may wish only to paraphrase these notes briefly at this time and return to them later in the
course for detailed discussion.)

The /sp/, as in bird, is the high central vowel of English. It is similar to the high/ront vowel, liv I , and the high
back vowel, lu* I, in three ways.

l. Each has the highest position in the three sets of vowels, the front vowels, the back vowels, the central
vowels.

a. For /i "/-see, the tongue is pulled up close to
the front part of the roof of the mouth.

b. For ls l-biJd, the tongue is pulled up close to
the center part of the roof of the mouth.

c. For /u*/-two, the tongue is pulled up close to
the back part of the roof of the mouth.

Diagram 3

Practice silently, then aloud; feel the movement: li"l ---> lsl -+ lu*1.

2. Each of these three vowels has a matching consonant. These three consonants are the vocalic or
semivowel consonants. Try the following gliding technique to move from the vowel to the matching
vocalic consonant without putting in a hard articulatory contact. This gliding technique may be especially
helpful for students who use a trilled or tapped r for I r I , or a /da / before ly I , or a lgl before lw L

\

b.

c.

a. Consonant y, as in you, matches vowel /ivl.
Practice silently, then aloud: sge : you.

Consonant r, as in room, matches vowel /spl.
Practice silently, then aloud: he11;oom.

Consonant w. as in weeks. matches vowel /u"/.
Practice silently, then aloud: twg : Weeks.

FRONT CENTRAL BACK

\ ;J",
l*/

Vowd 12

/u'I
Vowd E

J. All three sounds are open vowels. That is, they can come at the end of a word and leave the word open or
without a final consonant sound.

Examples: liy I

me

lsl
her

sir

fur

lu* I

two

shoe

blue

see

tea

In the words her, sir, and fur, the vowel before the r sound is silent. They are pronounced as if they were
spelled: h'r, s'r,f'r.

/i,//;;\
7J*"---A-- \
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Unit 2-Section D
Notes on the High Central Vowel-r

Some students have particular difficulty with /spl. It often is omitted by ESL students, or a trilled or tapped r
is used instead. See the Summary-Pronunciation of lsl on page 189 for some self-monitoring cues.

Vowel-r is hard for some students to pronounce when it comes just before the sound /l/, as in cyrl, gitl,
and Elrl. Tiy slow careful attention to sliding the tongue forward from the center to the front of the roof of
the mouth for t b cULf crrll. (The velar lklin curl helps get the tongue into position for /*/.)

Vowel-r is hard for some students to pronounce when it comes just after the sound /l/, as in lyrk. Try slow
careful attention to sliding the tongue back from thefront to the center of the roof of the mouth fo. tjk,I rk. I rk.Tiil rr
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Lesson 14

Intensive Practice with Vowel

Part 1-Artlculationr

Vowel 12 is the high central vowel, lsl,the vowel-r
sound. The lsl is made with the tongue in the same
position as for the consonant sound. The tongue is
pulled up high close to the center of the hard roof of
the mouth.2 In these words the vowel before the
sound is si/ent: bihd w6rk htr. They are
pronounced as if they were spelled: b'rd w'rk
h'r. Practice these words: bird work her.

Paft 2 - Pronunciatlon Practlce

l2-bird I s I

i s/-bird

Listen, watch, and
wes, seme.)

1. sisteq

t6achel

2. nulse

he!

pulse

My sister is-a,teacher. 3.

The_nurse-lost-her-purse. 4.

thf(y I_saw thirty_birds.

biqds

wolks Heworks-at_the-church.

chuqch

practice. (Follow the linking lines (,); shorten the unstressed weak words such as the,

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /gr"/ sounds
slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Llstenlng Practice (AKITS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 12. Draw a
line under these words.

1. The nurse burned the shin. (Find 3 words with /spl.)

2. It's a modern church. (2)

3. Learn thirty new words. (3)

4. Thirty purple birds were sitting on t$e curb. (5)

l. It is especially important to encourage students to use pronunciation mirrors to help them to visualize the articulation
d lyl. Encourage them to listen to the sound and to feel the movement of the tongue. For students who have

difficulty in forming /arl, see the notes on pronunciation at the end of this lesson. For students who have difficulty
with r and /, the notes on page 186 may be helpful.
Some speakers form the l?lin an alternative manner with the tip and front of the tongue down and only the mid
portion of the tongue bunched up toward the hard roof of the mouth.

2.
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(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /gel sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitortng.)

Part 4- Dictatlons (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check.
occurrence of Vowel 12. Check your spelling.

Underline each

(5 words)l

2.

3.

4.

(6)

(6)

(5)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their lsl words. Then start the tape and have students check
their work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggeratethe /s/sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5-Spelling (AK/TS)

The vowel /gpl is the high central vowel-r sound. It can occur in all three word positions, initial, medial, and

final. Many dictionaries use this symbol (ar) as their pronunciation guide for the sound /ge/. Listen and write.
Repeat the words to yourself as you write.

Group 1 er(C)

her

Group 2 ur(C)

fur

Group -t ir(C)

slr

Group 4 o(C)

world

Group 5 earC
(Notice the C is obligatory in this pattern; the ea is silent and only the /sp/ is
pronounced before the following consonant.)

heard

3. Write each sentence on the chalkboard as the students write it in their books. Ask students to identify the words with
/s/; underline each word and write 12 under it. Ask them to identify, by number, any other vowels studied in lessons
3 through 13.
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Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monltorlng and Self-Testlng

Practice the following sentences using natural reductions . Exaggerate the I s I sounds slightly. Record. Listen
and monitor your pronunciation.

l. Dinner is served.

2. I heard a bird singing.

3. I never work on Thursday.

4. My sister bought a purple skirt.

Part 7- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as its pronunciation guide for the sound /grl.

L earthquake

2. furniture

3. earnest

4. Thursday

5. certain

6. curtain

Summary- Pronunciation of /gp/

The l*1, vowel-r, is made with the tongue in the same position as for the English consonant-r sound. The
tongue is pulled up high and bunched close to the center of the hard roof of the mouth. The sides of the tongue
touch the backs of the upper back teeth. The front and the tip of the tongue are pointed upward, and, for
some speakers a little backward: /gr,/ lsl.

t2 bird

\ I

Special Notes for lt I
l. Use a mirror. Try the following in order to feel the tongue position for I s l: begin with the velar sound /g/,
keep the tongue in nearly the same place but change the sound to lsl. Repeat: g:rrrrr g:rrrrr.

2. Use a mirror. Try the following in order to feel the way the air stream passes over the tongue to make the
/srl: begin with the sound of sh, ltl, continue making the sound, slowly slide the tongue back, change the
sound to /r/. Repeat: sh:rrrrr sh:rrrrr. (In making lsl, a shallow grooving in the front and the tip of the
tongue is formed near the roof of the mouth. This grooving is similar to that of the sibilant sound sh, lI l.)

3. Some speakers form the I s I in an alternative manner with the tip and front down and only the mid portion
of the tongue bunched up toward the hard roof of the mouth.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound of syllabic or vowel-r, /cpl, is third highest in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are major spelling patterns with percentages for frequency of occurrence:

Stressed Unstresseda

er as in her 4Vo er as in father 77%

ur asinfur 26% or as in actor 12%

ir as in srr 13%

or as in work 7%

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: some languages have a consonant-r sound, which is a trilled or tapped r, but do not
have a syllabic vowel-r; the consonant-r sound may be used for the syllabic vowel-r
sound /gpl

b. Sound: some languages have no r-colored central vowel;5 a mid or high r-less central vowel
may be used for /grl

c. Sound: some students have particular difficulty with words in which r is preceded or followed
by /; see page 186 for special notes

d. Spelling: some students may need special help in learning to omit the vowel preceding the r in
order to avoid pronunciations such as /eg€/ for lsQl in the word earth

perc6nt piiper

perh6ps 6ther

m6dern 6ver

p6ttern sister

puipose retuin

cuitain occfr

Thuisday surprise

huiryT surr6und

4. The phonetic symbol for unstressed vowel -r is /a/.
5. Some dialects of English, both British and American, have no r-colored central vowel. Students who have studied

English with speakers of these dialects must deiide whether or not they wish to add the /gpl sound to their personal
dialect.

6. Thelslbeforelll(asincurlingroup2andworldingroup5)isdiffcultforsomestudents.Thenotesonpage186may
be helpful in giving them self-monitoring cues.

7. Some speakers pronounce hurry and surroundin group 2, worry in group 5, and others like them with the /l/ sound

before the r. Example: /harI/.

Parl2- Major Spelling Patterns

Group I Er(C)

her peison

fern ceitain

term seivice

err prefei

Group 2 Vr(C)

fur church

hurt nurse

turn purse

burn curl6
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Group 3 VrE
(These words have an unaccented syllable spelled ure; the z is silent and the
preceding consonant is palatalized before the vowel-r sound.)

pl6asure c6pture m6asure picture

tr6asure fiiture fnjure

Group a ir(C)

sir shirt bird skirt

firm thiity girl diitY

first ciicle third confiim

Group 5 br(C)

word work worm worse

worth world woiry c6lor

6ctor d6ctor n6ighbor visitor

h6nor inform6tion

Part 3-Other Spelling Patterns

Group I' ElrC
(In these words the ea is silent and only the lsl is pronounced before the following
consonant. Notice the C is obligatory in this pattern.)

earn earth eaithquake

heard learn eaily

Group 2 Ar(C)

6ltar d6llar c6llar c6ward

6astward b6ckward similar regular

Group 3 OVr

gl6mour

Group 4 i4r

s6ldier

Group 5 Exception

were
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Resource Material

Syllabic Vowel-r Following Other Vowels

, 
1 li"lor

\ '?hl
12 lsl

8 lu*l or

s lvl

, 
3 letl or

\ olel
ro lo" I or

\
7 lal tt ltl

Part 1- Notes

The pronunciation of vowels in combination with the vowel-r sound /gpl varies among speakers of English.
This vowel box shows five vowel areas; one sound from each is combined with the ls L In four of the five
areas speakers use either the higher or the lower sound or one which is somewhere between the two.
Teachers may want to discuss these individual diferences with their students.

The pronunciation of the three diphthongs in combination with the vowel-r sound is also marked bv variation
among speakers.

Part 2-Vowels in Combination with Vowel-r

Group 1 VowelllivlorVowel 2lrl +l*l
li" ll ear qE eert-

l+ l*l hear here beer

ltl ) dear deer

cheer

tear (noun)

fear

ear

Group 2 Vowel 3 leil or Vowel 4 lel + lsl
lel l I air are ear qE eir ar(r) er(r)

I

| + lT I hair bare bear there their M6rry v6ry
I

lel ) pair share wear where heir m6rry m6rry
fair fare tear (verb) c6rry
chair care

Group -3 VowelT lal + lsl
ar arge qE

lal + l*l art part large are

park dark barge aren't

far car

start star
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Group 4

our oor ure

pour poor sure

tore st6ry wart

shore form

store storm

bef6re horse

Part 3-Diphthongs in Combination with Vowel-r8

Group 1 Vowel 13 lail + lsl
ire

lail + lsl fire

hire

retire

tire

Group 2 Vowel 14laul + lsl
our

laul + lsl flour

hour

our

Group -i Vowel 15 ltil + lsl
oyer

lcil + lsl B6yer

c6yer

/u*i
t

)+
tut)

Group 5

tour

Vowel

or9

pore

more

l*l

lsl

Unit2-Section D
Lesson 14 - Resource Material

Vowel8 /u"'/ or Vowel 9lul + lsl
(The words spelled with ure and ur and pronounced /u*/ or lul + l*l are preceded
by ly l-palatalization of the consonant.)

ur

ftiry
pure bfreau

cure

l0 /oui or Vowel ll lcl + l*l
or ar our

or war four

for ward source

ro"rl
I

f*
rcr 

)
course

er

crfer

higher

buyer

ower

fl6wer

p6wer

t6wer

sh6wer

8. Some speakers make a more definite two-syllable distinction in pronouncing the words in the second column in
groups I and2.
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Nofes on the Mid Central Vowel

(Some teachers may wish only to paraphrase these notes briefly at this time and return to them later in the
course for detailed discussion.)

The lN, as in bas, is the mid central vowel. It is
called the mid-central neutral vowel because it is not
front, back, high, nor low, but in the middle of the
pronunciation area. T\e ltrl is a lax vowel. This
completes the set of five lax vowels: ltl,lel,la,l,
lul and lil.e

\

\
6 bus

\
As the phonetic symbol shows, this sound has only one part.

Dlagram 5

The lrt'l is a closed vowel. That is, it cannot come at the end of a word (when stressed) and leave the word
open. It must be followed by one or more consonants which close the word.

Examples: bus

sun

rqn Jqmp

son young

9. The vowel /rrl has a weak form schwa, /e/, which is used in unstressed reduced syllables and reduced words as
studied in lessons 5 and 9 of Unit l.
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Intensive Practice with Vowel 6-bus ltl

Part 1-Articulation

Vowel 6 is the mid central vowel. The tongue is in a
mid position and the jaw is partly raised for /rrl. Do
not confuse /n/ with high Vowel 12,l*1. Feel the
tongue rise from mid to high for /srl. Repeat: I t l --->

lsl It l---> lsl. Do not confuse It lwithlowVowel
7, I al. Feelthejaw lowerfrom I tl to I al.Repeat: /^/
-+ lal I ,tl -- lal . Bactice these words: bus
sun run.

Lesson 15

/l/-bus

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (_); shorten the unstressed weak words such as the.
rvas" sgme.)

t. brqther My,brother_loves,money! 3.

lqves

mQney 4.

w6nder I wonder_who's_coming_tolunch?

cqming

lunch

run I_was_running te catch the bus.

bus

c6usin Mycousin_lives_in_thecountry.

coqntry

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggeratethe lnlsounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Listening Practice (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 6. Draw a
line under these words.

l. Th€ Number One bus comes at one. (5 words) (Do not count reduced words the and, at.lto
2. His brother can't come until Monday. (4)

3. June is alovely summer month. (3) (Do not count reduced word a.)
4. Her mother cooked awonderful supper. (3) (Do not count reduced word a.)

10. In sentences l, 3, and 4, the words the, at, and a are reduced. The vowel sound in each is the weak form of Vowel 6,
schwa, lel. Do not count these reduced words in the totals for Vowel 6 pronunciations in these three sentences.
Count only the stressed /,r/ sound.
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Unit2-SectionD
Lesson 15

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaegerate the /n/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tapefor afew minutes of individual practice and self-ntonitoring.)

Part 4- Dlctatlon (AKITS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check.
occurrence of Vowel 6. Check your spelling.

Underline each

(5 words)l.

2.

3.

4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their ltl words. Then start the tape and have students check
their work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the I ttlsounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5-Spelllng (AK/TS)

The lr'lsound is the lax central vowel. As a lax vowel,like the front lax vowels ltl,lel,and lnl,and the lax
back vowel lu I , the /l/ cannot come at the end of a word, when stressed; it must be followed by one or more
consonants which close the word. In spelling books /,r/ sometimes is called the "short r" sound. Many
dictionaries use the schwa symbol (o) as their pronunciation guide to this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the
words to yourself as you write.

Group / uC(C)
(Notice the letter a is the lax sound /rrl before a doubled consonant.)lr

sun

Group 2 oC, oCF
(The C in this pattern is usually n, m,v, or voiced r/r.)

Group J ouC

cousln

ll' Notice, however, that the a before // in the words pull,full, and bull is pronounc€d with Vowel 9, /u/.

(6)

(6)

(6)
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Unit2-Section D
Lesson 15

Part 6-Test Sentences lor Self-Monltoring and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /,r/ sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. What color is the bus?

2. My cousin came for lunch.

3. My brother loves money.

4. I must study on Sunday.

Part 7- Dictlonary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. country

2. company

3. enough

4. color

5. won

6. one

Summary- Pronunciation of /n/.

T\e I tlsound is pronounced with the jaw partly raised and the tbngue in a lax mid-central or neutral position,
neither high, low, front, nor back. Use a mirror. Compare /irl with the lax front vowel ltl and the lax back
vowel lul. Feel the tongue move front for ltl, mid central for ltr,l and back for lvl: ltl --- lr'l ---> lul
Itl + lt'l - /u/. Compare /rrl with the low central vowel lal and the high central vowel /gpl. Feel the jaw
openfor lal,half closefor ltl,and closefor lsl: lal --->lnl ---> lsl lal --lt'l --+lsl.

\ I

\
6 bus

\ I

For more detailed articulatory information see the contrasts in Supplement C.
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /l/ is second in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are major spelling patterns for I r'l with percen'tages for frequency of occurrence:

uC(C) as in bns 86Vo

oC as in won l0Zo (including oCE,, Yo)

ouC as inyoung 2Vo

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: thelowcentralvowellal,asinfather,maybeusedforthemidcentralvowel/ni;this
may be a particular problem for students whose languages have the /a/ sound as the
only central vowel sound

D. Spelling: in many languages the letter o is pronounced with the sound lol, as in no; this may
lead to spellingipronunciation confusion

c. Spelling: in many languages the letter n is pronounced with the sound /u/, as in two; this may
lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

Part 2- Major Spelling Patterns

Group 1 uC(C)

bus lunch rincle

run jump hringry

sun cup Srinday

sfnny untfl

Group 2 oC

son m6ney c6ver

won h6ney d6zen

ton month n6thing

c6lor M6ndav

Group 3 oCe

love ab6ve

come done

some one

Group 4 ouC

en6ugh c5untry

c6uple tr6uble

young c6usin
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Lesson 15 - Resource Material

Part 3-Other Spelling Patterns

Group 1 ood

blood flood

Group 2 Exceptions

what does

Part4-Practice with /r'l before Voiced I Voiceless Consonants

1. cu:b cup

2. bu:d but

3. bl:zz bus

Part 5-Practice with /,r/-/u/ Pairs of Words

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to the alteraation of Vowel 6, I t'l , and Vowel 8,

/u*/. Add to the list.

Vowel6

l. study

2. number

3. judge

Vowel S

student

numerical

judicial
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Nofes on the Low Central Vowel

(Some teachers may wish only to paraphrase these notes briefly at this time and return to them later in the
course for detailed discussion.)

Tlte lal , as in stop, is the low central vowel. As the
phonetic symbol shows, this sound has only one
part. However, when /a/ is pronounced by itself or at
the end of a word, it may have a small glide toward
center so we hear /ael in words such as ma. I ma' I or
pa, lpa" l.

\ I

\ I

\
t.tgp

I

The lal is an open vowel but there are very few monosyllabic words in English in which the lalcomes at the
end of a word.

Examples: ma ha bah

pa schwa ah

However, in multisyllabic words the lalmay come at the end of the stressed syllable.

Examples: f{ther prqcess

Some speakers use Vowel 7, lal, in place of Vowel ll,lcl.

Examples: saw /sc/ becomes /sa/
law /lc/ becomes /lal

The lal sound is not a difficult one for most ESL students. One problem which does occur, however, is when
the sound /a/ is spelled with the letter o (as in job , college , problem). ESL students often pronounce these
words with Vowel 10, lo" l, in place of Vowel 7, lal.

$<a)(t
\___-__-___\ r

Dlagram 7
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Unit2-SectionD
Notes on the Low Central Vowel

Many languages have only this one low vowel sound. They do not have low front lelor low back /c/. In
addition, many languages do not have the mid central vowel /rrl of English. The lal oftenis substituted for all
these sounds. For example, the lal, as in stop, may be used for the following four words:

FRONT CENTRAL BACK

\
D

\
6 lrt l-cut

OW

[ 
/e/-cat T lal-cot

Lr lcl-
caught

For ESL students who have this problem, practice with sets of words having all four sounds (as cat, cot,
@ght, and cut) may be helpful.

cat /kat/-Vowel 5

cqt /kat/-Yowel7
cqqght /kct/-Vowel I I

cut /k,rt/-Vowel 6

HIGH

MI
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Lesson 16

Intensive hactice with Vowel 7-stgpt lal

Part 1-Articulation

Vowel T is the lowest central vowel. It is not difficult
for most ESL students. The jaw is lowered and the
tongue is pulled down from the rest position. Practice
these words: clqck nqt stqp.

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (,); shorten the unstressed weak words such as t$e,
wes, sgme.)

,4-1 ..-\
(\(a),

\ ,, :::l

t "' :: 'l

-

Diagram I

1. fqther

dQctor

2. drqp

clqck

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggeratethe lalsounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tapefor afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Listening Practice (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess :ue pronounced with Vowel 7. Draw a
line under these words.

l. John forgot his promise. (3 words)

2. Is the doctor at the hospital? (2)

3. I got e spot on my collar. (3)

4. We stopped at the shop fsr e bottle ef pop. (4)

lal-stap

My father's_a doctor.

Hedropped,the,clock

a

4.

watch

stqp

Mqm
gqr

hqtdog

My 
-watch,has_stopped.

Mom-got_seme_hotdogs .
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(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /a/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4- Dictation (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check.
occurrence of Vowel 7. Check your spelling.

Underline each

(4 words)l.

2.

3.

4.

(e)

(6)

(8)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their lal words. Then start the tape and have students check
their work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggeratethe lalsounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5- Spelling (AK/TS)

The lal sound is the low central vowel. It occurs primarily in the initial and medial word positions, although it
can occur in the final position. In spelling books /a/ sometimes is called the "short o" sound. Many
dictionaries use this symbol (b) as the pronunciation guide for this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the words
to yourself as you write.

Group 1 oC(C)
(The spelling o before doubled consonants is pronounced lal with certain excep-
tions.) 12

Group 2 aC(C)

father

12. Theobefore;fandssandggispronouncedwithVowel ll,/c/,insuchwordsas off,cross,andfoggy,
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Lesson 16

Part 6-Test Sentences lor Self-Monltorlng and Self-Testing

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /a/ sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. He dropped the clock.

2. His father's a doctor.

3. Mom got some hotdogs.

4. My watch has stopped.

Part 7- Dlctionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. college

2. October

3. collar

4. promise

5. product

6. shock

Summary- Pronunciation of /a/

The low central /a/ sound is pronounced with the jaw lowered and the tongue pulled down from the rest
position. Useamirror. Compare lalwiththelowfrontvowel lnlandthelowbackvowel lcl.Feelthetongue
move front for lnl, central for lal, and back for lcl: lel + lal + /c/. Compare /a/ with the mid central
vowel lil and the high central vowel /g/. Feel the jaw open for lal, half close for li'land close for l*l:
lal --+ | nl ---> ls I .

\
t ttgp
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /a/ is seventh in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are major spelling patterns for lal with percentages for frequency of occurrence:

oC(C) as in stop 697o

aC(C) as in father 26Vo

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

c. Spelling: in many languages the letter o is pronounced with the sound /o/, as in no; this may
lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

Part 2- Major Spelling Patterns13

Group / oC(C)

spot, shop job c6llege s6rry

hot top got c6llar doll
not rock prSmise c6mmon

lot shock m6dern b6ttle

Group 2 aC(C)

father

wash

Part 3- Other Spelling Patterns

Group I odgg

lodge

Group 2 ow

kn6wledge

watch

want

dodge

Part 4- Practice with /a/ before Voiced / Voiceless Consonants

L go:d got

2. ro:d rot

3. no:d not

4. co:b cop

13. SomespeakersuseVowel llinsteadof VowelTforsorry ingroup landwash,watch,and,wantingroup2.
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Part 5-Practice with /ou/-/a/ Pairs of Words

Ask students to practice these pairs of words with attention to the alternation of Vowel 10, /ou/, and Vowel T,

lal. Add to the list.

Vowel I0
l. know

2. cone

3. pose

4. holy

Vowel T

knowledge

conical

posture

holiday
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Lesson 17

Central Vowel Tests

Part 1 - Discrimination.14 (AKITS)

Directions: Listen to the following sentences. Draw a circle around the word (and vowel number) you think
you hear.

Examples: Who owns tfre lOuct<{O-ocilfr Answer: dock
s\-/7

Who owns,r,"@-dockp Answer: duck
\L/7.

These sentences will be given once, only.

1. The (bird-bud) is beautiful? 6. That was a good (shirt-shot)!

2. Was it (hot-hu0? 7. Which (curlers-collars-colors) did she buy?

3. My (lock-luck) was good! 8. Where are the (ducks-docks)?

4. The (cub-curb) was black. 9. I didn't see the (cub-curb-cob).
6t2C12r

5. Who (shut-shot) it? 10. Spell the word (lock-lurk-luck).
67712c

Part 2- Spellingrs (AK/TS)

Directions: Put the following words in the correct column according to the vowel in their pronunciation. The
teacher wtdl not read the words.

(Lab: Stop the tape and complete part 2; allow 5 to I0 minutes.)

14. Lab: At the end of part l stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have
students check their work. Replay this segment of the test for review.

15. Inb: At the end of part 2 stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have
students check their work. honounce them and discuss the spelling patterns.
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Lesson 17

cot hurt drop luck not cut lunch

shirt duck fun sun shut top clock

lock work her nurse shot church word

Vowel 12

bird

Vowel6

bus

Vowel T

stqp

Part 3-Test Sentences for Wrlting Vowel Numbers.lo (AKITS)

Directions: Listen as the following words are pronounced. Write the number of the vowel below the line .

Vowel 12 lsl as in bild

Vowel 6 lrt/ as in bus

Vowel 7 lal as in stqp

Repeat and write the vowel numbers.

l. Worst lqck! Sqmeqne bqrned the bqns!

2. The rqbbet drqrped the rybbel dqck!

3. Bqb's collal is afunny colog!

4. The rqbbef shqt his shi4 in the lqckel.

5. Diqk's dgck was on the dqck.

6. The curler and the collar were the same colol!

Part 4-Test Sentences for Self-Monltoring and Self'Testlng

Directions: Practice the sentences in part 3 using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the

sounds slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

16. lttb: At the end of part 3 stop the tape and ask students to give the vowel numbers they have written. Replay this
segment of the test and have students check their work.
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Section E- Diphthongs

Section Notes

Section E has four lessons. Lessons 18, 19, and 20 present intensive listening/speaking practice with the three
diphthongs: lail, laul, and lcil. Lesson 2l presents a four-part self-evaluative test of diphthongs. Teachers
may wish to use the following notes with students for a diphthong overview.

Many languages do not have diphthongs. English has three diphthongs. Dphthongs are double sounds. Each

of them is made up of two distinct parts, that is, two different sounds.

Vowel 13 is the diphthong I ail , as Vowel 14 is the diphthong /au/, Vowel 15 is the diphthong lcil , as

in my.It begins with the low as in cow. It begins with the low. in boy.3 It begins with the low
centralsoundlal andendswitha centralsound/a/andendswitha backsound lcl and endswitha
highfront lil or ltl.t high back lul or lvl.z high front lil or lrl.a

Dlagram 2

l. If diphthong/ailcomesattheendof aword,thesecondpartismorelikeVowel L If itcomesinthemiddleof aword,
it is more like Vowel 2.

2. Ifdiphthong/au/comesattheendofaword,thesecondpartismorelikeVowel 8. Ifitcomesinthemiddleofaword,
it is more like Vowel 9.

3. Ifdiphthong/ci/comesattheendofaword,thesecondpartismorelikeVowel l.Ifitcomesinthemiddleofaword,
it is more like Vowel 2.

4. Forsomespeakersof Englishthefirstpartof Vowel 15ismorelikethefirstpartof Vowell0, lol,forthediphthong
I oil.

/au/-courlul-my

Dlagram 1

/cil-bqy-

Dlagram 3

tit

\\

lul
/

\ \

\
\,{tal l)l
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Section Notes

The diphthongs are open vowels. That is, they are found not only in initial and medial positions in a word, but
also can come at the end of a word and leave the word open or without a final closing consonant.

Examples: tie nqw tqy

lie how

my cow
iqy
bqv

(Notice the letters y and w are pronounced as parts of the vowels, not as consonants.)

As the phonetic symbols show, each diphthong is a double sound. Some students have difficulty with the
length and the glide of the diphthongs and do not pronounce the second part of the diphthong. Special
attention should be given to pronouncing both parts of each diphthong so that they are not confused with the
single sounds lal or lcl.

Contrast.

Vowel 13

lail-my
Vowel 7

/a/-stqp

Vowel 14

/au/-cow
Vowel 7

/a/-stqr

Usht

nlght

rlght

tnd
tlme

like

ride

lqt

nqt

rqt

fqnd

Tqm

lqck

rod

ah

ha

pa.

shqt

dqt

Dqn

nqn-

pqnd

fqnd

clqd

Vowel I I
lcl-law

I
hrch

pie

shout

dqqbt

down

noun

pound

fggnd

clqgd

Vowel I5
lcil-bq

qil

boil

coil

f9!l

toil

poise

Some dialects of southeastern and southwestern American English use the single sounds /a/ and lc I , in place
of the double (diphthong) sounds lail, laul , and /cil. However, General American English uses the three
diphthongs as presented in this lesson.

all

ball

call

fdl
tall

pause
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Lesson 18

Intensive Practice with Vowel l3-my lul

Part 1-Articulation

Vowel 13 is a diphthong made up of the sounds /a/
and lil: lul lail.6

Practice these words: my rlght nice.

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (-); shorten the unstressed weak words such as tie,
was, seme.)

l. nlce lt's-qnice,night.

nlght

2. l_ I_like-te-fly.

llke

fly

Practice each sentence again using
slightly.

We_sawe bright,light.

A cat has nine lives.

3. brlsht

lisht

4. nlne

lives

natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /ail sounds

(Lab: Stop the tapefor afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Listenlng Practlce (AKITS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 13. Draw a

line under these words.

l. Why did h€ buy awhite tie? (4 words)

2. Please buy nine pies. (3)

3. I can't find the rieht knife. (4)

4. I saw a bright light in the sky tonight. (5)

5. lf lailcomes at the end of a word, the second part is more like Vowel l, /iv/. If it comes in the middle of a word or the

beginning of a word, particularly before a voiceless consonant, the second part is more like Vowel 2, /l/.

lul-my_

:'t; t )
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(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggeratethe lul sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tapefor afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4- Dlctation (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each
occurrence of Vowel 13. Check your spelling.

l.

2.

(5 words)

(5)

3. (6)

(6)4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their lail words. Then start the tape and have students check
their work as the words for each line are given.)

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /ail sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5- Spelling (AK/TS)

The diphthong lailis an open vowel. It can occur in all three word positions, initial, medial, and final. In
spelling books /ail sometimes is called the "long i" sound. Many dictionaries use this symbol (i) as the
pronunciation guide for this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the words to yourself as you write.

Group I i

find

Group 2 iCE

like

Group 3 y

cry

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self-Monltoring and Self-Testlng

hactice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exasgerate the /ail sounds
slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. I'm flying to Miami on Friday.

2. A cat has nine lives.

3. It's a nice night.

4. I like to fly.
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Part 7- Dictlonary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. decide

2. science

3. quite

4. quiet

5. inquire

6. island

Summary- Pronunciation of /ail

The /ai/ sound begins with the /a/ of Vowel 7 and ends with the lil of Vowel L Feel the difference between /a/
and lul: lal ---> lail lal --+ lail lo_t light.

tt ty

tit
i

\

\

\
'la/
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /ail is eleventh in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are the major spelling patterns for lalwith percentages for frequency of occurrence:

i asinl
y asinmy

80% (including iCg, 37 Vo)

t4%

ie as in /ie ZVo

yCP as in type 2%

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: some languages have no diphthongs; the ESL problem may be one of using the first
half of the diphthong in place of the two parts of the diphthong

b. Spelling: in many languages the letter i is pronounced with the sound lil, as in see; this may
lead to spelling/pronunciation confusion

Part 2-Major Spelling Patterns

Group I
climb

mind

kind

find

i, iCV, iCC (-ieh, -ind, -imb)

Friday

I
shiny

spfral

high

riCht

night

sight

nine

while

live (adjective)

why

shy

miCht

bright

frieht

tonight

white

life

cry

fry

cried

lied

cycle

Group 2 icp
nice drive

time knife

smile bride

Group 3 y

my try
by dry

spy

Group 4 ie

tie tried

lie dried

Group 5 yCp, yClg

rhyme type

die

pie

style
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Unit 2-Section E
Lesson 18- Resource Material

Part 3-Other Spelling Patterns

Group I yA

eye dye

Group 2 ly
buy guy

Group 3 eieht

height

Graup4 eorq+uiC(E)
guide quite

'bye

guidance

Part 4- Practice with /ail before Voiced / Voiceless Consonants

Part 5- Practice wilh lul-fi / Pairs of Words

1. ri:de

2. si:de

3. li:ve
4. bri:de

5. hi:de

6. lie:d

7. tie:d

.Vowel 13

1. dine

2. decide

3. five

4. child

5. wise

right

sight

life

bright

height

light

tieht

Vowel 2

dinner

decision

fifth

children

wisdom
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Intensive Practice with Vowel l4-cow laul

Part 1-Articulation

Vowel 14 is a diphthong made up of the sounds /a/
and lul: laul /au/.6 Practice these words: cow
down round.

Dlagram 5

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (-); shorten the unstressed weak words such as the,
was, ssme.)

1. th6usand I-learned_ethousand nouns.

nouns

2. loud We_heard-qloud-shout.

shorlt

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm,
slightly.

Lesson 19

3. fl6wers Sheplanted flowers_around-tfie_house.

arqqnd

house

4. down Please_meet_me-down_town.

tqwn

stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /au/ sounds

(Lab: Stop the tape for afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Listening Practice (AK/TS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 14. Draw a
line under these words.

l. Th€ mouse ran around the house. (3 words)

2. We found e brown cow on the mountain. (4)

3. I waited down town fisr an hour. (3)

4. Pronounce the vowel sounds. (3)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have students check their
work as the words for each line are given.)

6. lf I anl comes at the end of a word, the second part is more like Vowel 8, lu* L If it comes in the middle of a word or
the beginning of a word, particularly before a voiceless consonant, the second part is more like Vowel 9, /u/.

lau/-cow
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Practice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /au/ sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4-Dlctatlon (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each

occurrence of Vowel 14. Check your spelling.

l.

2.

(5 words)

(5)

3.

4.

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to read their laul words. Then start the tape and have students check

their work as the words for each line are given')

Practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /au/ sounds

slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 5-Spelllng (AK/TS)

The diphtho ng I au I is an open vowel. It can occur in all three word positions, initial, medial, and final. Many

dictionaries use this symbol (iu) as the pronunciation guide for this sound. Listen and write. Repeat the

words to yourself as You write.

Group 1 ouC (C)

shout

Group 2 ow

crowd

Group.? ouCt

route

Group 4 ounco

ounce

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self'Monltoring and Self'Testlng

Practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /au/ sounds

slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. I'll meet you down town in an hour.

2. A loud crowd was shouting his name.

3. We found a brown cow on the mountain.

4. We need a thousand pounds of flour'

(6)

(6)
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Lesson 19

Part 7- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronounciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. pronounce

2. announce

3. mountain

4. compound

5. bough

6. spout

Summary- Pronunciation of /au/

The /au/ sound begins with the /a/ of Vowel 7 and ends with the /u/ of Vowel 8. Feel the diference between
lal and laul: lal --> laul lal + laul shot shout.

\

/ul
/

\

\
lal

tn"ry
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /au/ is fourteenth in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are major spelling patterns for laulwith percentages for frequency of occurrence:

ouC(C) as in loud 56Vo

ow as in down 29%o

ouCE as in house 'l

I 13%
ounC9 as in pronounce )

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: some languages have no diphthongs; the ESL problem may be one of using the first
half of the diphthong in place of the two parts of the diphthong.

Parl2- Major Spelling Patterns

Group 1 ouC(C)

loud south

foul ab6ut

ground

out

found

th5usand

m6untain

with6ut doubt

round

mouth Pound

Group 2 ow

how brown crowd

now town

cow down

Group -? ouCE, ounCp

house ounce

mouse pron6unce

route ann6unce

owl

Part 3-Practice with /au/ before Voiced / Voiceless Consonants

l. hou:se (verb; s : lzl ) house (noun; 5 : /s/)

2. clou:d clout

Part 4- Practice with i aui-hl Pairs of Words

Vowel 14 Vowel6

l. south southern

2. pronounce pronunciation

noun

cloud

sound

ar6und

all6w

v6wel

t5wel
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Lesson 20

point She_pointed_te_the-noisy,boys.

n6isy

bgJs

v6ices The,loud_voices-annoyed,us.

annqy

stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /cil sounds

(Lab: stop the tapefor afew minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 3-Reading / Listening Practtce (AKITS)

Read each sentence silently. Find the words which you would guess are pronounced with Vowel 15. Draw a
line under these words.

L Th€ boys er{oyed their noisy toys. (4 words)

2. Their loud voices made too much noise! (2)

3. Th€ boiling oil was destroyed. (3)

4. His loyal friends were appointed. (2)

(Lab: Stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Then start the tape and have the students check
their work as the words for each line are given.)

7.If ltilcomesattheendofaword,thesecondpartismorelikeVowel l,livl.lfitcomesinthemiddleof awordorthe
beginning of a word, particularly before a voiceless consonant, the second part is more like Vowel 2, /r/.

Intensive hactice with Vowel ll-bov lcil

Part 1-Articulatlon

Vowel 15 is a diphthong made up of the sounds /c/
and lil: lcil lcil.7 Practtce these words:
bqy noise voice.

Part 2- Pronunciation Practice

Listen, watch, and practice. (Follow the linking lines (-); shorten the unstressed weak words such as the,
wes, som€.)

1. oil The,oil-was_boiling. 3.

boil

2. join He-joined-e-coin-club.

coin 4.

Practice each sentence again using natural rhythm,
slightly.

lcil-bq_
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hactice the sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the lcilsounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring.)

Part 4- Dlctation (AK/TS)

Four sentences will be dictated. Listen and repeat. Listen and write. Listen and check. Underline each

occurrence of Vowel 15. Check your spelling.

l.

2.

1

4.

(Lab: stop the tape and ask students to read their ltil words. Then start the tape and have students check

their work as the words for each line are given.)

practice the sentences again using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /cil sounds slightly.

(Lab: Stop the tape for a few minutes of individual practice and self-monitoring')

Part 5-Spelling (AK/TS)

The diphthong lcilis an open vowel. It can occur in all three word positions, initial, medial, and final. Many

dictionaries use this symbol (oi) as the pronunciation guide for this sound. Listen and write' Repeat the

words to yourself as You write.

Group 1 oi

join

Group 2 oy

boy

Group 3 oiCe

nolse

Part 6-Test Sentences for Self'Monitoring and Self'Testlng

practice the following sentences using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the /ci/ sounds

slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

l. The boys enjoyed their noisy toys.

2. The boiling oil was destroYed.

3. He pointed to the noisY boYs.

4. The voices annoYed us.

(5 words)

(4)

(4)

(6)
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Part 7- Dictionary Homework

Look up the following words in your dictionary. Copy the pronunciation exactly. Include the syllable accent
marks. Notice the symbol your dictionary uses as a pronunciation guide for this sound.

l. annoyance

2. voyage

3. loyalty 5. decoy

4. envoy 6. poise

Summary- Pronunciation of /cil

The lcil sound begins with the /c/ of Vowel I I and ends with the lilof Vowel L Feel the difference between
lcl and lcil: lcl --+ ltil lcl ---> ltil law bqy tall toil.

tit
\\
\ I

\ l

\
lc/

ttbgy
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Resource Material

Part 1- Notes

The sound /cil is fifteenth in general usage among the fifteen vowel sounds.

The following are the major spelling patterns for lli.l with percentages for frequency of occurrence:

oi asinjoin 62%

oy as in 7by 32Vo

oiCE as in voice llVooyce as in Joyce )

ESL interference / learning problems may include the following:

a. Sound: some languages have no diphthongs; the ESL problem may be one of using the first
half of the diphthong in place of the two parts of the diphthong.

Part 2- Major SPelling Patterns

Group / oi
join app6int oil

coin pdison boil

point n6isy toil

soil
Group 2 oy

joy enj6y l6yal

toy ann6y

boy destr6y

Group 3 oiC{, oyCF

noise Jovce

voice

rej6ice
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Diphthong Tests

Part 1 - Dlscrlmlnatlon8 (AKlTS)

Drections: Listen to the following sentences. Draw a circle around the word (and vowel number) you think
you hear.

Examples: He bought a ltie$) Answer: toy
rs \r!./ rE

He bought a (toyf@ Answer: tie
15 V_y 13

These sentences will be given once, only.

l. He loves to eat Hawaiian (pie-poi)! 6. Is it time to go (dine-down)?
It 1r 13 ta

2. She bought some new (tiles-towels). 7. That's a terrible (voice-vice)!

4. They're afraid of the (mouse-mice)! 9. Did you find the (oil-owl-aisle)?
ta 13

13 ta

3. The (boy-bough) fell down.
t6 ta

5. It's a steel (file-foil).
rt 15

try join find

bright south voice

crowd dime annov

15 lt

8. What a good (buy-boy-bow)l
t3 16 la

t6 la 13

10. Spell the word (tile-towel-toil).
It ta tl

noun

appoint

hour

Part 2-Spellinge (AK/TS)

Directions: t\tt the following words in the correct column according to the vowel in their pronunciation. The
teacher will not read the words.

(Lab: Stop the tape and complete part 2; allow 5 to I0 minutes.)

climb

destroy

mountain

8' I'ab: At the end of part I stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have
students check their work. Replay this segment of the test for review.

9 . Lab; At the end of part 2 stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have
students check their work. honounce them and discuss the spelling patterns.
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Vowel 13

my

Vowel 14

cow

Unit 2-Section E

Lesson 21

Vowel 15

b9v

Part 3-Test Sentences for Writing Vowel Numberslo (AK/TS)

Directions: Listen as the following words are pronounced. Write the number of the vowel below the line'

Vowel 13 lail as in mY

Vowel 14 laul as in cow

Vowel 15 lcil as in bqY

Repeat and write the vowel numbers'

l. It took flve hours te cli-mb the mqqntain.

2. Wrlte the vqwel numbers on the lines as you pronqqnce them.

3. I heard loud noisy voices qqtsi-de myhouse!

4. fre nine noisy bqys spilled the ojl in the 4isle!

5. The bqy went to bCy some ties, some toys, +nd seme flowers.

6. There's an qdY gwl in the 4isle!

Part 4-Test Sentences for Self'Monitoring and Self-Testing

Directions: hactice the sentences in part 3 using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the

sounds slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation'

10. Lab: At the end of part 3 stop the tape and ask students to give the vowel numbers they have written. Replay this

segment of the test and have students check their work'
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Section F-Rapid Review and Testing

Secfion Nofes

Section F has three lessons. Lesson 22 presents a rapid review of the Vowel Chart and brief practice with the
key words for each of the fifteen vowel sounds.

Lesson 23 presents rapid review ofproduction, briefpractice, and testing for the five front vowels and for the
three central vowels.

Lesson 24 presents rapid review of production, brief practice, and testing for the four back vowels and for the
three diphthongs.
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Lesson 22

Rapid Review of the Vowelsl

Part 1-Review: Five Basic Vowels, lil,lel,lal,lol,lul

Most languages of the world have three basic vowel sounds. They are not exactly the same in all languages,

but they are similar. In many languages these three sounds are pronounced as single pure sounds.

The three basic sounds are:

lultit
lal

In English, however, lil and lul are not pronounced as

diphthongized. That is, in addition to the pure sound,
Listen to the pronunciation of the following words.

Diagram 1

single pure sounds but are lengthened and slightly
they also have a second shorter sound: livl, lu*1.

liv I

see

need

beat

lal
ma

father

stqp

lu* I

two

fqgd

trqth

Most languages of the world also have two additional basic vowel sounds. Again, in many languages these
two sounds are pronounced as single pure sounds.

l. Students who have just completed the lessons in Unit l

Diagram 2

may wish to go directly to lesson 23.

tollel
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In English, however, like /ivl and /u*/, they are lengthened and slightly diphthongized. That is, they have a
second shorter sound: I et | , I o" I . Listen to the following words.

lo" I

Look at diagram 3. Repeat: livl lal /u*/. Notice
these three vowels are connected and form a triangle
on the Vowel Chart (Vowels l, 7, and 8).

Dlagram 3
THE THREE VOWELS

Look at Dagram 4. Repeat: livl letl lal lo"l lu*/.
Notice these five vowels are circled on the Vowel
Chart. They are connected by a dotted line (Vowels
1,3,7,10, and 8).

Dlagram 4

THE FIVE VOWELS

no

rqde

hgpe

let I

sey

made

take
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Vowel Ghart

1r,,i:
I

'l,l

::G

rl

Part 2-The Fifteen Vowel Sounds

Look at the Vowel Chart. Look at the front vowels. Notice there are two high front vowels: Vowels I and 2,

/ivl as in see, /I/ as in it. Repeat: see it see it.

Notice there are two mid front vowels: vowels 3 and 4, /et/ as in say, /e/ as in yes. Repeat: say yes say y€s.

Notice there is one low front vowel: Vowel 5, lr,las in fat. Repeat: fat fat. Repeat the tiont vowels:

livl ltl leil lel le.l seeit sayyes fat.

Look at the central vowels. Notice there is one high central vowel: Vowel 12, l*l as in bird. Repeat:

bird bird.

Notice there is one mid central vowel: Vowel 6, I t'l as in bus. Repeat: bus bus.

Notice there is one low central vowel: Vowel 7, lal as in stop. Repeat: stop stop. Repeat the central

vowels: i sl/ I r'l lal bird bus stop.

Look at the back vowels. Notice there are two high back vowels: Vowels 8 and 9, /u*/ as in two, /u/ as in

bools. Repeat: two bools two boolts.

M

I

:]1r"tf

lrllu"t

/'--t (1I seelvr\-\ zi 'it\ i -\

(O) t*oY
l9 bookst-

12 bird

ID
6 ruil.\ -'.--\\4 ies \\ ,-.. \

6 bu(
I

(9 ns

f rat 8',,,0 11 l4y
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Notice there is one mid back vowel: Vowel 10, /ou/ as in no. Repeat: no no.

Notice there is one low back vowel: Vowel ll, lclas in law. Repeat: lnw law. Repeat the back vowels:
la*l lvl lo"l lcl two books no law.

Look at the diphthongs. Notice there are three diphthbngs. Vowel 13 is /ail as in my. Vowel 14 is /aul as in
cow. Vowel 15 is /cil as in boy. Repeat: /ail laul lcil my cowboy my cowboy.

Repeat the diphthongsz lail laul lcil my cowboy.

Repeat the key word phrases on the Vowel Chart.
see it say yes a fat bird a bus stop hro books no law my cowboy
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Lesson 23

Rapid Review and Testing of the Front and Central Vowels

Front Vowels

Part 1- Review

Many languages have only two front vowels ,lil and/e/. As just reviewed in lesson 22,the lil and/e/ are two
of the five basic vowels found in most languages of the world: lil, lel, lal, lol, and /u/. English has /i/ and lel
and three additional front vowel sounds, making five front vowels.

Vowel I is a very high front vowel.

/ i v/-see

Vowel 2 is a lower high front vowel.

Ir l-1t
Vowel 3 is a mid front vowel.

let l-s4y
Vowel 4 is a lower mid front vowel.

lel-yes
Vowel 5 is a low front vowel.

ln l-f?.t

Look at diagram 5. Repeat: /ivl ltl letl lel lal.

Look at diagram 6.

The large symbols represent the two basic front
vowels: lil and lel.

The small symbols represent the five English front
vowels: liv l, ltl, I et l, I el, and I al.

Dlagram 5

'sgg
It

'say-
n yg.s

sfat

Diagram 6

151 lrl le'11,,

liv I

ltl i
le'l 

etel

/E/
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Part 2-Production, Practice, and Pronunciation Review Tests

Directions: Read and review the production notes for Vowel I (column l). hactice the review test words and
sentences for Vowel I (column 2). Then record, listen, and analyze. Continue in the same way with Vowels 2,
3, 4, and 5.

VOWEL I
Production and Practice Review Test

Vowel I is the high front vowel. It is not a pure /i/ as grgen I want a green tree!
in some languages.2 It has a /y/ glide at the end: liv L tree
Pronounce these words: see me read. thrgp I lost three keys !

kgys

rgad Read each book!

each

vowEL 2

Production and Practice Review Test

vowel 2 is not as high as vowel I and it does not this This isn't his!
have a glide.s Listen to the difference: li" | ---> ltl isn,t
see !t see it. Pronounce these words: this
dld bit. - his

which Which window?

window

VOWEL 3

Production and Practice Review Tesl

This is a mid front vowel. It is not a pure /e/ as in take Take it away!
some languages. It has an /i/ glide at the end: /eil aw6v
s4y' Pronounce these words: way d4y came' ,o{10 Today is the eighth of May.

qlChth

Mqv

vowEL4
Production and Practice Review Test

Vowel4 is a mid front vowel but it is lower than best It's the best restaurant in town.
Vowel 3. It does not have a glide. Listen to the .6.tuurunt
difference: leil -- lel late let. honounce
these words: less gqt men. rqady I'll be ready at ten-twenty!

ten

tw6ntv

2. Not pure as in French oai or Spanish si, French /es or Spanish de.
3. See page 140 for notes on lax vowels and a centering glide tendency in some environments.
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vowEL 5

Production and Practice Review Test

Vowel 5 is the lowest front vowel. The jaw is lowered hqppy They're a happy family!
and the tongue is arched forward a little so that it is f6milv
notconfusedwithVowe|7.Listentothedifference:
la,l --+/a/. Pronounce these words: fat cat h4ndsome He's a handsome man!

bad. mAn

danced They danced and sang.

sang

Part 3-Front Vowel Tests

Test l: Discriminationa (AK/TS)

Drections: Listen to the following sentences. Draw a circle around the word (and vowel number) you think
you hear.

.Z--\
Examples: Who bought the((paperlpepper)? Answer: paper

\-/43
Who bought 11't" 1pup".-Sffi)r Answer: pepper

3 \_-/ .

These sentences will be given only once.

l. I bought another (sheep-ship). 6. He (tasted-tested) it.
1234

.2. Do you have a (pain-pen)? 7. I can smell the (leather-lather).

3. who borrowed *j lpunlp"nlr 8. The waiter u"u" ,1" *re tuitt-uatl.

4. She has a new (pen-pin). 9. Do you have a (pin-pain-pen-pan)?
a2ztac

5. She's (sleeping-slipping). 10. Spell the word (seat-sit-set-sat).
1245

4. Lab: At the end of test I stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have

students check their work. You may want to replay this segment of the test for review.
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Test 2: Spellings (AK/TS)

Directions: Put the following words in the correct column according to the vowel in their pronunciation. The
teacher will not read the words.

(Lab: Stop the tape and complete test 2; allow 5 to l0 minutes.)

cat easv black

these

little

table

raln

test

big

red

may

green

last

get

gate

she

fish

letter

sang

six

Vowel I Vowel 2 Vowel 3 Vowel4 Vowel 5

see tt s4y yes fat

Test 3: Test Sentences for Writing Vowel Numbers6 (AK/TS)

Directions: Listen as the following words are pronounced. Write the number of the vowel below the line.

Vowel I livl as in see

Vowel 2 lrl as in 4
Vowel 3 let I as in s4y

Vowel 4 lel as in yqs

Vowel 5 lel as in fat

Repeat and write the vowel numbers.

l. The teacher gave us a special reading test.

2. Hls little cat chased the blg rat.

3. I thlnk w{ll t4!e a vacation in November.

4. The last question on the test was easy to answer.

5. I guess he ll wait until Wednesd4y.

6. M4ny lands have a celebration on the first d4y of M4y.

5. I-ab: At the end of test 2 stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have
students check their work. Pronounce them and discuss the spelling patterns.

6. Lab: At the end of test 3 stop the tape and ask students to give the vowel numbers they have written. You may want
to replay this segment of the test and have students check their work.
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Test 4: Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Directions: Practice the sentences in test 3 using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the

sounds slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

Central Vowels

Part 1- Review

Many languages have only one central vowel, the low central vowel lal.The /a/ sound is one of the five basic
vowels found in most languages of the world: lil , lel, lal, I ol, and lul. English has the /a/ sound and two
additional central vowel sounds, making three central vowels.

Vowel 12 is a high central vowel.

/srl-biqd
Vowel 6 is a mid central vowel.

/n/-bus
Vowel T is a low central vowel.

/a/-stqp
Look at diagram 7. Repeat: /srl I rt l lal.

Look at diagram 8.

The large symbol represents the one basic central
vowel: /a/.

The small symbols represent the three English
central vowels: lsl, I ttl , and lal .

t2 blrd

ubus

7 step
f4ther

Diagram 8

Part 2-Production, Practice, and Pronunciation Review Tests

Directions: Read and review the production notes for Vowel 12 (column l). Practice the review test words

and sentences for Vowel 12 (column 2). Then record, listen, and analyze. Continue in the same way with

Vowels 6 and 7.

vowEL 12

Production and Practice

Vowel 12 is the vowel-r sound. In these words the learn
vowel before the r sound is silent: bird wolk words
her. They are pronounced as if they were spelled: ,

b'rd w'rk h'r. The tongue is raised high and nel

"bunched up" against the center part of the hard ski4
roof of the mouth: /sr/ l*l bird. Pronounce prilple
these words: bird wolk her. 

wolk

Thuisday
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Review Test

Learn ten new words!

Her skirt was purple!

lvll^

Dlagram 7

l*l

lal a

I can work on Thursdav.
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vowEL 6
Production and Practice Review Test

Vowel6 is the mid central vowel. The tongue is in the stqdy I'll study on Monday!
middle position and the jaw is partly raised: /,r/ M6nday
It'l bus. Pronounce these words: bus sun ,..._,-'
ryn. 

-=-- c6usin My cousin is coming to lunch!

cqming

lunch

rynning He's running to catch the bus.

bqs

vowEL 7

Produ.ction and Practice Review Test

Vowel 7 is the lowest central vowel. The jaw is f6ther My father forgot!
lowered and the tongue is pulled down from the rest c^-._rt
position: /a/ lal stqp. Pronounce these lorgot

words: stqp hqt ctqct<. c6llege College opens in October.

Oct6ber

gqt I got a spot on my collar.

spqt

collar

Part 3-Central Vowel Tests

Test l: Discrimination? (AK/TS)

Directions: Listen to the following sentences. Draw a circle around the word (and vowel number) you think
you hear.

Examples: Who owns the (duck
E

Who owns the (dock
7

Answer: dock
7

Answer: duck
c

-@
@

These sentences will be given only once.

l. The (bird-bud) is beautiful! 6. That was a good (shirt-shot)!
126127

2. Was it (hot-hurt)? 7. Which (curlers-collars-colors) did she buy?
r't21276

3. My (lock-luck) was good! 8. Where are the (ducks-docks)?
Tcaf

4. The (cub-curb) was black. 9. I didn't see the (cub-curb-cob).
g 12 C 12 |

5. Who (shut-shot) it? 10. Spell the word 0ock-lurk-luck).
677126

7 . Lab: At the end of test I stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have

students check their work. You may want to replay this segment of the test for review.
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Test 2: Spellings (AK/TS)

Drections: Rrt the following words in the correct column according to the vowel in their pronunciation. The

teacher will not read the words.

(Lab: Stop the tape and complete test 2; allow 5 to l0 minutes.)

cot

shirt

lock

hurt

duck

Vowel 12

bird

work

drop

fun

her

luck

sun

nurse

not

shut

shot

cut

top

church

lunch

clock

word

Vowel T

stqp

Vowel6

bus

Test 3: Test Sentences for Writing Vowel Numberse (AK/TS)

Directions: Listen as the following words are pronounced. Write the number of the vowel below the line.

Vowel 12 lsl as in bild

Vowel 6 lnl as in bus

Vowel 7 lal as in stqp

Repeat and write the vowel numbers.

1. He1 husband gqt he1 anothel fur coat.

2. The girls wele stqdyrng the prqblems on Sunday and Mqnday.

3. The doctoq and the nuqse left the hospital at six o'clock.

4. My qncle and my cousin hugied home from work.

5. I gqt a new cqtton shi4 with a coloful collal.

Test 4: Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Directions: hactice the sentences in test 3 using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaegerate the

sounds slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

8. Lab: At the end of test 2 stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have

students check their work. Pronounce them and discuss the spelling patterns.

9. Lab: At the end of test 3 stop the tape and ask students to give the vowel numbers they have written. You may want

to replay this segment of the test and have students check their work'
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Lesson 24

Rapid Review and resting of the Back vowels and Diphthongs

Back Vowels

Part 1-Review

Many languages have only two back vowels , lul and lol. T\e /u/ and lol are two of the five basic vowels
found in most languages of the world: lil,lel,lal,lol, and /u/. English has /u/ and loland two additional
back vowel sounds, making four back vowels.

Vowel 8 is a very high back vowel.

/u*/-two
Vowel 9 is a lower high back vowel.

/u/-bqqks
Vowel l0 is a mid back vowel.

/ou/-no
Vowel I I is a low back vowel.

lcl-law

Look at diagram 9. Repeat: lu*l lul lo"l lcl.

Look at diagram 10.

The large symbols represent the two basic back
vowels: lul and lol.

The small symbols represent the four English back
vowels: lu* l, lu l, I o" l, and I cl.

tt*g
ebooks

tone

rrlaw

lu* I

tut U

lo"l O

lcl

Diagram 10

Part 2-Production, Practice, and pronunciation Review Tests

Directions: Read and review the production notes for Vowel8 (column l). practice the review test words and
sentences for Vowel 8 (column 2). Then record, listen, and analyze. Continue in the same way with Vowels 9,
10, and ll.

Diagram 9
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VOWEL 8

Production and Practice Review Test

Vowel 8 is a high back vowel. It is not a pure /u/ as in new She wants some new blue shoes!
some languages. It has a /w/ glide at the end: /u*/. blue
Pronounce these words: new noon too.

snoes

ngw We have a new group of students.

grqqp

sfiidents

two I want two bags of fruit.

frCit.

vowEL 9

Production and Practice Review Test

Vowel 9 is not as high as Vowel 8. Listen to the took Someone took my book!
difference: lu* I ---> lu I twq books two book
books. Pronounce these words: book stood
pqt. stood He stood on one toot'

fqqt

good She's a good cook!

cook

vowEL I0
Production and Practice Review Test

Vowel 10 is a mid back vowel. It is not a pure /o/ as wqn't I won't go!
in some languages. It has an lul glide at the end: /ou/. o..,
Pronounce these words: no own note. 5Y

sold We sold the old stove.

old

stove

close Please close the window.

wfndow

VOWEL I1

Production and Practice Review Test

Vowel ll is the low back vowel. The jaw is lowered lqst I lost my ball!
more than for Vowel l0: lo"l ---> lcl low law. ball
Pronounce these words: law saw caught' u"ro$ It's across the hall!

hall

taught He taught us a song.

song

long How long was he gone?

gqne
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Part 3-Back Vowel Tests

Test l: Discrimination.ro (AK/TS)

Directions: Listen to the following sentences. Draw a circle around the word (and vowel number) you think
you hear.

Examples: I *as@Ji')called).
\.0-/ -!1_\I was (cold{called).

ro \-/
These sentences will be given only once.

l. It was a golden (hawk-hook)!
11 e

2. He's in the (l,oow-law) school.

3. It was a long (pull-pool).
9t

4. Who paid for the (wool-wall)?
9tt

5. Mr. White is very @old-bald)!

6. The (suit-soot) *urtfru"n]t
0

school

ball

bull

cold

Vowel 8

two

caught

could

food

code

push

pole

rule

rose

pull

bold

taught

would

Vowel II
law

Vowel 9

books

Vowel I0
no

Lab: At the end oftest I stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have
students check their work. You may want to replay this segment of the test for review.
Lab: At the end oftest 2 stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have
students check their work. honounce them and discuss the spelling patterns.

Answer: cold
10

Answer: called
t'l

7. It isn't (Fall-full) yet!
tl o

8. Whose Oowl-ball) is this?
'10 ll

9. It looks (fullish-foolish)!
et

10. Spell the word (pool-pull-pole-Paul).
tctoll

11. Spell the word (cooed-could-code-cawed).
a9r011

12. Spell the word (bull-bowl-ball).
9 10 11

Test 2: Spellingll (AK/TS)

Drections: Put the following words in the correct column according to the vowel in their pronunciation. The
teacher will not read the words.

(Lab: Stop the tape and complete test 2; allow 5 to l0 minutes.)

talk

you

long

do

10.

ll.
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Test 3: Test Sentences for Writing Vowel Numbersr2 (AK/TS)

Drections: Listen as the following words are pronounced. Write the number of the vowel below the line.

Vowel 8 /u*/ as in two

Vowel 9 lul as in books

Vowel l0 lo"l as in no

Vowel I I lcl as in law

Repeat and write the vowel numbers.

1. Who pqt the su€ar in my orange juice?

2. It shqgldn't snow in June, July, or August.

3. By Nqvember the woods ought to be fqll of snow.

4. She put the sm4tl blue coat in the lower drawer.

5. Yqq were gone so long we thgqght you were lost.

6. He t4gght fqqtball at the lqcal high school.

Test 4: Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Directions: Practice the sentences in test 3 using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the
sounds slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

12. Lab: At the end of test 3 stop the tape and ask students to give the vowel numbers they have written. You may want
to replay this segment of the test and have students check their work.
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Diphthongs

Part 1-Review

Many languages do not have diphthongs. English has three diphthongs. Diphthongs are double sounds. Each

of them is made up of two distinct parts, that is, two different sounds.

Vowel 13 is the diphthong lul , as

in my.It begins with the low
central sound /a/ and ends with a
high front lil or lrl.Ls Look at
diagram 11. Repeat: /ail lail.

/ail-my

Vowel 14 is the diphthong /au/,
as in cow. It begins with the low
central sound /a/ and ends with a
high back lul or /u/.14 Look at
diagram 12. Repeat: /au/ laul.

/au/-cry

Vowel 15 is the diphthong lcil, as
in boy.It begins with the low
back sound lclrs and ends with a
high front lil or ltl.t6 Look at
diagram 13. Repeat: /cil lcil.

lcil-fuy1

Dlagram 12

Part 2-Production, Practice, and Pronunciation Review Tests

Directions: Read and review the production notes for Vowel 13 (column l). Practice the review test words
and sentences for Vowel 13 (column 2). Then record, listen, and analyze. Continue in the same way with
Vowels 14 and 15.

vowEL 13

Production and Practice

Vowel 13 is a diphthong made up of the sounds of /a/ nice
and lil. Notice the way the mouth closes and the nisht
tongue risesfor/ail /ail. Pronounce these words: .: .

my rlght nice. brlght

light

sky

I
like

flv

Review Test

It's a nice night!

There's a bright light in the sky!

13.

14.

15.

16.

I like to fly.

If this diphthong comes at the end of a word, the second part is more like Vowel l. If it comes in the middle of a word,
it is more like Vowel 2.
If this diphthong comes at the end of a word, the second part is more like Vowel 8. If it comes in the middle of a word,
it is more like Vowel 9.

Forsomespeakersthefirstpartof Vowel 15ismorelikethefirstpartof Vowel 10, lol,forthediphthong/oi/.
If this diphthong comes at the end of a word, the second part is more like Vowel I . If it comes in the middle of a word,
it is more like Vowel 2.

- -- -- 
--'-l\

.'' lula
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vowEL t4

Production and Practice Review Test

Vowel 14 is a diphthong made up of the sounds of /a/ down Meet me down town in an hour.
and /u/. Notice the way the mouth closes and the lips town
round for /au/ /au/. Pronounce these words:
cow down round. hour

mouse The mouse ran around the house.

ar6und

house

crqwd The crowd was loud.

loud It was a loud crowd!

VOWEL 15

Production and Practice Review Test

Vowel 15 is a diphthong made up of the sounds of /c/ n6isy What a noisy toy!

and lil. Notice the way the mouth closes, the tongue tov
rises, and the lips spread for lcil /cil. Pronounce
these words: bqy noise voice. bqy The boy joined a coin club.

join

coin

jgyous What a joyous voice!

voice

Part 3-Diphthong Tests

Test l: Dscriminationr? (AK/TS)

Directions: Listen to the following sentences. Draw a circle around the word (and vowel number) you think
you hear.

Examples: He bought a (tieftoy)) Answer: toy
13 \J_/ is

He bought a (toy4ti), Answer; tie
rs !y' i3

These sentences will be given only once.

l. He loves to eat Hawaiian (pie-poi)! 6. Is it time to go (dine-down)?
13 15 13 14

2. She brought some new (tiles-towels). 7. That's a terrible (voice-vice)!
t3 14

3. The (boy-bough) fell down.
15 la

5. It's a steel (file-foil).
'13 15

t5 13

8. What a good (buy-boy-bow)!
13 15 14

4. They're afraid of the (mouse-mice)! 9. Did you find the (oil-owl-aisle)?
la 13 15 la 13

10. Spell the word (tile-towel-toil).
13 14 15

lj . Lab: At the end of test I stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have

students check their work. You may want to replay this segment of the test for review.
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Test 2: Spelling.ls (AK/TS)

Directions: Put the following words in the correct column according to the vowel in their pronunciation. The
teacher wlll not read the words.

(Lab: Stop the tape and complete test 2; allow 5 to l0 minutes.)

try

brieht

join

south

find

voice

noun

appoint

hourcrowd dime annoy

climb

destroy

mountain

Vowel I5

bqv

Vowel 13

my

Vowel 14

cow

Test 3: Test Sentences for Writing Vowel Numbers.le (AK/TS)

Directions: Listen as the following words are pronounced. Write the number of the vowel below the line.

Vowel 13 lail as in my

Vowel 14 laul as in cow

Vowel 15 lcil as in bqy

Repeat and write the vowel numbers.

l. The cowbqys fqqnd a brown and white cow.

2. We invited the clown to join the crqwd inside the house.

3. About midnlght we declded to drive down town.

4. We enjqfed flying through the white clouds hlgh in the sky.

5. His voice is surplisingly loud.

6. I counted flve rqyal crowns in the happy crqwd.

Test 4: Test Sentences for Self-Monitoring and Self-Testing

Directions: Practice the sentences in test 3 using natural rhythm, stress, and reductions. Exaggerate the
sounds slightly. Record. Listen and monitor your pronunciation.

18. Lab: At the end of test 2 stop the tape and ask students to give their answers. Write them on the chalkboard and have
students check their work. Pronounce them and discuss the spelling patterns.

19. Lab: At the end of test 3 stop the tape and ask students to give the vowel numbers they have written. You may want
to replay this segment of the test and have students check their work.
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Section A

Introduction

Twenty context practices are included in this supplement, four each for Sections B, C, D, E, and F of Unit 1.

Some contexts are serious and some are lighthearted. Some are easy and some are difficult. Advanced
students may be able to do the rapid review and testing lessons in Units I and 2 and proceed directly to
Supplements A, B, and C for practice, recording, and self-monitoring of pronunciation.

These supplementary practices are included in Improving Spoken English for expanded practice beyond the
pronunciation and perception work provided in Unit 1. They are not intended to substitute for real-life
communicative activities which can be provided only by individuat teachers in their specific teaching/
learning situations. They are intended for continued practice of the features of stress, rhythm, and intonation
introduced in Unit l, in more interesting and realistic contexts. Students are urged to record themselves and
to listen and monitor their pronunciation.

In addition to these twenty practices, the sixteen practices in Supplement B also may be used for stress,
rhythm, and intonation practice as well as for vowel practice.

The number of practices provided here is limited. Teachers may want to add similar practices to meet the
particular needs of specific classes.
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Section B

Accented/Unaccented Syllables

Practice 1- English ldioms: Foods

These are a few idioms heard frequently in spoken English. The names of foods are used in these expres-

sions. Practice reading them. Monitor syllable accent. Dscuss the meanings with your teacher. Add new
idioms with foods.

1. Don't spill the beans! (tell the secret)

2. My car is a l6mon! (a defective product)

3. His yofngest son is the 6pple of his eye. (his favorite)

4. Don't put all your eggs in one b6sket. (all your hopes on one thing)

5. Give us your opfnion in a nritshell. (in very brief form)

6. That sounds fishy to me. (probably not true)

7. That would be p6achy keen. (very good)

8. That sdbject is a hot pot6to. (people have strong feelings
about it)

9. Everything was in 6pple pie 6rder. (in perfect order)

10. They were packed fnto the 6levator like
sardines in a can. (very crowded)

ll. The new sfiidents are the cream of the crop. (the very best)

12. I'm all britter fingers tod6y. (my fingers seem slippery; I drop
everything)

13. There is no use crfing over spilled milk. (no use in worrying about
something that has already
happened)

14. She was as cool as a cfcumber. (very self-assured)

15. He's as slow as mol6sses in J6nuary. (very slow)

Practlce 2-Recorded Telephone Message: Maplewood Movies

The following has been scripted from a real recorded telephone message. Practice reading the words in the

word list with attention to monitoring the syllable accents as marked. Then read the message monitoring the

accented syllables.

Tr,lepHoNr, Vorcr,: This is a recorded message from your Maplewood Movies which are

located in the Maplewood Shopping Center. Our feature today in Theater One is Murder on the

Orient Express. Our feature today in Theater Two is The Sound of Music. Show times are at

one-thirty, three-thirty, five-fifty, seven-fifteen, and nine-thirty. All seats are two dollars for adults
and one dollar for children under twelve. If you have any furtherquestions,please call69-4334.
Thank you for calling your Maplewood Movies.
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m6ssage mdsic tod6y rec5rded

m6vies d6llars expr6ss nine-thirty

sh6pping children adrilts one-thfrty

c6nter rinder three-thfrtY

f6ature frirther M6plewood five-fifty

mrirder qriestions l6cated

c6lling th6ater seven-fift6en

6rient

Practlce 3- Proverbs

A proverb is a folk saying which expresses a bit of folk truth or wisdom. Practice the following proverbs with
attention to monitoring syllable accents as marked. Discuss the meanings of the proverbs. The ideas in most

of these proverbs have been expressed in many languages.

l. A j6urney of a th6usand miles starts with a sfngle step. (Chinese proverb)

2. I will side with my brdther ag6inst my c6usin, but I will side with my c6usin agiiinst a str6nger.
(Arabic proverb)

3. Blood is thfcker than w6ter. (German proverb)

4. Don't m6rry for m6ney; you can b6rrow it ch6aper. (Scottish proverb)

5. Nec6ssity is the m6ther of inv6ntion. (French proverb)

6. H5nesty is the best p6licy. (Benjamin Franklin)

7. Arguing and b6rrowing cause tears and s6rrowing. (Dutch proverb)

8. Mfsery loves c6mpany. (a proverb in many languages)

9. Pr6verbs give us the wfsdom of mankfnd. (Persian proverb)

Practlce 4-Radlo News Reading: Foreign Students

Read the passage aloud sentence by sentence. Mark the accented syllables. Then practice reading the
passage with attention to monitoring syllable accents. Read for meaning so that the listener gets the sense or
important points of information.

Rloro Reponren: Good afternoon. Here is the first in our series of special news briefs

brought to you by the International Trans-World Press. Subject: Foreign Students Studying in the

United States.

Foreign students studying in the United States now number nearly one hundred and

seventy-nine thousand. This figure for the academic year nineteen seventy-five, nineteen
seventy-six On5-ln6) comes from the institute of Intern6tional Educ6tion. The major fields of
study are the following: engineering, medicine, biology, the physical sciences, ald teacher train-
ing. The country with the largest group of students is lr6n. The continent of Asia sends more
students than any other continent. The ten largest enrollments are:

Irin 19,630 (nineteen thousand, six hundred thirty)

H6ng Kong 11,746 (eleven thousand, seven hundred forty-six)

Nig6ria 11,282 (eleven thousand, two hundred eighty-two)

Taiw6n 10,071 (ten thousand, seventy-one)

india 9,497 (rune thousand, four hundred ninety-seven)
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C6nada 9,289 (nine thousand, two hundred eighty-nine)

Th6,iland 7,300 (seven thousand, three hundred)

Jap6n 6,974 (six thousand, nine hundred seventy-four)

Venezu6la 4,616 (four thousand, six hundred sixteen)

M6xico 4,553 (four thousand, five hundred fifty-three)

Tune in next week for the next in our series of special news briefs.
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Section C

Syllables and Suffixes

Practlce 5-English ldioms: Anlmals, Birds, Insects

These are a few idioms heard frequently in spoken Engfish. The names of animals are used in these

expressions. hactice reading them. Monitor the suffixes as marked. Discuss the meanings. Add new idioms.

l. Don't count your chickens before they are hatched.

2. He dogged my footsteps.

3. They were running like horses headed for the barn.

4. Children are terrible copy cats.

5. He wasn't supposed to monkey around with his
father's tools.

6. My goose was cooked.

7. I always have butterflies in my stomach when I give
speeches.

8. They are as clever as foxes.

9. Their actions showed they were snakes in the grass.

10. It's too late to lock the barn doors after the horses
are stolen.

ll. The early bird catches the worm.

12. You can't teach an old dog new tricks.

13. It was raining cats and dogs.

(don't depend on something
before it is a fact)

(followed me everywhere)

(very fast)

(they copy what they see

others doing)

(wasn't supposed to play with
them)

(someone found out about my
plans and exposed me)

(I am nervous)

(very clever and crafty)

(not to be trusted)

(too late to prevent something
after it has happened)

(people who get an early start
on something will get the best
result)

(people are slow to change to
new things)

(heavy rainfall)

Practice 6-Recorded Telephone Message: National Weather Service

The following has been scripted from a real recorded telephone message. Practice reading it with attention to
the suffixes as marked. Then practice the words in the word list with attention to monitoring the syllable

accents as marked. Read the message again monitoing both suffixes and syllable accents.

Tr,r-EpHoNe Vorce: The National Weather Service presents a two-day abbreviated forecast

for five principal cities of the Eastern United States. Boston-partly cloudy today; high, sixty-five
degreeg tonight's low, fifty; sunny on Wednpsday; high, sixty-eight. Miami-partly sunny today

and tomorrow; high both dayA in the upper eighties; night lowq, in the high seventies. New York

City-parlly cloudy with scattered rain showerg today's high, in the mid sixties; tonight's low, in

the high fiftig!. Pittsburgh-thunder showers today with high winds expected; highs both dayg in

the high sixties; lowg, in the high forties. New Orleqnl-today's high, eighty-seven; tonight's low,

eighty; Welnpsday, heavy rainstormg, with moderate windq high, ninety; low, eighty-two.
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p6rtly

cl6udy

sfnny

w6ather

f6recast

s6rvice

thfnder

sh6wers

sc6ttered

cities

f6rties

fffties

sfxties

6ighties

nfnety

Eastern

Pfttsburgh

Boston

Wednpsday

tonight

tod6y

degr6es

pres6nts

niitional

s6venties

m6derate

principal

Mi6mi

Unfted

New Orleans

tom6rrow

New York Cfty

abbr6viated

Practice 7-Proverbs

A proverb is a folk sayrng which expresses a bit of folk truth or wisdom. Practice the following proverbs with
attention to monitoring suffixes as marked. Then read them again with attention to monitoring both suffixes
and syllable accents. Discuss the meanings of the proverbs. The ideas in most of these proverbs have been
expressed in many languages. Proverbs 5 through l0 are found in several languages.

l. April showers bring May flowers. (English proverb)

2. He who laughs last, laughs best! (French, Italian, Danish proverb)

3. Where there's life, there's hope. (Italian and Portuguese proverb)

4. All things come to him who waits. (French proverb)

5. Nothing ventured; nothing gained.

6. A penny saved is a penny earned.

7. Actionq speak louder than words.

8. Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

9. It never rains but it pours.

10. If wishes were horses, beggars would ride.

Practice 8-Radio News Reading: Structure of the U.S. Government

Practice the following passage with attention to syllable accent and suffixes. Read for meaning so that the
listener gets the sense or important points of information. Discuss the various structures of governments.

Reoto Re,ponren: Good afternoon. Here is another in our serieq of special news briefq
brought to you by the International Thans-World hess. Subject: Structure of the U.S. Govern-
ment.

The government of the United States has a three-part organization. This structure of gov-
ernment sometimes is called "separation of power." The theory of "separation of power" is this:
it makes sure that no one branch of government becomes more powerfirl than the other two.

The first branch of government described in the Constitution is the Legislative branch. This
provides for the Congress of the United States which is divided into two parts. One part is the up-
per house which is called the Senate. Each of the fifty states has two senators regardless of popu-
lation. The one hundred senators are electes! for six-year terms. The other house is called the
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lower house, the House of Representatives. Each state has representatives in proportion to itq
population. The present House of Representatives has four hundred and thirty-five memberq, who
are elected for two'year terms.

The second of the three branches of government is the Executive branch. This branch is
headed by the President who is elected for a term offour yearq. The President appoints his cabinet
of department officials.

The third of the three branches of the United States government is the Judicial branch. The
Judicial branch is headed by a group of ninejudges called the Supreme Court. These ninejudges
are appointed for life by the President after the senators have approved the President's choice or
choices.

Tune in next week for the next in our series of special news briefr.
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Section D

Sentence Sense: Rhvthm and Stress

Practice 9-Proverbs and Wise Words

hoverbs and wise words express a special bit of truth or wisdom. Practice reading the following with
attention to monitoring the rhythm and sentence stresses. Sentence stresses are underlined. Read for mean-
ing so the listener gets the exact meaning of the message.

1. It is better to be a nobody who accomplishes something, than a somebody who accomplishes
nothing. (A. Pundit)

2. Iron rusts from disuse; water loses its purity from stagnation and in cold weather becomes
frozen; and so does inaction sap the vigors of the mind. (Leonardo da Vinci)

3. Heaven helps those, who help themselves. (Benjamin Franklin)
4. Cleanliness is next to godliness. (a proverb in many languages)

5. Patience is the key to jov; but haste is the key to sorrow. (Arabic proverb)

6. Soldiers win the battles; senerals get the qlgdt. (Napoleon Bonaparte)

7. If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter the house of his wisdom, but rather leads you to
the threshold of your own mind. (Kahlil Gibran, in The Prophet, speaking of teaching and
teachers)

Practice 10- Recorded Telephone Message: Passports

The following has been scripted from a real recorded telephone message. Read the message aloud sentence
by sentence. Mark pauses. Mark any added sentence stresses which you wish to make. Then practice reading
the message. Read it for meaning, that is, with as much sentence sense as possible so that the listener gets the
important parts of the message.

TelepuoNe Votcr,: This is Donald M. Anderson, Jefferson County Clerk, bringing you a
reqqllled message regarding applications for passports. Applig4tion may be made in the County
Clerk's Office, County Building, corner of Main Street and Second Avenue. This office is open
from eight-thirty n.rra. to five-thirty p.tvt., Monday through Enday. Applicants must appear in
person and present the following:

One: Two {gplicate photographs taken within six months of the date of application. These
must be full face of the applicant, no smaller than two-and-a-half by two-and-a-half inches,
and no larger than three by three inches. Color photographs meeting the foregoing require-
ments are acqgplable. Snapshots, vending machine photographs, or polaroid prints are not
acceptable.
Two: hoof of citizenship. This may be a certified record of birth, a previous U.S. passport, or
a naturalization certifi cate.
Three: Personal identification. This may be a driver's license, a recently expired passport, or
a government or military I.D. card.
Four: Fees. A ten dollar money order or your personal check made out to the passport office,
and three dollars and forty cents in cash, for local fees.
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your passport will be ready in three or four weeks. For addltional information, please call

gg{-3al5Tetween ttt" trou.r Lf ten A.M. and four p.v. Information regarding innoculations may be

obtained by calling your local Board of Health'

Thank you for calling. Have a good trip.

Practice 11-Old lrish Good Luck Saying

practice the following lines with attention to monitoring the rhythm and sentence stresses. Sentence stresses

are underlined. Discuss the meaning of the lines'

May there always be work for Your hands to do.

May your purse always hold a coin or two'

May the sun always shine on your window pane'

May a 1a:i4bow be certain to follow each rain'

May the heart of a friend always be near you'

May your heart be filled with gladness to cheer you'

(author unknown)

Practice 12-Radio News Reading: Ocean Sciences and Engineering

Read the following passage aloud sentence by sentence. Mark pauses; add sentence stresses wherever you

wish. Then read it monitoring syllable u"."nt, suffixes' rhythm, and stress' Read for meaning so that the

listener gets the sense or important points of information. Discuss the reading'

Reoro Rr,poRren: Good afternoon. Here is another in our series of special news briefs

brought to you by the International Trans-World Press. Sub-iect: The ExpLngling Field of Ocean

Science and Engineering.
The abundance of water on earth makes it unique among the planets of 9u1 solar system'

The oceans cover over seventy percent of its qqface, and, although Earth's land has been

explored thoroughly, the oceans still keep most of their secrets.

As the woild population continues to expand, man must turn to the oceans to meet many

basic needs-pq4,^min"rals, chemicals, and drinkable water. These are present in the ocean in

unbellg11Tble quuntiti"r. Man must explore and learn to use these resources of the seas and must

also learn how to conserve them'
Within the past ten ygAI! the field of ocean science and engi4gsling has expanded far beyond

the dreams of scientists. Researchers have moved ahead to new horizons which now rival the

explorations of outercpu". Aduunces in precision and automation-pa4lcularly in hydrography

und in chartmaking-Iave added to our fno*t"oge of ocean tery4i4 and have prepared the path

for other oceanogr:aphic sciences. Developments in the following fields are moving ahead rapidly:

pbysicaf o""uno!.uphy, chemical oceanography, marine biOloSV, and submarine geology'

To keep ru""tt u vast scientific effort moving forward, large numbers of scientists and trained

personnel are needed. The promise of new wealth from the sea has created an enqrmous demand

ior scieltists and engineer. to rtudy the nature of the ocean and the potential of its resources'

Tune in next week for the next in our series of special news briefs'l

l.AdaptedfromThewaterPlanet,U.S.Oceanographicoffice,Washington,D.c.,pp.iiand30.
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Section E

Elisions and Assimilations

Practlce 13- Engllsh ldloms: Anatomy

Below are a few idioms heard frequently in spoken English. The names of different parts of the body are used
in these expressions. Practice reading them. Monitor the contractions and the plural and past tense suffixes.
Dscuss the meanings.

l. I'd help you but my hands're tied. (circumstances make it impos-
sible)

2. He's up to his neck in trouble. (a lot of trouble)
3. They're on the last leg of the trip. (the last part)

4. That's a real slap in the face. (very insulting)

5. He isn't from this neck of the woods. (this part of the country)
6. He doesn't have a leg to stand on. (nothing to support his idea)
7. We're driving into the teeth of the storm. (the worst part)

8. They'd escaped by the skin of their teeth. (ust barely escaped)

9. We'll need someone to back us up. (to support us)

10. we'll cross our fingers that he'll be safe. (wish for good luck)
I I' His left hand doesn't know what his right hand's doing. (his behavior is contradictory)
12. I don't think his heart's in his work. ( isn't really interested)
13' This cake is so delicious it'll melt in your mouth. (very good to the taste)
14. He's a person who likes a lot of elbow room. (likes space; doesn't want to

be crowded)
15. He isn't dry behind the ears. (is very inexperienced in tife)

Practice 14-Telephone Conversation: Orderlng Breakfast

The following has been scripted from a real telephone conversation. It is a real-life conversational dialogue.
Practice reading the lines of the conversation with attention to the contractions and contractions with sound
changes, rhythm, and stress. (This telephone conversation is nearly the same as one which might take place
person-tGperson in a restaurant.)

(Ring.)
WerrBn's Volce: Good morning. Room service.

CusrouBn's Vorcn,: Good morning. I'd like te order brealdast please.
Wnrren: Yes Ma'am, and what's yeu+ room number.

Cusrousn: Room seven twenty-four.
W: All right, what'll yeu have?
C: I'd like orange juice . . .

W: Regular or large?
C: Mmm, large, I guess.

W: All right (spoken slowly, as if writing the order).
C: . . . end I'd like two eggs . . .

W: How d'ya want yeur eggs?
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C: Oh . . . scrambled, Please'
W: All right.
C:...andbacon...
W:All right.
C: ...andtoast...
W: D'ya want your toast buttered er plain?

C: Buttered.
W: All right.
C:...andcoffee.
W: D'ya take yeur coffee with cream?

C: No, black.
W: Anything else?

C: No, thank You. That's all.
W: Okay. That'll be'bout twenty minutes.

C: Thank you.
W: Yeru-+e welcome.

Practice 15- RhYmalogues

The following twoline dialogues are called rhymalogues. Practice reading the rhymalogues with attention to

the contractions, sound changes, rhythm, and stress. The sentence stresses are underlined'

L Pat: Wouldja like a piece of candy, Andy?

Andy: No thanks Pat. I don't wanna get fat'

(Woutdia is a contracted form of would + you'

Wanna is a contracted form of want + to')

2. Jane: Howdja get back, Jack?

Jack: I came on the train, Jane.

lHowdia is a contracted form d how + did + you')

3. Sue: Whendja get in, LYnn?

Lynn: I got in about two, Sue'

(Whendia is a contracted form of when + did + you)'

4. Mr. Devon: When's the next bus, Gus?

Gus: It'll leave around seven' Mr' Devon'

5. Mack: Where's Your dog Pal, Al?

AI He's out in the back, Mack'

Practlce 16-Radlo Weather RePort

The following has been scripted from a real weather report. Practice this passage with attention to contrac-

tions, rhythm, and stress. Read for meaning so that the listener gets the sense or important points of

information.

ANNouNcen: And now for our noontime report from the li&4!her Bureau, here's our

weather reporter Joan Jackson.
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Repontr'n: Thanks Dick Davis, and good afterqqqn everyone. Here's the weather news fer
today. Wllter is not over yet! Ttvo storm systems, one ftem Se qq[, -rd the-qther ftes the
Northern Rockies, will move through the area today. This'll give us snow, but only in lieht
accumulations sfen tagh sr less. Tonight these storms will join forces offthe East Coast. Ttren the
snow will stop but the temperatures will drop shamly. Eghq today'll be thirty-one to thirty-six;
lows tonight'll be eighteen to twenty-three. Wednpsday will be partly sunny wit-h a chance of snow
showers and temperatures near thirty.

ANNoUNCER: Thanks Joan, and now back to our music-"There's a Bluebird on Mv
Shoulder."
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Intonation

Practice 17-Telephone Conversation: Flower Shop

The following has been scripted from a real telephone conversation. Practice reading the lines of the conver-
sation with attention to intonation, rhythm, and stress.

A: Good afternoon. Johnson's Flower Shop.

B: Hello. Is this a bad time to call for some information on prices?

A: No, I can help you.

B: Thank you. Do you carry the long-stem roses?

A: Yes we do.

B: How much are they?

A: They're twelve dollars a dozen.

B: And what colors do they come in?

A: They come in red, pink, white, orange, and yellow.

B: All right. Thank you very much.

A: You're very welcome.

Practice 18-Telephone Conversation: Car Rental Information

The following has been scripted from a real telephone conversation. Practice reading the lines of the conver-

sation with attention to intonation, rhythm, and stress.

A: Good morning. Rapid Rent-a-Car.

B: Good mornins. I'd like some information.

A: All right.

B: Could you tell me how much it costs per day to rent a car?

A: Did you have any special size in mind?

B: No. Not really.

A: All right. Our smallest cars are subcompacts. They rent for eight dollars a day and eight cents a

mile.

B: Let me write that down.

A: Okay (pause).

B: What's the next size?

A: The next size up is our standard size car . . . at nine dollars a day and nine cents a mile.

B: M-hm (spoken slowly, as if writing the information).

A: Next we have our full size car . . . at twelve dollars a day and twelve cents a mile.

B: M-hm (spoken slowly, as if writing the information).

A: And last we have our luxury cars . . . at fourteen dollars a day and fourteen cents a mile.

B: All right. Thanks for your help.

A: That's okay. Thanks for calling.
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Practlce 19-Telephone Gonversatlon: Travel Informatlon

The following has been scripted from a real telephone conversation. Practice reading the lines of the conver-
sation with attention to intonation, rhythm, and stress.

A: Three A Motoring Services.

8: Hello. Could you give me some information?

A: Yes, ma'am.

B: I'd like driving distances to three cities.

A: Okay. What are they?

8: New York Citv. downtown . . .

A: All right.

B: . . . Miami, downtown . . .

A: All right.

B:...andChicago.
A: All right. Hold on please.

B: Okay (pause).

A: Here we go. New York City is two hundred thirty-nine miles via the Lincoln Tunnel . . .

B: M-hm (spoken slowly, as if writing the information).

A: . . . two hundred thirty-eight miles via the Holland Thnnel, and two hundred forty-seven via
the George Washington Bridge.

B: Could you repeat the last one?

A: Two hundred forty-seven via the George Washington Bridge.

B: Thank you (pause).

A: Miami is one thousand ninety-eight miles . . .

B: M-hm (spoken slowly, as if writing the information).

A: . . . and Chicago is six hundred ninety-nine miles.

B: Thank you very much. I appreciate your help.

A: You're entirely welcome.

Practlce 20-Radio News Readlng: UNICEF

Read the following passage aloud sentence by sentence. Mark pauses. Practice reading the passage with
attention to intonation, rhythm, and stress.

Reponrr,n: Good afternoon. Here is another in our series of special news briefs brought to
you by the International Trans-World hess. Subject: UNICEF (The United Nations International
Children's Emerge ncy Fund).

Long before the organization of UNICEF, more than thirty years ago, Abraham Lincoln
had this to say about children. 'A child is a person who is going to carry on what you have started.
He is going to sit where you are sitting, and when you are gone, attend to those things which you
think are important. You may adopt all the policies you please, but how they are carried out
depends on him. He will assume control of your cities, states, and nations. He is going to move in
and take over your churches, schools, universities, and corporations. All your books are going to
be judged, praised, or condemned by him. The fate of humanity is in his hands."

UNICEF helps children throughout the world, regardless of race, religion, or nationality.
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Caring, planning, and working for the future of the world's children is a year-round job for
UNICEF. It has spent over thirty years helping to improve children's services in the most
deprived areas of the world, where three-fourths of the world child population currently lives.
Today UNICEF is working in over a hundred countries to give children a good start in life, the
good start every child deserves.

Who will take over the world tomorrow? The children.

Tune in next week for the next in our series of special news briefs.2

2. Adapted from the UNICEF brochure, 196.
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Section A

Introduction

Sixteen practices in context are included in this supplement, four each for sections B, C, D, and E of Unit 2.
Some contexts are serious and some are lighthearted. Some are easy and some are difficult. Advanced
students may be able to do the rapid review and testing lessons in Units I and 2 and proceed directly to
Supplements A, B, and C for practice, recording, and self-monitoring of pronunciation.

These supplementary practices are included in Improving Spoken Engtishfor expanded practice beyond the
pronunciation and perception work provided in Unit 2. They are not intended to substitute for realJife
communicative activities which can be provided only by individual teachers in their specific teaching/
learning situations. They are intended for continued practice of the fifteen vowel sounds preiented in Unit i,
in more interesting and realistic contexts. Students are urged to record themselves and to listen and monitor
their pronunciation.

In addition to these sixteen practices, the twenty practices in Supplement A also may be used for vowel
practice as well as for stress, rhythm, and intonation practice.

The number of practices provided here is limited. Teachers may want to add similar practices to meet the
particular needs of specific classes.
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Front Vowels

Practice 1 -Tongue Twisters

Tongue twisters are folk sayings in which a few sounds are repeated many times. They may seem dfficult to
pronounce at first. Practice the following tongue twisters slowly, at first, and then more rapidly. Practice with
attention to monitoring the front vowels as marked: I (as in sqe), 2 (as in it), 3 (as in s4y), 4 (as in yes), and 5
(as in fat).

l. Peter Piper picked apeck ef pickled peppers.

If Peter Piper picked apeck of pickled peppers,

Where is the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?

2. Tina Taylor the ticket-taker takes tea at ten past ten.
132931454

If Tina Taylor is taking tea, who's taking tickets at ten past ten?
21323 132454

(In these two tongue twisters, attention to the aspiration of prevocalic plosives may be helpful for some
students.)

Practice 2-Old English Rhyme

In this rhyme, lines one, two, and five rhyme; lines three and four rhyme. Practice with attention to
monitoring the front vowels, as marked. Monitor rhythm and stress as you read. Sentence stresses are

underlined and reduced words have a line through them.

My Friend Gladys

Oh th€ sadness sf her sadness, when she's sad!
t5

Oh the gladness ef her gladness, when she's glad!
55415

But th€ sadness ef her sadness,
55

And th€ gladness-ef her gladness,

Are nothing like her madness-when she's mad!
5415

(author unknown)

Practice 3- Rhymalogues

The following twoJine dialogues are called rhymalogues. The last two words in each line rhyme, and each

receives a sentence stress. Practice the rhymalogues with attention to the front vowels, as marked. Notice
the spelling for each.
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l. Jack: It's starting te rain, Jane.
233

Jane: Then we'd better go back, Jack.
at415

2. Mr. Dix I'll meet you at the bank, Frank'
i6l

Frank: I'll be there at six, Mr. Dix.

3. Ben: How long should we wait, Kate?

Kate: Let's wait'rl T,+. 
3

4. Lou: You really look sick, Dick.
122

Dick: I think I have the flu, Lou.
25

5. Mabel: Where do you want the 
+,D-t

Dan: Please put it on the !4ble, Mqbel.

Practice 4-Radio News Reading: International lce Patrol

hactice the following short radio news report. Mark the front vowels and monitor them as you read. Mark
pauses and monitor stress. Read for meaning so that the listener gets the sense or important points of
information.

Rr,ponren: Good afternoon. Here is another in our series of special news briefs, brought to
you by the International Trans-World Press. Subject: The International lce Patrol.

In April, nineteen twelve (1912), the ship Titanic hit an iceberg offthe coast of Canada.

Fifteen hundred (1500) people drowned in the icy cold waters of the North Atlantic. As a direct
result of this tragedy, the International Ice Patrol was organized. It monitors icebergs and reports
any which move into the North Atlantic shipping lanes.

Seventeen countries contribute money to finance the International Ice Patrol. Ships and
planes keep a twenty-four hour watch. They report any icebergs which move into the North
Atlantic shipping lanes. The patrol begins in early March and continues through late July.

The icebergs break offfrom the glaciers of the Greenland Icecap. Ocean currents carry them

into the Atlantic shipping lanes. Some years as many as a thousand may be seen; some years less

than a dozen. The average each year is around four hundred.
Since the beginning of the International Ice Patrol the tragedy of the Titanic has not been

repeated; not a single life has been lost through collision with icebergs'

Tune in next week for the next in our series of special news briefs.l

l. Adapted from Dubach, Harold W., and Taber, RobertW., Questions about the Oceans, National Oceanographic Data

Center, U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, Washington, D.C., pp. ll0-ll.
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Back Vowels

Practlce 5-Old lrlsh Good Luck Saylng

hactice the following lines with attention to monitoring the back vowels as marked: 8 (as in twq), 9 (as in
books), l0 (as in nq), and I I (as in l4rv). Then mark any front vowels and practice a second time monitoring
both back and front vowels. Discuss the meaning of the lines.

May the road rise with you,

And the wind be always at your back.
ll

May the sun shine warm upon your face,
tt tt

And the rain fall soft upon your fields.
11filt

And until we meet again . . .

May the good lord hold you in the hollow of his hand.
oltlotro

(author unknown)

Practice 6-Llmerlck

Limericks are a special kind of rhyme. Lines one, two, and five have three sentence stresses and the last
words in these lines rhyme. Lines three and four have two sentence stresses and the last words rhyme.
Practice the limerick with attention to monitoring the back vowels and the rhythm and stress of each line.
Then mark any front vowels and practice a second time monitoring both back and front vowels. Dscuss the
meaning of the limerick.

There was a young man named McCall,

Who fell in the spring in the Fall, 
tr

'twould have been a sad thing,
I

If he'd died in the spring,

But he didn't. he died in the fall.

Practlce 7- Rhymalogues

The following twoline dialogues are called rhymalogues. The last two words in each line rhyme, and each
receives a sentence stress. Practice the rhymalogues with attention to the back vowels, as marked. Notice
the spelling for each.
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l. Lou: What time is the show, Joe?
10 t0

Joe: I think it starts at two, Lou.
tl

2. Mr. Drew: You really are tall, Paul.
a rl 1l

Paul: I'm six foot, two, Mr. Drew.

3. Mrs. Wood: Have you seen the new play, Ray?
tl

Ray: Yes, it's very good, Mrs. Wood.

4. Mr. Rost: Here are vour books. Mrs. Brooks.
e9

Mrs. Broolcs: How much do they cost, Mr. Rost?

5. Ben: What time did he call, Mr. Hall?

Mr. Hall: He called around tJl, n.n. 
rr

Practice 8-Radlo News Readlng: Populatlon Explosion

Practice the following short radio news report. Mark back vowels and monitor them as you read. Mark
pauses and monitor rhythm and sentence stress. Read for meaning so that the listener gets the sense or
important points of information.

Rnponrr,R: Good afternoon. Here is another in our series of special news briefs, brought to
you by the International Trans-World Press. Subject: Population Explosion.

The people who study population growth are called demographic experts. They believe that
a total of seventy-six billion people have lived on earth since the dawn of civilization. At that time,
approximately six thousand B. c., the world population probably was around eight million people.
It was not until the year eighteen-twenty (1820) that one billion people were living on the earth at
the same time. Today the population is over three-and-a-half bilhon. The population of the earth is

increasing now at the rate of doubling the population every thirty years. By the year two thousand
(2000) the population will be over six-and-a-half billion.

Larger and larger numbers of people are living in smaller and smaller areas. Half of today's
population is crowded into Western Europe and South Asia. In fact, half of the world's population
lives on one-tenth of the earth's land surface. The most densely populated country is the Nether-
lands with nine hundred twenty-four people per square mile. England is second with eight
hundred and seventy-two. In contrast, Australia has a population density of approximately five
people per square mile.

Tirne in next week for another in our series of special news briefs.
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Central Vowels

Practice 9-Tongue Twisters

Tongue twisters are folk sayings in which a few sounds are repeated many times. They may seem difficult to
pronounce at first. Practice the following tongue twisters slowly, at first, and then more rapidly. Practice with
attention to monitoring the central vowels as marked: 12 (as in bifd), 6 (as in bus), and 7 (as in stqp), and back
vowel 9 (as in books).

l. Fuzzy Wuzzy was a bear.
0 6 6 4+12

Ftzzy W;zzV had no hair

Ftzzy W2zzV wasn't tlt t,
w3s';t

2. How much wood could a woodchuck chuck

if a woodchuck could chuck wood?

Practice 10-Limerick

Limericks are a special kind of rhyme. Lines one, two, and five have three sentence stresses and the last
words in these lines rhyme. Lines three and four have two sentence stresses and the last words rhyme.
Practice the limerick with attention to monitoring the central vowels and the rhythm and stress of each line.
Then mark other vowels (front and back) and practice a second time. Discuss the meaning of the limerick.

There once was a woman named Bunny,
a+126 6 0

Whose smile was so happy and sunny.

People's names she forgot,

But that worried t::4J
She simply called all of them Honey!

Practice 11 - Rhymalogues

The following two-line dialogues are called rhymalogues. The last two words in each line rhyme, and each

receives a sentence stress. Practice the rhymalogues with attention to the central vowels, as marked. Notice
the spelling for each.

l. Bobby: Did you ever play soccer, Mr. Crocker?

Mr. crocker: only u, u nl'uur, tiorl 
12 7 12
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2. Vern: Who's the new girl, Earl?

Earl: I think t., nu*"ti'. t:l,Ve.,;n

3. Mr. Kirk: Can you come to the party, Marty?
E 7+12 7 +12

Marty; No, I have to work, Mr. Kirk.
12 12 l2

4. Mn Farr: Did you come on the bus, Gus?

Gus: No, I oroul my car, t.. 
""r1.7+12 l2 7+12

5. Mn Rucker: What's your new job, Bob?

Bob: I'm wort<inf, as a tirckel, Mr. Rucker.
1261212cr2

Practice 12-Radio News Reading: Food from the Sea

Practice the following short radio news report. Mark the central vowels and monitor them as you read. Mark
pauses and monitor rhythm and sentence stress. Read for meaning so that the listener gets the sense or
important points of information.

Rnponrr,n: Good afternoon. Here is another in our series of special news briefs, brought to
you by the International Trans-World Press. Subject: Foodfrom the Sea.

The waters of the oceans of the earth are full to overflowing with all kinds of food. Under
careful scientific management, the sea alone could supply enough food for roughly seven times the
present world population. This is more than enough to end starvation among men.

Nearly a third of the world's population suffers from lack of protein. Millions live in hunger
and die from malnutrition, while enough food for all abounds in the sea. If starvation is to be
avoided among the underfed peoples of the world in the closing years of the twentieth century,
positive steps must be taken now to improve their food supply. The food resources of the seas

must be handled scientifically and protected from pollution.
Oceanographers are working on these problems. A fish protein concentrate (FPC) has been

produced. It could do much to combat dietary deficiencies among the underfed population.
Problems of pollution are being attacked by both government officials and operators of industrial
plants. Steps are being taken to remedy some of the more serious problems.

Feeding the hungry of the earth from the resources of the sea-while protecting the waters
from the waste products of a highly technological world-is one of the most important challenges
facing the world scientists of today and tomorrow.

Tune in next week for another in our series of special news briefs.2

2. Adapted fromThe Water Planet, U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, Washington, D.C., pp. 14-15.
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Diphthongs

Practice 13-Rhyme

Practice the following rhyme with attention to monitoring the diphthongs as marked: 13 (as in my), 14 (as in
cow), and 15 (as in bqy). Monitor rhythm and stress as you read. Sentence stresses are underlined.

Methuselah

Methuselah ate what he found on his plate,

And never, as people lf .:I,
Did he know the amount of the calorie count.

He ate it because it was chow.

He cheerfully ate all tcinOs of foJl,
t3

Without any troubles or fears,

And what do you think? How long did he live?

He lived over nine nunAr.O years!
t3

(author unknown)

Practice 14-Limerick

Limericks are a special kind of rhyme. Lines one, two, and five have three sentence stresses and the last
words in these lines rhyme. Lines three and four have two sentence stresses and the last words rhyme.
hactice the limerick with attention to monitoring the diphthongs and the rhythm and stress of each line. Then
mark other vowels (front, back, central) and practice a second time. Dscuss the meaning of the limerick.

There is a young fellow in Troy,
t5

Who is looking for folks to employ.

They'll make fruited ices.

For very lo* pri""r.t'
1l

This work should bring everyone joy.
15

Practice 15- Rhymalogues

The following two-line dialogues are called rhymalogues. The last two words in each line rhyme and each
receives a sentence stress. hactice the rhymalogues with attention to the diphthongs, as marked. Notice the
spelling for each.
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Supplement B
Section E

L Jean: What's your first choice, Joyce?

Joyce: I think I'll buy ,n" rti""n, .r'iun.
t3 13 13

2. Mrs. Price: What would you like, Mike?
13 13

Mike: I'd like some lemon ice, Mrs' Price'
tg t3 13 13

3. Clyde: Are you going downtown, Mr. Brown?

Mr. Brown: Yes, would you like a ride, Clyde?
tt 13 13

4. Mrs. White: Who's the new boY, RoY?

Roy: I think his name ll o*rnr, Mrs. white.
r! t3 t3

5. Dr. Gray: What beautiful flowers, Mrs. Bowers!

Mrs. Bowers: Would you like u loouou",, n . c."rr

Practice 16-Radio News Reading: Earthquake Safety Rules

practice the following short radio news report. Mark the diphthongs and monitor them as you read. Mark

pauses and monitor itryttrm and sentence stress. Read for meaning so that the listener gets the sense or

important points of information.

Rpponrr,n: Good afternoon. Here is another in our series of special news briefs, brought to

you by the International Trans-World Press. Subject: Earthquake Safety Rules.

An earthquake strikes your area and for a minute or two the "solid" earth moves like the

deck of a ship. What you do during and immediately after the tremor may make life-and-death

diferences for you, yourfamily, and your neighbors. These rules will help you survive. During the

shaking:

One: Don'tpanic. The motion is frightening, but unless it shakes something down on top of
you, it is harmless. Keep calm and ride it out.

Two: If you are indoors, stay indoors. Take cover under a desk, table, bench, or in door-

ways, halls, and against inside walls. Stay away from glass'

Three: Don't use candles, matches, or other open flames' Put out all fires.

Four: Ifyou are outside, move away from buildings and utility wires. Once in the open, stay

there until the shaking stoPs'

Fiye: Don't run through or near buildings. The greatest danger from falling debris is just

outside doorways and close to outer walls.

Srx: If you are in a moving car, stop as quickly as safety permits, but stay in the car' A car is

an excellent seismometer; it will jigele fearsomely on its springs during the earthquake; but it
is a good place to stay until the shaking stops.

Tune in next week for another in our series of special news briefs'3

3. Adapted from Earthquakes, U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services Administration, Wash-

ington, D.C., p. 15.
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Supplement C

Vowel Contrasts
for Unit 2





Using the Vowel Contrast Lessons

Sixteen vowel contrast lessons are included to supplement the intensive vowel lessons in Unit 2 and the

sixteen vowel practices in Supplement B. Advanced students may be able to do the rapid review and testing

lessons in Units I and2 and proceed directly to Supplements A, B, and C for practice, recording, and

self-monitoring of pronunciation.

As with Supplements A and B, these supplementary vowel contrast lessons are included in Improving

Spoken English in order to meet individual needs of students by providing additional practice beyond the

pronunciation and perception work in Unit 2. Many students prefer to do all sixteen contrast lessons, even

though some are easy; they feel that the careful attention to vowel contrasts as presented in these lessons is

important in the overall improvement of their spoken English. Each contrast lesson has two divisions. The

firit division provides four phases of pronunciation practice. Students are urged to record practice 3 and

practice 4 and to listen and monitor their pronunciation. The second division provides three phases of

discrimination tbsting.

The number of vowel contrast lessons included here is limited. Teachers may want to add similar lessons to

meet the particular needs of specific classes.
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Contrast 1: Vowel I and Vowel 2-see liv I andit ltl
Practice 1

Repeat the items in column l. The lips are rather thin and spread and the lower jaw is raised for /ivl. The
tongue is arched upward and forward in the highest front articulatory position for English vowels. The /i"/ is
not a pure sound. That is, it has two parts; the tongue is pulled up a little closer to the front of the roof of the
mouth from /i/ toward ly l. Repeat: liv I li'I scg see.

Column I
seat

94t

each

fqgt

green

sh99p

leaving

fegl

steel

heel

Column 2

sit

it
irch

tt
gqn

shtp

living

fll
still

hill

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The jaw and the tongue are both lowered a little for ltl. There is more space
between the upper and lower teeth. The /I/ does not have the lyl glide of livl. Repeat: ltl ltl
rt ,:.

Practlce 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

He bought a shegp. He bought a shlp.

When did he leave here? When did he llve here?

I'll f99l it. I'll tll it.
It's steel. It's still.

Practlce 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below
it: Vowel I (as in sge) or Vowel 2 (as in !!). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and
discuss with your teacher.

l. H{s sltting ln my sgqt!

2. She dldn't flni_sh the cleaning?

3. He put his shgsp on the sh!p.

4. I have a feeling these shoes won't fit my big feet!

I see
\-
\ 2it
\-

\

\
se /iY l-it lrl
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Supplement C
Contrast 1

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

eat

\7
D

D

D

D

r23
123
t23
t23

Examples:

1.S
2.S
3.S
4.S

Examples: steel

I

eat

D

steel

S

still

\2
D

D

D

D

feel

o

5.

6.

1

8.

s
S

S

S

steel

2

fill fill

23
23
23
23
23

l.
2.

3.

4.

4.

5.

6.

2.

3.

Teacher's List

bead bid

seat sit

sheep ship

leaving living

feel fill

She's sleeping.

I need another sheep.

He's leaving here.

Was it steel?

I'll feel it.

There's the heel.

When did he leave here?

sleep slip

he's his

easy isfie
heel hill

She's slipping.

I need another ship.

He's living here.

Was it still?

I'U fill it.
There's the hill.

When did he five here?
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peel

steel

read

deep

each

pill

still

rid

dip

itch

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle the
number of the one which is dffirent.

still

(,
).
6.

7.

8.

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel I (sgg or Vowel 2 (it). Write the
vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

l.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.



Contrast 2: Vowel 3 and Vowel 4-s4y leil andyes lel

Practice 1

Repeat the items in column l. The /ei/ sound is not a pure sound. That is, it is made up of two parts' The

lower jaw is raised from half-open for I e I to a higher position for I i I . It is important to make the two parts

clearly, although the first part is stronger than the second part. Repeat: /ei/ leil sal sqy.

Column I
late

gate

wait

taste

pain

rye
lace

paper

f4il

s4le

Column 2

let

get

wet

t9St

pen

edge

less

pgpper

fqll

sell

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. Thejaw and the tongue are both lowered a little for lel . There is more space

between the upper and lower teeth. It does not have the lil glide of letl. Repeat: /e/ lel yes yes.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I

Do you have a pain?

I need some more pqper.

He tasted it.

I have a date.

and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

Do you have a pen?

I need some more pqpper.

He tested it.

I have a debt.

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below

it: Vowel 3 (as in s4y) or Vowel 4 (as in yes). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and

discuss with your teacher.

l. April weather is wet and rainY'

2. The lqdy set the pgpper on the p@er'

3. When it gets late, I wait by the gate.

4. The red lace dress was on sale'

say lei l-ygs /el
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Supplement C
Contrast 2

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide
whether they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

Examples: late let edge edge

s@OD
t.sD5.SD
2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D

4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle
the number of the one which is dffirent.

Examples: wet

I

l.t2

wait

@
3 5. 123

edge

o
wet age age

312

2.r236. 123
3. 1237. 123
4.r238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 3 (sey) or Vowel 4
(yes). write the vowel number and the word (or sentence). check your spelling.

l.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

main men late let lace less

tale tell gate get paper pepper
mate met wait wet fail fell
date debt taste test sale sell

pain pen

age edge

Who bought the paper? Who bought the pepper?

It's my date. It's my debt.

He tasted it. He tested it.
I have a date. I have a debt.
I need some more paper. I need some more pepper.

Do you have a pain? Do you have a pen?

4.

5.

6.J.
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Contrast 3: Vowel 5 and Vowel 7-fat lrl and stqp /a/

PracUce 1

Repeat ttre items in column L The lower jaw and the tongue are lowered for l e l . The tongrre is rounded a little
and arched forward a little. The tip of the tongue touches the insides of the lower front teeth. Repeat:

lel lal fat fat.

Column I
hat

c4tr)

t4t)

add

c4ts

black

sack

c4b

backs

battle

Column 2

hqt

cE)

tq)
qdd

cqts

blqck

sqck

cqb

bqx

bqttle

\

\

\ sfat

\-
t rtgp

fgJ lal-stry lal

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The jaw and the tongue also are lowered for I al . In contrast to I e | , however,
the tongue is pulled down and back from the position of /e,l.In contrast to the rounding and forward arching
for lal, the tongue is concave (i.e., rounded inward.) Repeat: /a/ lal stqp stqp.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

It was a big battle.

I have two little cats.

She dropped the sack.

Is that a new c4p?

It was a big bqttle.

I have two little cqts.

She dropped the sqck.

Is that a new cqp?

Practlce 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below

it: Vowel 5 (fet) or Vowel 7 (stqp). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss

with your teacher.

L Who drqlped the cat into the blqck bqx?

2. Put the bqttle on the bl4ck blqck in the lab.

3. Grandf4ther put my new sqcks in the sack.

4. The bl4ck cat sat on tgp of the rqck.
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Supplement G
Contrast 3

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you tisten, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

Examples: hat

S

I.SD5.S
2.SD6,5D
3. S D 7. S D

4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle the
number of the one which is different.

2.t236. 123
3.1237.123
4.r238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 5 (fat) or Vowel 7 (stq). Write
the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

lack lock cap cop sack sock
map mop tap top cab cob
pat pot add odd backs box

rack rock cats cots battle bottle
hat hot black block

Whose map is this? Whose mop is this?
It was a big battle. It was a big bottle.

She dropped the sack. She dropped the sock.
I have two little cats. I have two little cots.
Is that a new cap? Is that a new cop?
That's a big rack. That's a big rock.

hot

@
cat

c
D

cat

D

Examples: black black block battle bottle battle
t2Or@3

1.1235.123

4.

).

6.

l.

2.

3.
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contrast 4: vowel 7 and vowel 6-stqp lal and bus /n/

Prac'tice 1

Repeat the items in column l. The lower jaw and the tongue are lowered for lal. The tongue is pulled down

from the neutral or rest position and it is concave (i.e., rounded inwaro' Repeat: /a/ lal stqp stqp'

Column I
pqp

cq)

nqt

cqt

lqck

shqt

rqbber

dqck

dqll

collar

Column 2

pqp

cup

nqt

cqt

lqck

shut

rubber

dqck

dqll

color

\

\

6 bus

l

\
t stgp

l

st_op /a/-bgs /ni

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The jaw is partially raised for I rl. There is much less space between the upper

and lower teeth. The tongue is rather flat in the neutral or rest position. It is only slightly concave (i.e., rounded

inward). Repeat: /trl lrl bqs bus'

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns 1

Where is the dock?

Which collar do You want?

My lqck was good.

Who shqt it?

and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

Where is the dqck?

Which color do You want?

My lqck was good.

Who shut it?

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below

it: Vowel f (.tqfr) or Vowel 6 (bqs).Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss

with your teacher.

l. He wqn a watch and a lqt of moneY'

2. My brqther is stqdying at another college.

3. The summer mqnths are too hqt for cqmfort.

4. The doctor promised to cqme on Sqnday or Mqnday'
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Supplement C
Contrast 4

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

cop

@
luc

o
DI.SD5.S

2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D
4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be diferent. Circle the
number of the one which is dffirent.

dol

o
2

Examples: cup

S

Examples: luck luck lock

tzrt -\?
l. l 2 3 5. I

k luck

D

l dull dull

23
a
J

2.r236.123
3.1237.123
4.1238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 6 (bus) or Vowel 7 (stqp). Write
the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

L

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

hot hut not nut robber rubber

bomb bum cot cut dock duck

pop pup lock luck doll dull

cop cup shot shut collar color

Which collar do you like? Which color do you like?
Where is the dock? Where is the duck?

Who shot it? Who shut it?
My lock was good. My luck was good.

Which collar did you want? Which color did you want?

It's a rubber dock. It's a rubber duck.

4.

5.

6.

2.
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Contrast 5: Vowel 12 and Vowel 6-bird lsl and bus /n/

Practice 1

Repeat the items in column l. The lower jaw is raised for l* L The tongue is pulled up high and bunched close

to the center of the hard roof of the mouth. The sides of the tongue touch the insides of the upper back teeth.
The front and the tip of the tongue are pointed upward, and, for some speakers a little backward. Repeat:

ls I ls I bird bird.

Column I
biqd

buIn

fern (FeJn)

shi4

hu4

cu4
Burt

The bird was yellow.

The culb was black.

It was Fe4!
He took a tu4.

Column 2

bud

bqn

fqn

shqt

hqt

cut

bqt

ton

lqck

cub

t'zbild

ubqs

\
bird /*/-bus /rrl

turn

lurk

culb

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The jaw is partially lowered from lsl to 1il. The tongue is lowered and is

flattened,notbunched,asfor l*l.Itisintheneutralorrestposition.Thetongueisslightlyconcave(i.e.,
rounded inward). Repeat: /,r/ lrrl bus bus.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

The bqd was yellow.

The cqb was black.

It was fqn!

He took a tqn.

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below

it: Vowel 12 (bifd) or Vowel 6 (bus). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss

with your teacher.

1 Cug shut his shirt in the door!

2. Worst lqck! Sqmeone buryed the bqns!

3. Uncle Bu(! Can you come to sqPPel?

4. Lunch will be served in the other room.
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Supplement C
Contrast 5

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

turn

@

2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D
4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle the
number of the one which is different.

Examples: fern fern bud bud
aaL'

3l. | 2 3 5. I

bird

(.!,
2

2.1236.123
3.r237.123
4.1238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 6 (bus) or Vowel 12 (bird). Write
the vowel number; and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

l.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

bird bud lurk luck Curt cut
fern (Fern) fun burn bun rurn ton
hurt hut shirt shut curb cub

Bert but

The bird was yellow. The bud was yellow.
The curb was black. The cub was black.
It was Fern! It was fun!
Come and see the birds! Come and see the buds!
He took a turn. He took a ton.
I didn't see the curb! I didn't see the cub!

Examples A: turn turn ton

(YDS
l.sD5.SD

fun

ot2

4.

5.

6.

2.

3.
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Contrast 6: Vowel 8 and Vowel 9-two lu*land books lvl

Practice 1

Repeat the items in column l. The lips are tightly rounded and the lower jaw is raised for /u*/' The tongue is

pulled upward and backward in the highest back articulatory position for English vowels. The /u*/ is not a

pure sound. That is, it has two parts; the tongue is pulled up a little closer to the back of the roof of the mouth

from i u/ to lw l. Repeat: /u*/ lu* I two two.

Column l
surit

pqgl

fqgl

fgplish

whq'd

Lqke

cooed

Column 2

soot

pull

fqll
fqllish

hood

look

could

\

ttwg

e books

\

\
two /u*/-bqqks /u/

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2.T"hejaw and the tongue are both lowered a little for lvl. The lips are more

loosely rounded for luland there is less tension in the lip musculature. The /u/ does not have the /w/
glide. Repeat: /u/ lul books books.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

The suit was black. The soot was black.

It was a long pool. It was a long pull.

It's foolish. It's fullish.

I went to LUke! I went to look!

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below

it: Vowel 8 (two) or Vowel 9 (books). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and

discuss with your teacher.

l. I should buy some sqgar, some sqqp, some cookies, and some fruit.

2. Rqthy! Don't put your fqet on the new blue cushion!

3. Wqgdy pushed Louie intq the pool! Whq did it? Wqqdv did it!

4. Who took my gqqd new cookbook? Suzy took it.
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Supplement C
Contrast 6

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

pool

@
2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7, S D

4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be diferent. Circle the
number of the one which is dffirent.

l pull pull

23
3

2.t236. 123
3.1237.123
4.t238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 8 (twq) or Vowel 9 (bqaks).
Write the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

l.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

suit soot foolish fullish
fool full pool pull

who'd hood Luke look

cooed could

The suit was black.

It's foolish.

It was a long pool.

I went to Luke!

The soot was black.

It's fullish.

It was a long pull.

I went to look!

stood pull

DS
5.SD

Examples:

l.s

poo

!t
2

Examples: cooed cooed could

120
l. | 2 3 5. I

4.

5.

6.

2.

J.

stood

o
D

2n



Contrast 7: Vowel l0 and Vowel ll-no /ou/ and law lcl

Practice 1

Repeat the items in column L The /ou/ is not a pure sound. That is, it is made up of two parts. The lower jaw

israisedfromhalf-openfor lol toahigherpositionforlul.Itisimportanttomakethetwopartsclearly,
although the first part is stronger than the second part. Repeat: lo"l lo"l no no.

Column I
low

Joe

SO

coat

boat

bowl

pqle

whole

bqld

cold

Column 2

law

jaw

saw

caught

bought

bdl

Paul

hall

b4!d

called

lo no

\
rrlaw

no lo"l-law lcl

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The jaw is lowered for lcland the tongue is pulled down and back into the
lowest back articulatory position for English vowels. The lcl is followed by a slight centering glide toward
/e/, whereas the movement in /ou/ is upward for lul. Repeat: /c/ lcl law law.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns

He's in the low school.

Whose bowl is this?

Mr. White is bold.

I was cold.

1 and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

He's in the law school.

Whose ball is this?

Mr. White is bald,

I was called.

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below
it: Vowel l0 (nq) or Vowel ll (law). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss
with your teacher.

l. Moe and Joe taught us the wrong song!

2. Dqn't go 'til the lawyer calls!

3. I thought Paul was going home!

4. We won't know the cost'til we talk to Mr. Shaw.
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Supplement C
Contrast 7

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

Jawrlv
2

cold called pole Paul

row raw bold bald

toast tosSed

coat caught coal call

Please give me a blue ball.

He's getting balder!

Was he called?

Mr. Lewis is bald.

I'm in the law school.

Where's my red ball?
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Examples: boat

S

low law

SO SAW

boat bought Joe jaw

whole hall

show Shaw

Please give me a blue bowl.

He's getting bolder!

Was he cold?

Mr. Lewis is bold.

I'm in the low school.

Where's my red bowl?

law

D
1.SD5.S
2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7, S D

4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle the
number of the one which is dffirent.

Examples: saw saw

t2
SO

o
l. 1 2 3 5. l
2.r236. 123
3.1237.123
4.1238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel l0 (nq) or Vowel ll (l4w). Write
the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

l.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

Joe Joe

^./1

3

4.

).

6.

2.

3.

law

o
D

bought

@



Contrast 8: Vowel 7 and Vowel 1l-stqr lal andlaw lcl

Practice 1

Repeat the items in column l. The lower jaw and the tongue are lowered for lal . The tongue is pulled down

from the neutral or rest position and is concave (i.e., rounded inward). Repeat: /a/ lal step step.

Column I
cqt

collar

Dqn

yqn

tot

sqd

far

Column 2

cqgght

caller

dawn

yawn

taught

sawed

fqgr*

cqre*

fqrm*

bqrn*

morex

\ I

\ I

\
t stgp rrlry

stgp lal-law ltl
cqr

farm

barn

mar

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The jaw and the tongue are raised a little from /a/ to lcl. There is less space

between the upper and lower teeth. The lower lip is raised, tensed, and protruded a little. The upper lip and

the muscle in the center of the chin may be tensed slightly. The tongue shape is nearly the same as for /a/
except for a slight upward and backward arching. Repeat: /c/ lcl law law. Notice the words in
column 2 which are marked with an asterisk. The pronunciation of /c/ before the vowel-r is variable; for some

speakers /o'/ is used instead of lcl.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

Is it far?

Where's the collar?

It's an old car.

Is it fqqr?

Where's the caller?

It's an old core.

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below

it: Vowel 7 (stqp) or Vowel I I (law). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss

with your teacher.

l. Dqctor Shaw gave my father a dqg.

2. P4Ul bought a new collar for his dqg.

3. The caller caught his collar in the car door!
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Supplement C
Contrast I

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

l. | 2 3 5. I

t2

dawn

@

core

o
2

cot

@
D 5.SD

taught

o

Examples:

l.s

cot

D

Don

S

2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D

4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle the
number of the one which is dffirent.

Examples: tot tot car car

23
5

2.r236. 123
3.t237.123
4.1238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 7 (stqp) or Vowel I I (law). Write
the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

cot caught farm form sod sawed

Don dawn mar more car core

tot taught collar caller barn born
far four yon yawn

Is it far? Is it four?

Where's the collar? Where's the caller?

It's Don. It's dawn.

It's just an old car. It's just an old core.

4.

5.

6.

L

2.

3.
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Contrast 9: Vowel 6 and Vowel ll-bus ltl andlaw lcl

Practice 1

Repeat the items in column l. The lower jaw is partially raised for lrl and the tongue is ratherflat in the
neutral rest position. The tongue is slightly concave (i.e., rounded inward). The lips are not tensed. Repeat:
l,tl lt'l bus bus.

Column I
gqn

cqt

bqt

color

sqng

ryng
bus

cuff

Chqck

mud

Column 2

gqne

caught

bqqcht

caller

song

wrong

bqss

cqugh

chalk

Maude

\

\
6 bus

\
ttlry

bgs /irl-law /c/

Practlce 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The jaw is lowered only a little from I nl to lcl. The tongue is pulled down and

back and the shape is more concave (i.e., rounded inward) for lclthan for I ttl.T\e lower lip is raised, tensed,
and protruded a little. The upper lip and the muscle in the center of the chin may be tensed slightly. Repeat:
lcl lcl law law.

Practlce 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences.

Here comes my bqs. Here comes my boss.

That color was beautiful. That caller was beautiful.

He cut it. He c4qght it.

I'll get Chqck. I'll get chalk.

Practlce 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below
it: Vowel 6 (bus) or Vowel 1l (law). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss
with your teacher.

l. My cousin has gone abrqqd to study law.

2. PaUl wants a cqp of cqffee and a doughnqt.

3. His daughter taught us a dozen songs.

4. I called the bus company, bqt I got a wrqng number!
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Supplement C
Contrast 9

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D

4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be diferent. Circle the
number of the one which is dffirent.

Examples: caught caught song
,a\(YDS

1.SD5.SD

sung

@

Examples: boss boss

t2
1. | 2 3 5. I

2.t236. I

3.1237.123
4.r238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 6 (bqs) or Vowel 11 (law). Write
the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

l.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

gun gone Chuck chalk rung wrong

but bought done dawn cuff cough

sung song cut caught mud Maude

bus boss color caller tongue tong

Here comes my bus. Here comes my boss.

She cut the apple. She caught the apple.

Which color did you like? Which caller did you like?

My bus is never late! My boss is never late!

That color is beautiful! That caller is beautiful!

I need Chuck. I need chalk.

I'll get Chuck. I'll get chalk.

He cut it. He caught it.

bought

o
2

2

but but

23
3

J

4.

5.

6.

2.

3.

bus

c
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Contrast 10: Vowel 6 and Vowel 9-bus lnl and books /u/

Practice 1

Repeat the items in column l. The lower jaw is partially raised for lttl and the tongue is rather flat in the
neutral rest position. The tongue is slightly concave (i.e., rounded inward). The lips are not rounded. Repeat:
l,tl lil bus bus.

s books

6 bus

\
bus /n/-bqsks /u/

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. Thejaw is raised for lu l. ln contrast to I r'l, the tongue is bunched quite high
toward the back of the roof of the mouth. The lips are loosely rounded. Repeat: /u/ lul books
books,

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

Column I
lqck

bqck

tuck

pqtt

rqqgh

hutr

stqd

cqd

Column 2

look

book

took

pqt

rqQf

hqgf

stood

cSUld

Can you loan me a bqck?

Where did he pqtt the ball?

How do you spell "rqqgh"?

Can you loan me a book?

Where did he put the ball?

How do you spell "roof "?

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below
it: Vowel 6 (bus) or Vowel 9 (books). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss
with your teacher.

l. We said, "Goodbye and good lqck!" when the jqdge left the country.

2. Next mqnth the woods will be fqll of hunters.

3. Wquld you pqt the mqney in my bus?

4. My brqther pqt a new roof on his study.
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Examples:

l.s

bus

D

luck

S

2.SD6.SD
3. S D 7. S D

4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle the

number of the one which is dffirent.

Examples: tuck tuck putt

o
2

took

ol2
put put

23
J

4.

5.

6.

l.

2.

3.

Supplement C
Contrast 10

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether

they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

look

@
5.SD

2.r236.123
3.1237.123
4.t238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 6 (bqs) or Vowel 9 (books).

Write the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

Check your answer in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

luck look stud stood putt put

buck book tuck took cud could

huff hoof roush roof

I need two bucks. I need two books.

He loaned me a buck. He loaned me a book.

He will putt the golf ball into the cup. He will put the golf ball into the cup.

How do you spell "rough"? How do you spell "roof "?

Where did he putt the ball? Where did he put the ball?

busc
D

l. | 2 3 5. I
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Contrast 11: Vowel 12 and Vowel 9-bird lsl and books /u/

Practlce I
Repeat the items in column I . The lower jaw is raised for I s L The tongue is pulled up high and bunched close
to the center of the hard roof of the mouth. The sides of the tongue touch the insides of the upper back teeth.
The front and the tip of the tongue are pointed upward, and, for some speakers, a little backward. Repeat:
lsl lsl biad bi1d.

Column I
wold

heqd

lulk
Kilk
Tirtk

Burke

pe4

puISe

shilk

sti4red

Column 2

wood (Wood)

hood

look

cqqk (Cook)

took

book

pqt

PqSS

shook

stgsd
bird /ge/-bqgks /u/

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The /u/ sound is pronounced with the jaw raised. In contrast to lsl, the tongue
is bunched toward the back of the roof of the mouth instead of toward the center. The tongue is pulled
back and there is little if any contact with the upper teeth. The lips are loosely rounded. Repeat: /u/
lvl books books.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns

It's a big he1d.

I saw the words.

His name is Kiqk.

The Burkes will be late.

I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

It's a big hood.

I saw the woods.

His name is Cook.

The books will be late.

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below
it: Vowel 12 (bifd) or Vowel 9 (books). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and dis-
cuss with your teacher.

l. The woman put the bildbook in her purse.

2. Tt,e cook should return to work on Thursday.

3. If Burt wguld push it and Curt wquld pull it, they could move it!
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Supplement C
Contrast 11

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

look

@
5.SD

Examples: stirred stirred

t2
1.1235.1
2.r236. 123
3.r237.123
4.r238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 12 (bifd) or Vowel 9 (bqqks).
Write the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

t.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

word wood (Wood) shirk shook Burke book

lurk look herd hood purse puss

Turk took Kirk cook (Cook) stined stood

pert put

He has a big herd. He has a big hood.

Can you see the words? Can you see the woods?

My last name is Kirk. My last name is Cook.

The Burkes are coming tomorrow. The books are coming tomorrow.

The Burkes will be here today. The books will be here today.

He sold his herd. He sold his hood.

Examples:

l.s

look

D

lurk

S

wood wood

23
3

4.

5.

6.

2.

3.

look

o
D

2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D

4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle the

number of the one which is different.

stood

o
word

(t
2
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Contrast 12: Vowel 6 and Vowel 10-bus lrt l and no /o"/

Practlce 1

Repeat the items in column l. The lower jaw is partially raised for lr''l and the tongue is ratherflat in the
neutral rest position. The tongue is slightly concave (i.e., rounded inward). The lips are not rounded. Repeat:
Irt l I r'l bus bus.

Column I
cqt

nqt

bqt

come

mqst

none

fqn

bu.n

tqn

strqck

Chuck

Column 2

coat

nqte

boat

cqmb

most

known

phqne

bqne

tqne

strqke

choke

\
6 bus tono 

l-l

\
bus /rrl-nq /ou/

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The /ou/ sound is not a pure sound. That is, it is made up of two parts. The
lower jaw is raised from partially raised for lol to a higher position for /u/. It is important to make the two
parts clearly, although the first part is stronger than the second part. Repeat: I o" I I o" I nq no.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

He wants a nut. He wants a note.

It was a little cqt. It was a little coat.

The dog was chewing a bqn. The dog was chewing a bone.

He bought a two-ton truck. He bought a two-tone truck.

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below
it: Vowel 6 (bus) or Vowel l0 (nq). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss
with your teacher.

l. Before it snows, we must close our summer hqme in the country.

2. Chqck cqt his elbow when he shqt the brqken window.

3. I dqn't knqw, and I wqn't know until the jqdges vote on Mqnday.

4. Joe sold qne boat to his uncle and the qther boat to his brqther.
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Supplement C
Contrast 12

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

choke

o

Examples:

l.s

come

@

fun

o
2

hum

@
D 5.SD

hum

D

comb

S

2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D

4.SD8.SD
Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle the
number of the one which is dffirent.

Examples: Chuck Chuck

l2
Ll235. I

2.r236. 123
3.1237.123
4.1238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 6 (bus) or Vowel l0 (nq). Write
the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

cut coat struck stroke none known

but boat rub robe fun phone

hum home nut note ton tone

must most come comb Chuck choke

bun bone

phone phone

23
3

4.

5.

6.

I.

2.

3.

The cut was black and blue.

The dog was chewing a bun.

He bought a two-ton truck.

She gave him some nuts.

The hum was very quiet.

Where did you get that cut?

He wants a nut.

It was a little cut.

The coat was black and blue.

The dog was chewing a bone.

He bought a two-tone truck.

She gave him some notes.

The home was very quiet.

Where did you get that coat?

He wants a note.

It was a little coat.
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Contrast 13: Vowel 9 and Vowel 1l-books luland law /c/

Practlce 1

Repeat the items in column l. The /u/ sound is pronounced with the jaw raised and the back of the tongue
bunched quite high toward the back of the roof of the mouth. The lips are loosely rounded. Repeat: /u/
lul books books.

Column I
bqll

pqll

fnll

wool

took

hook

fqqt

soot

Column 2

b4ll

P4ql

fAll (Fall)

wau

tdk
hawk

fqqcht

sought

sbooks 
1

I

I

\
ttlaw 

t

l

bmks i ui-law lcl
Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The jaw and the tongue are both lowered for lcl. The tongue is pulled down
and back into the lowest back articulatory position for English vowels. The lower lip and the muscle in the
center of the chin may be slightly tensed. Repeat: /c/ lcl law law.

Practlce 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

The wool was yellow.

The bull was brown.

It was a golden hook.

It was fgll.

The wall was yellow.

The ball was brown.

It was a golden hawk.

It was Fall.

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below
it: Vowel g (books) and Vowel l1 flaw). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and dis-
cuss with your teacher.

1. P4ql pulled the hook out of the dqg's paw.

2. My lawyer's d4gghter is a good cook!

3. The boss took a strong cup of cqffee and two sqgar cookies.

4. We took a long walk in the woods.
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Supplement C
Contrast 13

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

hook hawk

s@
5.SD

2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D

4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle the
number of the one which is dffirent.

fought fought

23
J

2.r236. 123
3.t237.123
4.1238.r23

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 9 (books) or Vowel I I (law).
Write the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

L

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

foot fought pull Paul full fall

hook hawk soot sought bull ball

wool wall took talk

The wool was yellow. The wall was yellow.

The new bull was black. The new ball was black.

It was a golden hook. It was a golden hawk.

It was full. It was Fall.

Who paid for the wool? Who paid for the wall?

We don't need another bull! We don't need another ball!

The hook hit my arm. The hawk hit my arm.

It isn't full yet. It isn't Fall yet.

talk

D

Examples:

l.s

foot

o
2

Examples: Paul Paul pull

12.i - Y'/
l. 1 2 3 5. I

4.

5.

6.

2.

3.

talk

c
D

3U



Contrast 14: Vowel2 and Vowel 4-it ltl and ves /e/

Practice 1

Repeat the items in column L The lower jaw is raised for ltland the tongue is held quite high. There is very
little space between the upper and lower teeth. Repeat: /r/ ltl it it.

Column I
bit
mi_tt

lrd

did

wrlst

spill

fll
chick

big

pin

t!n

bitter

Column 2

bet

met

led

dead

rqst

spg!l

fqll

check

b9g

pen

ten

better

\ 2it
\-

\ nves
\ --

it ltl-yes lel

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The lower jaw and the tongue are both lowered for lel. There is more space
between the upper and lower teeth. Repeat: /e/ lel yes yes.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns

Does that taste bitter?

He had a little chick.

I like your pin.

She spilled it.

I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

Does that taste better?

He had a little check.

I like your pen.

She spelled it.

Practlce 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below
it: Vowel 2 (it) or Vowel 4 (yes). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss
with your teacher.

l I met six French singers.

2. Which letter did Ted write?

3. Ken wrote six chqcks on the ffth of Sgptqmber.

4. Slx frlgndly children were sitting next to the president.
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Supplement C
Contrast 14

Test I
You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

2.sD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D

4,SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Ttvo of them will be the same. One will be different. Circle the

number of the one which is different.

check

c
rest

o
)

2.1236.123
3.r237.123
4.1238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 2 (it) or Vowel4 (ygs). Write the

vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

t.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

bit bet big beg spill sPell

lid led tin ten chick check

wrist rest mitt met pin pen

fill fell did dead bitter better

ten

@
Examples: desk desk tin

(yDs
I.SD5.SD

Examples: chick chick

l2
r. 1235. I

Does that taste bitter?

He had a little chick.

I like your pin.

She spilled it.

That's a big chick.

Is your pin new?

The taste was bitter.

Does that taste better?

He had a little check.

I like your pen.

She spelled it.

That's a big check.

Is your pen new?

The taste was better.
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wrist wrist

23
3

4.

5.

6.

2.

3.



Contrast 15: Vowel 5 and Vowel 4-fat lnl and yes lel

Practlce I
Repeat the items in column l. The jaw and the tongue are lowered for lel.In fact, the tongue is in the lowest

front articulatory position for English vowels. It is rounded and arched forward a little. The tip of the tongue

touches the backs of the lower front teeth. Repeat: /e/ le,l fqt fat.

Column I
band

mat

sat

pan

man

cattle

lather

paddle

add

tan

land

Column 2

bend

met

set

pen

men

kettle

leather

pedal

Ed
ten

lend

\ I

\ aves

\ sfat

\- I

fal lel-ygt lel

Practlce 2
Repeat the items in column 2.The /e/ is made with the lower jaw and the tongue both raised from their
position for lel. There is less space between the upper and lower teeth. Repeat: lel lel yes yes.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

Lather smells good. Lgqther smells good.

Who paid for the cqttle? Who paid for the kettle?

He broke the paddle. He broke the pgdal.

Did the man come yet? Did the men come yet?

I found an old pan. I found an old Pen

Practlce 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below
it: Vowel 5 (faQ or Vowel 4 (yes). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss

with your teacher.

l. Let's ask Pdna to lend us a pan.

2. I have to move ten heavy leather saddles.

3. The wegther will be better 4fter January.

4. He asked for ten sandwiches and eleven 4lrples.
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Supplement C
Contrast 15

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or senten@s using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D

4.SD8.SD
Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One wilt be different. Circle the
number of the one which is different.

Examples: mat mat cattle kettle

(YDS(P'
I.SD5.SD

Examples: ten ten

t2
l. | 2 3 5. I

New lather smells good,

The man didn't come.

He broke the paddle.

Who bought the battle?

I found an old pan.

Which man got the job?

Did the man come yet?

I found the band.

tan

@
band

o
2

2.t236. 123
3.r237.123
4.1238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 5 (fqt) or Vowel 4 (yes). Write
the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

mat met tan ten lather leather

pan pen band bend add Ed
cattle kettle sat set land lend
paddle pgdal man men lad led

bend bend

23
3

4.

5.

6.

l.

2.

3.

New leather smells good.

The men didn't come.

He broke the pedal.

Who bought the kettle?

I found an old pen.

Which men got the job?

Did the men come yet?

I found the bend.
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Contrast 16: Vowel 5 and Vowel 6-fat lnl and bus /n/

Practice 1

Repeat the items in column l. The lower jaw and the tongue are lowered for lel. The tongue is rounded a

little and arched forward a little. The tip of the tongue touches the insides of the lower front teeth. Repeat:

lel lnl fat fat.

Column I
ankle

cap

match

dam

hat

c4t

bat

fan

Dan

tan

ran

sd

Column 2

uncle

cqp

mqch

dqmb

hqt

cqt

bqt

fqn

dqne

tqn

rqn

sqll

\

\
6 bus

\ sfat

\
fat la-l-blrts /r,,1

Practice 2
Repeat the items in column 2. The jaw is partially raised for li'l. There is much less space between the upper

and lower teeth. The tongue is rather flat in the neutral or rest position. In contrast to the rounding and

forward arching for lel, the tongue is slightly concave (i.e., rounded inward). Repeat: /rrl lr,'l bus

bus.

Practice 3
Repeat the pairs of items in columns I and 2. Then repeat the pairs of sentences below.

He wants a new c4p. He wants a new cup.

It was Dan. It was dqne'

The little hat was green. The little hqt was green.

It hurt my ankle. It hurt mY uncle.

He has a little cat. He has a little cut.

Practice 4
Stop the tape. Read each sentence silently. Write the vowel number for each underlined vowel letter below
it: Vowel 5 (faQ or Vowel 6 (bqs). Check your answers in the Answer Key. Practice in class and discuss

with your teacher.

l. The class had lqnch at hllf past qne.

2. Sqmeqne ordered a dozen hamburgers and a dozen 4pples.

3. My aunt and uncle will leave for the country on Saturday, Sunday, or Mqnday.

4. My young cousin had a bad 4ccident.
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Supplement C
Contrast 16

Test 1

You will hear pairs of words or sentences using items from the teacher's list. As you listen, decide whether
they are the same (S) or different (D). Circle S or D.

uncle

@

2.SD6.5D
3. S D 7. S D

4.SD8.SD

Test 2
You will hear three words or sentences. Two of them will be the same. One will be diferent. Circle the
number of the one which is dffirent.

Examples: ran ran

l. | 2 3 5. l
2. 1236. I

fan ankle

DS
5.SD

Examples:

l.s

run
4\\\vt2

much much

23
3

3

3.t237.123
4.1238.123

Test 3
You will hear six items from the teacher's list. Decide if each contains Vowel 5 (fat) or Vowel 6 (bus). Write
the vowel number and the word (or sentence). Check your spelling.

Check your answers in the Answer Key.

Teacher's List

cap cup cab cub Dan done

dam dumb sang sung ran mn

cat cut match much gal gull

fan fun hat hut ankle uncle

tan ton bat but

Someone hurt my ankle! Someone hurt my uncle!

The cab was black and white. The cub was black and white.

I bought a little green hat. I bought a little green hut.

She had a little cat on her arm. She had a little cut on her arm.

It was Don on the phone. It was done on the phone.

I saw a beautiful gal! I saw a beautiful gull!

4.

5.

6.

l.

2.

3.

fan

o
D

match

o
2

2
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Answer Key /Teacher Scri pt





Unit I

Lesson 1

Part I (page 4)

l. I forgot my pencil.

2. Tomorrow is Saturday.

3. Call me tonight around seven.

Part 2 (paee 4)

4. I closed the door and waited for the bus.

5. I bought four books for my two classes.

Part 3 (page 4)

6. I ate a chicken-salad sandwich.

7. T\e students are going to Chicago.

8. He was waiting at the bus stop.

Part 4 (page 5)

9. He isn't coming.

10. The boys 'n' girls were late.

ll. I'm gonna study at the lab.

Part 5 (page 5)

12. I'm hungry.

13. Am I late?

14. I bought hotdogs, French fries, apples, and candy.

Lesson 2 No dlctatlon in thls lesson.

Lesson 3

Part 3 (page ll)
l. bec6use 4. mys6lf 7. asl6ep

2. toddy 5. n6ver 8. kftchen

3. br6ther 6. arrive 9. siindwich

Part 3 (page ll)
L The t6acher was late. 3. The b6by was asl6ep.

2. He arrived at ten. 4. Perh6ps I should do it mys€lf.

Paft4 (pages ll-12)
l. I was asl6ep.

2. They will arrive at ten.

3. I n6ver drink c6ffee.

4. I ate a chicken siindwich.
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AK/TS to Pages 14-20

Regource Materlal

Part 3 (page 14)

Group l. afrriid M6nday mys6lf decide

Group 2. d6llar midnight gui&{r s6ftly

Group 3. thirt6en ball6on r:iggq" agr6e

Group 4. hers6lf c6usin mdybe visit

Group 5. s6ldier rirtist money escape

Group 6. polite acr6ss p6pcorn exp6nse

Part 4 (page 15)

l. I forg6t to set my al6rm.

2. My br6ther is a f6mous d6ctor.

3. I bought a h6tdog and some p6pcorn.

4. The pfppy was hringry and thirsty.

5. The singer had a new guit6r.

Lesson 4

Part 3 (pages 16-17)

l. SSmebody took my 6vercoat. 3. We bought some b6autiful fiirniture.
2. She's a w6nderful musician. 4. We can buy the m6dicine at the h6spital.

Part 4 (page 17)

l. I have a b6autiful g6rden.

2. S6mebody is at the door.

3. I have a w6nderful id6a.

4. We will pr6bably go tog6ther.

Resource Materlal

Part 7 (page 19)

Group l. pr6sident redriction app6arance imp6rtant

Group 2. 6ccident h6spital tom6rrow 6nemy

Group 3. engin6er aftern6on crlpital overl6ok

Group 4. tom6to Crinada Chic6go Ohfo

Group 5. rlnimal Fl6rida 6venue exdmple

Group 6. adv6nture potiito id6a underpi{id

Part 8 (page 20)

l. I underst6nd that gasoline is very exp6nsive.

2. The acc6untant gave us the fin6ncial rep6rt.

3. I flew from Chicdgo to Fl6rida and then to M6xico City.

4. My ap6rtment is near the h6spital.

5. Tom6rrow they will visit the crlpital in Wrishington.
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AK/TS to Pages 22-28

Lesson 5

Part 3 (page 22)

l. tod6y 3. again 5. t6legram
xlr
| 2 I 2 12 3

2. tonight 4. tom6rrow 6. disapp6ar
xxr
12 t 2 3 t2 3

Resource Mateilal

Part 5 (page 24)

l. I eat br6akfast at s6ven o'clock every morning.

2. The first word in the s6ntence is accented on the last sfllable.

3. I sent a t6legram to the pr6sident.

4. He ate a l6ttuce and tom6to s6lad for lunch.

5. There are no classes tom6rrow because it's a h6liday.

6. The state g6vernment of T6xas is very p6werful'

7. My landlord coll6cts the rent pdyment on the first of the month.

8. There was a t6rrible car 6ccident on the corner.

Lesson 6

Part 3 (page 27)

Column l Column 2

l.
2. want

3. attend

4.

5.

6. wash

7.

8. live

9.

Part 4 (page 28)

Column 2

needed

talked

liked

played

studied

Column 3 Column 4

tdtItl lfilor ledl

danced

worked

wished

liked

called

lived

played

closed

loaded

added

wanted

needed

waited
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AK/TS to Pages 28-33

Part 5 (page 28)

l. She ordered a sandwich.

2. They arrived at ten.

3. We qggtdg! to wait for Bob.

4. We washed the windows and cleaned the house.

Resource Material

Part I (pages 29-30)

Column I Column 2 Column 3

Itl ldl ltdl or ladl

worked stayed decided

danced snowed added

liked rained wanted

washed called loaded

talked opened invited

closed tested

lived

ordered

agreed

Lesson 7

Part 3 (page 32)

Column I Column 2

l.
2.

3. bus

4.

5. student

6.

7.

8. name

9.

Part 4 (page 33)

rOSCS

suitcases

books

notes

teachers

windows

Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

lzllsl lnl or lazl

lamps

cats

lakes

ropes

doors

chairs

names

keys

dishes

classes

roses

boxes

watches
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AKITS to Pages 33-56

Part 5 (page 33)

l. The students have four classes. 3. The teachers gave us the answers.

2. The tests are given on Fridays. 4. They have two cats and three dogs.

Resource Materlal

Part I (pages 35-36)

Column I Column 2 Column 3

lnl or lezllzllsl

books
lakes

students
ropes

months

Lesson 11

Part 6 (paee 56)

l. We're late to class.

2. I haven't seen him.

nurses
buzzes

suitcases
watches
dishes
boxes
classes

corsages
languages

3. How've you been.

4. I should've called him.

tables
names

teachers
gloves

windows
toys

Lesson 8

Part4 (pages 39-40)

l. I'd like some popcorn.

2. I'd like some popcorn, I and a ggke.

3. I'd like some popcorn, I a Q!e, I and a candy bar.

Lesson 9

Part 4 (page 44)

l. I *as hungry enC thirsty. 3. Bill+nd Sam+re frem Chicago.

2. k students are going te class. 4. I sus+ go te class et two.

Lesson 10

Part 4 (page 49)

l. They were : readyforclass. 3. I wish : she would wait.

2. Jeff : found a penny. 4. I gave Jane : nine dollars.
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AKITS to Pages 57-75

Resource Materlal

Part l-Chart 8 (page 57)

l. la.-l 9. 8a.-7
2. 5a.-3 10. 2a.-8
3. 2a.-2 ll. 7a.-3
4. la.-5 12. 7a.-7
5. 2a.-7 13. 4a.-6
6. 3a.-6 14. 4a.-8
7. 3a.-8 15. 6a.-3
8. 9a.-3

Part l-Chart 9 (page 58)

l. l2a.-2 9. 5a.-l
2. 6a.-l 10. la.-l
3. 4a.-l ll. 7a.-l
4. lla.-l 12. l0a.-l
5. 2a.-l 13. l5a.-2
6. 3a.-l 14. l4a.-2
7. lia.-l 15. 8a.-l
8. l6a.-2

Lesson 12

Part 3 (page 6l)
l. What is your name? 4. Is he from France or from Spain?

2. Where are you from? 5. Do you want tea or coffee?

3. It is time for lunch.

Part 4 (page 62)

l. Did he ask her to come? 3. I would like some cake and some ice cream.

2. It is time for class. 4. Please give me a cup of coffee.

Resource Materlal

Part 2 (page 63)

l. I have waited for almost an hour. 4. Did he order a hamburger or a hotdog?

2. Does he want the red car? 5. He was waiting for his friend.

3. No. he wants the blue one.

Lesson 13

Part 4 (page 67)

Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

l.b l.c l.b l.d l.c
2.c 2.a 2.d 2.c 2.a
3.a 3.b 3.a 3.e 3.e

4.c 4.b 4.b

Lesson 14 5. a 5. d

Part 4 (page 75)

la. -What would vou like?\,
3 -12a. Where are vou livine?

L--+ r

3-
lb. I'd like a sandwich and a glass oflmilk.

|.......lr

3-
2b. ^l have an apart'ment.
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AK/TS to Pages 82-89

3a. rl&9lg_q!e-you fiorn?\.
3-r

4a. ,How long have you beenlhere?
+t

3 ----l
5a. .@_you studying?

r+t

Lesson 15

Part 4 (page 82)

,Are you going to the OrK";

.Have all the students CR;

.Isn't lotrn goifri

,Can they catch a bus latdi

3b.

4b.

3 

--l,I'm from Can'ada.
Ltt

3-.

,I've been here a mbnth.

3. 3.

,t .\n't.,I have an uoo*J."n,.\r--- - L*,

,nil uutl\nn.\,

+b. ,Sur", tt "y -n'"u".y hulflhou..
l_),

rb.

2b.

la.

?-^.

3a.

4a.

Lesgon 16

Part 4 (page 89)

la.

2a.

3a.

4a.

,Have all the students gdi

^What did vou h)ve?\,
-\

,I&gIg__have you. Ur"ql

,I'm in lawlschool.

,He's waiting for alfriend.

"3 "3 
a3---3-

lb. . I like base afrl,rgtrt,rbasketbdf ,rang! hoc[ey.
€t

2b.rNo,Isaw-l#n',rgngDif ,ruoErud,;""d'Ndf, y
l-t

3b. ,I had some soup and cracke d',r&ult**nLo4]r*A='b"(;

4b. ,I've lived in R"/rio ,u,.diin N"* vof,lr."*il*

- 

.->,

Lesson 17 No dlctatlon In thls lesson.

Lesson 18 No dlctaton In thls lesson.

Lesson 19 No dlctatlon In thls lesson.
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AKITS to Pages 102-3

Lesson 20

Part I (page 102)

l. underst6nd 7. mys6lf
1 2 3 12

2. tlacherr 8. disc6ver

3. pr6sident 9. aftern6on
r23 12 3

4. t6lephone 10. Sept6mber
12 3 I 2 3

5. musician ll. tom6rrow
12 3 1 2 3

6. perh6ps 12. YesterdaY
12 123

Part2 (page 102)

1. churches Z 7. missed I
2. dimes | 8. [ved 1

3. kisses Z 9. hnded

4. judges 2 10. laughed

5. hills | 11. sounded Z
6. wanted t 

12. gloves

Part 3 (page 103)

l. I'd like a sandwich. (l sentence stress)

2. I'd like a sandwich and a cup of coffee. (2)

3. I'd like a sandwich, a cup of gq_ffee, and some ice cream. (3)

4. The children danced and sang. (3)

5. Get teaSly for the test. (2)

6. I'm ping to Chicago on Monday. (3)

Par1"4 (page 103)

1. 1 ,rn,tZt go f,-cr class.

2. He hlru come At rcn.

3. JAj- students golng Chicago.

19"]'tu:P- test.

5. I "'r' u hungry n t thirsty.

A-/L!,, _ g

_ *\o

4. Meet me at the bus : stop.
t------ir

5. We can help : Paul.

6. He's a bad : dog.

322

6. They C&,/n/ 
"o " 

-{t <n n', fou, 1--t fire.
a

Part 5 (page 103)

l. I won some : money.
!_____-___r

2. I bought a silver : ring.
I-r

3. He's my favorite : teacher.
t------.'



Part 6 (page lM)
t. g" d*+ run-tt, work here.

2. WA4 ' he crying?
/ )+

3. She ttr.t44 ./-t invited.

t. Hntr' your mother?

5. We Cn ) L leave until ten.

6. *!444-' + 
he coming?

Part7 (page l,M)

t. t h,a''trl' -L 
study.

2. I]il lrru o f . n lzll,l-. after class.

3. We're study.
nft

+.')1/lu+ '-ML- doing?

5. I don't '{- 
+ to- ' ,o.

6. Please 
#- 

'rY-l--/ a cup of coffee.

Part 8 (pages lM-5)
3\

l. ,Whgllygld you likg?\,

2. .I'd like a sandwich and a glass otpfk-

3\
3. ^Ilhgfg_are vou frbm?

Part9 (page 105)

-o'l. ,Have all the students gohe?

2. ,Isn't John goifri

l. , Rre you coming latdi

Part lo (Page lo5) 
-s ,s-----3---l

l. . I bought rorr5sdp,some toothpud,,A!d-!949 Kleelnex.
r+rt

2. ,t've lived in g"<.-rr!" D", rit',rinltw.yd,;*a t" 
"i:1*- L+t

3. . t had some soup and cracke At'ogl,ulqdd'r-;;t"tt

3

6. ,I'm in

3-
ol'm from Cadada.

L+r
3_-.1

,What are you studying?
| >t

AKITS to Pages 104-5

4.

5.
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Unit 2

Lesson 1 No dlctatlon in thls lesson.

Lesson 2 No dictatlon In thls lesson.

Lesson 3

Part 3 (page l3l)
L We must leave at three.

2. These books seem gely to Eed.

Part 4 (page 131)

l. She was leaving for the beach.

2. These books seem easv to read.

2. He ate eightv-eight cakes!

Part 4 (page 136)

l. He ate a great big steak.

2. Today is the eighth of 4p1!!.

3. Does bg need these !eys?
4. Please meet me at the beach.

3. The teacher needs the keys.

4. Please meet me at three.

4. The rain in Spain is mainly on the plain.

3. The lady was waiting by the gate.

4. The baby weighs eight pounds.

Part 5 (pages l3l-32)
L be she meter these complete

2. see three between week cheese

3. tea each teacher easy please leave

4. field believe thief

Lesson 4

Part 3 (page 136)

L We were Wsllng for the train in the rain. 3. Jane Tavlor is a famous lady.

Part 5 (pages 136-31)

l. famous baby paper late came place gave

2. trwn wait rain praise raise

3. day way say today

4. weight eight neighbor

5. great break steak

Lesson 5

Part 3 (page l4l)
l. Let's have dinner at six.

2. I put four big fish in the dish.

3. Snow is the kiss of winter; rain is the kiss of spring!

4. Which picture is in the window?
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AK/TS to Pages 142-52

Part 4 (paee 142)

1. He caught fifty bigfish. 3. I live at sixteen sixteen Fifth Avenue.

2. My g1qlgl was sitting by the river. 4. She wore a b1g 4!g on her little finger.

Part 5 (paee 142)

L big sick dish listen spring

2. sigde middle little will miss dinner

3. bicycle syllable rhythm

4. business busy build building quit quick

Lesson 6

Part 3 (page 146)

l. It's twenty past ten. 3. Every lesson *ill 9!q with a test.

2. I met my bgqt friend at the restaurant. 4. I left my pencil on the desk.

Parl4 (page l4T)

L I left my red pencil on the desk. 3. Get ready for the test.

2. Winter weather is never pleasant. 4. Study the next seven lessons.

Part 5 @aee 147)

l. red desk forget ever never pencil

2. better letter sell yellow lesson egg

3. ready head bread heavy meant weather

4. friend friendly

5. guest guess question

Lesson 7

Part 3 (page l5l)
l. Please pass the epplgg. 3. Sam took the last sandwich.

2. The fat cat sat on the hat. 4. The classes will travel by taxi.

Part 4 (page 152)

1. The taxi driver was a handsome man. 3. I can't answer the last question.

2. Classes began last week. 4. The accident happened after class.

Part 5 (page 152)

l. bad sad man ask last basket

2. class add happy happen apple battle

3. at an and that than has

4. ifter siindwich prdctice perhiips rel6x undersf6nd

5. laugh laughter aunt
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u.""@tested)it.
7. I can smell the ( leather {1-dh"}.
8. The waiter ruu" ,,1",n" , )ffi}

a \__I__/
9. Do you have ufu1d) pain - pen - pan )?

34s
10. Spell the word ( seat - rl 

@ 
r?, ,.

*L l.ttil, - f,(- At ufr

Part 3 (page 157)

l. He's sitting in my seat!
1 22 2 1

2. Thelady set t$epepper on the paper.
3443

3. Which letter did Ted leave on thedesk?
2 4 

-a 
4 1 4

Lesson I
Part 3 (page 162)

l. I need a new blue suit.

2. Lou likes his new room.

ParI4 (page 163)

l. His new blue shoe fell in the pool.

2. A neI group of students will arrive in June.

Part 5 (pages 163-6/.)

l. zoo soon room school

2. ruler students junior July

3. to do who

AK/TS to Pages 156-64

Lescon I
Part I (page 156)

l. I bought another ( sheep

She's

Part2(page 156)

Vowel I

see

2. Do you have 
" 

(€.frD pen )?

fl-
%00o 

{o

Vowel2

it

Vowel3

s4y

Vowel4

ygs

Vowel5

fet

4. Betty would rather have+ leather hat.
.5545

5. He put his ten sheep on{hered ship.
1241 42

6. Jim went {o get six sandwiches end ten apples.
24 4252 45

3. We met a group of students at the zoo.

4. Sue wants some soup and some fruit.

3. He threw a rock through the window.

4. Lou bought a new blue suit.

boot tooth roof loose

June rule
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AKITS to Pages 167-79

4. you group soup

5. threw grew flew

6. avenue blue true

Lesson 10

Part 3 (page 167)

l. Let's gg to the show. 3. I know those fellows stole the gold!

2. Who owns that qld y9!9y bq4g 4. Don't p swimming alone.

Parl4 (page 168)

l. He broke his shoulder and his toe. 3. My window overlooks the ocean.

2. T\ey sold the old g!gyg_. 4. I hope she likes yellow roses.

Part 5 (page 168)

l. so radio no open gold both 3. slow bel6w yell6w wfndow

2. wrote home broke rose 4. road load soap boat

Lesson 11

Part 3 (pages 172-73)

l. They went for a long walk. 3. His daughter's office is across the hall.

2. T\e teacher taught us the wrong song. 4. Be careful! Don't fall offthe wall.

Pafi" 4 (page 173)

l- It was a long song. 3. I qgy them talking in the hall.

2. His daughter is tall. 4. He caught the ball.

Part 5 (pages 173-74)

l. dog fog cost off song 4. saw draw lawyer

2. call hall walk bald also 5. ought fought bought

3. caught taught because

Lesson 12

Part 3 (page 178)

l. He shouldn't put his foot on the table. 3. The boy stood on one foot.

2. Where should I put the wood?

Part4 (page 179)

l. We yggl{like to walk in the woods.

2. He bought a good wool sweater.

3. Put the gsqhig! and the sugel on the table.

4. We shook hands and said goodbye.

4. Put the books on the table.
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AK/TS to Pages 179-88

Part 5 (page 179)

l. put pull full push bush

2. good stood took cook

3. should could would shouldn't couldn't

Lesron 13

Part I (page 182)

l. It was a golden(6iiF; hook)!
\__/ s

2. He's in the llow(]lfiychool.
ro \lL-l

3. It was a long lpun (fi6i\
g r\k/

4. Who paid for *"S9 wall)?

5. Mr. White is very (bold /ffi$\
10 \l__/

6. fn"Kil6soot) was black.
\_-_/ s

Part 2 (page 182)

It isn't lrAl (6$yett
.rr \9-./

wnor"6G\ ball) is this?

)gZ.- rr

It lookd(fullish} foolish) !

\__-/ 8

Spell the *o.c(fiii; pull - pole - Paul).
\O--l e ro tl

Spell the word (cooed {6m} code - cawed).
e \---l to lr

Spell the word (bull - bowl {-"ttDe 10 \!_-/

1

8.

9.

10.

ll.

12.

Vowel 8

twg
t0

lrcnt
.lr

t ln
Part 3 (page 183)

Vowel 9

books

ln,ll
C: '/'
+, nll
lo,l,L(.{-

,.rrrrLl

Vowel I0
n9
/1 ,

c*{,.d
t't>r/0.

Vowel I I
law

ln/n
ea"'L
_ t4

* 
|u'

-fin-u-_-r-_-
4.b-<t-'
(*'( '

l. Who took my good new cookbook?
89 9899

2. Thelawyer's daughter isa-good cook!
1l 99

4. I thought Paul +vas going home.
rl 11 l0 10

5. Woody pushed Louieintothepool!
9988

6. Don't go +il{he lawyer calls!
r0 ro lt 1l

3. L_geln O!4y. new words.

4. Thirty purple birds were sitting on the curb.

3. I washed my blgthg! dirty shirt.

4. I heard a bjrd singing.
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3. We tookalong walk in+hewoods.
9 11 li I

Lesson 14

Part 3 (page 187)

1. The nurse burned the shirt.

2. It's a modern church.

Part 4 (page 188)

l. I never yg{on T_gtr@y.
2. My sister wants a purple skirt.



AK/TS to Pages 188-207

Part 5 (page 188)

l. her fern

2. fur hurt

3. sir bird

over sister

turn purse

glrl first

Lesson 15

Part 3 (page 195)

l. The Number One bus comes at ene.

2. His btqlber can't come until Monday.

Part 4 (page 196)

l. U/hg! color is the bus?

2. My uncle is coming for supper.

Part 5 (page 196)

l. sun jump butter summer

2. son money come Monday

3. cousin young double trouble

Lesson 16

Part3 (page202)

l. John forgot his promise.

2. Is the doctor at the hospital?

Part 4 (page 203)

1. He forgot his promise.

2. I got a hotdog and a bottle ofpop.

Part 5 (page 203)

l. not hot job bottle collar

2. father watch wash

Lesson 17

Part I (page 207)

l. The (bird {fi\is beautiful! 6. That was a
12 \_a-l

7. Which (curlers
12

Where are

I didn't see

work worse color

learn early earth

6

docks)?
7

4. world

5. heard

3. June is a lovely summer month.

4. Her mother cooked a wonderful supper.

3. Her husband was eating his lunch.

4. I studied on Sundav and Mondav.

3. I got a spot on my ggUel.

4. We stopped at the shop for a bottle of peg.

3. I'm sorry I dropped the clock.

4. He gg! aJgq at a big college.

good shot)!

colors) did she buy?

shirt

8.

9.

3.

4.

was it (hot /f,1[,9
\_q

My((lockF luck) was good!
\L-,/ 6

The (cub {ur--t)*us black.
j--_\ \t3-l

Who((shut * shoO it?
\i_./ 7
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AKITS to Pages 207-'17

Part2 (pages 207-8)

Vowel 12 Vowel6 Vowel T

stgpbild
0.t

a+
n4 A

-znillA-A.t
CI
,Ltt'177 '

Part 3 (page 208)

I . Worst luck! Someone burned {he buns ! 4. The robber shut his shirt in the locker.
12661267126t2712

2. The robber dropped the rubber duck! 5. Dirk's duck.was on thedock.
7 12 7 6 12 6 t2 6 7

3. Bob's collar is+funny color! 6. The curler an4the collar were tfie same color!
7 7 12 6 12 12',t2 7 ',t2 ',12 6 12

CI
(t

ti
*.

a"Ar-t*i
([ |

bqs

y',, /

4(-,tzn-,
0-+

CL: t
((

Lesson 18

Part 3 (page 2ll)
l. Why did he buy a y!& qe?

2. Please lgy nine pies.

Part 4 (page2l2)

l. A cat has nine lives.

l. A loud crowd was shouting.

2. I learned a thousand nouns.

2. They climbed the highest mountain.

Part 5 (paee2l2)

l. find climb Friday high brieht

2. like time smile drive arrive

3. cry my why spy fry

Lesson 19

Part 3 (page 216)

l. The mouse ran around the house.

2. We found a brown gsy on the mountain. 4. Pronounce the vowel sounds.

Part 4 (page 217)

3. I can't find the 5ig!19 knife.

4. I saw a bright light in the sky tonight.

3. I'm flying to Miami on Friday.

4. I'd like to buy a kite.

3. I waited down town for an hour.

3. The mouse ran around the house.
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4. He was about an hour late.



Part 5 (page 217)

l. shout loud south found

2. crowd now down vowel

3. route house mouse

4. ounce pronounce announce

Lesson 20

Part3 (paee22O)

L The Lqp enjoyed their noisy toys.

2. Their loud voices made too much noise!

3. The boiling oil was destroyed.

4. His loyal friends were appointed.

Part 4 (page 221)

1. He appointed his loyal friend.

2. The boys were noisy.

3. The oil was boiling.

4. He pointed to the noisy toys.

Part 5 (paee 221)

l. join noisy point

2. boy enjoy annoy

3. noise voice

Lesson 21

Part | (paee 224)

1. He loves to eat Hawaiian (pie
13

10. Spell the word (tile - towel
13 1'l

AKITS to Pages 217-25

down)?
14

vice)!
13

Vowel 15

boy

2. She bought ,orn" n"*(@ to*"t.).
\3--l 14

3. Th"(b;il bough) fell down.
\,!_./ 14

4. They're afraid of ,ft.ffiG| mice)!

5. It'sasteer,if@" 
13

8.

9.

Part2 (pages 224-25)

Vowel 13

my

Vowel 14

cow

r. .t?( L

y'' to

C

t-/

Z/1 4 | zn-z

What a gooolSr]\ boy - bow)!
\-J!'-/ t5 t4

Dd you find the (oil {fi\ aisle)?
rs \-{__/ 11_

n t4-1-Cl '

{trco' I
33r



AKITS to Pages 225-34

Part 3 (paee 225)

l. It took five hours te climb +he mountain.
13 14 '13 la

2. Write{hevowel numbers on+helines as you pronounce them.
t3 14 13 la

3. I heard loud noisv voices outside mv house!
t4 15 15 14 ',t3 13 1413

4. The-nine noisy boys spilled-theoil i*{heaisle!
't3 15 15 i5 13

5. The boy went te buy seme ties,-seme toys, andseme flowers.
't5 13 13 15

6. There's a* oily owl in +he aisle!
15 14 13

Lesson 22 No dlctatlon In thls lesson.

Lesson 23

Front Vowels Part 3

Test I (paee233)

l. I bought another@ snip).q
2. Do you have u (pln (99
3. Who borrowed mffian-\ penlt\1'
4. She has a new (pen ( pin).)

4 \Z-/
5. She's (Sleepin$- slipping)?

\_-./ 2

Test 2 (paee234)

Vowel I
see

Vowel2

it

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Vowel3

say

Vowel4

y9s

Vowel5

fat

C.A.L

/-..-..--\
He (tasted {ested)it.g \<__-/
I can smell the (leather

4

+[ r f -J-r-(o - /,-b. -" -

Test 3 (paee 234)

l. The teacher gave us a special reading test.
t3ttta

2. His little cat chased the big rat.
2253 25

3. I think we'll take a vacation in November.

(n"f.

The waiter save me tn((6ili5 uettl.

Do you have a (pin - )iffi*-; ounyr
zs\--*1--/5

Spell the word (seat - slt - t:, 
@

213 33 2 a
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4. The last question on the test was easy to answer.
54415

5. I guess he'll wait until Wednesday.
413243

6. Many lands have a celebration on the first day of May.

AK/TS to Pages 236-37

Vowel T

stgp

CYT

.l t

/i
.!

0 .t

J-

c( /

455

Central Vowels Part 3

Test I (paee 236)

43

bud) is beautiful!
6

hurt)?
12

luck) was good!

curb) was black.
12

l.

2.

4.

War

Mvr

(uiro:
\12-l

(trot

(lock
\7

cub

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

That was a good(shirt J shot)!
v_/ 7

Which (curlers - collars ar"lili$Aid she buy?

-\ywhere are the (ducks (!ly
I didn't see the (cub {6$-1coU;.\13--l -r__spell the word (lock -'ril (y)5. who rsrrut flEin

Test 2 (paee 237)

Vowel 12

bud

0; +

,At /,L
VI ,

{,
'0

CI,, ,,

,Ll)t) |

Test 3 (page 237)

l. Her husband got her another fur coat.

Vowel6

bus

1a
/

u/ ,

AzL,L/fl)

J1
C't
/"

12 6 712A1212
2. The girls were studying the problems on Sunday and Monday.

12126766

3. The doctor and the nurse left the hospital at six o'clock.
7121277

4. My uncle and my cousin hunied home from work.
6612 12

5. I got a new cotton shirt with a colorful collar.
t2612712
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AKITS to Pages 240-43

Lesson 24

Back Vowels Part 3

Test I (paee240)

1. It was a golden (hawk +66ok)
2. He's in th" 0o*-tu;le.h\#

ro \-lr-,/
3. It was a lonqaffrii) pool;.

\-g---l 8 
---------:4. who paid for the (wool (59

5. Mr. White is uery(6td---\ buto;t

o. rnedit\roo,l)#"t.
\_q_/ s

It isn't(Fii\ fult) yet!

!l4i e

Whose(bowl ) ball) is this?

:Y '>------It looks (fullish 
-foolish)I \__./

Spell the word (pool - pull - pole
8910

4. They're afraid of the (mouse fdGD)
14 \-1g-l

5. It's a steeffille \oil;.
\=-./ rs

6. Is it time to * 
"ll" -€D

Test 2 (page 240)

Vowel 8

twq

Test 3 (paee 241)

1. Who put the sugar in my orange juice?
899 11 8

2. It shouldn't snow in June, July, or August.
9r088

Vowel II
law

/r4 lf

, *l*-* /(

(af
r uro -t-

I

Vowel I0

nQ

c 0,
c-o-rl o

j4'
I
tuN-A

/*4/

Vowel 9

booksr //
e '0

-eilAL
I

. lltl

,1tr, / 
C{

rftL
t
'(o

ffi-
/Y

Diphthongs Part 3

Test I (page243)

l. He loves to eat Hawaiiary(-ie \oilt
\_4f rs

2. She bought some new ttit.r -(6ilD13 \__--l
3. rne466f\ boueh) fell down.

\L-_/ 14

t1

3. By November the woods ought to be full of snow.
r0 9 l't 910

4. She put the small blue coat in the lower drawer.
9t't 810r0tl

5. You were gone so long we thought you were lost.
8 tl 10 11 't1 I 11

6. He taught football at the local high school.
r1 9 il t0

Spelt the word (cooed - could 

-".d;> 
cawed).

. __:- \g_-/ rr

Spell the word (bull{bowl} ball).e V__/ 11
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AK/TS toPage244

7. That's a terrible(o1\ vice)! 9. Did you find the (oil - owl{"lrt.D
\- rs -/ 'r3 15 14 \A___-,/

8. What a good (buy:6t> bow)r 10. Spell the word (tile {fi\ 611.' ri \'1,/ 14 ^ 13 \-1=-/ 15

Test 2 (paee 2M)

Vowel 15

bqv

f-
*r4-C o

'''''ryr-
a/pao;<rn-tal

l-L(o I
(/

Test 3 (paee 2M)

1. The cowboys found a brown and white cow.
14 15 t4 14 13 14

2. We invited the clown to join the crowd inside the house.
'13 14 15 14 13 14

3. About midnieht we decided to drive down town.
14 13 13 13 14 14

4. We enjoyed flying through the white clouds high in the sky.
15 13 13 14 t3 13

5. His voice is surprisingly loud.
't5 t3 14

6. I counted five royal crowns in the happy crowd.
14 t3 15 14 14

Vowel 14

cow
Vowel 13

my

-L_%._ry
/' 't

{/lrr t

cvH 1-
.4 .tn

J.|.1 +la IL

C.u)t '

nnartazLn
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Supplement C

Contrast 1

Practice 4 (page 279)

l. He's sitting in my seat!
1 22 2 1

2. She didn't finirsh the cleanirrg?

3. He put his sheep on the ship.
121 2

4. I have a feeling these shoes won't fit my big feet!
12 1 2 2 1

Test I (page 280)

l. seat seat S

2. itch itch S

3. peel pill D

4. Was it steel? Was it still? D
5. He's living here. He's living here. S

6. There's the hill. There's the heel. D
7. When did he live here? When did he live here? S

8. She's sleeping. She's slipping. D

Test 2 (page 280)

l. dip dip deep 3

2. each itch each 2

3. living living leaving 3

4. I'll feel it. I'll fill it. I'll feel it. 2

5. He's living here. He's living here. He's leaving here. 3

6. I need another sheep. I need another ship. I need another ship. I

7. She's slipping. She's slipping. She's sleeping. 3

8. Was it steel? Was it still? Was it steel? 2

Test 3 (page 280)

l. Vowel 2 slip 4. Vowel I He's leaving here.

2. Vowel I easy 5. Vowel 2 I need another sh!p.

3. Vowel 2 sit 6. Vowel 2 I'll fill it.

Contrast 2

Practice 4 (page 281)

l. April weather is wet and rainy. 3. When it gets late, I wait by the gate.

2. The lady set the pepper on the paper. 4. The red lace dress was on sale.
34434343
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AKITS to Pages 282-84

Test I (paee282\

l. fail fell D

2. get get S

3. less lace D

4. wait wait S

5. I have a debt. I have a debt. S

6. I have a pain. I have a pen. D

7. He tested it. He tested it. S

8. I need some paper. I need some pepper. D

Test 2 (page 282)

l. main main men 3

2. tell tale tale I
3. gate get gate 2

4. pepper pepper paper 3

5. He tested it. He tasted it. He tested it. 2

6. I bought some more paper. I bought some more pepper. I bought some more pepper. I

7. Do you have a pen? Do you have a pen? Do you have a pain? 3

8. edge edge age 3

Test 3 (page 282)

l. Vowel 4 edge 4. Vowel 4 Do you have a pgn?

2. Vowel 3 sale 5. Vowel 3 Who bought the pqper?

3. Vowel 4 pepper 6. Vowel 4 He tgsted it.

Gontrast 3

hactice 4 (page 283)

l. Who dropped the cat into the black box?

2. Put the bottle on the black block in the lab.
7575

3. Grandfather put my new socks in the sack.

4. Th: uu'"t 
""t 

sat on .o oi the rock. 
5

55571

Test I (paee 28r'.)

L black black S 5. battle bottle D

2. box backs D 6. cap cap S

3. sock sock S 7. cots cats D

4. top tap D 8. sock sock S

Test 2 (page284)

l. box box backs 3

2. cab cob cab 2

3. add add odd 3

4. tap top top I

5. She dropped the sack. She dropped the sock. She dropped the sack. 2
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AKITS to Pages 284-86

6. cap cap cop 3

7. cots cots cats 3

8. battle bottle bottle I

Test 3 (page 284)

l. Vowel 5 bqttle

2. Vowel 7 sock

3. Vowel 5 black

4. Vowel 7 It was a big bqttle.

5. Vowel 7 I have two little cots.

6. Vowel 5 I have two little cats.

Contrast 4

Practice 4 (page 285)

l. He won a watch and a lot of money.
077G

2. My brother is studying at another college.
8607

3. The summer months are too hot for comfort.
ECt6

4. The doctor promised to come on Sunday or Monday.

Test I (page 286)

L shut shot D

2. robber robber S

3. hut hot D
4. cop cup D

5. Which color did you want? Which color did you want? S

6. Where's the duck? Where's the dock? D
7. My lock was good. My lock was good. S

8. Who shut it? Who shot it? D

Test 2 (page 286)

l. color color collar 3

2. robber rubber robber 2

3. cut cot cut 2

4. nut nut not 3

5. My lock was good. My luck was good. My lock was good. z

6. It's a wooden duck. It's a wooden dock. It's a wooden duck. 2

7. Who shot it? Who shot it? Who shut it? 3

8. Which color do you like? Which collar do you like? Which color do you like?

Test 3 (page 286)

l. Vowel 6 rqbber 4. Vowel 6 Which color do you like?

2. Vowel 6 shgt 5. Vowel 6 Who shqt it?

3. Vowel 7 lock 6. Vowel 7 Where is the dock?
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AKITS to Pages 287-89

Contrast 5

Practice 4 (page 287)

l. Curt shut his shirt in the door!
12 6 12

2. Worst luck! Someone burned the buns!
12 6 6 6 12 6

3. Uncle Burt! Can you come to supper?
6126612

4. Lunch will be served in the other room.
6 12 6 12

Test I (page 288)

l bird bird S

2. bun bun S

3. shirt shut D

4. lurk lurk S

5. The bud was yellow. The bird was yellow. D

6. Come and see the buds! Come and see the buds! S

7. I didn't see the cub! I didn't see the curb! D

8. It was fun! It was fun! S

Test 2 (page 288)

l. shut shut shirt 3

2. cut curt cut 2

3. lurk lurk luck 3

4. bun burn bun 2

5. ton ton turn 3

6. Come and see the buds! Come and see the birds! Come and see the buds! 2

7. The cub was black. The curb was black. The curb was black. I

8. He took a turn. He took a ton. He took a ton. I

Test 3 (page 288)

l. Vowel 12 shr4 4. Vowel 12 Come and see the bilds!

2. Vowel 6 luck 5. Vowel 12 It was Fern!

3. Vowel 6 The cub was black. 6. Vowel 6 He took a ton.

Contrast 6

Practice 4 (page 289)

l. I should buy some sugar, some soup, some cookies, and some fruit.
99898

2. Ruthy! Don't put your foot on the new blue cushion!
899889

3. Woody pushed Louie into the pool! Who did it? Woody did it!
9988889

4. Who took my good new cookbook? Suzy took it.
89989989
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Test 2 (page 290)

l. pull pull pool 3

2. Luke look Luke 2

3. suit soot soot I

4. fool full fool 2

5. look Luke Luke I

6. The suit was black. The suit was black. The soot was black. 3

7. It was a long pool. It was a long pull. It was a long pull. I

8. It looks foolish. It looks fullish. It looks foolish. 2

AK/TS to Pages 290-92

Test I (page 290)

l. pull pull S

2. full fool D

3. pool pool S

4. suit soot D

Test 3 (page 290)

l. Vowel 9 look

2. Vowel 8 fqql

3. Vowel 9 good

5. look look S

6. full full S

7. It was a long pool. [t was a long pull. D

8. The suit was black. The soot was black. D

4. Vowel 8 It was a long pool.

5. Vowel 9 It looks fullish.

6. Vowel 8 The suit was black.

5. He's getting balder! He's getting bolder! D

6. Where's my red ball! Where's my red bowl? D

7. I'm in the law school. I'm in the law school S

8. Mr. Lewis is bald. Mr. Lewis is bold. D

Gontrast 7

Practice 4 (paee 291)

l. Moe and Joe taught us the wrong song!
10 10 11 11 11

2. Don't go 'til the lawyer calls!
10 10 11 'tl

3. I thought Paul was going home!
11 11 10 10

4. We won't know the cost 'til we talk to Mr. Shaw.
r0 10 tl 11 11

Test I (paee 292)

1 low law D
2. pole pole S

3. toast tossed D
4. jaw Joe D

Test 2 (paee 292)

l. caught coat caught 2

2. whole hall hall I
3. bold bald bold 2
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AKITS to Pages 292-94

4. pole pole Paul 3

5. saw so so I

6. I'm in the law school. I'm in the law school. I'm in the low school. 3

7. Mr. Lewis is bold. Mr. Lewis is bold. Mr. Lewis is bald. 3

8. Where's my red ball? Where's my red bowl? Where's my red ball? 2

Test 3 (page 292)

l. Vowel ll jaw

2. Vowel ll Pqul

3. Vowel l0 coat

4. Vowel ll Mr. Lewis is bald.

5. Vowel 10 Where's my red bqu'l?

6. Vowel l l I'm in the law school.

Contrast 8

Practice 4 (paee293)

l. Doctor Shaw gave my father a dog.
711711

2. Paul bought a new collar for this dog.
11 11 7 11

3. The caller caught his collar in the car door!
11 tl 7 7 1l

Test I @aee 294)

l. caught caught S

2. cot cot S

3. Don dawn D
4. yon yon S

5. collar caller D
6. sod sawed D
7. It's dawn. It's dawn. S

8. Where's the collar? Where's the caller? D

Test 2 (page294)

l. caught caught cot 3

2. Don dawn Don 2

3. sawed sod sod I
4. car car core 3

5. collar caller collar 2

6. Is it far? Is it four? Is it four? I

7. It's Don. It's Don. It's dawn. 3

8. Where's the collar? Where's the caller? Where's the collar? 2
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AKITS to Pages 294-96

Test 3 (page 294)

l. Vowel ll tgUght

2. Vowel 7 collar

3. Vowel ll yryn
4. Vowel 11 Where's the caller?

5. Vowel I I lt's dawn.

6. Vowel 7 It's just an old car.

Contrast 9

Practice 4 (page 295)

l. My cousin has gone abroad to study law.
6 11 11 6 t1

2. Paul wants a cup of 
"?I"" 

and a doughnut.

3. His daughter 
lfnt 

us a dozen songs.

4. I called the bus company, but I got a wrong number!

Test I (page 296)

l. gone gun D

2. song sung D
3. bus bus S

4. boss boss S

5. He caught it. He cut it. D

6. Here comes my boss. Here comes my bus. D
7. That color is beautiful! That color is beautiful! S

8. I need Chuck. I need chalk. D

Test 2 (page296)

l. bought but bought 2

2. wrong wrong rung 3

3. boss bus bus I

4. cough cuff cough 2

5. He caught it. He caught it. He cut it. 3

6. My boss is never late! My bus is never late! My boss is never late! z

7. I'll get chalk. I'll get Chuck. I'll get Chuck. I
8. She cut the apple. She caught the apple. She cut the apple. 2

Test 3 (page 296)

l. Vowel ll wrgng

2. Vowel 6 cgff

3. Vowel 1l My boss is never late!
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AKITS to Pages 297-98

4. Vowel 6 Which cqlor did you like?

5. Vowel 6 I'll get Chuck.

6. Vowel 6 She cut the apple.

Contrast 10

Practice 4 (page 297)

l. We said, "Goodbye and good luck!" when the judge left the country.
99666

2. Next month the woods will be full of hunters.
6 9 .9 6

3. Would you put the money in my bus?
9966

4. My brother put a new roof on his study.

Test I (page 298)

l could could S

2. luck look D
3. took tuck D

4. buck book D
5. roof rough D

6. stood stood S

7. I need two bucks. I need two books. D
8. How do you spell "rough"? How do you spell "rough"? S

Test 2 (page 298)

l. roof rough rough I
2. huff huff hoof 3

3. took tuck tuck I

4. stood stood stud 3

5. luck look luck 2

6. book book buck 3

7. I need two bucks. I need two bucks. I need two books. 3

8. How do you spell "rough"? How do you spell "roof "? How do you spell "rough"? 2

Test 3 (page 298)

l. Vowel 9 stood

2. Vowel 6 luck

3. Vowel 9 pUt

4. Vowel 9 I need two books.

5. Vowel 9 Where did he put the ball?

6. Vowel 6 I need two bucks.
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AK/TS to Pages 299-301

@ntrast 11

Practice 4 (paee299)

l. The woman put the birdbook in her purse.
991291212

2. The cook should return to work on Thursday.
99121212

3. If Burt would push it and Curt would pull it, they could move it!
129912999

Test I (page 300)

l. herd hood D
2. cook cook S

3. shook shook S

4. stined stood D

5. He sold his herd. He sold his hood. D
6. Can you see the words? Can you see the woods? D
7. My last name is Cook. My last name is Cook. S

8. The Burkes are coming tomorrow. The books are coming tomorrow. D

Test 2 (page 300)

l. shook shirk shirk I

2. purse purse puss 3

3. herd hood herd 2

4. look lurk lurk I

5. Can you see the words? Can you see the words? Can you see the woods? 3

6. My last name is Cook. My last name is Kirk. My last name is Kirk. I

7. He sold his herd. He sold his herd. He sold his hood. 3

8. The books are coming tomorrow. The Burkes are coming tomorrow. The books are coming

tomorrow. 2

Test 3 (page 300)

l. Vowel 12 lurk

2. Vowel 9 shook

3. Vowel 12 He sold his herd.

4. Vowel 9 My last name is Cqk.
5. Vowel 9 The books will be there today.

6. Vowel 12 Can vou see the words?

Contrast 12

hactice 4 (page 301)

l. Before it snows, we must close our summer home in the country.
r06106106

2. Chuck cut his elbow when he shut the broken window.
66r0610ro
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3. I don't know, and I won't know until the judges vote on Monday.
10r0101066106

4. Joe sold one boat to his uncle and the other boat to his brother.
101061066106

Test I (page 302)

l. cut coat D

2. comb comb S

3. none none S

4. struck stroke D

5. The dog was chewing a bone. The dog was chewing a bun. D

6. He wants a nut. He wants a note. D

7. It was a little cut. It was a little cut. S

8. He bought a two-ton truck. He bought a two-tone truck. D

Test 2 (page 302)

L most must must I
2. rub rub robe 3

3. come comb come 2

4. none known known I

5. He bought a two-tone truck. He bought a two-tone truck. He bought a two.ton truck. 3

6. She gave him some nuts. She gave him some notes. She gave him some nuts. 2

7. The hum was very quiet. The home was very quiet. The home was very quiet. I
8. The cut was black and blue. The coat was black and blue. The cut was black and blue. 2

Test 3 (page 302)

l. Vowel 6 Chqck

2. Vowel 6 mgst

3. Vowel l0 She gave him some notes.

4. Vowel 6 The dog was chewing a bUn.

5. Vowel 6 He bought a two-ton truck.

6. Vowel l0 The coat was black and blue.

Contrast 13

Practice 4 (page 303)

l. Paul pulled the hook out of the dog's paw.
tlg91i11

2. My lawyer's daughter is a good cook!

3. The boss took a strong cup of coffee and two sugar cookies.
1t9lttt99

4. We took a long walk in the woods.
9rtr'1 9
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Test I (page 304)

l. foot fought D
2. took took S

3. ball ball S

4. wall wool D

5. It isn't full yet. It isn't Fall yet. D

6. It was a golden hawk. It was a golden hawk. S

7. Who paid for the wall? Who paid for the wool? D

8. The new bull was black. The new bull was black. S

Test 2 (page 3M)

1. took talk took 2

2. wool wool wall 3

3. pull Paul Paul I
4. It was a golden hook. It was a golden hawk. It was a golden hook. 2

5. Who paid for the wall? Who paid for the wall? Who paid for the wool? 3

6. It was full. It was Fall. It was Fall. I

7. The new bull was black. The new ball was black. The new ball was black. I
8. The wool was yellow. The wall was yellow. The wool was yellow. 2

Test 3 (page 3M)

l. Vowel ll hqyk
2. Vowel 9 wool

3. Vowel ll It was Fall.

4. Vowel I I The wgll was yellow.

5. Vowel 9 It was a golden hook.

6. Vowel I I It was a golden hqvrk.

Contrast 14

Practice 4 (page 305)

l. I met six French singers.
4242

2. Which letter did Ted write?
2124

3. Ken wrote six checks on the fifth of September.
421 211

4. Six friendly children were sitting next to the president.
2 4 2 22 4 I

Test I (page 306)

l. spell spell S

2. wrist wrist S

3. big beg D

4. ten tin D
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5. Is it better? Is it better? S

6. That's a big check. That's a big chick. D

7. [t tastes bitter. It tastes bitter. S

8. He spilled it. He spelled it. D

Test 2 (page 306)

1. tin tin ten 3

2. beg big beg 2

3. fill fell fell I

4. did dead did 2

5. I like your pen. I like your pen. I like your pin. 3

6. Does it taste better? Does it taste bitter? Does it taste better? 2

7. She spilled it. She spelled it. She spelled it. I

8. Is that a pen? Is that a new pen? Is that a new pin? 3

Test 3 (page 306)

l. Vowel 2 wlist

2. Vowel4 spgll

3. Vowel 2 Does it taste bitter?

4. Vowel 4 That's a big check.

5. Vowel 2 I like your new pin.

6. Vowel4 She spglled it.

Contrast 15

hactice 4 (page 307)

l. Let's ask Edna to lend us a pan.
45445

2. lhave to -ou" ten heavy leather saddles.
54445

3. The weather will be better after January.
4455

4. He asked for ten sandwiches and eleven apples.
54545

Test I (page 308)

l. add add S

2. led led S

3. cattle kettle D

4. leather lather D
5. He broke the pedal. He broke the pedal. S

6. Did the men come yet? Did the man come yet? D

7. New lather smells good. New leather smells good. D

8. I found an old pan. I found an old pan. S
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Test 2 (paee 308)

l. paddle paddle pedal 3

2. Ed add add I

3. ten tan ten 2

4. kettle cattle kettle 2

5. New lather smells good. Ne'iv lather smells good. New leather smells good. 3

6. who bought the kettle? who bought the cattle? who bought the cattle? I
7. I found an old pan. I found an old pen. I found an old pan. 2

8. I found the band. I found the band. I found the bend. 3

Test 3 (page 308)

l. Vowel4 Ed

2. Vowel 4 pgdal

3. Vowel 5 Who bought the cattle?

4. Vowel 4 Which men got the job?

5. Vowel 4 New leather smells good.

6. Vowel 5 I found an old pan.

Gontrast 16

Practice 4 (page 309)

l. The class had lunch at half past one.
s565538

2. Someone ordered a dozen hamburgers and a dozen apples.
6665565

3. My aunt and uncle will leave for the country on Saturday, Sunday, or Monday.
5566566

4. My young cousin had a bad accident.
66555

Test I (page 310)

l. match much D

2. cat cat S

3. sung sung S

4. Someone hurt my uncle! Someone hurt my ankle! D
5. I saw a beautiful gaM saw a beautiful gull! D

6. It was Dan on the phone. It was done on the phone. D
7. The cab was black and white. The cab was black and white. S

8. I bought a little green hut. I bought a little green hat. D

Test 2 (page 310)

L ran run ran 2

2. much match match I

3. Dan Dan done 3
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4. Someene huft my ankle! Someone hurt my uncle! Someone hurt my uncle! I

5. I saw a beautiful gulM saw a beautiful gulM saw a beautiful gal! 3

6. I bought a little green hat. I bought a little green hat. I bought a little green hut. 3

7. The cub was black and white. The cab was black and white. The cub was black and

white. 2

8. She had a little cut on her arm. She had a little cut on her arm. She had a little cat on her

arm. 3

Test 3 (page 310)

l. Vowel6 mgch

2. Vowel 5 s4ng

3. Vowel 5 I bought a little green hat.

4. Vowel 6 Someone hurt my qncle!

5. Vowel 6 She had a little cut on her arm.

6. Vowel 6 I saw a beautiful gull!
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Script, the text is designed for high-beginning and intermediate level students. It can
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